CITY OF PORTLAND
Briefing for Mayor-Elect Wheeler
June 2016

In June, the CAO invited the Mayor-elect as a speaker at one of the periodic Bureau Directors off-site
work sessions. Bureau Directors and Council Chiefs of Staff participated in the work session. The
Mayor-elect’s Transition Director spoke to the group about a request for background information on
City operations to use as reference in transition planning. Bureaus were asked to provide the
information described below.
1. Mission of Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances (1 page max)
2. Summary Overview of Bureau's Work 2006-2016 (4-5 pages max)
• Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures
• Budget Decisions
• Outstanding Labor Issues
• Local and Regional Partners
• Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
3. Five-Year Priorities 2016-21 (3-4 pages max)
• Vision for the Bureau
• Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources (similar to the forecast scenarios shared at the
recent Bureau Directors work session)
• Identified Challenges
4. Industry Trends (2 pages max)
• What are the primary exogenous forces shaping your work?
• How are you responding to these forces? What does the City need to do better to prepare for
inevitable changes?
5. Succession Plan and Leadership Development (1 page max)
6. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus (2-3 pages max)
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All bureaus were invited to have their briefing materials included in this briefing book. There are three programs
managed in City Council offices. They are Compliance Officer Community Liaison and Community Oversight
Advisory Board (COCL/COAB), Office of Youth Violence Prevention (OYVP), and Gateway Center for Domestic
Violence. Since these are Council office programs, they are not included in this briefing. Information on the
Auditor’s Office will be provided in a separate communication.

MISSION OF BUREAU
PER CITY CHARTER/ORDINANCES
Published Mission & Vision
The Bureau of Development Services (BDS) promotes safety, livability, and economic vitality through
efficient and collaborative application of building and development codes.
BDS’ vision is to be the best development services agency in the country by deploying development
review systems that meet the time‐sensitive needs of the development industry, and by addressing
neighborhood organizations’ and citizens’ concerns about the quality of development and access to
development‐related information.
BDS is instrumental in enhancing the safety of buildings and the livability and economic vitality of
Portland’s neighborhoods and is an integral part of the City of Portland. Our stakeholders include
developers, builders, residents, tenants, homeowners and neighborhood associations.
Aligning with this mission and vision, Portland City Code (P.C.C.) Title 3.30 further assigns BDS these
responsibilities:
1. Administering and enforcing several City Code titles, including:
 Building Regulations (Title 24)
 Plumbing Regulations (Title 25)
 Electrical Regulations (Title 26)
 Heating and Ventilating Regulations (Title 27)
 Floating Structures (Title 28)
 Property Maintenance Regulations (Title 29)
 Signs and Related Regulations (Title 32)
 Portland Zoning Code (Title 33)
 Original Art Murals (Title 4)
 Provisions of Tree Regulations (Title 11), as further specified in that Title.
2. Enforcing State of Oregon Regulations regarding manufactured dwellings.
3. The application and enforcement of the provisions of Planning and Zoning Regulations (Title 33) as
delegated by the Director of the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability.
4. The examination and checking of applications, plans, specifications and supporting documentation
required as a prerequisite to the approval of land use actions and permits for development.
5. The coordination of related permits with other bureaus and offices as required to manage the
Development Services Center (DSC).
6. The issuance of approvals and permits required for the construction, installation, repair, or
alteration of land, buildings or equipment.
7. The inspection of sites, buildings or other structures and equipment for compliance with plans and
specifications and with applicable Code provisions and laws.
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SUMMARY OVERVIEW
OF BUREAU’S WORK 2006‐2016

The Bureau of Development Services is broken up into 6 functional areas:
Director’s Office ‐ Director’s Office sets policies and guides the bureau in meeting its mission and goals.
Equity, technology, staffing levels, and service delivery are several focus areas of this office.
Business Operations/Finance Services ‐ Business Operations/Finance Services administers a variety of
services to BDS staff, including human resources, budget and finance, training, safety, and emergency
management.
Land Use Services ‐ Land Use Services staff implements the goals and policies of the City’s
Comprehensive Plan, by administering the Portland Zoning Code (Title 33).
Plan Review/Permitting Services
Plan Review staff reviews building and mechanical plans for residential and commercial structures and
helps customers understand and apply code regulations regarding life safety, energy conservation,
accessibility, and other related issues.
Inspections Services ‐ Inspections Services performs permit inspections on one‐ and two‐family
residences, multi‐family dwellings, and commercial, retail, and industrial construction projects.
Public Information & Enforcement Services ‐ Public Information & Enforcement Services develop BDS
Codes and Policy, improves public access to information, and implements customer service
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Improvements and suggestions, where possible. Enforcement Program staff investigates and resolves
issues reported on construction, zoning, dangerous buildings, property maintenance and signs.
Approximately 96% of the bureau is funded by permit fees and charges. Construction‐related programs
are 100% funded with this source of revenue. In addition, BDS receives approximately 4% support from
the City’s General Fund for several local programs that provide key services to the entire community,
including Land use Services and Neighborhood Inspections. State law prohibits BDS from using permit
revenues to support local code programs. The City Council and bureau advisory groups (Development
Review Advisory Committee, Budget Advisory Committee) have recommended against recovering
program costs from fees and/or penalties alone. The City Council has recognized that the services
provided through the BDS Neighborhood Inspections Program and Land Use Services are critical to the
community as they enhance neighborhood livability and enforce regulations that protect land use,
public health, safety, and property values.
The last 10 years have been a decade of significant change for the bureau. With the dramatic economic
downturn in 2008, and the ensuing rapid, deep decline in permit revenue, the Bureau of Development
Services experienced an unprecedented reduction in staff resources. Throughout the Bureau, low‐
priority services were eliminated and most remaining services were significantly reduced. From 2008 to
2009 over 160 out of 315 employees were laid off. As the economy and the development industry are
recovering, BDS is experiencing rapid growth in its workload and is quickly adding staff.
Since autumn 2011, construction has increased at a fast and consistent rate. This increase in work has
generated high revenues for the bureau, establishing a strong financial reserve. Additionally, the high
volume of work and revenue has allowed the bureau to add back approximately 220 positions over the
past 5 years. The result is BDS has been challenged to meet its service level goals while still striving to
provide the best customer service possible
BDS and its many stakeholders have worked collaboratively to respond to these economic fluctuations
which have impacted both the construction industry and BDS service levels.

Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures
BDS is committed to excellence in its programs and services while remaining fiscally responsible. As the
economy has rebounded, the Bureau of Development Services has implemented innovative ways to
address the resulting workload demands. This has been by continuously assessing and monitoring its
strengths and identifying opportunities to provide more efficient and effective services. The bureau has
focused on building staff by adding positions, hiring staff, utilizing temporary and seasonal/casual
employees, and retirees to augment its permanent workforce as it addresses spikes in workload levels.
Despite these staff additions, the construction industry has outpaced the bureau’s ability to keep up
with related workload and meet some of its service level goals. The bureau is currently experiencing
unprecedented robust growth in virtually every area of our operation. The graphs below illustrate this
growth in our key functional areas.
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Strategies to address service gaps include:
 Contracting out for services including plan review, building inspections, land use reviews, and
recruitment outreach.
 Augmenting staff by enlisting the help of the State of Oregon and other jurisdictions by
requesting to borrow staff in the area of plan review, inspection and land use services.
 Adding internal recruitment resources by employing 4 temporary staff to assist with
recruitment with the goal of filling all of its current vacancies within the next 9 months,
shortening the recruitment timeline by 6 months.
 Prioritizing hiring of its most critical positions based on service level needs.
 Streamlining business processes with ongoing work to identify more efficient business
processes with a focus on enhanced customer education, improved outreach and methods for
reducing wait times in the Development Service Center.
Budget Decisions:
To successfully provide excellent and equitable programs and services, we operate in a fiscally
sustainable manner. To do this we balance several long‐term operational strategy goals:
 Provide staffing sufficient to meet the needs of customers, stakeholders, and community
members;
 Maintain prudent financial reserves to cushion against economic downturns;
 Pursue and maintain cost recovery for services whenever appropriate;
 Set reasonable fees and keep fee increases as low and gradual as possible;
 Establish and achieve equitable and workable service level goals;
 Ensure programs and services are effective, efficient, and equitable
The bureau includes participation of bureau staff, customers, stakeholders, and the community in the
development of its budget. We rely on assistance from all these participants in identifying priorities and
recommendations for the continued improvement and success of the bureau. All input informs and
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shapes our budget planning process. Over the last several years the bureau has focused on 7 major
budget areas including:
 Ensure appropriate staffing levels
 Improve access to services and programs
 Workforce development and training
 Ensure General Fund support for local code enforcement programs
 Review permit fees and financial reserve goals
 Equity – internal and external service delivery
 Leverage advanced technology
Focusing on these goals drives our quest to be the best development services agency in the nation.
Ensure Appropriate Staffing Levels
The growth in the construction industry over the last few years has both enabled and compelled the
bureau to add staff positions in order to sustain service levels and manage a much larger workload.
Since Fall 2011, BDS has added approximately 220 positions spread throughout the bureau; since
January 2014, we have hired 87 employees.
Improve Access to Services & Programs
The bureau continues to create more effective means for customers, employees, stakeholders, and
community members to communicate ideas and have collaborative interaction with bureau leaders and
with one another. We have invested in ways to enhance how customers and stakeholders interface with
our staff and services such as the bureau’s website, written materials, and phone call interactions.
Examples of this work include our Customer Call Center, which answers calls to main bureau phone
lines live, rather than with voicemail; and the reinstitution of our customer and community satisfaction
surveys in Fall 2014.
Workforce Development and Training
Like other organizations, we see that our workforce is changing. Approximately 12% of BDS employees
are eligible for retirement now and about 28% can retire within 5 years. Addressing this reality will
require increased efforts in several areas, including ensuring equitable outreach, recruitment, and hiring
processes; outreach to high school and college students regarding career path opportunities;
development of future leaders and plans for succession to management, leadership, and technical
positions; and relevant training for current employees. Earlier in 2015 we hired a Training & Workforce
Development Manager to drive this effort and coordinate the work of existing recruitment, onboarding,
training, and development staff.
Ensure General Fund Support for Local Code Enforcement Programs
BDS receives financial support from the City’s General Fund for local code programs that provide
general public benefit, including Land Use Services and Neighborhood Inspections. The bureau
continues to seek General Fund support in order to adequately fund and expand these beneficial
programs.
Review Permit Fees and Financial Reserve Goals
As stated earlier, the bureau’s primary funding source comes from permit fees. Building permit fees are
calculated based on the value of projects. Over the past three years, BDS has not raised most of its
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permit fees, in part due to the fact that most programs are operating at cost recovery and have met
their respective reserve goals. Starting July 1, 2016 the bureau has reduced building permit fees by 3%
for projects with valuation of $500.
Concerns have been voiced around the cumulative effect of fees imposed by the various city bureaus in
connection with development projects. The Development Review Advisory Committee (DRAC) is
discussing ways to request the City conduct a comprehensive review of all fees, including System
Development Charges assessed by other development review bureaus.
In 2015, BDS created a Business Continuity Plan (BCP). The BCP provides direction and guidelines to
the bureau in order to respond in a prudent and timely way to significant, persistent financial
downturns. The BCP identifies leading indicators and triggers to help the bureau see financial and
workload trends sooner, and establishes measures to direct the bureau’s response. BDS produces
monthly reports showing bureau performance relative to these indicators and triggers.
Equity – Internal and External Service Delivery
The bureau is committed to pursuing equity in our staffing, our programs and services, and our
interactions with customers and the community. Specifically, we seek to expand educational and
training opportunities in equity issues for staff; and seek to improve our outreach and accessibility,
particularly to underrepresented and disadvantaged communities. We are currently in the process of
creating an Equity Roadmap to guide our equity work over the next 5 years.
Leverage Advanced Technology
We are continuing work on implementing our Information Technology Advancement Project (ITAP).
ITAP is a web‐based system that will allow 24/7 online access to BDS’s records and services, greatly
enhancing the level of technology in the development review process while improving public access to
information. In addition to ITAP, the bureau remains committed to providing technology solutions that
meet customer and workplace needs.
Strategic Plan
The bureau is in the process of creating a new 5 year strategic planning process and anticipates a new
Strategic Plan in the fall of 2016. The purpose of the plan is to create a living, relevant, and practical 5
year plan to guide the bureau in all areas of work. Focus areas include workplace excellence, workforce
development, programs & services, technology, customer experience, community engagement, and
equity, diversity, and inclusion. The bureau has engaged stakeholder groups and employees in the
development of the 5 year Strategic Plan.
Outstanding Labor Issues
BDS has a very active Labor Management culture which has allowed the bureau to have an open and
transparent decision making process with its staff. The current issue BDS faces with labor is the
challenge to hire permanent and temporary employees to keep up with workload demands and fill on‐
going vacancies. With the addition of positions added in the 2016 Spring BMP, the bureau has
approximately 64 positions that need to be filled. On‐going, unfilled vacancies are due to a number of
issues including:
 Limited candidate pools for positions, particularly for technical positions such as Plans
Examiner;
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Promotion of current employees creating unanticipated vacancies in other positions and
sections in the bureau;

BDS is taking a multifaceted approach described in the Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance
Measures above along with preparing “pipelines” such as career development plans for natural
development and progression and engaging in partnerships with schools to get students engaged and
interested in BDS related professions.
Local and Regional Partners
The Bureau of Development Services works closely with multiple city bureaus, offices and staff in
addition to local and regional partners. This is done by co‐location of development review and
permitting bureaus, and BDS board and commissions.
In 2009 City Council approved the co‐location of development interagency staff in one location ‐ the
1900 SW 4th Avenue Building. The relocation is intended to (1) maximize the efficiency, coordination
and synergy of public works engineering, development review and permitting; (2) facilitate
coordination with other development review and permitting functions; and (3) minimize the dislocation
of existing BDS operations. Staff adjacencies are critical to the successes of building and plan review,
land use and development review, public works engineering and public works administration. This
partnership work continues with twice monthly meetings of the “SWAT” team (as described below
under the Current and Potential Collaboration with Other City Bureaus) which facilitates
communication and allows all development bureaus to work through common issues in the permit
process.
In addition to this partnership, BDS has many boards, commissions and advisory committees that
provide input to the bureau or act on appeals of land use or other code issues under the provisions of
Oregon laws and/or the City of Portland Code. The Bureau of Development Services is responsible for
the following Boards and Commissions:
 Floating Structures Board of Appeal
 Adjustment Committee
 Historic Landmarks Commission
 Alternative Technology Advisory Committee
 Mechanical Code Board of Appeal
 Building Code Board of Appeal
 Plumbing Code Board of Appeal
 Design Commission
 River Community Advisory Committee
 Development Review Advisory Committee
 Structural Engineering Advisory Committee
 Electrical Code Board of Appeal
Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
BDS is committed to building a vibrant, positive
and productive work place. Its employees are its greatest resource and investment. As an organization,
BDS continuously assesses and monitors its strengths and identifies opportunities for improvement
with the goal of making BDS a great and effective place to work, conduct business, and serve its
customers and community.
Recent initiatives include an ongoing employee workplace survey, an assessment of BDS’
organizational structure and internal work culture, development of a streamlined performance
evaluation form created to give timely feedback to all employees, and the creation of a training and
development section. All of these efforts are focused on building employee trust and morale,
empowerment, and an inclusive, fair and respectful work environment that enhances teamwork, job
satisfaction, and opportunities for advancement. In addition, the bureau believes that those closest to
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the work often have the best ideas for innovation. Staff actively contribute their ideas and
recommendations during the annual budget planning process. The bureau also maintains a strong
labor‐management partnership and approach to addressing issues of interest to all employees in the
bureau.
Further, staff and management have worked together to develop management principles and
expectation, and customer service solutions. These are posted throughout the bureau and in every
leadership members work area. The bureau mission, goals, values and diversity commitment are
integrated into the fabric of the culture and operations of BDS.
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FIVE‐YEAR PRIORITIES
2016‐2021
1. Vision for the Bureau
BDS’s overarching vision is to be the best development services agency in the country by deploying
development review systems that meet the time‐sensitive needs of the development industry, and by
addressing neighborhood organizations’ and citizens’ concerns about the quality of development and
access to development‐related information.
To help realize this vision, BDS will focus on these priorities over the next 5 years:
 Staffing & Service Levels
BDS is committed to excellence in its programs and services while remaining fiscally responsible. Since
autumn 2011, construction has increased at a fast and consistent rate. This has generated high
revenues for the bureau, establishing a strong financial reserve, and has allowed BDS to add back
approximately 150 positions over the past 5 years.
Despite significant staff additions, BDS has been challenged to meet its service level goals while still
providing the best customer service possible. The bureau will continue to focus on adding and training
new staff positions, while also striving to streamline processes and pursuing alternative resources.
 Equity
BDS is committed to pursuing equity in its staffing, programs, services, and interactions with customers
and the community. In FY 2016‐17, the bureau will launch its first Equity Plan and will expand
educational and training opportunities in equity issues for staff and improve community outreach and
service accessibility, particularly to underrepresented and disadvantaged communities. BDS cannot
become the best development services agency in the nation without ensuring equitable service, access
and opportunities for staff, customers, and the community.
 Information Technology Advancement Project (ITAP)
The success of ITAP will be critical to BDS and the other City infrastructure bureaus (PBOT, BES, Water,
Fire, Parks) for many years to come. ITAP is at a key junction; the project has fallen behind schedule
due to its complexity, and important decisions regarding the future direction of the project will be made
in the coming months.
 Organizational Development
BDS has experienced significant organizational change over the last several years. The bureau lost over
half its staff during the recent recession, and has added back most of those positions over the last few
years as the recovery has grown strong.
In light of this, BDS is undertaking several efforts to strengthen its organizational health and culture
and increase effectiveness and productivity. Recent and current organizational development work
includes:
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o
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Employee and Customer Surveys – BDS completed surveys of customers and employees in
2015, and has since been engaged in working through the survey results and implementing
organizational changes to address identified issues.
Bureau Assessment – In 2015, BDS hired the Coraggio Group to help lead an organizational
health and culture assessment that involved employees from all levels and groups within
the bureau. Staff is now actively following up on issues identified in the assessment.
Equity Plan – BDS recently published its Equity Roadmap and is preparing to launch its first
Equity Plan later in 2016. The Equity Plan is the blueprint that will be used to examine the
bureau’s rules, policies, procedures and decision‐making structures and determine where
inequities exist.
Strategic Plan – BDS is preparing to publish a new Strategic Plan in summer 2016. The
Strategic Plan will reflect and incorporate results and ongoing work from the Bureau
Assessment and surveys, and will be closely aligned with the Equity Plan.

2. Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources / Identified Challenges
Each year, BDS prepares not only an annual budget request but also a 5‐Year Financial Plan. The
economic projections that form the basis of the Financial Plan are reviewed by the BDS Finance
Committee (composed of independent economists and development industry representatives) as well
as the City Budget Office.
BDS operates two distinct types of programs. State‐mandated construction programs (Building,
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, etc.) are funded almost exclusively through permit fee revenues.
Local code enforcement programs (Land Use Services, Neighborhood Inspections, Environmental Soils,
Signs, Zoning Compliance, and Site Development) implement local regulations or state and federal
mandates, and are funded through a combination of fees, fines and charges, and/or General Fund
monies.
Fee‐Supported Programs (State‐Mandated Construction Programs)
BDS works to maintain full cost recovery for many of its fee‐supported construction programs and
services. To this end, the bureau implements gradual fee increases (to minimize the impact on
customers and community members), as well as charging for (or ceasing) some services previously
provided free of charge.
Due to the ongoing construction boom, BDS has achieved full cost recovery for its state‐mandated
programs every year since FY 2011‐12. As a result, BDS kept fees constant for these programs in FY
2014‐15 and 2015‐16. For FY 2016‐17, BDS is cutting building and site development permit fees by 3%.
BDS has healthy financial reserves for these programs that are allowing the Bureau to add staff to
address significant workload increases.
Local Code Programs
City Council adopted all of the ordinances which serve as the foundation for BDS’s Local Code
Programs. State regulations prohibit BDS from using permit fee revenues to support Local Code
Programs, making those programs dependent on a combination of program fees, charges, and fines.
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For some Local Code Programs, however, due to the nature of the service or the broader context in
which the service is provided, full cost recovery dependent only on fees and charges will not be
achievable. These programs include the Neighborhood Inspections and Land Use Services programs,
which have received some portion of General Fund support over the years due to the fact that they
benefit the entire community and the city's livability.
The Neighborhood Inspections Program implements P.C.C. Title 29, Property Maintenance, which
covers the maintenance of residential dwellings, accessory structures, and exterior property areas. This
program enhances the livability of Portland’s neighborhoods and maintains the City’s housing stock. In
addition, this program is instrumental in helping to eliminate blight and serious public safety threats to
neighborhoods and to provide safe and livable housing options to lower income residents who are likely
to be renters.
The Land Use Services (LUS) Program is responsible for implementing the goals and policies of the
City's Comprehensive Plan, including neighborhood and community plans. This is accomplished
through administration of the Portland Zoning Code (Title 33 of the City Code), which includes the
City's Land Division Code, Metro's Functional Plan, the Oregon State Transportation Planning Rule, and
Oregon State Land Use Goals. LUS reviews development proposals for compliance with the Zoning
Code (as part of the building permit process); provides public information regarding zoning regulations;
performs discretionary reviews of development proposals (the land use review process); and supports
legally mandated record‐keeping and public notices.
The BDS Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) and the Development Review Advisory Committee (DRAC)
have repeatedly urged the City Council to provide adequate ongoing General Fund support for the
Neighborhood Inspections and Land Use Services Programs, citing the programs’ community‐wide
benefits.
In FY 2015‐16 and again in FY 2016‐17, BDS has had to use limited program reserves to support
positions in the Neighborhood Inspections Program to allow expansion of programs that provide
targeted support to underrepresented communities. These important community services will be
negatively impacted in future years if additional General Fund support is not made available.
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INDUSTRY TRENDS
WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY EXOGENOUS FORCES SHAPING YOUR WORK?
Among the pressing external factors that will affect BDS are the changing demographics of Portland’s
population. Shifts in the geography, culture, and languages in our community necessitate continuous
change in the Bureau’s services and in the way those services are provided. Responding to changing
demographics through an equity lens, as described in the Portland Plan, will increasingly influence the
way in which Portland and its bureaus approach program and policy development. This must be
maintained while new technologies, living amenities and larger more complex projects change the BDS
work environment.
A second external challenge that will influence BDS service delivery is balancing the tension that arises
from developers’ interests to see regulation simplified in the face of increasingly numerous and
complex regulations—for example, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s changes in regulation on development in floodplain
areas that affect endangered species, the Citywide Tree Code, residential sprinklers, and Zoning Code
Amendments —that complicate the development environment. Additionally, community and
neighborhood groups insert themselves into the regulatory process as they advocate for a voice in
development that can affect their neighborhoods.
A third external influence in this planning process is the need for technological adaptation in response
to the demands and technology systems of customers, stakeholders, and other government agencies.
The pace of technology obsolescence will continue to increase in the coming years, forcing the Bureau
to plan, resource, and adapt quickly to new technologies.
BDS is also subject to local, national, and international economic situations that affect the local
construction industry. In addition, new innovations such as micro‐homes and the proliferation short
term rentals create challenges for the Bureau in applying building and local codes. BDS must do all it
can to adapt to the changing environment and innovate to preserve its own financial stability in the
coming years.
A fourth external trend is changing state and federal policies, laws, and regulations that affect the
Bureau. Responding to these changes demands that BDS be adaptable and increases the need to focus
on quality and efficiency of service. Continuing to research and adopt best practices will position the
Bureau to develop a highly effective infrastructure that is both adaptable and focused on quality.
In summary, as the economy continues to grow, the Bureau has the opportunity to expand its capacity
to provide programs and services that are aligned with its mission of promoting safety, livability, and
economic vitality through efficient and collaborative application of building and development codes.
However, simply rebuilding the bureau of yesterday will not meet the needs of today or tomorrow. BDS
continues to see new initiatives implemented and new resources leveraged to meet the changing
landscape that affects the health, safety, and livability of Portland.

How are you responding to these forces? What does the City need to do
better to prepare for inevitable changes?
BDS business processes continue to evolve to meet growing and changing needs. As the largest
municipality in the state, Portland is on the cutting edge of new construction technologies and our
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stakeholders and customers demand BDS be prepared for immediate considerations or
implementation of these technologies. BDS leverages its community, local and regional partnerships
which help the bureau recognize and respond to these changes. Internally BDS relies upon a highly
technical workforce that fewer and fewer people are going into. To counter this, BDS must work
toward fostering a renewed interest in these areas within the developing applicant community. This
can be done by:
1. Examining how we develop service to all communities to create interest in career development
2. Developing a “pipeline” by establishing a partnership with schools from elementary, middle,
high school and community college. This is being done with the Cooperative Work Education
program where students get college credit by job shadowing within specific BDS work groups,
presentations at schools, continued communication with recruitment staff and councilors at
area high schools and colleges.

Business Continuity Plan BDS’ Business Continuity Plan provides direction and guidelines to
the bureau in order to respond in a prudent and timely way to significant, persistent financial
downturns. The plan was developed in collaboration with the Development Review Advisory
Committee, Budget Advisory Committee, Labor Management Committee, and BDS’ Finance
Committee. The plan put in place triggers or parameters that would signal and inform bureau
management about major changes in construction activity in the Portland Metropolitan Area.
The plan also provides general guidelines on measures that need to be implemented to ensure
the bureau’s financial stability and the ability to provide vital services to the public. City Council
accepted the plan on December 16, 2015.
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SUCCESSION PLAN
AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
The core of BDS’s effectiveness and efficiency is continuing to invest in creating and maintaining a
high‐performing workforce. Succession planning has become less about replacing retiring employees,
and more about grooming staff to grow into leadership roles, enhance cross training to ensure critical
and key functions are covered, and identify resources to draw upon for recruitment of entry level staff
in development review and inspection disciplines. As the bureau grows back to its pre‐recession size,
the bureau now has unprecedented number of staff who have less than 3 years tenure with the bureau.
We see this as an opportunity and the bureau is devoting resources to build and enhance both its
workforce and its leadership team.

Succession Plan
To deliver consistent services with a high degree of quality, we must support the professional
development of its workforce— from cultivating qualified employee candidates, to the point of hire, to
supporting staff teams, to planning for and managing team transitions. Further, underinvesting in
workforce development carries its own costs, which are simply redistributed in other inefficiencies such
as staff turnover, staff vacancies, and lack of consistent practices.
As a result, the bureau is focusing its succession planning efforts in the following priorities:
 Creating internal alignment between job classifications and job descriptions, establishing core
competencies and providing sufficient mentoring and coaching to ensure professional
competency and growth, as well as cross‐training to enhance succession planning.
 Strengthening the Bureau’s equity plan to foster a dynamic and diverse workforce.



Invest resources of time and staffing to develop a standardize process of developing and
disseminating knowledge derived from previous staff experiences, such as case studies and
field practices.
Dedicating staff and financial resources to the development of the Training and Workforce
Development section to support ongoing staff training to maintain this priority area.

Leadership Development
In the last 5 years, the bureau has experienced an approximately 50% turnover in its management
team. New management staff have created opportunities for the bureau to focus on enhancing its
internal leadership development. Current leadership training is focused in leadership skill development,
effective communication, building trust, and employee empowerment.
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CURRENT & POTENTIAL COLLABORATION
WITH OTHER BUREAUS
To accomplish its mission and fulfill its responsibilities under City Code, BDS must work in close
collaboration with a number of City bureaus on issues ranging from development review, to code
enforcement, to information technology integration. Examples of BDS collaboration with other City
Bureaus include:
1. Housing Emergency – BDS and Portland Housing Bureau Coordination in support of Affordable
Housing
In light of the recent declaration of a housing and homeless emergency in Portland, BDS and the
Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) have been working collaboratively over the last several months to
coordinate efforts to support the development of affordable housing. These efforts have included
streamlining the review and permitting process for affordable housing projects, enhancing outreach
efforts to better promote PHB affordable housing opportunities, and creating incentives to the
development community to build affordable housing. In addition, alternative regulatory options for
affordable housing development in the Central City and Gateway Plan Districts through an ordinance
approved by the City Council in March 2016. The bureau has also worked with the Portland Housing
Bureau on its development of a construction excise tax with the purpose of providing funding for
affordable housing projects.
2. Residential Demolitions
Since 2014, in response to community concerns regarding the demolition of residential structures, BDS
has been working with the Development Review Advisory Committee (DRAC), other City bureaus, and
the community to amend City Code governing residential demolition and implement new processes to
improve communication between developers and neighborhood associations. This work also led to
increased coordination with State agencies related to hazardous materials at demolition sites. BDS
continues to work with all these entities on fine‐tuning the demolition code and on introducing
incentives for deconstruction.
3. Citywide Tree Code
BDS has collaborated closely with the Parks Bureau in implementing the Citywide Tree Code (Portland
City Code Title 11), which was created in January 2015. Later in 2015, due to ongoing community
concerns surrounding the removal of large trees on development sites, BDS and Parks coordinated with
other City bureaus, advisory committees, and community members to strengthen the regulations for
tree removal in development situations.
4. Information Technology Advancement Project (ITAP)
The Information Technology Advancement Project (ITAP) is an initiative to upgrade the City's legacy
permit and case management system (TRACS). In November 2010, the City Council granted approval
to BDS to pursue an upgrade from TRACS to a new system.
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Since that time, BDS has been working closely with other City infrastructure bureaus that will use the
system extensively, including PBOT, BES, Water, Fire, and Parks. Ensuring that ITAP components are
integrated and effective for all users is critical to the overall success of the project.
The goal of the system upgrade and ITAP is to provide the City of Portland, its development
community, and the general public with more efficient and effective development review through the
implementation of a web‐based permit application, plan review, and inspection software system. The
system will be accessible to City review staff, development review customers, and the general public 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
ITAP receives guidance from a Customer Advisory Committee, composed of representatives from the
development industry, with oversight provided by the City’s Technology Oversight Committee.
5. SWAT Team
For many years, BDS has convened a twice‐monthly meeting with representatives from all the bureaus
that participate in the development review process, including BDS, Portland Fire and Rescue, and the
Bureaus of Environmental Services, Parks and Recreation, Transportation, and Water. This group is
referred to as the “SWAT Team.” The purpose of the group is to identify, implement, and monitor
improvements to the development review process; develop standardized informational materials to
assist the public in the use of City services; and communicate changes in policies, procedures, and
codes that may affect the permitting process.
SWAT Team efforts have resulted in innumerable improvements in the development review process
and in coordination and cooperation amongst the participating bureaus over the years.
6. Regulatory Improvement Code Amendment Project (RICAP)
BDS provides funding for a position to support the Bureau of Planning & Sustainability’s (BPS’s)
Regulatory Improvement Code Amendment Project (RICAP). BPS’s Regulatory Improvement Program
is charged with developing projects that continually update and improve City building and land use
regulations to foster desirable development. The current RICAP 8 is a set of 37 items addressing minor
policy, clarification, and corrections to improve City building, land use, and tree regulations and
procedures.
BDS’s financial support of RICAP work leads to closer coordination between BDS and BPS on Zoning
Code amendments, resulting in more relevant, effective code for the development industry and the
community.
7. Zoning Code Implementation
While responsibility for writing and updating the Portland Zoning Code (P.C.C. Title 33) rests with
the Bureau of Planning & Sustainability (BPS), BDS’s Land Use Services (LUS) Division is charged
with implementing the requirements of Title 33, resulting in a symbiotic relationship between BPS
and BDS regarding the Zoning Code. LUS was actually housed within BPS until the late 1990s,
when the group was moved to BDS in order to promote stronger connections between the Zoning
Code, the development process, and the community.
17

8. Property Maintenance Code Enforcement
BDS has long worked closely with the Portland Police Bureau (PPB) in addressing substandard housing
and property nuisance issues in Portland neighborhoods. One example of this cooperation is the
Bureau’s Extremely Distressed Properties Enforcement Program (EDPEP). EDPEP is directed toward
un‐maintained properties (often caused by abandonment due to foreclosures) with chronic nuisance
and housing conditions that create risks of fire and public health hazards. EDPEP uses the abatement,
vacation, and demolition of property as a key tool. EDPEP proactively monitors properties to ensure
that conditions are maintained and pursues additional abatements to resolve any recurring conditions.
PPB officers have frequently commented on the effectiveness of EDPEP and other BDS enforcement
programs in addressing property issues that are outside of their authority and that contribute to crime
and public health issues.
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Mayor-elect Ted Wheeler Briefing Book

1.

Bureau Mission – per City Charter/Ordinance

Ordinance Numbers 139144 and 139147 created the Bureau of Emergency Communications “to
operate the joint City-County Emergency Communications and Operations Center” on November
28, 1974. The purpose of the center was “to be used initially for law enforcement
communications” and handle “emergency call receiving, dispatch, and operations center.”
According to this Ordinance, “The mission of the Emergency Communications/ Operations Center
is to receive and process emergency calls from the citizens of the City of Portland and
Multnomah County, to dispatch and control emergency services, and to provide quarters and
facilities for command of emergency operations.”
At that time, this work was accomplished by creating a new position for the Director,
transferring 21 Police Communications Operators and a Typist Clerk from Police, and creating 6
new positions for Police Communications Operators. BOEC was created as a General Fund
bureau, with Multnomah County providing 25% of the budget. [The Director’s salary was
$8.83/hour and the Operators’ starting salary was $4.60/hour. This resulted in a total budget
for the first year of $273,078.]
November 8, 1995, City Council passed Ordinance Number 169468, an Intergovernmental
Agreement, expanding BOEC’s partner agency base to include the Cities of Gresham, Troutdale,
Fairview, Wood Village, and Maywood Park and Rural Fire Districts 14 (Corbett) and 30 (Sauvie
Island).
Over time, the services provided by BOEC have been modified so that our current mission
statement is as follows:
Our mission is to be the vital connection between the community and emergency
service responders by answering 9-1-1 and non-emergency public safety calls,
triaging for proper response, and dispatching appropriate resources.
In practice, we:
1. Answer 9-1-1 calls.
2. Dispatch appropriate public safety response.
3. Answer non-emergency public safety calls.
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2.


Summary Overview of Bureau’s Work from 2006-2016 (4-5 pages)
Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures

Strategic Plans
2005-2008 Strategic Directions (Commissioner Randy Leonard/Director Carl Simpson until
12/31/05; Lisa Turley after 1/6/2006)
I.
Community and Agency Relationships: Promote and nurture relationships within
the community and client agencies.
II.
Community and Agency Service: Increase the efficiency and quality of call
handling and dispatching.
III.
Organizational Improvement: Improve internal organizational effectiveness.
IV.
Recruitment and Hiring: Promote workforce excellence and make BOEC careers
accessible to all people.
V.
Training and Development: Provide consistent, high-quality, ongoing training to
develop staff members to their fullest potential.
VI.
Employee Well-Being: Increase the level of employee morale, health, and job
satisfaction.
2009-2011 Strategic Directions (Commissioner Amanda Fritz/Director Lisa Turley)
 Same as 2005-2008
During 2012, we took a much more focused view of the work we do – and our Strategic Plan
reflected that new approach.
2013-2015 Strategic Directions (Commissioners Amanda Fritz and Steve Novick/Director Lisa
Turley)
I.
Relationships and Customer Service
II.
Effective Calltaking
III.
Effective Dispatching
IV.
Organizational Effectiveness
V.
Employee Well-being
VI.
311/Non-Emergency Call Center
VII.
Future Initiatives
During 2015, we made the decision to implement a new over-arching philosophy in our
approach to the work we do. We are in the process of implementing an approach being used
extensively in hospitals all over the country called Just Culture. This new approach recognizes
the type of work done by staff in a 9-1-1/ dispatch center and recognizes that many problems
arise out of the need to make thousands of decisions during shift, and that people are human
and will make mistakes. Providing training and bringing attention to those mistakes modifies
behavior – disciplinary action does not have to be the first reaction from management.
2016-2020 Strategic Plan (Commissioners Steve Novick and TBD/Director Lisa Turley and
TBD)
I.
Just Culture
II.
Performance Improvement
III.
Training
IV.
Stress Management
V.
Technology
VI.
Emergency Management
VII.
Outreach/Public Education
VIII.
Administration
IX.
311/Non-Emergency Call Center
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Performance Measures
 Calltaking Performance
o 90% of calls received on 9-1-1 lines should be answered within 20 seconds is a
National Emergency Number Association Standard
o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

2005-06
o Overall 9-1-1 service received a 76% positive rating with 90% of 9-1-1 calls
answered within 20 seconds – average actual answer time was 7 seconds
2006-07
o Overall 9-1-1 service received a 76% positive rating with 89% of 9-1-1 calls
answered with 20 seconds – average actual answer time was 7 seconds.
2008
o No data available.
2009
o Overall 9-1-1 service received an 84% positive rating with 97% of 9-1-1 calls
answered within 20 seconds – average actual answer time was 2 seconds.
2010
o Overall 9-1-1 service received an 80% positive rating with 98% of 9-1-1 calls
answered within 20 seconds – average actual answer time data is not
available.
2011
o Overall 9-1-1 service received a 76% positive rating with 97% of 9-1-1 calls
answered within 20 seconds – average actual answer time data is not
available.
2012
o Overall 9-1-1 service received a 77% positive rating with 95% of 9-1-1 calls
answered within 20 seconds – average actual answer time data is not
available.
2013
o Overall 9-1-1 service received a 76% positive rating with 97% of 9-1-1 calls
answered within 20 seconds – average actual answer time data is not
available.
2014
o Overall 9-1-1 service received a 78% positive rating with 97% of 9-1-1 calls
answered within 20 seconds – average actual answer time data is not
available.
2015
o There is no overall 9-1-1 service rating available for 2015, but 96% of 9-1-1
calls were answered with 20 seconds – average actual answer time data is not
available.
2016
o Data is available only in monthly format.
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Dispatch Performance – “Received” to “Queued” times are a BOEC User Board
determination
o EMS calls
 Code 3 (High Acuity) calls must be processed within 75 seconds.
 All other calls must be processed within 150 seconds.
o Fire Calls
 Urgent calls must be processed within 45 seconds
 Priority calls must be processed within 75 seconds
 Non-Priority calls must be processed within 90 seconds
o Police Calls
 High Priority calls (response priority of 1, 2, or 3) must be processed within
90 seconds
 Low Priority calls (response priority of 4, 5, 6, or 7) must be processed
within 180 seconds.

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

9-1-1 Calls Received

422,479

404,485

383,313

355,742

363,293

364,179

382,213

395,792

418,794

449,673

Other Emer Calls Rec'd

73,543

96,287

96,242

89,720

85,652

82,390

81,432

82,054

85,375

86,606

Non-Emer Calls Rec'd

282,646

286,902

292,093

264,041

254,419

469,400

477,255

435,217

437,058

450,920

Total Calls Received

778,668

787,674

771,648

709,503

703,364

915,969

940,900

913,063

941,227

987,199

EMS Incs Dispatched

58,841

62,648

65,539

67,029

68,138

71,342

74,180

73,245

76,971

86,519

High Priority-90 sec

80.5%

78.5%

79.3%

77.7%

75.8%

74.1%

73.8%

74.0%

71.8%

72.6%

Low Prioriy-180 sec

83.1%

83.3%

82.3%

79.4%

96.0%

87.4%

84.2%

85.4%

85.4%

85.7%

Fire Incs Dispatched

76,056

77,755

80,414

79,842

77,643

74,655

80,946

80,301

83,756

92,157

Urgent-60 seconds

74.0%

71.9%

69.3%

66.1%

65.2%

65.2%

62.7%

66.1%

67.6%

68.8%

Priority-75 seconds

68.2%

65.4%

64.6%

64.9%

63.1%

63.1%

63.6%

64.5%

64.1%

64.5%

Non-Priority- 90 sec

73.0%

70.9%

70.2%

68.8%

66.1%

66.1%

63.8%

65.8%

63.8%

64.8%

Police Inc Dispatched

308,243

305,267

293,535

269,661

270,551

258,222

283,681

284,225

310,156

330,585

Priority 1-60 seconds

24.0%

23.0%

82.0%

84.0%

83.0%

82.0%

74.0%

76.0%

74.0%

73.0%

Priority 2-90 seconds

29.0%

28.0%

56.0%

55.0%

54.0%

64.0%

65.0%

66.0%

66.0%

68.0%

Total Calls Dispatched

443,140

445,670

439,488

416,532

416,332

404,219

438,807

437,771

470,883

509,261

Total Calls Not Disp'd

335,528

342,004

332,160

292,971

287,032

511,750

502,093

475,292

470,344

477,938

2016 – data is currently available in monthly format only.
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Budget Decisions
NOTE: Because of BOEC’s IGA and relationships with other jurisdictions in the county, we are
not a “true” General Fund bureau. Amounts that partner jurisdictions pay into our budget
are determined by a Budget Allocation Formula based on population. It is safe to say that
the City of Portland pays about 80% of our budget, with the other 20% allocated to the
various east county cities and the county. Therefore, any City of Portland budget decision (a
5% cut, for example) results in a greater impact to the bureau (about 7% in this example)
because of the partner agency impacts.















2006-07 - $14.3 million; 140 positions – 116 calltakers/dispatchers/trainees
o Increase of $783,339 – to fully fund health care benefits
o 12 additional operations positions; reduction in overtime
2007-08 - $16.1 million; 143 positions – 3 new admin staff
o Adjustment to increase overtime budget request to actual expenditures
2008-09 - $17.9 million; 140 positions – 112 operators
o CAD replacement funds; 311 implementation project ($100,000)
2009-10 - $17 million; 144 positions – 116 operators
o CAD replacement funds
2010-11 - $17 million; 140 positions – 112 operators
o CAD replacement – Go-Live April 2011 – on-time, under budget
2011-12 - $18.4 million; 145 positions – 114 operators
2012-13 - $19 million; 142 positions – 111 operators
o 6% budget reduction
2013-14 - $19.6 million; 138 positions – 107 operators
o 10% budget reduction; however, Add packages resulted in keeping
$1,273,865/18 FTE
2014-15 – $19 million; 139 positions – 113 operators
2015-16 - $24.7 million; 143 positions – 110 operators
o Includes Add packages for 3 supervisors – 2 in operations, 1 in training to allow
better up-front control of work product
2016-17 - $25 million; 142 positions – 107 operators
o Includes Add packages for 13 calltaker/dispatcher trainees



Outstanding Labor Issues
As call volumes increase, technology becomes more complicated, community service
expectations become more demanding, fewer resources are available for situations, and
other factors – demands on the 9-1-1 center are increasing. This is compounded by the
change in approaches to work by younger employees. Therefore – we, as well as 9-1-1
centers across the country, are finding it more and more difficult to recruit, train, and
maintain staff.
We are currently in negotiations with our Labor partners, and although our preference was to
take a holistic approach to try and solve root causes of some of our problems and develop
solutions collaboratively to begin addressing some deep-seated issues (low staffing, high sick
leave, long training period, work schedules); the Union seems to prefer a monetary solution.
This approach will offer short-term relief, since the root causes will still be left unsolved, and
the problem will continue to be pushed out. (We are forecasting $1 million in overtime
expenditures this year alone – a burden that is difficult to bear financially, but also in the
human cost).
More information would be better relayed in a conversation.



Local and Regional Partners
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City Partners
o Portland Police is our largest partner agency and most of our law enforcement
policies are based on their needs. We manage 3 precinct dispatch nets for
them, assigning workload and monitoring location and status for all their
precinct patrol efforts in addition to working with other divisions on an asneeded basis.
o Portland Fire and Rescue is our second largest partner agency and most of our
fire/EMS policies are based on their needs, in conjunction with Gresham Fire.
o Additionally, we work with PBOT, Parks, and the Water Bureau for various
response-based or situational issues.
o We are a customer of BTS, as IT support is our second-highest budgetary
consideration (after personnel).
o We work occasionally with PBEM as needed in both reactive and proactive
situations.



County Partners
o This mostly involves our partner jurisdictions in the county to whom we
provide 9-1-1 calltaking and responder dispatch services through our IGA.
This includes the Cities of Gresham, Troutdale, Fairview, Wood Village, and
Maywood Park; the county – Multnomah County Sheriff’s Office and
Multnomah County Emergency Medical Services. As well as the two outlying
volunteer fire service providers in Corbett and Sauvie Island.
o We work closely with the Port of Portland Dispatch Center, and actually
provide CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) technology through an IGA.



Regional Partners
o We are the largest agency member in the Portland Dispatch Center
Consortium (PDCC) which is an ORS190 organization which allows members to
provide regional, and in some cases, beyond the region, technology and
cooperative work agreements that further the mission of emergency public
safety response. Projects that have been completed through the PDCC include
CAD-to-CAD (which allows member 9-1-1 centers to transfer actual CAD data
seamlessly through our systems, rather than having to make and answer
phone calls; radio interoperability surveys; the purchase of the BOEC
Emergency Back-up Trailer; the development of Continuity of Operations
Plans; and the current Text-to-9-1-1 project that will be live later this
summer.



State Partners
o We are active members in the telecommunicators’ professional organization in
Oregon – Oregon APCO/NENA. This allows us to participate in many issues for
the further betterment and development of our profession in the arenas of
technology, policy development, legislative action, and training.
o The Oregon Department of Public Safety and Standards has oversight with
regard to certification of our telecommunicator, supervisor, and management
staff.

Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
We are here to provide the best possible service to our partner agency responders and the
community. Sometimes the service requirements/desires are in direct opposition and we are
“stuck in the middle.” When this happens, we need good direction about the course of
action we should take. [The current situation around the homelessness issue is an excellent
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example. The community wants the problem dealt with, but we are not given tools to help
with that and so we spend a lot of time trying to explain a “non-emergency” situation, while
we should be working on answering 9-1-1 calls and triaging emergency response.]
We value our staff, but realize that we are all here to conduct the work of the city and
partners. Sometimes that means we have to work hours, shifts, and days that interfere with
our private lives, but that is what it means to have a job.
o
o
o

o

o
o
o

Lisa Turley – Bureau Director; works with partner agencies and commissioner in charge
to provide effective 9-1-1 emergency triage and public safety response dispatching.
Lisa St. Helen – Operations Manager; ensures that the Operations Team meets the
mission of answering 9-1-1 calls and dispatching appropriate response.
Laura Wolfe – External Liaison Manager; responsible for ongoing relationships with nonpartner agencies, Outreach/Public Educations efforts, and emergency management for
BOEC.
Genny Dupre – Business Operations Manager; ensures that all the business needs for the
bureau are managed efficiently and effectively – payroll, budget, research, and facility
management.
Patrick Jones – Client Services Manager; ensures that the relationships between BOEC
and our partner agencies are strong and viable.
Murrell Morley – Technology Systems Manager; ensures that our technology systems
operate at a public safety appropriate level 24/7/365.
Melanie Payne – Training and Development Manager; responsible for recruiting, hiring
and training to certification all operations line staff as well as providing training for the
rest of the bureau staff as needed.
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3.

Five-Year Priorities (3-4 pages)



Vision for the Bureau
BOEC will spend the next five years striving to create a work environment that will benefit
the community we serve by employing a workforce that realizes their value; by creating a
management team that believes in and participates in collaboration across the hierarchy of
our bureau; by reaching out and developing stronger and more productive ties with our
partner agencies and the community we serve; and by working to create a culture of
support, self-accountability, and of well-being. With consistent efforts toward creating this
work environment – staffing will stabilize, employees will feel less “drained” by their work
and more valued, on-going training will become the norm, partner agencies and community
members will receive the best possible service, and BOEC will thrive.



Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
BOEC is blessed and cursed in that we have only one program. Answering 9-1-1 calls and
dispatching appropriate response cannot be separated. Therefore, when Council takes a
program approach to any issue – budget formulation, for example – we have great difficulty
working within that parameter.
Quite frankly, the annual threat of budget cuts creates a devastating impact on our
workforce. While people are in the process of learning this very difficult job – a training
program that takes 18-24 months – we threaten them, not once, but twice, with the
possibility of lay-offs due to budget cuts. We will be conducting a comprehensive survey in
the next few months to determine the recommended level of staffing for the bureau (a 2005
study recommend 120 line staff – we fight to maintain our usual level of 104 or so). When
the new study results are in, a Council that funds us to the full level will be critical. There
should no longer be the expectation that BOEC employees will stay for 30, or even 25-year
careers. The demands – physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual – are just too great, and
are growing every year. We should ensure that we support people well during their tenure
here.



Identified Challenges
Community demands on the public sector – people want more/better service for their tax
dollars. Expectations need to be set around what we can actually deliver and that message
has to come – consistently – from Council.
BOEC should never have gotten into the business of being the City’s 24/7 non-emergency
call center. Our purpose is to quickly triage emergency calls in order to send the most
appropriate PUBLIC SAFETY response--not parking patrol, not information about the
homelessness toolkit, not questions about how to get a pot hole repaired. The City MUST
offload these calls to a more appropriate location – or give BOEC the staffing and tools to
deal with the calls.
Technology is changing – rapidly. We know that NextGen9-1-1 is on our horizon. This is a
move away from analog technology to digital and allows the receipt of text, video, and many
other modes of entry into the 9-1-1 system; as opposed to the current telephone-only entry.
This is going to have a HUGE impact on BOEC. We should all remember that no matter how
it is sold – technology does not necessarily make anything easier – just different, and is
generally capable of generating more data.
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4.

Industry Trends (2 pages)



What are the primary exogenous forces shaping your work?
As mentioned above, NextGen9-1-1 – although we don’t yet know what the impacts on our
business will be, we do know there will be significant impacts.
Too many, and ever increasing, numbers of non-emergency calls – which require more time
to process than do public safety emergency calls.
Staffing (unable to hire adequate numbers of qualified candidates) and retention (unable to
keep employees on staff for very long due to a number of factors) are issues that continually
impact our industry.



How are you responding to these forces?
Staying informed at the State-level (which is where the NextGen project will be managed);
continuing to push for a 311 System in the City of Portland; working to hire and train people
as quickly as possible and to then build systems and a facility for retaining them.



What does the City need to do better to prepare for inevitable changes?
Maintain the BOEC budget; implement a 311 system; allow us to think creatively and
develop new systems for working with our staff.
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5.

Succession Plan and Leadership Development (1 page)

Director Lisa Turley will be leaving in the next few months and has begun working with
Operations Manager Lisa St. Helen to provide as much continuity between the Director’s Office
and Operations as possible. According to our organizational directives, the Operations Manager
serves as Acting Director in the absence of the Director, so the expectation is that she will serve
in that capacity until a permanent replacement can be found. The organization chart is being
modified slightly to ensure that the transition and support available to her are as smooth as
possible. Additionally, we have had discussions about ways we could further modify the
organization to accomplish some of her own goals about moving BOEC, and especially
Operations, forward after my departure.
Other members of the Core Team are responsible for training their subordinate staff to step in if
necessary, and in those positions where there is no subordinate staff, team members work with
a partner to ensure that we are at least 2-deep in every knowledge area.
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6.

Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus (2-3 pages)

As stated above – our purpose is to provide dispatch support to the Portland Police Bureau and
Portland Fire and Rescue (as well as our other partner agencies throughout Multnomah County).
We work cooperatively with PBOT, the Water Bureau, Parks, and PBEM on many issues. We rely
heavily (and expend a lot of our budget) on the services of OMF – especially BTS and Facilities.

Competence – Integrity – Respect – Responsibility – Teamwork - Compassion
Please notify the City of Portland no less than five (5) business days prior to an event for ADA accommodations at
503-823-0911, by the City’s TTY at 503-823-6868, or by the Oregon Relay Service at 1-800-735-2900.
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

Our Mission
The Bureau of Environmental Services serves the Portland community by protecting
public health, water quality and the environment. We provide sewage and stormwater
collection and treatment services to accommodate Portland’s current and future needs.
We protect the quality of surface and ground waters and conduct activities that
plan and promote healthy ecosystems in our watersheds.

working for clean rivers

The Bureau’s Work
The Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) works with Portland residents and businesses to
protect water quality, public health, and the environment through wastewater collection and
treatment, sewer construction and maintenance, stormwater management, and stream and
watershed restoration. BES has more than 500 employees.

Bureau Leadership
Office of the Director

Michael Jordan, Director
The Director’s Office coordinates the activities of the bureau,
oversees the development of the bureau budget, develops and
maintains bureau policies, coordinates with other city bureaus,
and represents BES on various interbureau committees.
Specific program areas in the office include internal
communications, public information, public involvement and
community outreach, clean rivers education, environmental
policy and the Portland Harbor Superfund program.

Engineering Services

Bill Ryan, Manager
Engineering Services manages the planning, design and
construction of public improvements necessary to protect
public health and watersheds. The group provides analysis,
design, construction management, technical standards,
documentation of best management practices, protection
and enhancement of the sewer system, development review
and permitting, CIP program and budget management, and
programs to protect infrastructure.

Watershed Services

Jane Bacchieri, Manager
The Watershed Services Group implements projects and
programs to protect and improve watershed functions and
works with other bureaus to incorporate practices and policies
to protect watershed health and water quality in Portland rivers
and streams. The group conducts watershed assessments and
comprehensive watershed planning and monitors and evaluates
the effectiveness of stormwater management and overall
watershed health. Watershed Services promotes and implements
sustainable site development practices and projects, and ensures
the city’s compliance with state and federal fish and wildlife
regulations and policies.
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KEY STATISTICS
• BES has six major
functional program areas
and serves a population
of over 613,000 residents.
• Over one-third of
Portland’s 2,500 miles
of sewer pipes are more
than 80 years old.
• In FY 2014-15,
Engineering Services
completed 17 sewage
treatment improvement
projects, 16 maintenance
projects, 16 surface water
management projects, 5
combined sewer program
projects and 20 systems
development projects.
• In FY 2014-15, city staff
and partners planted
16,120 native trees and
38,000 native shrubs on
natural area stabilization/
restoration projects.
• FY 2014-15, the
Wastewater Group
collected and treated
over 27 billion gallons of
wastewater.
• In FY 2014-15, the
Wastewater Group
beneficially re-used 78%
of the biogas produced
and 14,000 dry tons of
biosolids.
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Wastewater

Steve Behrndt, Manager
The Wastewater Group operates and maintains wastewater
and stormwater collection and treatment facilities. The city’s
collection system consists of nearly 100 active pump stations,
2,500 miles of pipeline, 8,603 stormwater sumps, and 1,783
green street stormwater management facilities, among other
sewer, drainage, and water quality assets. The group operates
the Columbia Boulevard Wastewater Treatment Plant in
north Portland and the Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment
Plant in Lake Oswego.

Pollution Prevention Services

Marveita Redding, Manager
The Pollution Prevention Services (PPS) Group is responsible
for compliance with federal and state permits for wastewater
collection and treatment, stormwater management and
groundwater protection. PPS works with Portland industries
to pretreat wastewater discharges before they enter the city’s
sewer system and to manage stormwater onsite. The group
investigates citizen complaints of spills and pollution in rivers
and streams. PPS provides surface water and infrastructure
water quality testing and analysis at the Water Pollution
Control Laboratory near Cathedral Park in St. Johns. This
group also includes Portland’s Brownfield Program.

Business Services

Jonas Biery, Manager
The Business Services Group provides administrative support,
accounting, contracts, risk, property management, human
resources, and data management services, and manages
financial planning and budget development. Business Services
also does outreach to the MWESB contracting community
through the Business Opportunity Program, and manages
the Required Sewer Connection Program and Clean River
Rewards, the stormwater utility discount program.

BUREAU
FUNDING &
FINANCIAL
STATS
BES is funded
predominantly from
sewer and stormwater
fees collected from
residential and
commercial users of
the sewer/stormwater
system. BES also receives
funding from system
development charges,
various permit fees, and
line and branch charges.
The bureau also uses
cash balances (including
a Rate Stabilization Fund)
to mitigate rate impacts
of expenditure increases.
The bureau’s capital
programs are funded
primarily from periodic
issuance of long-term
bonds (via cash transfers
from the Sewer System
Operating Fund).
The bureau’s FY 2016-17
Approved Budget for
operating and capital
expenditures is
$248.3 million.
BES’s first lien sewer
revenue bonds are rated
among the highest for
sewer utilities nationwide
at Aa2/AA by Moody’s
and Standard and Poor’s.

BES Organizational Structure
MICHAEL JORDAN

Environmental Services Director

Office of
the Director

Engineering
Services

Watershed
Services
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Wastewater

Pollution
Prevention
Services

Business
Services
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Management Philosophy
The Bureau of Environmental Services Leadership Team and
Committee for Workplace Excellence have endorsed the following principles:
Communicate openly and constructively. Suspend judgment of other’s motives
during dialogue. Give and take feedback. Allow for other sides of an issue. Verify
that the message received is consistent with the message sent. Practice good
listening skills (active listening process).
Get Bureau work done. Uphold the Bureau’s mission. Plan your work. Make
logical, defensible decisions. Delegate and follow through. Demonstrate skill in
administration. Get the work done in teams and partnerships where practical.
Be a catalyst for enthusiasm. Demonstrate leadership with the humility to follow
someone else’s lead. Establish and maintain networks, especially within the
Bureau. Make expectations clear.
Advocate for employees. Coach others to meet challenges of work. Support
career development pathways. Be available and accessible. Provide recognition.
Establish an environment which encourages people to succeed. Remove
impediments to good performance.
Be individually responsible and accountable. Be responsible for getting the
work done and accountable for the results. Set and achieve individual work goals
and deadlines. Be proficient in time management. Avoid placing blame. Be able to
articulate reasons for your decisions/actions.
Be creative and innovative. Try new ways. Forgive mistakes. Challenge yourself
and others to seek out other points of view. Share ideas. Discuss options and
opportunities. Adapt management style to meet different situations. Break down
barriers to improvement.
Demonstrate integrity. Foster an environment which inspires trust, confidence
and credibility in employees, the City and the public. Confront situations when
integrity is compromised.
Affirm the Bureau’s commitment to diversity and Affirmative Action. Act
fairly and consistently. Promote working effectively together. Create and assure an
atmosphere where diversity is positive. Participate in recruitment, hiring, promotion
and retention activities. Maintain a hostile-free environment. Reduce barriers.
Extend the same basic respect for every one. Be attentive, concentrate on
listening. Inspire openness and trust. Follow through with commitments. Return
phone calls. Avoid sarcasm. Respect other’s boundaries and be considerate of
other’s perspectives. Influence rather than dictate. Regard coworkers as people
who have something to contribute to the workplace. Be courteous to all.
Set an example of professionalism for others to follow. Deal effectively with
negative information. Continually improve job knowledge and personal skills. Be
on time and on task. Maintain composure in conflict resolution.
Value the health and safety of Bureau employees. Work to assure a safe and
healthy workplace. Comply with applicable laws and standards. Be knowledgeable
about wellness and employee assistance programs.
City of Portland Environmental Services, 2016

OUTSTANDING
LABOR ISSUES
BES has 370 represented
employees, represented by
COPPEA and DCTU. COPPEA
has 210 employees, and
DCTU has 160 employees.
The labor agreements for
COPPEA and DCTU expire
June 30, 2017. Preparation
for bargaining begins late
summer/fall. The bureau
has staff who serve as BES
representatives on the city’s
bargaining team for DCTU.
Laborers Local 483 recently
decided to leave the DCTU.
This means the city will
need to negotiate a separate
labor agreement with them.
Once a new agreement is in
place, (July 1, 2017 or upon
approval of a new labor
agreement) the bureau will
have staff who work side by
side working under separate
labor agreements – DCTU
and LL483. For example
inspectors, operators and
millwrights will be under
the LL483 labor agreement
and electricians, instrument
techs and administrative
staff will be under the DCTU
labor agreement.
In recent years, there has
been an increased trend
in the complexity of the
DCTU labor agreement (for
example, compensatory time
has become more complex).
This creates challenges with
accurate interpretation,
consistent application
and increased need for
administrative practices and
oversight. An additional
trend has been increased
attention on the issue of
contracting out work.
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Significant Projects (2006-2016)
Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Control
In November 2011, BES successfully completed a 20-year,
$1.4-billion program to control CSOs to the Columbia Slough
and Willamette River. The program reduces CSOs to the
Willamette by more than 94% and to the slough by 99%. Instead
of having an average of 50 CSO events annually, combined sewers
now overflow to the river no more than four times each winter
and once every three summers. There has only been one CSO to
the slough since 2000.
Repairing and Replacing Aging Sewers
BES replaces or repairs aging sewers to protect water quality,
public health, and the environment. Over one-third of
The CSO Control Program improved water quality in the
Portland’s 2,500 miles of sewer pipes are more than 80 years old.
Columbia Slough by nearly eliminating overflows to the slough.
Environmental Services is currently completing the final project
in the $23-million Phase I Pipe Rehabilitation Program and is
beginning work on the first of several projects in the $139-million
Phase II Pipe Rehabilitation Program, primarily in north,
northeast and southeast Portland neighborhoods. The work
will focus on 458 small diameter (36 inch or less) and 59 large
diameter combined and sanitary sewers that are at the end of
their functional life and have the highest consequence of failure.
Sewer System Capacity Improvements
In 2018, BES will complete a five-year, $145-million effort to
improve pipe capacity and reduce the risk of basement sewer
backups. The bureau is replacing aging pipes with larger capacity
pipes in conjunction with green infrastructure solutions to remove
stormwater runoff from the sewer system. Incorporating green
streets (vegetated curb extensions or planters), ecoroofs, rain
gardens, and tree planting saves money on more expensive pipe
solutions and increases the efficiency of the pipe infrastructure.

Over one-third of Portland’s 2,500 miles of sewer pipes are
more than 80 years.

FOG (Fats, Oils, Grease) Program
Grease blocking sewer lines is a common cause of sewers backing
up into basements and through manholes. To reduce fats, oils
and grease (FOG) discharges to the city sewer system, in 2012
the bureau adopted new rates for food service establishments
based on the volume of food waste discharged. These businesses
can reduce their rates by installing and maintaining grease
interceptors, removing food grinders under sinks and donating or
composting other food waste.
Incorporating green streets (vegetated curb extensions or
planters) increases the efficiency of pipe infrastructure.

City of Portland Environmental Services, 2016
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Green Infrastructure
Portland combines sewer projects to replace or repair aging
sewer pipes with green infrastructure projects to increase sewer
system efficiency and protect water quality, public health, and the
environment. Green streets, ecoroofs, trees and natural areas all
help keep stormwater out of the sewer system, filter pollutants,
provide habitat and increase green space. Since 2008, BES and its
partners have planted over 37,000 new street and yard trees, and
acquired over 480 acres of land to protect high priority natural
areas that provide natural stormwater management. Portland
currently has about 600 ecoroofs covering 42 acres and about
1,800 green street facilities that manage street runoff.
Improvements in Southwest Portland
BES recently completed construction of the SW 86th Avenue
sewage pump station near the Fanno Pump Station to ensure
that the system can handle all wastewater flows during large
rain storms. The new pump station will operate year-round and
the existing Fanno Pump Station will operate in the winter to
manage higher wastewater flows during wet weather.
The bureau has also completed pilot projects to keep stormwater
out of sanitary sewers in parts of the Burlingame, Fanno, and
Tryon collection basins of southwest Portland. Inflow and
infiltration of stormwater and groundwater to pipes designed to
convey only sanitary sewage occur either because storm drains
are directly connected to the sanitary sewer or because cracks in
sewer pipes allow groundwater to flow in. Inflow and infiltration
reduce the system’s capacity to convey sewage and increase the
volume of wastewater flowing to sewage treatment plants.

Since 2008, BES and its partners have planted over 37,000
new street and yard trees.

Columbia Boulevard Wastewater Treatment Plant (CBWTP)
Co-Generation Facility
In 2009, the installed two 850-kilowatt engine-generators
fueled by biogas, a natural byproduct of the sewage treatment
process, at the CBWTP. Together, the two engines can generate
up 1.7-megawatts of electricity per day, enough to power 1,000
homes. The power goes into the treatment plant’s electrical grid
to supply about half of the treatment plant’s daily energy needs.
Construction of the SW 86th Avenue Pump Station was
recently completed increasing system capacity.

City of Portland Environmental Services, 2016
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Strategic Plans and Performance Measures

BES reports on a number of performance measures annually. Bureau performance
measures were updated in 2011 to align with the bureau’s strategic plan. The current
measures align with each of the strategic plan priorities: Protect, rehabilitate, and
maintain our existing infrastructure for long-term reliability; Responsibly manage
ratepayer funds to provide services that address community needs now and in the
future; Invest in new natural and built systems to protect public health and improve
watershed health; Cultivate leadership and excellence in our workforce; Build and
expand partnerships to better meet our mission and vision.
In late 2014, the City Budget Office worked with bureaus to define Key
Performance Measures tied to the budget and reported to the public. BES has six
Key Performance Measures:
• Number of Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs) per year to buildings, streets, or
ground caused by storms smaller than the 25-year storm
• Number of flooding events in which public or private property was affected by
storms equal to or smaller than 10-year return storms (or series of storms).
• Portland’s Watershed Health Index scores for water quality
• Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) volume captured
• Single Family Household (SFH) bill as a percent of median income
• Percent of service requests responded to in timeframe

Budget Decisions

For most of the past decade, the $1.4 billion Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO),
or “Big Pipe,” project dominated BES budget decisions. After 2011, BES began
transitioning from a focus on constructing CSO infrastructure and control facilities
to maintaining and improving an aging collection system. Operation of the
CSO system (and associated regulatory compliance requirements) also required
increases in operational expenditures and staffing over the past decade. Even
though CSO construction is complete, the bureau will continue paying debt service
on money borrowed for CSO construction through FY 2034-35.
Increases in debt service associated with the capital projects, along with operational
increases and improved watershed-related services resulted in multiple years of rate
increases in the 5% to 8% range during much of the 2000s. Beginning in
FY 2014-15, increases have stabilized below 4% and are expected to remain at 3.25%
(or less) for the foreseeable future. More recently, BES has launched a large scale
sewer construction program to replace parts of the system that are most in need of
repair. BES works to maximize the use of MWESB contractors on its construction
projects. The bureau has also begun a Stormwater System Planning effort to
guide investments in stormwater management infrastructure, protect existing
infrastructure, meet regulations, and improve watershed health.

City of Portland Environmental Services, 2016
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BES Local and Regional Partners
LOCAL-PUBLIC
BES works closely with many public partners, including:
• Portland Utility Board: The Portland
Utility Board (PUB) serves as the
Budget Advisory Committee (BAC)
for the Portland Water Bureau and the
Bureau of Environmental Services. The
PUB is a nine-member citizen oversight
body that meets all year to oversee the
bureaus’ development of financial plans,
capital improvement plans, the annual
budget, and rate-setting for the city’s
sewer, stormwater, and water services.
The PUB advises the City Council.
• Citizens’ Utility Board: The Citizens’
Utility Board provides outside
independent review of the Portland
Water Bureau and the Bureau of
Environmental Services on behalf
of residential ratepayers. While
both the Portland Utility Board and
Citizens’ Utility Board collaborate and
coordinate their work, they provide
two independent sources of utility
analysis and oversight for the public
and the Council.

• Metro: BES has coordinated with
Metro on natural areas purchases.
• Multnomah County: BES is key
stakeholder in Interagency Agreements
between the city and the county relating
to maintenance of drainage facilities,
building permit services, and land use
planning responsibilities. Multnomah
County also provides key information
for our FOG and extra strength
programs as they relate to food service
establishments.
• Port of Portland: The Port is a copermittee with the city for the NPDES
MS4 stormwater permit. BES issues
or administers DEQ permits to the
Port. Along with the city, the Port is a
Potentially Responsible Party (PRP) in
Portland Harbor.
• Multnomah County Drainage
District: coordination regarding
drainage/stormwater impacts in and
around the Columbia Slough

LOCAL-OTHER
• Lower Willamette Group: Private
entities, the City of Portland, and the
Port of Portland that worked with the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) on investigation of contamination
in Portland Harbor sediments.
• Local Watershed Councils such as the
Columbia Slough Watershed Council
• Portland Harbor Community Advisory
Group (CAG)
• APANO and other community
organizations active in Portland Harbor
conversations
• Other Portland Harbor PRPs

• Small Business Advisory Council
(SBAC)
• Portland Business Alliance
• Venture Portland – umbrella
organization for Neighborhood
Business Associations
• Development Review Advisory
Committee (DRAC)
• Willamette Riverkeeper
• Audubon Society of Portland
• Brownfields Coalition: Members
from across Oregon representing
government, private, and community
groups led by Metro.
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STATE
• League of Oregon
Cities
• Special Districts
Association of Oregon
• Oregon Association of
Clean Water Agencies
• Oregon Department
of Environmental
Quality
• Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife
• Oregon Department
of State Lands
• Oregon Health
Authority
• Oregon Department
of Land Conservation
and Development
• Oregon Water
Resources
Department
• Oregon Department
of Transportation
• Oregon Watershed
Enhancement Board

NATIONAL
• National Association
of Clean Water
Agencies
• U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
• U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers: issues
section 404 CWA
dredge and fill
permits
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service
• National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Agency
• National Marine
Fisheries Service
• Federal Emergency
Management Agency
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Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
Vision for the Bureau—
To be recognized as a trusted service provider and innovative environmental
leader through a demonstrated commitment to clean rivers, healthy
watersheds and our community.
During FY 2016-17, the bureau will update its 5-year Strategic Plan.
The plan will be restructured to be a working document to assist the bureau
in ongoing course correction over the life of the plan. The update will also
involve an outreach and engagement component to Bureau stakeholders
and employees.

Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources

As an enterprise bureau, BES charges rates to customers based upon strategic assessment of
near-term budgetary needs and long-term investment priorities. BES recognizes the constrained
environment and public impacts of proposing increases that exceed general income growth
in the customer base. Therefore, BES strives to develop budget requests (and associated rate
increases) that reflect a balance between immediate system needs and community priorities,
impacts on ratepayer pocketbooks, and investment in long-term capital projects that ensure
intergenerational equity and long-term stability of the system and the region.
Annual rate increases for the sewer/stormwater system have been consistently declining in
recent years, and the bureau is currently utilizing a long-term financial planning model that
targets consistent, level rate increases year-over-year. Under the current forecast, rate increases
are projected at 3.25% annually for the foreseeable future. As we lead into development of the
FY2017-18 Proposed Budget, we will continue to look for opportunities to reduce that longterm rate forecast without compromising system integrity or pushing unreasonable costs to
future generations.

Identified Challenges

In addition to ongoing projects and programs, several major efforts will shape
Environmental Services budget and resource allocations in the coming years.

Aging Infrastructure

BES maintains a stormwater and wastewater collection and treatment system
worth an estimated $13.5-billion, and also relies on green streets, natural
areas and other green infrastructure to manage stormwater. Over one-third of
Portland’s 2,500 miles of sewer pipes are more than 80 years old. BES monitors
the condition of pipes, pump stations and other facilities and uses asset
management principles to prioritize maintenance, repair and replacement of
the facilities in the worst condition in order to prevent costly failures. Over the
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Work on a 100-year-old pipe in SE Clinton St.
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next five years, the bureau plans $202 million in capital work to address the backlog of aged and
deteriorating pipes, and has budgeted $183 million to upgrade the wastewater pumping and
treatment system for reliability and capacity.
Many Portland properties, especially in parts of the city with older sewer systems, connected to
the public sewer decades ago. Today, an estimated 2,000 of these connections don’t conform to
current city code. In 2008, BES reduced the residential conversion charge to the cost of a branch
charge ($5,974 in FY16), established a process to allow the city to adopt private sewer lines in the
public right-of-way, and reimburse customers who paid a sewer conversion charge the difference
between the conversion charge and the branch charge.

Stormwater System Planning and Improvements

Portland’s combined sewer system collects stormwater runoff and sanitary
sewage in the same pipes for treatment. Combined sewers serve about 30%
of the city. The rest of the city has a separated system where separate pipes,
ditches, drainage ways, and sumps manage stormwater runoff.
Major efforts include reducing stormwater infiltration and inflow into
sanitary sewer pipes in southwest Portland sewer basins, stormwater
retrofits and green infrastructure solutions to address the water quality
requirements of Portland’s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) permit, and partnerships with private property owners to manage
stormwater and improve watershed health.

Stormwater runoff that isn’t properly managed

BES is currently developing a Stormwater System Plan that will identify,
can cause flooding and erosion, damaging roads
and property.
quantify and prioritize system risk in a transparent and equitable way.
For the first time, the city will be able to compare stormwater priorities
across all parts of the city and integrate with other infrastructure needs.
Stormwater System Planning will guide city investments to reduce risks, protect existing
infrastructure, meet regulations, and improve watershed conditions to protect public health and
the environment. In 5-10 years, BES expects to have capital investments prioritized on a city-wide
scale and meet bureau levels of service in an increasingly efficient and effective manner.

Regulatory Compliance

The regulatory environment is increasingly more stringent and
challenging, with more focus on controlling toxics, emerging
contaminants such as pharmaceuticals and personal care products, and
pollutants found in stormwater. New regulations require the bureau to
take a much more targeted approach in formulating and implementing
water quality plans and programs that are Portland-specific, while
meeting state and federal objectives.
The bureau must proactively work with regulators and efficiently track
compliance with all regulations. Cost-effective stormwater management will
require new models of partnership with property owners and businesses.
Continued investment in education and outreach to residents and businesses The BES lab provides water quality testing for
is essential to provide them with information about how to prevent pollution Portland water bodies.
at its source and protect our rivers, streams and groundwater.
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In 2011, Environmental Services successfully completed a state-mandated, 20-year, $1.4 billion
program to control CSOs to the Columbia Slough and Willamette River. Environmental Services
submitted a Post-2011 CSO Facilities Plan to the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ) in September 2010. The facilities plan outlines future sewer system improvements and
expansion of the city’s green infrastructure to keep stormwater runoff out of the combined sewer
system to help prevent CSOs, relieve sewer capacity problems, replenish groundwater, protect
water quality and enhance watershed health. With each rain event that causes a CSO, BES learns
more about costs of operating and maintaining the system as we continue to adjust to post-CSO
control program operations.

Maintenance

In addition to capital replacement and/or significant pipe repair, ongoing
maintenance of existing facilities – including Willamette River CSO control
assets completed in 2011– strains the operations and maintenance budget.
In 2015, BES estimated an annual capital maintenance funding gap of $21
million. The increasing inventory of green street facilities, natural areas
and other green infrastructure assets, while vital to meeting city goals,
adds to this gap. BES is in the process of launching a more comprehensive
condition assessment program to more accurately gauge the maintenance
funding gap that exists in the operating maintenance budget, which is
not reflected in the $21 million stated above. BES consistently looks for
opportunities to gain operational efficiency and invest in infrastructure
that reduces this maintenance gap; however, these measures cannot fully
Green infrastructure assets, while vital to meeting
meet the challenge.
city goals, add to bureau maintenance costs.

Current and Future Sewer and Stormwater Bills

The average FY 2016-17 monthly residential sewer and stormwater bill is
estimated at $69.80. About $42 of the average residential bill pays for debt
service on capital projects of the sanitary sewer system and to maintain the
sewage collection and treatment system. About $24 pays debt service on
construction loans and to operate and maintain stormwater management
facilities, and stream restoration and watershed health projects.
Construction of capital facilities has had a significant impact on customer
bills. For example, although the bureau’s CSO construction is done, the
bureau must continue to pay debt service on money borrowed for CSO
construction and for investment in other major system facilities. In
FY 2016-17, about $34 of the average monthly bill goes to pay existing
debt service on sewer and stormwater construction projects. Ongoing
rehabilitation and reconstruction of major system facilities will require
significant capital expenditures, which will continue to put upward
pressure on rates.

About $34 of the average monthly bill goes to
pay existing debt service on Big Pipe construction
projects completed in 2011.

Portland has seen an average 4.65% rate increase over the last 10 years. Rate increases over the
current five-year projection period are expected to stabilize at approximately 3.25% annually.
BES continues to explore cost savings by streamlining systems and improving efficiency;
using asset management to prioritize infrastructure repairs; and using pro-active, watershed-
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health based solutions that reduce costs or provide multiple benefits to the community.
BES collaborates with community partners and other agencies and organizations to
leverage resources, such as grant and federal funding, and support community stewardship.
Maintaining a strong bond rating minimizes capital borrowing costs.

Portland Harbor Superfund Program

The bureau represents the city on the Lower Willamette Group (LWG), a coalition of Portland
Harbor businesses, the City of Portland and the Port of Portland that funded and conducted
the required Superfund site investigation. The investigation included sampling sediments,
sampling and analyzing aquatic life, and identifying sources of contamination. The goal of the
investigation was to identify the cause, extent and nature of Portland Harbor contamination
and to evaluate health risks to humans, fish and wildlife. The LWG submitted a Draft Remedial
Investigation Report to EPA in 2009 which characterizes site conditions, determines the nature
and extent of the contamination, and assesses risk to human health and the environment.
In March 2012, the LWG submitted a Draft Feasibility Study (FS) to EPA. The FS develops
and evaluates alternative cleanup options and costs. In June 2016, EPA released its Proposed
Plan, which includes a preferred course of action. After collecting public comments on the
Proposed Plan, the EPA will issue a Record of Decision (ROD) which will describe the EPA’s
determination on how the site should be cleaned up.

In June 2016, EPA released its Proposed Plan for the Portland Harbor Superfund clean up.

City of Portland Environmental Services, 2016
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Industry Trends
Trend #1: Regulatory Changes

There is an ongoing possibility for changes in the state and federal legal landscape, particularly
in the form of federal regulations and court decisions that will refine interpretation of the federal
Clean Water Act, with which BES must comply. The city receives permits issued under the CWA
that authorize discharges from our treatment plants and stormwater discharges.
• BES Response: Staff track state and federal regulatory and legislative proposals and
jurisprudence and submit formal comment letters during public comment periods; work with
the Office of Government Relations to help lobby state and federal legislators on the city’s
behalf; leverage the collective professional expertise and voice of state and federal industry
associations (ORACWA and NACWA) to influence regulatory and legislative proposals to
advance the bureau’s interests.
• How to better prepare: Regulatory and legislative changes that adversely affect BES are not
inevitable; the city could do a better job communicating with and mobilizing ratepayers to
pressure their state and federal legislators not to pass regulations that we and the wastewater
utility industry oppose, and to provide increased federal funding to wastewater utilities.

Trend # 2: Climate Change

Climate change increasingly shapes the work of wastewater utilities, particularly by changing
precipitation patterns and the conditions of local water bodies and wildlife in ways that could in
turn make federal permit requirements more stringent, and more costly for ratepayers.
• BES Response: We endeavor to build public support for our work and mission so that there
will be public support for increasing rates. In addition, through our participation in state and
local wastewater utility industry groups, we leverage the experience and expertise of other
professionals facing similar challenges from climate change. We also work independently
and in partnership with our sister bureaus to make Portland a model for use of green
infrastructure for other cities around the world to follow, with the aim of mitigating climate
change effects and avoiding further climate change. The Columbia Boulevard Wastewater
Treatment Plant continues to beneficially utilize the biogas (methane) that is a byproduct of
the treatment process. A cogeneration facility fueled by biogas produces heat and electricity
for treatment plant use. The plant is currently exploring a project to convert its remaining
biogas into compressed natural gas vehicle fuel.
• How to better prepare: The city should do more to encourage voluntary adoption of
stormwater management measures.

Trend #3: Wastewater Utility Funding

Environmental Services is committed to holding down annual rate increases as much as
possible, and affordability for sewer and stormwater ratepayers is a concern. We anticipate
this will continue to be a challenge in the foreseeable future as Portland’s population and the
associated burden on the wastewater system are expected to continue to grow.
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• BES Response: We currently engage in outreach to the public and City Council to build
understanding of the value of BES’s work and to foster support for sustainable rates that will
allow BES to provide satisfactory levels of service. We also have a robust Asset Management
program (which not all utilities have) that uses data and level of service goals to prioritize
actions so that we can cost-effectively deliver services for our customers.
• How to better prepare: BES will continue its robust communications and outreach to the
public and our stakeholders to continue building support for our work.

Trend #4: Aging Workforce

An aging workforce presents a challenge to our bureau and utilities across the country. Many BES
employees have worked in the industry and at BES for years, amassing institutional knowledge and
knowledge that is not written down about how to effectively do their job. Transfer of knowledge
in the face of an aging workforce is particularly challenging when younger generations of workers
tend to not stay in one position or at one employer for as long as previous generations.
• BES Response: An internal BES work group with representatives from across the bureau are
leading an effort to identify and document key processes for new employees orientation.
• How to better prepare: BES will continue to document key processes in writing to facilitate
the onboarding of new employees. In addition, BES will continue to explore tools and incentives
to keep the bureau competitive when recruiting highly skilled and diverse employees.
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Succession Plan and
Leadership Development
In recognition of the number of retirements the
bureau will be experiencing over the next few years,
BES has begun an effort to identify, prioritize,
and update the documentation of critical work
processes. The bureau has also made 49 internal
promotions over the past two years, which equates to 26% of
vacancies being filled through a promotion of a current employee.
BES strives to be an organization that supports and empowers
employees to improve job satisfaction, career growth opportunities
and retention.
Regarding Leadership Development, bureau staff participate in
city-wide trainings provided by BHR. In addition, for the past 10
years the bureau participated in and helped to fund, along with
several other bureaus, the Cooperative Leadership Institute (CLI), which provided a 9 month
long leadership training for staff who had been identified by the bureau’s leadership team as
future leaders. More than 50 BES employees have participated in the program over the past 10
years. The coordinating bureaus, Water, PBOT and BES, currently are evaluating the program
and looking at ways to improve it and provide training for even more employees. In addition,
the Management Excellence Program, one of the committees under the bureau’s Committee for
Workplace Excellence, provides a variety of information-sharing activities, training, and support
for the bureau’s management team, which is composed of 85 staff.
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Current and Potential Collaboration
with Other Bureaus
• Portland Water Bureau: Partner in the public works permitting program; PWB and BES need to
make sure their technical standards do not adversely affect each other’s work; BES works to ensure
that BES tree plantings do not adversely affect PWB infrastructure; PWB and BES often have similar
interests in and concerns regarding regulatory changes proposed by other sister bureaus (especially
PBOT, ONI, PPR). PWB provides billing and customer service functions for BES.
• Portland Bureau of Transportation: BES has a long-standing interagency agreement with PBOT
Maintenance Operations to provide BES with collection system maintenance and repair services.
PBOT is also a partner in the public works permitting program; PBOT and BES need to make sure
their technical standards do not adversely affect each other’s work; we get permission from PBOT
prior to planting street trees; BES is coordinating with PBOT on Portland Harbor cleanup matters.
• Bureau of Planning and Sustainability: leads development of comprehensive plan and zoning
code changes, both of which BES provides input on; BES is working closely with BPS on Portland
Harbor cleanup plan matters.
• Bureau of Development Services: BDS oversees development permitting and BES participates
in plan review; BES and BDS staff collocate in the 1900 building to deliver development permitting
services to the public; Portland Harbor cleanup coordination.
• Portland Parks & Recreation: implements Title 11 Tree Code, which both directly affects
our infrastructure work (mitigation requirements) and voluntary planting work, and affects
the urban tree canopy, which affects our ability to comply with our MS4 permit; PPR issues the
Environmental Services Tree Program programmatic tree planting permit. BES works closely with
PPR on acquiring and managing natural areas.
• Office of Management and Finance: BES relies on OMF for a wide range of centralized services
including Human Resources, information technology, procurement, central accounting, facilities
support, treasury services and debt management; OMF leads the Council Filing Improvement
Project that BES participates in.
• City Budget Office: BES works closely with CBO in developing the annual BES budget; CBO also
provides staffing and administrative support to the Portland Utility Board.
• Office of Neighborhood Involvement: Issues noise variance permits to BES for our
construction projects; enforces noise regulations that apply to our construction projects.
• Portland Office of Government Relations: BES communicates with GR regarding state legislation
and when we prepare formal comments on state and federal agencies’ regulatory proposals.
• Portland Bureau of Emergency Management: BES has an Emergency Management Program
Coordinator who participates on PBEM’s Emergency Managers Steering Committee and leads the
efforts in coordinating with PBEM in the areas of emergency operations (ECC), natural hazard
mitigation planning and exercises/training.
• Auditor’s Office, City Budget office, and City Attorney’s Office review and consult on all BES
ordinances going to Council.
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Per City Code Chapter 3.33, the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability is responsible for planning,
implementing, and managing complex programs and projects related to sustainability, urban design, land use, and long
range planning.
The Bureau of Planning and Sustainability:
A.
Works with the City Council, Planning and Sustainability Commission, and the community to define shared values
and develop a cohesive vision for the future of Portland;
B.
Maintains, modifies, and updates a Comprehensive Plan to guide the development and redevelopment of the city;
C.
Ensures that City policies, implementation tools, and zoning designations are consistent with the Comprehensive
Plan, the Metro Functional Plan, Statewide Planning Goals, and other requirements. Implementation tools include
Title 33, Planning and Zoning, portions of other City Titles, and a range of programs and policies;
D.
Maintains, modifies, and updates Title 33, Planning and Zoning, and the City Zoning Map;
E.
Develops, modifies and updates city sustainability principles, climate protection strategies, and green building
and other sustainability policies and programs including sustainable government, renewable energy, energy
efficiency, sustainable industries, and sustainable food systems; and evaluates the implementation and
effectiveness of these policies and programs;
F.
Develops, modifies and updates economic, environmental, housing, historic preservation, and community
development policies and programs; updates demographic data; advocates for and advances quality sustainable
urban design; works to ensure natural resource enhancement; and supports thriving neighborhoods and business
communities; and evaluates the implementation and effectiveness of these policies and programs;
G.
Convenes meetings of the Planning and Development Directors to coordinate planning and development activities
of the City of Portland;
H.
Provides City input into and coordination with regional and statewide planning and development activities;
I.
Administers the City's solid waste and recycling rules and programs;
J.
Provides support for:
1. The activities of the Planning and Sustainability Commission;
2. The legislative activities of the Portland Historic Landmarks Commission and the Portland Design Commission.
K.
Carries out other tasks and functions as required by the City Council or Commissioner in Charge.

BPS Mission
Advance a sustainable city that is prosperous, healthy, resilient and equitable.
To achieve this, we partner to…
Create and champion big picture plans.
•
Portland Plan
•
Comprehensive Plan
•
Climate Action Plan
•
Portland Recycles! Plan
•
Central City 2035 Plan
Set development rules, code and policies.
•
Zoning code and standards for private and public development.
•
Environmental and industrial land policies.
•
Solid waste and recycling collection rules.
•
Green building and energy policies.
Motivate voluntary and market-based action to promote sustainable development and practices.
•
Engage, educate and collaborate with residents, businesses, community organizations and neighborhoods.
•
Provide technical assistance and financing tools to build capacity.
•
Recognize community innovators and leaders for their contributions and commitment.
Research, demonstrate and evaluate innovative approaches.
•
Investigate local conditions and national and international best practices, and pilot new projects and programs.
•
Take action to inform policy makers and the community on significant technology and emerging issues.

Highlights of our work from the past 10 years
BPS was formed in 2009 and merged the Bureau of Planning (BOP) with the Office of Sustainable
Development (OSD).
2006
•
•
•
•
•

River Plan — River Concept
Regulatory Re-Think White Paper (predecessor study that influenced new Comp Plan)
RICAP 2 (included bike parking changes)
Multifamily building energy efficiency retrofit program milestone: 40,000 units weatherized
Portland Green Building — provided technical and financial assistance on early implementation of LEED
construction in a public/private partnership effort leveraging USDOE grants.

2007
•
•
•
•

DLCD Periodic Review Order to Update Comprehensive Plan
RICAP 3 (included land division code refinement and bed & breakfast rules)
Portland Recycles! Plan adopted to expand and simplify collection of recyclable and compostable materials.
PDX Lounge — Presented information at national and international conferences in “pop-up shop” style on local
businesses providing sustainable technologies and services in a public/private partnership with local companies.

2008
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VisionPDX
Comprehensive Plan — Assessment Report
Courtyard Housing Design Competition
North Interstate Corridor Plan
North Pearl District Plan
Cully-Concordia Community Assessment and Action Plan
Woodlawn Triangle Area Master Plan
Launched Solar Now! to promote solar PV for commercial businesses

2009: BPS formed
• 2009 Climate Action Plan (a major update to previous plans dating to 1993) adopted jointly with Multnomah
County to reduce carbon emissions 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.
• Solarize Portland launched in support of neighborhood-based efforts to install solar PV on homes.
• Awarded $40 million USDOE grant for the Clean Energy Works Portland pilot project launched to improve energy
efficiency of homes while creating quality jobs.
• BPS secured federal grant funding to retrofit all suitable City- and County-owned diesel equipment with
emissions-reduction technologies.
• Portland Plan Handbook
• Hayden Island Neighborhood Plan
• Infill Design Toolkit
• RICAP 4 (emphasis on land division code refinement)
• Murals Project

2010
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Plan Update — Work Program Approved by State DLCD
Planning and Sustainability Commission created
River Plan — North Reach (not in effect due to subsequent legal challenge)
RICAP 5 (emphasis on green energy and ADU zoning code refinements)
FEMA Map Updates
Invasive Plants Project
NW Plan District — NW Master Plan
Electric vehicle strategy adopted in partnership with PDC

2011
• Added food scraps to curbside waste collection and began picking up green cart weekly, while garbage
collection switched to every-other-week. As a result, curbside recycling increased from 50 to 70 percent, and
rates charged to Portland customers dropped.
• Comprehensive Plan Update — Public Involvement Plan approved by State
• Citywide Tree Code Project
• Schools and Recreational Fields Project
• PDX Airport Futures
• 20th (and last) annual BEST Awards event for sustainability actions taken by Portland companies

2012
• Portland Plan Adopted
• Sustainability at Work program established to provide technical assistance to 500 companies annually on
sustainable business practices. Includes a certification program (new substitute for the BEST Awards program).
• Comprehensive Plan Update — Background Reports Adopted
• Central City 2035 — Concept Plan and N/NE Quadrant Plan
• SE 122nd Ave Rezoning Project
• West Hayden Island Annexation Recommendation (subsequently withdrawn)
• Gentrification and Displacement Study
• Urban Food Code Project completed to remove barriers to accessing healthful food.

2013
• With funding from the Bullitt Foundation, convened an Equity Working Group to provide guidance to major
update of City-County climate action plan.
• All BPS staff take part in two-day Dismantling Racism training.
• Comprehensive Plan Update — Working Draft
• New Apartments and Parking Code Update
• Barbur Concept Plan
• Division-Midway Street Plan Project
• Brooklyn Station Area Project
• Better Buildings promotion for energy efficiency in commercial buildings. (USDOE funds in partnership
with BOMA)

2014
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Plan Update — Proposed Draft completed
Willamette River Greenway Inventory
RICAP 6 (included Design Review thresholds)
Climate Change Preparation Strategy adopted jointly with Multnomah County

2015
• 2015 Climate Action Plan adopted prioritizing equity outcomes.
• In partnership with other bureaus, revised Green Building Policy for City operations, maintaining requirement
that major City construction projects achieve LEED Gold or better.
• Commercial energy benchmarking reporting requirement for commercial buildings larger than 20,000 square
feet.
• Council resolution adopted to oppose expansion of infrastructure to store or transport fossil fuels.
• Comprehensive Plan Update — PSC Recommendation to City Council
• Central City 2035 — SE Quadrant Plan and W Quadrant Plan
• RICAP 7 (included short term rentals / AirBnB)
• Accessory Structures Project
• Carbon emissions down total of 21 percent since 1990, while population increased 33 percent and jobs more
than 20 percent; per capita emissions down 40 percent.

2016
•
•
•
•

2035 Comprehensive Plan Adoption
Central City 2035 Plan — Proposed Draft
Adopted requirement for homes built before 1916: if removed, must be deconstructed rather than demolished.
All residential garbage and recycling vehicles must meet new emission standards as a result of full
implementation of 2008 Clean Fleet Policy.

Key Performance Measures
Name

10‐11
Actual

11‐12
Actual

12‐13 Actual 2013‐14
Actual

2014‐15
Actual

Program Narrative

28%

35%

33%

37%

Portland's share of regional housing has increased markedly in the last three
years, and current growth projections suggest this will continue. Completion of
the Comprehensive Plan and updated development standards should affect this
measure.

63%

64.0%

64.0%

NA The Community Survey results do not come in until end of October.

31%

40%

40%

41%

Carbon emissions, the primary cause of climate change, continue to decline
significantly on a per capita basis. To achieve the City's long‐term goal of an 80%
reduction in total carbon emissions by 2050 while accommodating population
and economic growth will require continued policy and programmatic attention.
(Most recent data from 2014 CY.)

Utility savings to City from energy and water‐efficiency projects and waste $3.54
and toxics reduction (million dollars)

$5.50

$5.60

$5.70

$7.27

Percent of City electricity use from renewable resources
Percent of waste recycled or composted

15%
71%

13%
66%

29%
70%

45%
70%

69%
69%

Citizens' satisfaction with solid waste and recycling programs (percent
rating "good" or "very good")

77%

78%

66%

72%

74%

Number of residential and commercial solar energy systems installed in
Portland since 2006

1,471

1,820

2,160

2,400

3,163

Percent of new housing units in the four‐county region that are within the 33%
City of Portland

Percent of Portlanders living in complete neighborhoods

Percent reduction in per person carbon emissions from 1990 levels

31%

Portland's total recovery rate increased with the addition of food‐scrap
collection to residential curbside collection in 2011 but has plateaued since then
at about 70%, short of the City's goal of 75% in 2015. DEQ has reported lower
recovery levels in the scrap wood and metals markets that have impacted
commercial programs and we believe this will continue in 2016‐17. Moving
forward, BPS will focus on increasing recycling at multifamily buildings as well as
food scrap recovery from businesses.

BPS Funding Sources ($15.9M in FY15-16)

BPS has experienced considerable volatility in its resources as a result of Council providing one-time funds for
specific planning projects. As the figures below indicate, over the last eight years, one-time General Fund support
has been as high as $4 million and as low as zero. This has provided valuable resources to complete priority projects,
but it also leads to high uncertainty for staff and difficulty in retaining valuable employees.

Labor Statement
BPS currently has 33 employees represented by COPPEA, 4 represented by DCTU and 40 non-represented, nonmanagement employees, in addition to 18 non-represented managers. BPS has a Labor-Management Committee that
meets at least twice each year. The bureau has no significant labor issues.

Partners
BPS has developed and fostered significant partnerships with local, regional, national and international jurisdictions and
other public-sector groups as well as private and non-profit organizations.
Local and regional
• Multnomah County; Cities of Tigard and Gresham
• PGE
• TriMet
• Pacific Power
• Metro: MPAC, MTAC, Regional Transportation Model coordination
• NW Natural
• Portland State University:
• Energy Trust of Oregon
- PSU Institute on Aging, AARP, Elders in Action and other
• Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
members of the Age-Friendly Portland Advisory Council
• Enhabit
- Institution for Sustainable Solutions
• Ecodistricts
- College of Urban and Public Affairs
- Population Center
Communities of Color Organizations
• Portland school districts:
• APANO
- Portland Public Schools
• Groundwork Portland
- David Douglas
• OPAL Environmental Justice
- Parkrose
• Wisdom of the Elders
- Reynolds
• Coalition of Communities of Color
- Centennial
• Upstream Public Health
• Oregon Health & Sciences University
• NAYA
• Portland Community College
• Urban League
• Mt Hood Community College
• Latino Network
• Home Forward
• IRCO
• First Stop Portland
• Center for Intercultural Organizing
• Oregon Department of Energy
• Verde
• Oregon Department of Land Conservation
• Hacienda CDC
• Oregon Department of Transportation
• Living Cully
• Multnomah County Drainage District
• Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
• Worksystems, Inc
• MESO
• Regional Arts & Culture Council
• Asian Pacific American Chamber of Commerce
• Port of Portland
• …and more
• West Multnomah and East Multnomah soil and water conservation districts
• Business Oregon
• Venture Portland
• Neighborhood Coalitions
• Technology Association of Oregon
• Oregon Governor’s Office, Regional Solutions Team
International
• C40
National
• Carbon Neutral Cities Alliance
• Urban Sustainability Directors’ Network (USDN)
• ICLEI — Local Governments for Sustainability
• American Planning Association

Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
The bureau’s Leadership Team is comprised of the director, sustainability programs manager, chief planner, two
principal planners, conservation and outreach programs manager, communications officer and director’s assistant. The
following information provides an overview of bureau values and philosophy.

BPS Vision
Portland is a prosperous, educated, healthy, resilient and equitable city where everyone has the
opportunity to shape the decisions that affect their lives. Our diverse population, innovative
businesses and forward-thinking leaders create a vibrant and unique community.

BPS commits to be…
• Creative: We are nimble and responsive to community needs and promote innovation.
• Collaborative: We create meaningful and effective partnership — convening and participating in
initiatives that advance city goals.
• Connected: We focus on the integration and interdependence of human, economic and
environmental systems. We pursue specific strategies to bring the full benefits of our city to those
who historically have not had access so we all can thrive.
• Credible: We provide innovative, practical, and technically-sound solutions to the challenges and
opportunities of urban growth, sustainable development, and climate change.

We believe in…
• Entrepreneurial action to respond quickly and effectively to opportunities and evolving needs.
• Practical solutions developed through innovative research, demonstration and community
engagement.
• Partnerships to tackle complex issues and expand research and service capacity.
• Attentive customer service to address community needs and work well with our partners.
• Strategic communications to educate and engage Portlanders. Integrated, long-range thinking to
provide strategic direction as Portland grows.
• Culturally appropriate engagement with Portland's many geographic, racial and cultural
communities to integrate their needs into BPS’ work and to build trust and capacity.
• Workplace excellence focused on diversity, equity, leadership, accountability, attentive customer
service, professional development as well as continuous learning to enhance staff communication,
knowledge and skills.
• Technical expertise to provide quality services and to support the development of quality
community plans and policies.
• Leadership and innovation to ignite new opportunities and solutions to make Portland a model of
sustainable development.

2016-18 Bureau Highlights
• Implement and evaluate the 2012 Portland Plan
• Implement 2015 Climate Action Plan and Climate Change
Preparation Strategy
• Adopt and implement new Comprehensive Plan
• Adopt and implement Central City 2035
• Increase employment capacity/productivity on industrial
lands
• Establish new Institutional Zoning Code
• Adopt and implement new Mixed Use Zoning Code
• Improve Residential Infill Zoning Code, including new
approaches to Middle Housing
• Evaluate and develop new approaches to design standards
and the review process
• Implement deconstruction requirements for older and
historic homes
• Expand the Map App and other geographic/ demographic
information tools
• Develop and coordinate a strategic approach to Smart City
opportunities for all City bureaus
• Coordinate with Portland school districts
• Focus on zoning, place-making and sustainability
opportunities for East Portland
• Complete Portland Off-road Cycling Master Plan
• Develop partnership/resources and begin implementation
of Green Loop

• Establish green building and ecoroof requirements for
large new buildings in the Central City
• Implement internal Workplace Excellence program
with focus on equity
• Develop new Community Solar program
• Adopt new fossil fuel infrastructure code language
• Implement Commercial Energy Score reporting
requirement
• Develop new home energy efficiency rating score
• Implement waste reduction and recycling programs
that focus on food waste, construction debris, and
multifamily buildings
• Provide technical assistance to 500 businesses annually
on sustainability practices
• Provide information and assistance to all Portland
residents on sustainability practices
• Implement Sustainable City Government (energy,
water, waste, transportation and toxics) and increase
annual savings to $7 million
• Partner with bureaus to add solar projects on City
facilities
• Regulate and coordinate efficient solid waste and
recycling collection

Current Budget Issues
BPS has a relatively diverse funding base. Some years as much as 25 percent of the budget is from grants and outside
funding. Currently, on-going General Fund provides 50 percent of the bureau’s funding, the Solid Waste Management
Fund about 33 percent, and the balance a variable mix of grants and one-time General Fund support. This diversity is
a strength but also results in volatility for staff and challenges in matching adequate resources to community and
Council priorities for the volume of work BPS delivers.
In the past 10 years, BPS has been very successful in securing external grant funding (more than $40 million total) to
supplement City funds and complete priority projects, however recurring General Fund cuts, uncertainty, and
extreme workloads have taken a toll on staff causing several key, experienced staff to leave the bureau for work in
the public and private sector with more stability. Because of the volatile state of funding, we cannot guarantee
positions from year to year for more than 10 of our positions. Recent budgets have tried to “right size” the
organization and provided about $500,000 increase in on-going general fund. An additional $800,000 is needed. For
example for FY16-17 several positions are being funded with BDS funds instead of General Fund. This should be done
on an on-going basis, but there is no commitment to long term BDS funding at this time.
In FY16-17, an additional challenge is a one-time General Fund budget cut to two planning positions, one to carry out
the Central City Plan and the second to coordinate land-use planning with transit and transportation decisions such as
the SW Corridor. Restoring these positions to BPS in the next budget (FY17-18) is a significant priority for the bureau.

Trends
Diversity. For most of its recent history, Portland was an overwhelmingly white city, but as population increased, so
has Portland’s racial and ethnic diversity. Portland’s non-white population was 15 percent of the total population in 1980
and 27 percent in 2010. The national average is 33 percent. When we look at youth (25 and under), Portland’s growing
diversity is more pronounced. According to the 2010 census, more than 36 percent of Portland’s youth are black or
African American, Native American, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander, Native Alaskan or Asian. In addition, more than 18
percent identify as Hispanic or Latino. In many East Portland elementary schools, white students are the minority. These
changing demographics are having significant impacts on City service delivery, require new community engagement
approaches, and are evident as we look at the impacts of gentrification and displacement.

Shifting Development Patterns. Growth and development have shaped, and will continue to shape, the character
of Portland’s neighborhoods, streets, commercial areas, and other key places. Since the recession, more than half of the
Metro region’s new housing has been built in the City of Portland. In the earlier period between 1980 and 2010, Portland
typically captured only 20-40 percent of the region’s housing growth each year.
In addition to this regional shift, three broad trends have defined development patterns within the city over the past 15
years: 1) Robust growth and development have occurred in the Central City throughout this period. 2) East Portland
experienced a period of particularly strong residential development activity in the 1990s and early 2000s. This growth
occurred after annexation of East Portland and much of this development included multifamily residential development
and new subdivisions. But East Portland Growth has slowed considerably over the most recent 15 years. 3) In the late
2000s, coincident with the Great Recession, development activity shifted dramatically from East Portland to the Inner
Neighborhoods surrounding the Central City. The most intensive development has occurred along frequent transit lines,
such as SE Division, North Williams, and North Interstate Avenue. This increase in density was promoted by the
comprehensive plan policies and zoning of the past to create more livable, compact neighborhoods, reduce the need to
drive, and reduce carbon emissions. However rising demand has not been met with an adequate increase in housing
supply, especially affordable housing. Rising property values and rents have led to some displacement of lower income
residents.

Shrinking Middle-Wage Employment. In 2013,
Portland recovered the roughly 22,000 jobs that were
lost in the Great Recession, and we have gone on to
add about another 20,000 jobs through July 2015.
Health care and education continue to be the sectors
adding the most jobs to the city.
From 2000–2013 there were over 23,000 jobs added in
the health care and education sectors. There also
have been significant gains in the professional
services category over the last 15 years. The majority
of growth in the office sector has been in industries
such as branding and marketing, design services, and
software and web design.
Middle-wage jobs took a hit in the recession, with
most of the recovery at the low- or high-end of the
wage scale.

Economic Inequality / Job Trends. The national and local economy have been recovering from the Great
Recession. Portland has been a leading City in terms of job growth in 2014, and 2015. But over the past 35 years,
lower and middle income wages have stagnated. From 1979 to 2005 the average income of the top 5th of Oregon
households grew by 47 percent, but it has dropped for all other income groups. There are large income gaps along
racial lines too. Black households in Portland earn on average 47 percent of white households. The average income of
Black households in Portland is now below the income level needed to afford average rents. These growing
inequalities are creating challenges for the City in terms of housing, service delivery, and planning process.

Housing Mix. The types of housing being built over the past 15 years has shifted significantly and replicates national
trends. While Portland has historically been a city of single family homes, more than 80 percent of new development
in recent years has been multifamily or mixed use housing (primarily rental). The opposite was true in the 1980’s and
90’s. Several things are driving this trend, including demographic shifts, shrinking household size, aging population,
economic inequality, high student loan debt, and the collapse of the mortgage system in the Great Recession.
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) construction has also increased significantly, beginning in 2008. In earlier decades
ADUs represented less than 1 percent of new housing supply each year. It now represents 3-5 percent of new housing
each year (up to 20 percent in some inner neighborhoods). We expect these trends to continue over the next 20
years. By 2035, a majority of Portlanders will live in multifamily units.
During the Comprehensive Plan process there was a growing concern that we are creating a binary housing supply,
with most available new housing being either a large-lot single family home, or a small apartment, with very little in
the middle. This “missing middle” issue caused City Council to direct more work to explore options to identify more
land for small-lot development, attached housing (duplexes, triplexes), rowhouses/townhouses, ADUs and other
forms.

Climate change. Portland has reduced total community-wide carbon emissions by 21 percent below 1990 levels.
That’s well ahead of the national trend, where carbon emissions have increased by 8 percent. Portland’s
accomplishments are particularly notable because these carbon reductions have been achieved while Multnomah
County has gained 24 percent more jobs and experienced a 33 percent increase in population. On a per person basis,
carbon emissions have been reduced by 41 percent since 1990. Portland’s experience demonstrates that cities can
reduce emissions as their economies and populations grow, and its accomplishments have been recognized nationally
and internally by organizations such as C40 and EPA.
Challenging work remains, however, to achieve Portland’s adopted goal of reducing total local carbon emissions 80
percent by 2050, with an interim goal of 40 percent by 2030.
Substantial action is
required to increase
the downward
trajectory needed to
achieve the Portland’s
long-term emissions
targets. In the coming
years, increased
population and
economic growth will
put upward pressure
on local carbon
emissions so we must
continue to take
aggressive action to
stay on track.

Succession Plan and Leadership Development
BPS has a reinvigorated Leadership Team, which meets weekly. In the past year, we’ve added two new
members to this group to increase opportunities for professional development for senior managers.
In addition, we have a larger Management Team, which includes all supervisors. This group meets monthly to
discuss common issues, administrative details, training needs and enhance cross-program communication. This has
resulted in more collaboration among the planning and sustainability managers and more creative and ambitious
program design and problem solving.
BPS also started a Workplace Excellence Initiative in 2014 to foster an environment of continuous
improvement where employees are able to achieve their maximum potential in a way that fully embodies the
values of the BPS, while pursuing its mission and goals.
As part of this initiative, a Workplace Excellence Committee was established to collaborate cross-bureau
and work on issues within four general improvement areas: 1) Inclusion and fairness, achieving diversity and
equity; 2) continuous learning including professional development trainings; 3) creation of a collegial work
environment that is supportive and fun; and 4) safety and proactive problem solving.
Specific actions that BPS has accomplished, and continues to work on, through the Workplace Excellence Initiative
include:
• Equity Roadmap: BPS participated as a pilot bureau in the Citywide Equity Roadmap. The Roadmap core team
facilitated the bureau-wide process to complete the roadmap assessment, engaging all BPS employees. The
roadmap was approved by BPS leadership and management teams then submitted to OEHR in July 2015.
• Baseline Employee Engagement Survey: As part of the Racial Equity Roadmap we updated our employee
survey. BPS decided to use Gallup Q12 assessment tool for employee engagement. This highly researched tool is
condensed into twelve questions. Management team has taken the results and are working on action plans to
improve areas identified as needing progress with their teams. The survey is scheduled to be administered biannually, and will happen again in January of 2017.
• All Staff Trainings:
• In 2014, BPS staff participated in a mandatory 2-day Dismantling Institutional Racism training. We have
continued to build on this training over the past two years with small group discussions, additional
trainings at all staff meetings and through various other work sessions.
• In 2015, after an assessment of what specific trainings would be valuable for all, staff participated in a
series of Project Management trainings, which provided staff with a variety of project management tools
to use while developing a shared language for project management. An additional training provided team
building training for managers and select project managers.
• Staff Events and Recognition:
• The Employee Passport is an incentive program that allows all staff to contribute to workplace community,
connection, humor and fun while giving back to the bureau or by volunteering in the community.
• The monthly 7th Floor Staff Newsletter highlights outstanding work BPS staff is doing and has a quarterly
spotlight column wherein one staff member interviews another and shares with the rest of the bureau.
• Winter and summer gatherings (staff brunch, silent auction, family picnic, etc).

Succession planning
BPS has a relatively young workforce. About 10–15 percent of BPS employees will be eligible to retire in the next
few years. Many of those have indicated that they will continue to work at least for awhile. Opportunities for
growth into senior positions is somewhat limited because of this situation.
In response, we have expanded Leadership Team to provide some more opportunity for growth. We also have
focused on cross training and provided additional technical training to staff in order to retain them until
additional promotional opportunities arise.

Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
The nature of planning and sustainability work is that it involves nearly every bureau — PDC, BDS, BES, PBOT,
PBEM, PHB, OMF, PP&R, Fire and others.

Climate Action Plan. BPS staff coordinated the development of the 2015 Climate Action Plan, as well as the
2014 Climate Change Preparation Strategy and associated Risk and Vulnerabilities Assessment. Portland’s climate
change plans represent the coordinated work of bureaus across the City to reach ambitious carbon-reduction
goals through efforts which promise to benefit the region’s long-term economic, social and environmental
prosperity.

BPS convenes cross-bureau groups (e.g. the Climate Change Preparation Strategy Implementation Team)
and creates other educational and knowledge sharing opportunities for staff from multiple bureaus.

BPS manages the Portland Climate Action Collaborative with Portland State University, which connects staff
from multiple bureaus with PSU faculty and students to conduct climate-related research to help in the
implementation of the climate plans.

BPS coordinates several bureaus (particularly PBOT, BES, Water and Parks) to publish regular progress
reports tracking the implementation of the actions in the climate plans, and to review and update the plans
as needed.

Technical Services. BPS’s Technical Services group provides web development and design, GIS, graphic design
and database support to many other agencies. The Map App, our in-house developed, web-based mapping
application for viewing City proposals related to the City’s Comprehensive Plan and providing public testimony to
PSC and City Council, has been viewed by 50,000 Portlanders. It includes proposals from BPS, PBOT, Parks,
Water, and BES. We have also developed web applications for the Housing Bureau, and are currently discussing a
joint project with Portland Public Schools. Our Web Designer was also part of the team that created the initial
design for the new version of PortlandMaps.
BPS Technical Services also provides high-end mapping and analytical GIS support to several other bureaus,
including PBOT, ONI and PBEM. We provide graphic design services to OMF and PBEM. And we are in the early
stages of developing a shared contact management database, in partnership with ONI, BTS and others.

Land Use and Transportation Coordination. BPS and PBOT planning teams have an ongoing interagency
agreement and joint work program to coordinate land use and major transportation investments. Joint activities
have focused on major transit projects like the Orange Line or Southwest Corridor, Comprehensive plan policy
development, and TSP project development. The two agencies work together, with Metro, to model the expected
future performance of the transportation system, and estimate the impact of proposed land use plans. BPS and
PBOT also have an agreement with TriMet that defines a work program related to long term transit planning, and
coordination of future transit improvements with land use planning. Both agencies worked closely with TriMet on
their recently complete Service Enhancement Plans, which identifies bus system improvements to be made over
the next decade.

Planning and Development Directors. The BPS Director convenes the P&D Directors group, which is a regular
bi-monthly meeting of bureau directors involved with planning and development. The meetings serve as an informal
cabinet meeting to coordinate actions at the leadership level, related to planning and development issues. BPS
prepares agendas, and coordinates the agendas/presentations. Some examples of projects that have been discussed
in this meeting include South Waterfront development agreements, Post Office site negotiations, Comprehensive
Plan Policy, West Hayden Island annexation agreement, and Orange Line LRT extension.
Smart Cities. Portland has a booming tech industry, an early adopter culture, and a history of public- and privatesector innovation. Yet we have no coherent approach to Smart Cities — the practice of using information and
communication technology to reduce costs, increase efficiency, and improve livability.
City staff in multiple bureaus have done projects that could be considered “smart cities,” including:
• The “Portland Switchboard“ project launched with PDC funding (https://portland.switchboardhq.com/).
• BTS’ PDX Reporter app.
• BPS’ MapApp and GarbageDayReminders widget.
• PBOT’s air quality remote sensing pilot, a partnership with PSU and Seabourne.
• The Digital Equity Action Plan, developed by the Office of Community Technology and
adopted by Council in 2016.
While these initiatives are valuable and productive, they have happened with limited awareness among bureaus and
without a plan or focus. Bureaus have also been approached by a who‘s-who of tech companies offering “smart city”
solutions, including IBM, Google, Siemens, Cisco, GE and Google. These discussions have tended to take the form of
solutions in search of problems and have been intriguing but not yet fruitful.
For the City to benefit from the opportunities of these new technologies, we need to be deliberate and proactive in
identifying specific problems on which to focus smart city approaches. The City has the opportunity to learn from,
connect, and build on these piecemeal efforts to establish a clear smart cities strategy. Smart city projects can be a
significant tool for addressing transportation, housing, climate change and other pressing public safety, equity and
health issues. However, this will not happen under our current fragmented approach.

Off-road Cycling Master Plan. The Portland Off-road Cycling Master Plan project will develop a citywide plan
for a system of off-road cycling facilities — such as sustainable trail networks, skill parks and pump tracks — for a
variety of users, including children, adults and families.
BPS is leading this project in collaboration with PP&R, BES, PBOT, the Portland Water Bureau and other local
government and community partners.
The plan will be realistic, feasible, and work within the context of community needs and values, City goals,
Portland’s urban environment and landscape, and regulatory constraints. But, it also will be visionary, ambitious,
and strives to make Portland a national example for incorporating off-road cycling into healthy communities. To
realize long-term success, the Plan will set a clear course for implementation by addressing funding, design,
development, and management. The draft plan will be presented to City Council for adoption by December 2016.

Housing Coordination. BPS policy and economic research staff are working closely with the Housing Bureau and
PDC to implement the recently adopted Inclusionary housing legislation. This includes adoption of a new
construction excise tax to support affordable housing, and adoption of zoning regulations to require that a
percentage of new housing be affordable to those earning 80 percent of median income. BPS work is focused on
economic analysis of the proposal, and code development. Staff also worked closely to insert affordable housing
targets and related policies into the now adopted 2035 Comprehensive Plan.

I. MISSION OF THE CITY ATTORNEY’S OFFICE:
To provide excellent, objective, timely and cost-effective legal advice and advocacy in
support of the City’s policy goals and to ensure that the official actions of the City, its
elected officials and employees comply with the law.
The City Attorney is responsible for all of the legal affairs of the City. The City Attorney appears
for, represents and defends the City, and its boards, commissions,1 bureaus, officers and
employees in all appropriate legal forums and matters; reviews and approves as to form all
written contracts, bonds, or other legally binding instruments to which the City is a party; gives
legal advice and opinions orally and in writing and prepares legal documents and ordinances for
the Mayor, any Council member, the City Council, or any board, bureau, committee,
commission, or agency of the City. PCC 3.10.030.A-C. The City Attorney seeks to ensure that
City employees comply with all legal and ethical requirements by providing advice, direction
and opinions, and seeks to avoid legal problems for the City by training, directing and educating
City employees about legal issues. PCC 3.10.030.E & F. The City Attorney institutes legal
proceedings for the City in any court or tribunal on direction of the Council, and may seek
enforcement of regulations or license requirements including the payment of fees, penalties, or
interest with the approval of the Commissioner in Charge. PCC 3.10.030.G. The City Attorney
may settle suits, actions or proceedings under specified conditions; Council approval is required
for all settlements over $5,000. PCC 3.10.070.
The City Attorney is appointed by and serves at the pleasure of the Council. Charter Sec. 2-601
and 602. The City Attorney’s client is the City. PCC 3.10.060.A. The attorney-client relationship
between the City Attorney and the City extends to the Mayor and Council. The attorney-client
relationship also includes other employees in a position to control a decision by the City, as well
as those whose conduct is the subject of legal representation or advice. Correspondence between
the City Attorney and others in the City, and opinions and advice provided by the City Attorney
to the City, or any departments, officials, or employees, are privileged attorney-client
communications. PCC 3.10.060.B.
The City Attorney has Deputy City Attorneys, who serve at the pleasure of the City Attorney.
Charter Section 2-602; PCC 3.10.010. The number of deputies is fixed by the Council, id.;
currently there are approximately 40 Deputy City Attorneys (including Assistant Deputies,
Deputies, Senior Deputies and Chief Deputies). The City Attorney may designate a Chief Deputy
to be in charge of the Office in her absence, PCC 3.10.040, and a Chief Deputy shall serve as
acting City Attorney in the event of a vacancy until the Council appoints a new City Attorney.
The Office performs the vast majority of the City’s legal work “in-house.” On occasion it is
necessary to retain outside counsel due to a conflict of interest or to obtain specialized expertise.
In order to ensure that consistent and high quality legal representation is provided to the City,
any bureau or agency requesting outside legal services must submit a request to the City
Attorney before any agreement is made for such services and no contract for outside legal
services shall be processed by the Chief Procurement Officer without the written approval of the
City Attorney or designee. PCC 5.68.060.

1

The exception is the Portland Development Commission which by Charter has its own legal counsel.
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II. SUMMARY OVERVIEW OF BUREAU'S WORK 2006-2016
The City Attorney’s Office is involved in virtually all projects of significance for all elected
officials and all bureaus, including policy development, planning processes, regulatory
compliance, legislation (City and State), contracting, capital construction, labor and collective
bargaining issues, litigation and administrative proceedings. The City Attorney has long operated
under an informal agreement with all City Council members and the Auditor that each may
consult in confidence with Office attorneys to ensure access to effective legal services at the
early stages of policy and legislative development. 2
A. Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures
In January 2014, shortly after Tracy Reeve was appointed by the Council as City Attorney, she
established four new strategic goals to guide the work of the Office:
•

To provide the highest level of customer service to clients through legal advice that is
timely, accurate and easy to access;

•

To effectively and vigorously advocate for the City’s interests;

•

To advance the City’s objective of achieving equity in all of its programs, services and
activities; and

•

To ensure accountability for professional performance, effective stewardship of public
resources and the City’s compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

In FY 2014-15, the Auditor conducted the first-ever performance audit of the City Attorney’s
Office, resulting in a March 2015 audit report entitled City Attorney’s Office: Good practices in
place; next steps include strategic plan, measures and post-contract evaluations. 3 The Audit
noted (at p. 3) that:
The Office has a positive internal culture overall, and there are a
number of process improvement efforts underway or scheduled for
the next year. The Office has experienced, competent managers,
attorneys, and staff. Various client bureaus reported positive results
with the services of the Office. Although small in staffing and
budget compared to other City Bureaus, the Office exerts a great
deal of influence on the legal affairs and policy developments of
the City, as well as the financial outcomes.
The audit report recommended three process improvements: 1) Develop and adopt a
comprehensive strategic plan to address the Office’s medium and long-term direction; 2)
Develop a limited number of useful effectiveness measures that are publicly reported; and 3)
Evaluate the performance of outside legal services at the conclusion of each contract. Audit
Report, p. 13.

The caveat to this is that, at the point at which any Council member decides to take to Council or otherwise take
action on an item that presents material legal risk, the other Council members will be advised of the legal risk.
3
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/auditservices/article/521801
2
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All three of these process improvements have been completed. The Office implemented a system
for the evaluation of outside counsel contracts even prior to issuance of the audit report. In July
of 2015, the Portland City Attorney’s Office completed and distributed its Strategic Plan for
2015-2020. 4 That Plan sets out priorities and strategies to achieve the Office’s four strategic
goals and contains performance measures for each of the priorities. And, the City Attorney’s
Office has identified a limited number of useful effectiveness measures that will be publicly
reported each year, which include:
•

Cost of Service per City Attorney hour - $144/hour compared to $364/hour for
outside counsel

•

Percentage of litigation cases favorably resolved – First year of tracking – goal is
85%, tracking at about 90%

•

Annual cost of outside counsel – Some outside counsel costs are unavoidable but the
Office strives to minimize these costs by having sufficient in-house staffing. Outside
counsel costs are expected to be about $335,000 for FY2015-16 (Prior 5-year average
is $1.3 million).

•

Number of training hours provided by City Attorney staff to other City staff: Goal for
FY16/17 is 420 hours (FY14/15 – 388 hours, FY15/16 – 400 hours)

B. Budget Decisions FY 2016-17
The City Attorney’s Office’s approved budget for FY 2016-17 is $12,328.400. Key budget
decision packages included:
•

Paralegal Realignment: 1.0 FTE Paralegal, funded by realigning interagency
revenue from the Civil Asset Forfeiture Program ($100,098).

•

Technology Support Staff Reduction: Elimination of a 1.0 FTE Applications
Analyst.

•

Vacant/Abandoned Homes Attorney Support: one-time resources to fund a limited
term Attorney to support efforts addressing vacant and abandoned homes in Portland.

C. Outstanding Labor Issues
All City Attorney’s Office employees are non-represented and the Office has no labor issues to
report.
D. Local and Regional Partners
Office attorneys work closely with counterparts at the local, state and national levels to ensure
that we can share information on issues of legal import. The City Attorney recently attended the
International Municipal Lawyers Association “Top 50” Meeting, which is an invitation-only
gathering of the top legal counsel from the largest municipalities nationwide. In the past year, the
4

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/attorney/article/581493
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City Attorney’s Office co-hosted (with the Office of Equity and Human Rights) a two day
training for government lawyers presented by the Government Alliance for Racial Equity on the
topic of Using an Equity Lens to Achieve Racial Equity in Government Law Practice. The
training was attended by government lawyers from local jurisdictions as well as those traveling
to Portland for the event from around the country. Office lawyers are active members of and
participants in the Multnomah Bar Association, the Oregon League of Cities/Oregon City
Attorney’s Association, the International Municipal Lawyer’s Association and myriad sections
of the Oregon State Bar and American Bar Association, as well as many specialty bar
associations and professional legal organizations. The City Attorney also meets informally from
time to time with her counterparts at Multnomah County, Metro, PDC, PPS and the Port.
E. Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
The only “product” of the City Attorney’s Office is the legal work provided by Office attorneys
with support from our highly skilled staff. Our work product is only as good as our people. The
City Attorney’s management philosophy is therefore to hire the absolute best attorneys available
and to create a work atmosphere in which interesting and challenging work is provided,
excellence is expected and creativity and hard work are recognized and rewarded. We have a
collegial atmosphere and we assume and expect that our attorneys and staff are dedicated
professionals who will collaborate to provide the highest caliber of legal services to our clients.
The City Attorney’s Office has been extremely successful over the years in establishing a
reputation as an excellent place to work and as a result we receive many applications for any
open position. We also have excellent retention of both attorneys and staff. We seek to provide
independence and flexibility to our attorneys and in turn expect them to make themselves
available to meet the legal needs of the City when necessary, which regularly requires work
performed outside of the “regular” work day. Key personnel include City Attorney Tracy Reeve,
Chief Deputy City Attorneys Mark Amberg (Labor and Employment Section), Harry Auerbach
(Contracts and Real Property Section), Kathryn Beaumont (Infrastructure and Natural Resources
Section), Scott Moede (Litigation Section) and Ben Walters (Municipal Law and Public Safety
Section); Law Office Administrator Kim Sneath and Business Operations Supervisor Crystine
Jividen.
F. Some Major Work Areas by Section 5
1. Contracts & Property Section:
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•

Facilitated move of Housing Bureau from PDC to the City, integrated legal
services relating to PHB’s transactions and other legal needs into the City
Attorney’s Office

•

Developed program for protection of City’s intellectual property

•

Ongoing work to develop and expand contracting equity programs, including
regional community benefits strategies

This list is illustrative and by no means exhaustive.
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•

Ongoing work on complex technology purchase and service agreements

•

Updated and standardized numerous City contract templates

•

Ongoing work to improve the City’s ADA compliance for all its properties

•

Ongoing work updating and applying Systems Development Charges

•

Legal work for Bike Share program

•

Legal work to negotiate/implement development agreements for South Waterfront

•

Acquisition and development of Simon and Helen Director Park

•

Legal work for Portland Building Reconstruction

2. Infrastructure and Natural Resources Section:
•

Represent the City’s legal interests in the Portland Harbor Superfund listing

•

Advise all City bureaus on potential legal effects of FEMA BioP

•

Advise the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, the Planning and Sustainability
Commission, and the City Council on proposed long-range plans and zoning code
amendments for: the River Plan/North Reach, West Hayden Island, Pembina’s
proposed propane facility at the Port’s Terminal 6, and the current multi-year
update of the City’s comprehensive plan

•

Advise on decommissioning open-air reservoirs in Washington Park and Mt.
Tabor Park to comply with federal LT 2 safe drinking water regulations; advise
on NPDES permit renewals for the Columbia Boulevard Waste Water Treatment
System and the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4)

•

Defend land use challenges to the Washington Park and Mt. Tabor reservoir
projects and Portland Japanese Garden; litigation of unpaid storm sewer fees for
the Oregon Air National Guard facility at the Portland airport

3. Labor and Employment Section:
•

Provide daily advice to all bureaus on labor and employment matters, including
discipline and performance issues, leave and accommodation issues, labor union
grievances and contract interpretation

•

Advised on development and implementation of City’s Sick Time and
reconciliation of City ordinance with State legislation when State Sick Time
legislation passed

•

Legal advice on implementation of Veterans’ Preference Law
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•

Working to develop/implement gender neutral restroom policy and other LGBTQ
equity policies

•

Labor aspects of settlement agreement with the DOJ, including assistance with
negotiations with police unions regarding revisions to police accountability
system

•

Prosecuted Police Commanding Officers unit clarification that resulted in
Captains and Commanders being removed from a union

•

Legal advice and support on Jordan standard (similar to Rooney Rule)

4. Litigation Section:
•

Police Excessive Force Litigation: Defend cases and, when appropriate, work
with Police Legal Advisors group to ensure that lessons learned are translated into
training of officers to reduce future liability

•

Arts Tax case: Tax upheld against a variety of challenges that it violated the
Oregon Constitution’s prohibition on poll or head taxes

•

Telecommunications Litigation: Successful defense of major lawsuits challenging
City’s authority to require franchises for use of City streets

•

Air Transport case: Successful defense of case challenging BES’s ability to
collect storm water charges from the Port of Portland for the Portland airport

•

Uber case: Successful in halting Uber’s operations in Portland long enough to
allow development and adoption of a new Code for Transportation Network
Companies

•

Anderson case: Ongoing defense of Council’s Charter authority to determine how
to expend sewer and water ratepayer funds

•

Affirmative litigation: Implemented new legal programs in the areas of collections
and civil forfeitures significantly increasing revenues collected; suing Monsanto
to hold it accountable for public expenses resulting from PCB contamination

5. Municipal Law and Public Safety Section:
•

Advise on City projects funded by ARRA grant funds; draft ballot titles or acts for
various measures, bond measures and levies; legal work related to voter approval
of legalizing recreational marijuana

•

Develop work group focused on Community Justice & Civil Rights issues

•

Legal Records Management Project – develop better practices and processes for
management of public and legal records, legal holds; oversee acquisition and
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implementation of the GovQA system to manage public records requests and
responses Citywide; train staff from all City bureaus
•

21st Century Policing: settlement of DOJ civil rights complaint, all legal work
representing the City/PPB with DOJ and in court in ongoing implementation and
compliance monitoring, legal support for City’s efforts to achieve effective public
involvement/oversight for PPB

•

Advise all Public Safety Bureaus on day-to-day operations

•

Rewrite of City’s regulations for private for-hire transportation

III. FIVE-YEAR PRIORITIES 2016-21
A. Vision for the Bureau:
To be Oregon’s model public service law office, known for its high quality of legal work,
dedication to customer service, commitment to equity and stewardship of the public trust.
In order to achieve this vision, we are taking several steps. First, we have adopted a five year
Strategic Plan to guide our work. Second, we are developing practice groups within our Office to
assist with information sharing, training, succession planning and to increase our focus in key
areas (for example, creation of a practice group affirmatively focused on Community Justice and
Civil Rights). We believe we are in a unique position to ameliorate the “silo” effect of the City’s
form of government by ensuring that we are collaborating internally on our legal services to the
City so that we can assist the Council in coordinating City policies and actions. Third, we are
actively assisting our clients in achieving their goals while minimizing legal risk by stressing our
availability and demonstrating our utility through early involvement in decision making
processes. We also seek to minimize legal risk by providing City-wide training on a variety of
legal issues. Fourth, we are increasing our outreach within and without Oregon when hiring to
ensure that we employ the most highly qualified and diverse group of lawyers possible. (We
were honored to receive the 2015 Oregon Women Lawyer’s Workplace Leader Award, bestowed
annually on an employer making innovative and effective efforts to maximize opportunities for
women and minorities in the workplace and advance to positions of influence and leadership).
Fifth, we are committed to doing the vast bulk of the City’s legal work “in-house” to ensure
consistency, quality and cost effectiveness. And sixth, we are filing more affirmative litigation to
ensure we are proactive as well as defensive in meeting the City’s legal needs. For example, in
2016, the Office will be undertaking the first five so-called “zombie-house” foreclosure cases
and in 2015, the Office began its in-house civil forfeiture program focusing primarily on seizure
of drug related cash and automobiles. Over the last several years we have also dramatically
increased the number of cases filed on behalf of Revenue Division of OMF for business license
and transient lodging tax.
B. Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
The Office is funded in two ways. First, we receive funding through the General Fund overhead
and discretionary model, which affords each bureau a base level of legal services. Second, we
have a number of agreements with bureaus with high legal needs that fund additional legal
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positions to enable us to meet those needs. We strongly believe that these funding models, while
not ideal, are far preferable to a “fee for service” model, which we believe discourages the
preventative use of legal counsel and is ultimately not cost effective. Because we are funded by
the general fund and by agreements with the bureaus, we are impacted by the budget forces and
slowdowns facing the City as a whole.
To reach the required 5% budget cut this year without a reduction in the provision of legal
services to the City, the Office was forced to offer up one paralegal and the only IT support staff
position. The paralegal position was spared because it is a cost effective way to expand current
legal services, litigation, and training without the addition of new attorney positions.
Elimination of the Office’s technology support position will be a hardship on the existing staff.
Response time for technology problems will be longer and may slow some legal services. While
the Office can manage for a year, we will likely be requesting the technology support positon be
reinstated as soon as possible. The Office also has significant technology and software needs for
practice management and document management that will need to be addressed in the next year
or two.
C. Identified Challenges
A major challenge for the Office in terms of budget shortfalls is that legal work and litigation
often increases as resources decrease. Staff cuts throughout the City increase the work for our
Labor and Employment attorneys, for example, and can result in litigation. Thus in a “cut”
scenario, we are truly faced with doing more with less. Our lawyers and staff already work very
hard (lawyers average well above 40 hours/week) and this scenario makes it difficult to meet the
City’s needs and to continue to afford a desirable workplace that attracts top legal talent. We are
also facing space constraints and as mentioned the need for new technology and software
systems.
IV. INDUSTRY TRENDS:
D. What are the primary exogenous forces shaping your work? How are you
responding to these forces?
1. Areas of Greatest Legal Risk
•

City as guarantor of public safety – seeing more lawsuits regarding road design
and crosswalk/bike lane safety issues, where the City is increasingly facing
liability as discretionary immunity is being eroded (Our response: vigorous
defense of individual cases coupled with Citywide training on requirements for
discretionary immunity)

•

Environmental challenges – legal uncertainty and significant monetary exposure
in relation to Portland Harbor Superfund and the BiOp recently issued by FEMA
(under pressure from NMFS) with which the City will have to comply to stay in
the NFIP (Our response: analysis of legal strategies and risks, close cooperation
with all City bureaus to comply with regulations and message City’s role and
involvement while minimizing liability, work to advance City’s policy objectives)
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•

Shift in public attitudes toward policing and police accountability – seeing
significant jury awards in cases that would previously have been defense verdicts,
public no longer have same deference to police (Our response: vigorous defense
of individual cases coupled with police training and work with PPB and DOJ to
continue to integrate 21st Century Policing into bureau culture and practice and to
facilitate community/police involvement and feedback loop)

•

Effort to erode Council authority by challenging discretionary decision-making in
Court – Anderson ratepayer case, BOMA case (vigorous defense of Council
charter authority)

•

Public records/archiving challenges – City has made significant progress on
public records management but has not developed effective archiving methods for
social media and text messaging, bodycam video (Our response: working with the
Auditor’s Office, testing and advocating for new technologies that can help bring
the City into legal compliance with the public records and retention laws while
allowing the City to integrate 21st Century Technologies; Citywide training)

2. Areas That Present Policy Challenges and Require New Approaches
•

Balancing robust public participation and constitutional free speech rights with
need for City’s elected officials, boards, commissions, volunteers and staff to be
able to function effectively and safely in a respectful environment (Our response:
training of City clients and Boards and Commissions to ensure they are aware of
tools they do have to control meetings, internal office work group developing
legislative proposal for Council consideration, to be followed by legal strategy to
return to federal court to narrow previously granted injunction foreclosing
prospective exclusions of individuals repeatedly violating City conduct rules)

•

Supporting and advancing City’s equity policies in creative and legally defensible
ways – equity in contracting, culturally specific services, affirmative
action/diversity policies, addressing the effects of gentrification on specific
populations, LGBTQ friendly policies/practices (Our response: training lawyers
on best practices, City policies, collaborating with GARE jurisdictions, bias
reduction training, creation of Community Justice & Civil Rights work group)

•

Develop more meaningful investigative and enforcement capacity for civil rights
and related issues (Our response: working internally with other bureaus including
BHR and OEHR to develop proposals for Council consideration, internal City
Attorney work group to advance these issues in the interim, providing training
and advice on Title VI and Title VII, working collaboratively with lawyers from
other jurisdictions to share experiences)

•

Tools to address homelessness and lack of affordable housing (Our response:
working internally with Mayor/Council and externally with County and partners
on legislative proposals, bond measures, new taxes, emergency authority, zoning
changes etc.)
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3. Other Exogenous Forces
•

Changes in technology driving issues of demand for new infrastructure in the
public right of way and on private property, or changing uses of City facilities

•

Changes in statutes and case law that require changes in the way the City does
business

V. SUCCESSION PLAN AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
This is a serious issue for the City Attorney’s Office. Three of the five Chief Deputies who have
among them almost 100 years of combined service to the Office will be retiring within the next
three years. In order to address these challenges, the leadership team is actively identifying
lawyers who can be (and are being) trained to take on leadership roles in these Chief Deputies’
areas of expertise. We are also implementing Practice Groups, led by Senior Deputy City
Attorneys, to ensure collaboration and knowledge sharing among groups of attorneys with
common practice nexuses and to provide leadership experience to the Senior Deputy Practice
Group Leaders. And we are continuing to recruit and hire top-notch legal talent, most of whom
come to us with several years of experience.
The exception to this experience expectation is the Honors Attorney program. In 2014, the Office
implemented this new program designed to provide newer attorneys who have a demonstrated
interest in public service a two year opportunity to learn and develop their skills through an
extensive training program combined with significant work experience. Honors attorneys receive
regular formal training throughout their two years of employment with the Office while also
serving the Office’s needs by doing legal research and other projects and litigation. The
employment is intended to be for the two year cycle, but does afford the Office the opportunity
to try and retain the most talented of these Honors Attorneys, when a position is available at the
end of a two year cycle. The program is also a tool to attempt to recruit diverse applicants
interested in a career in public sector law.
VI. CURRENT AND POTENTIAL COLLABORATION WITH OTHER BUREAUS
Virtually all of the City Attorney’s Office’s work is done in collaboration with other bureaus.
Some highlights are identified below.
•

BiOps – the Office is working with BDS, BES, BPS, OGR, OMF, PBOT, PDC and other
bureaus to evaluate the effect on the City of FEMA’s recent BiOp. We will work with
these bureaus to present Council with options for a Citywide approach to coming
regulatory changes that will likely have impacts on significant City priorities, planning,
permitting, legislative and policy work.

•

GovQA – The Office worked with all City bureaus to implement and train on the new
public records management system and is continuing to work with all bureaus on its
continued operation and on public records issues.

•

Comprehensive Plan update—the Office has worked with BPS and the infrastructure
bureaus, the Planning and Sustainability Commission, and City Council to advise,
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review, staff hearings, and help coordinate the ongoing update of the City’s
comprehensive plan and early implementation elements of that plan (Central City 2035,
Residential Infill project, Mixed Use Zoning project, Campus Institutional Zoning
project).
•

Construction Excise Tax and Inclusionary Zoning - the Office is working with the
Housing Bureau in developing local regulations to implement SB 1533, enacted in the
2015 Legislative Session.

•

Recreational Marijuana Tax – the Office is working with ONI and Council offices on
implementing the directive from the 2015 Legislative Session to refer a tax measure to
the voters for the November general election.

•

PBOT – the Office is working with the bureau on implementing the voter approved
gasoline tax measure and the Council approved heavy truck tax.

•

Google Fiber – the Office is working with the Office for Community Technology, PBOT,
Water, Sewer, BTS and BDS in implementing the franchise approved by Council for the
construction of a broadband system, and in responding to Google Fiber on various
questions relating to their plans for potentially starting operations.

•

DOJ Settlement – the Office is working with the Police Bureau, the Auditor’s Office,
DOJ; the COCL and the COAB in on-going efforts on implementation and compliance
monitoring and to advise and staff public hearings and court hearings.

•

The Labor and Employment Section works closely with Bureau of Human Resources and
all City bureaus on ongoing employment and labor issues and changes in the law.

•

The Litigation Section collaborates with other Bureaus to prosecute affirmative litigation
and to defend the continuous flow of lawsuits arising from City activities.

•

The Litigation Section frequently collaborates with the Risk Management Division of
OMF. In addition to continuously collaborating on claims prior to a matter getting filed in
litigation, the Office has also undertaken strategic planning and lessons learned
initiatives. Lessons learned comes in the form of an examination of litigation matters and
thereafter establishing systematic Bureau contact to alert the impacted Bureau on ways to
improve or correct occurrences that led to the litigation. On the affirmative side, Risk and
the City Attorney’s Office have engaged in training on various legal topics that have
significant impact Citywide such as educating on discretionary immunity.

•

The Office collaborates with OEHR to work to ensure City compliance with civil rights
laws and with policies adopted by Council to advance equity.
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CBO Transition Brief
June 2016
Mission
The City Budget Office provides timely, accurate, and unfiltered information and analysis regarding budgeting,
forecasting, and fiscal policy issues to the Mayor, Commissioners, City Auditor, City bureaus, and the public.

Summary of Bureau’s Work
Created as an
independent office (2012)
•Provide the Mayor and Council with
direct access to the budget office
•Ensure the independence of the
financial planning, forecasting, and
budgeting functions

Council adopted work
plan (2012)
•Budget and program analysis
•Economic forecasting
•Business impact analysis
•Utility rate review
•Special Projects

Bureau adopted strategic
plan (2013)
•Focus on the performance of City
programs and proces improvement
•Ensure CBO deliverables contain
practical solutions
•Tailor CBO communications to meet
audience needs

The City Budget Office (CBO) coordinates the development of the City of Portland’s annual budget, monitors
expenditure and revenue trends of all City funds, coordinates budget amendments, analyzes City policies and ordinances
for fiscal and policy impacts, and provides fiduciary oversight of the General Fund. In addition to providing analysis to
Elected Officials and the public, analysts are available to City bureaus for consultation, training, and technical assistance.
The office provides staff support for the Citywide Budget Advisory Committee and coordination of City budget forums
and hearings. The office is responsible for ensuring that the City meets all requirements of State Budget Law regarding
notices of public hearings and certification of the Approved Budget by the Tax Supervising and Conservation
Commission. The Budget Director serves as the City’s Budget Officer. The City Economist monitors and forecasts General
Fund revenues and expenses. Additional responsibilities include estimating labor agreement costs, consulting on bond
rating calls, providing ad hoc economic analyses, and serving as the City’s representative on the Oregon League of City’s
Finance and Taxation Committee.

Budget Decisions
Found Efficiencies through Staff Reorganizations | Implemented Performance Management System | Staffed PUB
Since the office’s creation in December 2012, we’ve made strategic budget decisions to align our staffing where we
can add the most value:





Eliminated a senior economist as a result of budget cuts in FY 2013‐14 and redistributed the work. Additional
savings were reallocated to hire a Hatfield Fellowship position (see succession planning narrative below).
Added a performance management position in FY 2015‐16 to implement performance management in the City
through the development of key performance measures, data visualizations, and GATR sessions (Government,
Accountability, Transparency, and Results).
Took on the work of staffing the Portland Utility Board (PUB) in FY 2015‐16, adding a position that provides
independent analysis and budget monitoring of the Water Bureau and Bureau of Environmental Services.

CBO performance measures track the performance of our office as well as the impacts of the Citywide programs we
manage, such as the Citywide Asset Managers Group and the City’s overall performance management system.

Bureau Measures

FY 2015‐16
Actual

Customer Survey (elected
officials, bureau directors,
financial staff
GFOA Distinguished Budget
Presentation Award
Number of instances financial
policies are waived by Council

4.35

1

8

FY 2016‐17
Target
4.35

1

5

FY 2015‐16
Actual

FY 2016‐17
Target

$267.8 M

$280.0 M

Capital funding for existing vs new
infrastructure

70.9%

63.7%

Percentage of City Key
Performance Measures with
positive year‐over‐year results

29.0%

33.7%

Citywide Measures
Combined yearly infrastructure
funding gap

Five‐Year Priorities
Vision and Management Philosophy
We help the Mayor and City Council make decisions that preserve the long‐term fiscal health of the City, and we help
bureaus achieve Council’s priorities by using City resources to efficiently and effectively deliver desired outcomes. We
strive to provide objective, practical advice and hire analysts who are intellectually curious and willing to question the
status quo.

Performance Management
CBO’s performance management initiatives aim to increase the use of data and evidence in decision‐making at all
levels of City government, in order to create better results for the public. Performance management is sound fiscal
management because it provides decision‐makers with data upon which to base policy decisions and benchmark
ourselves against peer cities. We also increase accountability by being transparent with the public about the results
of our programs and services.
Over the last several years the City Budget Office has undertaken efforts to promote the use of performance
information in budget decision‐making, improve the quality and relevance of measure data, and foster a
performance‐based culture Citywide. Key initiatives in FY 2016‐17 include:

Continue GATR
management sessions

Publish performance
reports

Foster a culture of
performance

•This past year, CBO has convened
data‐driven management sessions
between the Mayor and
Commissioner‐in‐Charge and
bureau leadership to address
difficult policy challenges. Bureau
program data is analyzed
independently by CBO, while
participating bureaus identify
actionable strategies for
improvement. The meetings
provide a forum for candid
discussion on topics such as
streamlining affordable housing
development and increasing the
Fire bureau’s capacity to address
EMS calls for service.

•CBO publishes bureau Key
Performance Measures in a
Citywide dashboard at
portlandoregon.gov/cbo/perform
ance. This year, we plan to make
the information even more
relevant by publishing bureau
performance briefings on a year‐
round basis. These ad‐hoc reports
will track the results of key budget
investments and important
performance trends.

•CBO has led Portland’s
involvement with Bloomberg
Philanthropies’ What Works Cities
initiative, a promising partnership
supporting the use of data and
evidence in mid‐sized cities.
•CBO also forged a project
partnership with local civic
engagement group Hack Oregon.
•We established a staff‐level
performance network via the City
Tableau Usergroup.
•CBO is piloting efforts to engage
citizen‐advocate and oversight
commissions with bureau
performance in our work with the
Portland Utility Board.

Process Improvement
Beyond crafting a balanced budget by supporting the Mayor and City Council during the annual budget process, CBO is a
champion of optimizing public value. In FY 2016‐17 budget, CBO received funding to pilot a Citywide process
improvement initiative. To deliver on this pilot, we are partnering with BHR to develop a program that trains and
supports employees in process improvement efforts. This program is modeled on the highly successful Peak Academy
initiative in Denver, Colorado. We expect to have our first Citywide cohort trained in November 2016 and a second one
trained later in FY 2016‐17. We will track the efforts and successes of the graduates in order to determine whether there
is a business case for continuing the effort.

Special Projects
CBO has embarked on a variety of self‐directed and proactive special projects. Among the examples are the
development of “white papers” regarding pressing issues and a demographic/economic comparison of the nation’s 50
largest cities.

Fiscal Sustainability & Resiliency
One of CBO’s key roles is to address the City’s fiscal sustainability and resiliency and offer targeted, concrete,
practical solutions. Among the issues that present risk to the City, we have focused on the asset maintenance gap in
our non‐utility‐funded bureaus.
In 2014, we issued a funding options report (“Closing the Major Maintenance and Asset Replacement Funding Gap”)
that proposed a number of steps that could be taken to narrow the gap, many of which have been implemented.
Recommendations include:


A risk‐based process for allocating one‐time resources to capital projects, developed by a Citywide panel of asset
managers



Creation of an ongoing set‐aside for maintenance and replacement



The financing of the renovation of the City’s fuel station infrastructure



The renewal of life‐cycle replacement charges for electronic equipment



The renewal of the 1994 Parks Bond for replacement and renovation



Updating operations and maintenance funding policies to ensure Council can address the O&M impact of
expanding services during the budget process

While these solutions move us in a positive direction, much more needs to be done. CBO is currently working on a
long‐term strategy to eliminate the Parks funding gap, a partnership with OMF‐Facilities to address the major
maintenance needs of our civic facilities, and other efforts.

Budget Needs: New Software System
The City implemented its current budget software (BRASS) in 2003. Although the software continues to provide the basic
tools for budget preparation and monitoring, the vendor is no longer updating the software to keep up with technology
requirements (e.g., Windows 10 implementation and upgrades to unsupported servers). As a result, BRASS will need to
be replaced with a supported software. Budget software has seen great improvements over the last 13 years and new
software could reduce time spent on data entry and processing and enhance our capabilities with regards to
performance budgeting. However, procurement and implementation is likely to cost between $1m ‐ $3m, and we have
not been able to secure funding in the last two budget cycles.

Citywide Challenges, CBO Solutions
1. There is growing pressure on the City’s budget from citizens who are asking for new or expanded programs.
Many services that were cut during the recession have not been added back, and every budget cycle there
are demands for significant expansions of service (e.g., expansion of housing/homelessness programs, the
youth access program in Parks, and the unpaved street initiative in PBOT). It is unlikely that the City will be
able to sustain these programs along with existing services during the next economic downturn.
Solution: Avoid adding ongoing programs or services without finding offsets. Invest surplus funding in
infrastructure repair and replacement.
2. Labor unions are pressing for higher wages and the retention of generous benefits. Wages generally grew by
inflation during the recession, thus increasing pressure on the City to grant large wage concessions now that
we are experiencing record revenues. Preliminary proposals from PPA, PFFA, and BOEC are indicative of
what we will likely see in the next 1‐2 years. As with expanded services, the City will not be able to sustain
these higher wages during the next economic downturn.
Solution: Develop an overarching fiscal strategy for all contracts that are or will be open. Determine how
much the City can afford and be ready to make immediate offsets to pay for increased labor costs.
3. The use of data and evidence in budget decision‐making represents a significant organization‐wide culture
change. Despite the relative accessibility of bureau dashboards and other performance information, Council
is often reluctant to hold bureaus (and each other) accountable for program results or big dollar
investments. In addition, the lack of a culture around open data hampers the City’s ability to use the data
that is available to understand and solve urban problems
Solution: Continue to integrate performance data into everyday decision‐making and encourage Council to
ask hard questions about results. Establish a culture of open, accessible data by setting that as a
performance expectation for management.

Succession Plan
CBO has often been a training ground for analysts to hone their skills and move into leadership positions in the City and
beyond. This culture attracts energetic, intelligent, and motivated employees; however, is also makes it difficult to
maintain institutional knowledge. Due to the external job opportunities that are often offered to analysts, we usually
experience turnover of about 1‐2 analysts per year. To ensure that we maintain a high performing office, we focus on
building competent analysts through succession planning, often by bringing in less experienced analysts and letting
them move through the financial analyst classification. We adjust our recruitment efforts to maintain a good mix of
analysts at all classification levels, thereby creating internal promotional opportunities.

We also utilize the Hatfield Fellowship program through Portland State University. This program has proven to be a great
way to evaluate potential candidates for full‐time positions without a long‐term commitment. We also evaluate
potential candidates by hiring them into a limited term position when our budget allows. If a position is vacated in the
future, a high‐performing limited term employee has an excellent chance of filling the vacancy.

Collaboration
At CBO, we are constantly looking for ways to maximize the value of government programs, whether through a critical
budget review, the release of a performance dashboard, or working with a bureau on process improvement. As an
example, last November’s GATR session on streamlining affordable housing development catalyzed a wave of
collaboration between the Bureau of Development Services and the Housing Bureau. CBO used simple lean
management principles to help participating staff gain perspective on a complex process, and to challenge the bureaus
involved to provide potential solutions for Mayor and Commissioner consideration.
Effective governments spend as much or more time focusing on the results of their programs and services as they do on
dollars spent or bureaucratic processes followed. The goal of CBO’s budget analysis, economic forecasting, performance
management, and process improvement work is to create a culture where every City employee is looking for ways to
provide maximum value for the public.

FIRE AND POLICE DISABILITY AND RETIREMENT
City of Portland, Oregon

1800 SW First Ave., Suite 450, Portland, OR 97201 · (503) 823-6823 · Fax: (503) 823-5166
Samuel Hutchison, Director

fpdr@portlandoregon.gov

FPDR Briefing
For Mayor Elect Wheeler
June 23, 2016

1. Mission of Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
FPDR Mandate
The Fire and Police Disability and Retirement Fund was established for the benefit of sworn
employees of Portland Fire and Rescue and the Portland Police Bureau and the Surviving
Spouses and Dependent Minor Children of deceased sworn employees. Chapter 5 of the City of
Portland Charter, as recodified in March 1942 and revised in part by subsequent amendments,
is the plan document for the Fire and Police Disability, Retirement and Death Benefit Fund.
The FPDR Fund and Plan are administered by a Board of Trustees (Board) who act as an
independent public body. The Mayor or the Mayor’s designee approved by the City Council
shall serve as a board member and the Board’s Chairperson. The purpose of the Board is to
ensure that the provisions of Chapter 5 of the Charter of the City of Portland are followed so
that Fire and Police sworn employees and their survivors receive the benefits due them, and
that the funds provided by the taxpayers of the City of Portland are expended prudently.
The Bureau of Fire and Police Disability and Retirement provides the operational administration
of the FPDR Fund. The FPDR Bureau processes and administers all claims for disability,
retirement and death benefits and provides the Board of Trustees with the information they
need to administer the FPDR Fund. The FPDR Bureau is overseen by a Bureau Director who has
the authority to determine eligibility for benefits.
The FPDR Plan is funded through a dedicated property tax levy on all taxable property within
the City of Portland. Each year in January, the Board approves an estimate of the amount of
money required to pay and discharge all requirements of the FPDR Plan for only the next fiscal
year. The estimate is sent to the Portland City Council which levies a tax sufficient to raise the
required funds. The FPDR Fund does not retain any monies to pay for future benefits. This is
called “pay as you go” funding. The FPDR Plan differs from most public defined benefit
retirement plans that hold portions of employee and employer contributions in a managed fund
in order to have sufficient funds to pay future benefits.

Source of Mandate






Charter of the City of Portland, Chapter 5 – Fire and Police Disability, Retirement &
Death Benefit Plan
City Council Authorized Changes (Per Charter Section 5-403, the City Council may in
certain situations authorize changes to Charter Chapter 5 without voter approval.)
Charter of the City of Portland, Chapter 7, Section 7-110 Annual Tax Levy
Charter of the City of Portland, Chapter 2, Section 104 General Powers (This section
bestows the authority to administer the FPDR Plan to the FPDR Board of Trustees.)
Title 3, Section 3.127 of the City Code

Link to Sources: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/fpdr/62528

FPDR Benefits




Pension and Survivor Benefits for FPDR One and Two members (hired prior to January 1,
2007)
PERS Pension Contributions for FPDR Three members (hired January 1, 2007 or later)
Disability and Death Benefits (workers compensation substitute) for all members

FPDR Bureau Mission
We deliver peace of mind to our fire and police members and their survivors by providing
disability and retirement benefits in a timely, compassionate and fiscally responsible manner.

2. Transition
Immediate actions required after the Mayor takes office on January 1, 2017:
 Appointment of FPDR Board of Trustees Chair
Per the City Charter, the Mayor is the FPDR Board of Trustees Chair. However, the
Mayor may designate another person to serve as Chair. This designee must be
approved by the City Council.
 Appointment of Commissioner in Charge for FPDR
Per the City Code, the Mayor is the FPDR Commissioner in Charge. However, the
Mayor can delegate to a City Commissioner.
 Appointment of new Board member
The term of one of the citizen board members will expire on December 31, 2016
and he has indicated he is not interested in renewing. If Mayor Hales has not
selected a replacement, Mayor-Elect Wheeler will need to do so.
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Attend the January 24, 2017 FPDR Board of Trustees Meeting
o Agenda topics will include the FPDR biannual Levy Adequacy Report and the
approval of the FYE18 FPDR budget
o The Mayor or designee is expected to Chair this meeting

3. Summary Overview of Bureau's Work 2006-2016
Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures
From 2006 through 2014, the FPDR Bureau’s focus was to implement the three Charter
amendments approved by the City of Portland voters. These amendments significantly changed
the FPDR plan and the operation of the FPDR Bureau.
In addition to these Charter amendments, FPDR underwent an extensive external audit in 2007
of its disability program to set benchmarks for claim administration. A second audit was
performed in 2008 to measure FPDR’s implementation of those benchmarks.
In response to the Charter amendments and disability audits, the Bureau made major changes
to the FPDR Administrative rules and internal processes and procedures.
Below is a summary of the Charter amendments:
2006
 Reorganization of the FPDR Board of Trustees from eleven Trustees to five with the
member representatives no longer comprising a majority. (Prior to the change, member
representatives held seven of eleven Trustee positions. Presently, they hold only two of
five positions.)
 Transfer of disability claim decision authority from the Board to the Director
 Creation of a new tier of FPDR benefits called FPDR Three. FPDR Three members will
receive retirement benefits from PERS and not the FPDR Plan. The FPDR Plan is now
closed to new entrants.
2007
 Clarification of who is entitled to post-retirement medical benefits
2013
 Clarification of final pay calculation used to determine pension benefits (presently being
grieved by all three unions representing sworn police officers and firefighters.)
 Creation of a new six-month service requirement before sworn employees become
FPDR members
 Creation of interim disability benefits (member can be paid disability benefits while
claim is being reviewed)
 Allowed the FPDR Administrator to settle claims up to a level approved by the FPDR
Board of Trustees
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Budget Decisions








City Council does not make FPDR budget decisions. The Board has sole authority to approve
FPDR’s annual budget. However, permanent position changes must be authorized by both
the Board and Council.
There have been no significant FPDR budget decisions over the last decade; major budget
changes simply resulted from the Charter reforms discussed above. FPDR’s budget grew
92% between FYE06 and FYE16, as FPDR began funding two generations of pension benefits
simultaneously: direct pay-as-you-go pension benefits for FPDR One and Two members, and
pre-funded Oregon Public Employee Retirement System (PERS) pension contributions for
FPDR Three members. In addition, costs have grown with increases in sworn pay and PERS
contributions.
Administrative expenses have remained essentially flat over the last decade, despite the
inflationary pressures of higher personnel costs and office expenses. Administrative costs
have dropped from approximately 3.1% to 2.5% of the bureau budget since FYE08, although
that is partly because the bureau budget has grown sizably during that time.
The bureau’s FTE count has grown from 15 to 17 during the last ten years.

Outstanding Labor Issues
FPDR and City Grievances
Labor union grievances concerning FPDR benefits can only be filed against the City, as the
labor agreement is between the City and the union. The unions cannot file a grievance
against FPDR as FPDR is not party to any labor agreements. Only the City can be required to
comply with an arbitrator’s decision. Arbitrators cannot direct FPDR to take any particular
action.
Resolution of Outstanding Grievances
The Portland Police Association (PPA), Portland Police Commanding Officers Association
(PPCOA) and Portland Firefighters Association (PFFA) all grieved part of the 2012 voter
approved Charter Amendment – the clarification that the final pay calculation used to
determine a member’s pension benefit may not include 27 pay dates (a.k.a. 27 Pay Period
Grievance). The PPA received a favorable arbitrator’s decision instructing the City to “cease
and desist from reducing pension benefits in violation of [the Existing Standard provision of
the PPA Labor Agreement.] The PPCOA and PFFA grievances have not yet been arbitrated.
City Council is considering options for complying with the arbitrator’s PPA decision or,
alternatively, pursuing a disavowal of the 27 pay period final pay calculation through the
bargaining process. Council may decide to amend Chapter Five of the City Charter to comply
with the arbitrator’s decision, as permitted by Section 5-403 (a) of the City Charter.
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Prevention of Future Grievances on FPDR Issues
The City is in discussions with the unions representing sworn police officers and firefighters
to find ways to better involve the unions in the FPDR policy and rule making process. FPDR
is not involved in these discussions as FPDR cannot negotiate with unions. Therefore, care
must be taken that any agreement between the City and unions does not dilute or
undermine the power of the FPDR Board of Trustees or the FPDR Director.
The FPDR director has already taken steps to involve the unions in the rule making process
and will continue to do so even if the City/union discussions do not result in a solution.

Litigation History
Apparatus Operator Pay
Apparatus operator pay was added as a 3% premium pay for Portland Firefighter
Association members in FYE07. As premium pays are excluded from first class pay in the City
Charter, FPDR did not initially include the premium in its calculation of FPDR One pensions.
(FPDR One retirees receive pension increases in accordance with increases in first class fire
fighter or police pay.) Following a class action lawsuit and an acknowledgement from the
Fire Bureau that nearly all PFFA members receive the premium, FPDR settled this matter in
FYE14 by agreeing to include apparatus operator pay in the definition of first class fire
fighter pay.
Pension Overpayment
FPDR overpaid $2.8 million in tax remedy payments between February 1997 and December
2008 as the result of a misapplication of the Oregon statute mandating the payments and
the two calculation methods. The tax remedy was created by the Oregon Legislature to fully
or partially offset Oregon income taxes on state and municipal public pensions. For
members who chose not to repay up front, FPDR held back annual pension COLAs to recoup
the overpayment. A class action lawsuit was filed disputing FPDR’s authority to recoup the
overpayment in this manner. In FYE14 FPDR settled this matter by agreeing to recoup just
60% of the overpayment.
Return to Work Pilot Program
In 2007 FPDR suspended long-term disability benefits to some members, after the members
refused to return to work under a pilot restricted-duty return to work program. Six
members filed a lawsuit seeking the reinstatement of those disability benefits, and later
associated pension benefits. Ultimately, the Oregon Supreme Grant granted plaintiffs’
petition for review of lower court decisions. They remanded the case to Circuit Court,
stating that City Charter requires disability payments if the member cannot perform their
“required duties,” which the court defined as the core, unrestricted duties of police or fire
work. FPDR settled this matter for $2.7 million in one-time payments in FYE16.
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Management Philosophy
Empowerment
Encouraging and allowing our employees to make important decisions, solve problems and
provide excellent service without direct involvement by management. Providing employees
with the tools they need to do their job, make decisions and offer excellent service.
Rewarding good decisions and problem solving and excellent service while coaching
employees who need assistance.
Customer Service
Live the FPDR mission statement. Treat our members with respect, dignity and courtesy.
Consider excellent customer service as our top goal. Show our members that FPDR cares
about their health and welfare. Teach employees the importance of customer service and
how to deliver excellent service. Provide our members with easy access to FPDR staff. Also,
provide them easy access to information about the FPDR plan and the benefits and services
offered.
Relationships
Build and cultivate professional and productive relationships with our stakeholders
including the FPDR Board of Trustees, the Bureaus of Police and Fire and City labor
organizations.
Preparation for the Future
Ensure that FPDR is ready for any event that could impact FPDR’s ability to provide benefits
and service to our members by having a comprehensive Continuity of Operations Plan. Also,
ensure that FPDR is prepared for anticipated staff turnover over the next few years, due to
the retirement eligibility of nearly half the bureau’s staff.
Positive and Supportive Work Environment
Provide a positive and supportive work environment with an atmosphere of mutual respect,
openness, teamwork, humor and camaraderie.

Key Personnel
Sam Hutchison, Bureau Director
The Director is responsible for managing all functions, programs and activities of the FPDR
Plan as well as managing and directing the work of all staff assigned to the FPDR Bureau.
Further, the Director provides consultation and staff support to the Board and works with
the Mayor in setting and carrying out the FPDR Bureau’s mission and objectives. The
Director, rather than the Board, is authorized by Charter to determine eligibility for
disability benefits.
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Kim Mitchell, Disability Manager
The Disability Manager is responsible for management and oversight of the disability claims
program as well as managing and directing the work of the disability staff and liaisons. The
manager also provides strategic advice and support to the FPDR Director and Board of
Trustees on disability matters. The manager also serves as a member of the bureau
management team.
Stacy Jones, Financial Manager
The Financial Manager is FPDR’s finance and administrative manager. The Manager
oversees the self-administered pension program; all budget, finance, and accounting
functions; and office administration. The manager also provides strategic advice and
support to the FPDR Director and Board of Trustees on financial matters, and serves as a
member of the bureau management team.

4. Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
Vision for the Bureau
FPDR’s vision is to provide the best possible service to members and other stakeholders in a
competent, respectful and equitable manner.

Strategic Priorities
Disability Program Development
 Loss Prevention – Reduce on-the- job injuries of firefighters and police officers
 Return to Work – Rapidly return injured firefighters and police officers to work at their
prior position; assist those who cannot return to active duty in finding other work
Investment in Staff
 Workforce Development – Assure that each employee is effective at his or her job and is
supported in preparing for promotional opportunities within FPDR
 Equity in Hiring and Retention – Increase awareness of and inspire diversity
development
 Staff Turnover – Lessen the impact of upcoming staff turnover on bureau operations
and customer service
Member Service Improvement
 Education and Outreach – Provide FPDR members with important information about
their benefits and retirement
 Self Service – Provide FPDR Members with online self-service and education tools
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Technology Investment
 Member Portal – Create online portal to FPDR self-service menu for active members,
retirees and Managed Care Organizations
 File and Document Management – Move FPDR from a paper-centric office to an
electronic document-centric office
 Continuity of Operations – Ensure electronic data can be recovered quickly in a disaster
or other disrupting event
Board Development
 Diversity – Increase Board diversity
 Education – Create an education program for new and experienced trustees

Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
Costs Increasing While FPDR Funds Two Generations of Pensions, But Resources Adequate
FPDR’s projected funding sources are adequate to meet budget needs over the next five
years and beyond. Below is a summary of FPDR’s projected resources and requirements for
FYE 2016 – 2021:
FPDR Fund Five-Year Forecast Summmary ($Million)
FYE16
Revised
Budget

FYE17
Adopted
Budget

FYE18
Forecast

FYE19
Forecast

FYE20
Forecast

FYE21
Forecast

FYE16
BudgetFYE21
Change

Resources
Property Taxes
Tax Anticipation Notes
Miscellaneous
Cash Transfers
Beginning Fund Balance
Total Resources

$122.06
31.89
1.33
0.75
19.22
$175.25

$128.07
34.48
1.34
0.75
12.60
$177.23

$140.11
42.53
1.76
0.75
10.70
$195.85

$148.32
45.92
1.82
0.75
9.94
$206.74

$158.00
49.05
2.01
0.75
10.43
$220.24

$164.84
51.02
2.07
0.75
11.10
$229.78

35.0%
60.0%
55.7%
0.0%
-42.2%
31.1%

Requirements
Retirement Benefits
Disability & Death Benefits
Administration & Delivery
Fund-Level Requirements
Ending Fund Balance
Total Requirements

$118.05
11.07
2.15
43.98
0.00
$175.25

$123.36
8.12
2.28
43.47
0.00
$177.23

$131.24
7.25
3.48
53.89
0.00
$195.85

$137.81
7.47
3.66
57.80
0.00
$206.74

$147.08
7.61
3.91
61.65
0.00
$220.24

$153.84
7.73
4.08
64.13
0.00
$229.78

30.3%
-30.2%
89.7%
45.8%
N/A
31.1%

Total Net of TANs

$143.37

$142.75

$153.32

$160.82

$171.19

$178.76

24.7%

The 2006 charter reforms require FPDR to fund two generations of pension benefits
simultaneously. This means that expenses will continue to increase each year until reaching
a peak in the mid-2030s. At that point, virtually all of the sworn workforce will be in PERS
and nearly all of the pre-2007 hires will be retired. After this peak, expenses will begin to
decline on a pre-inflationary basis.
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Funding Sources: Not Pre-Funded; Pay-as-you-go Funding from the Dedicated FPDR Tax Levy
Unlike virtually every other defined benefit pension plan, the FPDR Plan is not prefunded.
City charter prohibits FPDR from accumulating assets and investing them to pay benefits in
the future. Instead, FPDR is funded on a pay-as-you-go basis with a dedicated property tax
levy that cannot exceed $2.80 per $1,000 of RMV.


Each year, FPDR levies an amount sufficient to pay all plan benefits, administrative
expenses, and PERS contributions for sworn employees hired after 2006.



FPDR also receives a small amount of funding (less than one percent of total
revenues) via payments from TriMet and other third-party users of Police and Fire
services, interest income, and subrogation revenue.

Adequacy of the FPDR Tax Levy: Probability of Exceeding the Limit is Low but Growing
Typically, the financial health of a defined benefit pension plan is measured by the net
pension liability and the net plan position as a percentage of the pension liability (the
funded ratio). While FPDR is legally required to report these metrics, they have limited
utility in gauging the sustainability of a pay-as-you-go plan with a dedicated funding source.
Instead, the plan’s long-term financial health should be judged by analyzing the future
availability of the funding source, the dedicated FPDR tax levy.


Every two years, FPDR contracts with an independent actuarial firm to produce such
an analysis.



Under a wide range of simulated economic scenarios in the foreseeable future, the
most recent analysis (as of June 30, 2014) projects that there is an approximately
four percent probability of requiring revenues in excess of those that can be
generated within the $2.80 cap.
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The table below shows the projected tax levy rate through FY 2033-34 under two different
scenarios: the median probability scenario (the 50th percentile of tested scenarios) and a “worst
case” scenario (the 5th percentile of tested scenarios). The table also shows the actual tax levy
rate for the last five years.
FPDR Tax Levy: M5 Real Market Value Rate
$3.00
$2.75

Rate per $1,000 Value

$2.50
$2.25
$2.00
$1.75

$1.55

$1.50
$1.41

$1.25

$1.62
$1.48

$1.63
$1.30

$1.67

$1.76

$1.38 $1.38

$1.29

$1.89

1.80
$1.37

$1.38

$1.92
$1.37

$1.37

$2.23

$2.11

$1.99

2.60
$2.53
$2.46 2.50
$2.55
$2.28

$2.16
$2.03
$1.37

$1.36

$1.38

$1.37

$1.38

$1.38

$1.43
$1.43

$1.40

$1.41

$1.37

$1.00
$0.75
$0.50
$0.25

$-

Fiscal Year
Actual

Projected at 50th Percentile

Projected at 5th Percentile



The real market value tax levy rate is not expected to change substantially over the
next 15 years or so, at the median probability. The most recent analysis predicts that
the levy rate will peak in the early to mid-2030s, and that it remains under the $2.80
cap in 95% of modeled scenarios through that time.



The next levy adequacy analysis is anticipated in early 2017. It will likely show a
higher probability of exceeding the levy cap, a reflection of higher pension COLAs for
some FPDR Two retirees (whose COLAs are tied to the PERS COLA, and will increase
as a result of the Moro decision) and the potential return of the 27 pay date final pay
definition. However some of these additional benefit costs may be offset by
increasing real market value, on which the cap is based.

Identified Challenges
Levy Adequacy
FPDR will closely monitor the following to determine potential impacts to the future
adequacy of the FPDR levy:
1. Decrease in property values and corresponding decrease in taxable real estate
2. Property tax compression under Measures 5 and 50
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3. Wage increases above normal cost of living such as the proposed increase in police
officer salaries
4. Increased PERS contributions (for FPDR Three members) as a result of the Moro
decision and declines in PERS investment returns
5. Possible changes to Measure 5. Example: SJR 201 introduced in the 2015 legislative
session had a provision that would have a devastating impact on FPDR.
Union Grievances
See Outstanding Labor Issues section above.

5. Industry Trends
What are the primary exogenous forces shaping your work?
Disability Industry Trends:
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Effective July 1, 2009 the Center for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) imposed rules requiring
that all responsible reporting entities (liability, self-insured, no-fault, and WC claims: nongroup health insurers) report all claims paid under their plan on behalf of Medicare eligible
beneficiaries, to ensure that Medicare is not designated the primary payer for injuries. The
penalty for failure to report is $1,000 per day, per claimant. FPDR is compliant with the CMS
reporting requirements.
State of Oregon Workers’ Compensation Division
FPDR constantly monitors legislative activity for proposed rules that may mandate FPDR
adoption by ordinance. An example of impact is the August 19, 2009 ordinance in response
to the State of Oregon mandate that FPDR comply with ORS 656.802 to adopt the state’s
cancer presumption for fire fighters.
Medical Marijuana
Medical marijuana was legalized in Oregon in 1998. Recreational marijuana was legalized
in Oregon on July 1, 2015. On a federal level, it remains illegal to possess marijuana for any
reason; therefore the State of Oregon Workers’ Compensation Division and FPDR do not
recognize marijuana as a treatment option for injuries, despite its status as a legal
substance in Oregon. However, the country’s regulatory, legislative and legal environments
change quickly so the treatment of medical marijuana is on our watch list.
Medical Care
FPDR works to ensure member access to a panel of highly skilled physicians and specialist to
evaluate and treat member injuries. The reduction in the number of available
specialist/physicians to conduct independent medical examinations or treat members may
result in prolonged disability and higher claim cost. Cost of specialty drugs and the impact of
opioid use are also issues of concern being address by FPDR in conjunction with our
Managed Care Organizations.
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Pension Industry Trends:
Defined Benefit vs. Defined Contribution Plans
Fewer and fewer public employees are covered by defined benefit pension plans such as
the FPDR One and Two plans, both of which are now closed to new entrants. FPDR has been
part of the industry-wide move towards defined contribution plans: FPDR Three members
are now enrolled in OPSRP, a hybrid defined benefit/contribution plan, for their pension
benefits. Many experts believe hybrid and defined contribution plans will reduce retirement
security for the current workforce. In addition, FPDR members do not participate in Social
Security.
Pension Plan Financial Reporting
As the funded status of many defined benefit pension plans plummeted in the wake of the
Great Recession, and many plans were found to be using unrealistic discount rate and
investment earnings assumptions, attention turned to improving financial reporting for
pension plans. FPDR and the City implemented new reporting requirements in FYE14 and
FYE15. The primary change was to include FPDR’s entire net pension liability – a
considerable figure, given the plan’s pay-as-you-go funding status – on the City’s financial
statements. Moody’s, the City’s bond rating agency, also adopted a more rigorous
methodology for assessing pension liability and risk. FPDR and OMF Debt Management staff
worked closely with Moody’s analysts to ensure FPDR’s unfunded status and unique funding
source did not have a negative impact on the City’s credit rating under the new
methodology.

How are you responding to these forces? What does the City need to do better to
prepare for inevitable changes?
1. Creation of a Watch List of issues of potential impact to the FPDR plan.
2. Proactive tracking of Federal, State and Local government, insurer and third party
administrative agency activities and initiatives in all areas on our Watch List.
3. Participation in professional association and industry discussions, surveys and work
sessions regarding industry changes or proposed legislation that may impact our
program.
4. Proactive and concurrent review of Watch List trends with the City Attorney’s office and
Government Relations.

6. Succession Plan and Leadership Development
Succession Plan
For each key position in the Bureau, we have identified all important and necessary skills
needed for the position. We also are performing a gap analysis for each employee and
developing a training plan to close any identified skills gap for their present and possible future
positions within the Bureau.
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When appropriate, we are identifying promotion opportunities for our employees and, where
possible, provide training, reassign duties and/or cross train to prepare for promotional
opportunities.

Leadership Development
Each FPDR manager attends a City sponsored leadership training program and/or participates in
the City’s DEEP Affinity Groups to learn about leadership, develop leadership skills and build
networks with City managers and leaders as well as develops a relationship with a mentor
outside of FPDR.
The managers also attend national conferences or training programs such as the National
Workers Compensation conference, International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans
pension training, and Government Finance Officers Association conference.
Lastly, each manager receives direct coaching and mentoring from the FPDR director.

7. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
Ongoing collaboration with the Fire and Police bureaus in the areas of:



Loss Prevention – Reduce on-the-job injuries of fire fighters and police officers.
Return to Work – Reduce the number of days/week off work following a work injury;
assist those who cannot return to the job at injury in finding other work.

Portland Fire and Rescue and FPDR have joined forces in injury prevention and reduction by
implementing the Stability and Mobility program. The Stability and Mobility program began in
April 2016 and is designed to reduce workplace injuries by re-educating firefighters on the
proper mechanics of lifting and exercise-related movement to correct movement dysfunction
and muscle imbalance. The goal is to improve function and stability of joints and enhance
muscular strength, endurance, flexibility and aerobic capacity enabling the PF&R to better serve
the citizens of Portland, protecting life and property while reducing injury.
FPDR, the Police Liaison and the Portland Police Bureau have worked together to increase the
number of transitional duty positions available, from 10 to 20, for members who have suffered
work related injuries. We continue to look for opportunities to expand the number and scope
of transitional duty positions with Portland Fire and Rescue.
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VISION
Government that works for all Portlanders.

MISSION
The Office of Equity and Human Rights (OEHR) will provide education and technical support to City staff
and elected officials, leading to recognition and removal of systemic barriers to fair and just distribution
of resources, access and opportunity, starting with issues of race and disability.
In 2011, the City of Portland established the Office of Equity and Human Rights with Ordinance No.
184880. In the ordinance, City Council declares that:
“Achieving equity requires the intentional examination of policies and practices that, even if
they have the appearance of fairness, may marginalize individuals or groups and perpetuate
disparities or injustices.
It is the commitment of the City Council to achieve equity and to protect human rights in City
government policies, procedures and practice.
The Office of Equity and Human Rights will provide leadership and coordination in facilitating
systemic training, change, and accountability to achieve equity and protect human rights in City
government.
The Office of Equity and Human Rights will work with all bureaus to eliminate disparity in City
policies, processes, decisions and resource allocations and with other governments, private
businesses, non- government organizations, academia and each community member to achieve
measurable results reducing disparities within the City and throughout the community.
The Office of Equity and Human Rights will lead with race and ethnicity as a starting focus and
also address disparities for people with disabilities, as initial priorities. The focus of new work
will be internally oriented, designing systemic changes within the City of Portland government.”

PROGRAM AREAS
Civil Rights Title VI

Americans with Disabilities Act
Title II

Education and Training

Communications and Outreach

Black Male Achievement

DEEP (Diverse and Empowered
Employees of Portland)

Human Rights Commission

Equitable Contracting and
Purchasing Commission

CITY COMMISSIONS
Portland Commission on
Disability

SUMMARY OVERVIEW OF BUREAU'S WORK 2006-2016
Execution of Work Plan and Performance Measures
Since its creation in 2012, OEHR has taken a strategic approach to its work. The work has been mostly
internally-focused, assisting City leaders and staff to gain a better understanding of the existence of
institutional barriers based on race and disability. Equity tools have been provided to assist in creating a
methodology for reducing barriers to communities of color and people with disabilities, thereby
improving outcomes for all residents. It is important to note that the office does not, by itself, change
policy or practice, but influences change in these areas.
The annual goals and objectives developed by the office, have become performance measures and key
performance indicators, as part of the budget process and many are tied to the Portland Plan’s
Framework for Equity. Some key accomplishments related to these performance measures and the
Portland Plan include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Council unanimously adopting OEHR’s City-wide Racial Equity Goals and Strategies as
binding City policy,
Equity 101 training becoming mandatory for all City employees (3,000+ trained),
OEHR forming the Executive Equity Team, consisting of each bureau director and council chiefs
of staff who meet quarterly to specifically discuss implementation of equity within their bureaus
and City-wide,
City Council approving a resolution making Portland a Model Employer of People with
Disabilities,
OEHR collaborating on the requirement that all online City video content be captioned,
OEHR collaborating with Procurement to improve the pre-qualification process for contractors,
which provides transparency and consistency,
Creating Equity Tools for bureaus and staff, e.g., Budget Equity Tool, Racial Equity Plans, etc.,
and
OEHR playing a significant role in both the creation of the City’s “Ban the Box” ordinance and
the process by which UBER and LYFT engaged, relative to the city’s immigrant taxi driver
community.
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Budget Decisions
Since 2012, OEHR’s budget has increased modestly, mostly as a result of taking on new programs or
initiatives and accompanying staff, which were deemed to fit within the office’s scope of responsibility.
These additions have included:
•
•
•

The City’s Civil Rights Program (Title VI) and ADA Title II (from OMF)
The Black Male Achievement Program (Mayor’s Office)
Equitable Contracting & Purchasing Commission (OMF)

While OEHR took on these new programs and staff, and continued to accomplish its goals and
objectives, its budget has not increased, leading one Council member to mention this fact at the office’s
budget presentation. With the now mandatory Equity 101 training for all City employees and increasing
demand from the bureaus in regard to assistance with their five-year racial equity plans, OEHR will be
asking for additional resources, including staff and program funds, to continue to meet its goals and
expanding mission.
The action items from the Portland Plan that address disability equity are ambitious and the lack of
resources is a significant barrier. OEHR was given one disability-specific staff member who was charged
with staffing the Portland Commission on Disability full-time. We have adjusted that to half-time to free
the disability program staff for more policy work. This still leaves us sorely under-resourced.
Outstanding Labor Issues
OEHR does not have represented staff.
Local and Regional Partners
OEHR was a founding member of the Northwest Governing for Racial Equity (GRE) Network since its
inception in 2013. Other founding members include: City of Seattle, Office of Civil Rights; King County;
San Francisco Human Rights Commission; and Multnomah County.
OEHR, in partnership with Multnomah County, hosted the GRE conference for over 500 participants in
Portland the first year of the Network’s formation.
In 2014, the Local and Regional Government Alliance on Race and Equity was launched in partnership
with the Haas Institute for a Fair and Inclusive Society at Berkley. The Alliance has member jurisdictions
that are working together regionally and nationally to collaborate and share best practices for achieving
racial equity in government. OEHR serves on the National Steering Committee and has participated in
developing best practices in contracting, workforce, and racial equity plans.
OEHR collaborates regularly with regional partners in the Northwest and hosts visitors from jurisdictions
as far away as New Orleans who are seeking to create racial equity initiatives/offices in their own cities
and counties.
The City of Portland is working with Multnomah County and other stakeholders through the MacArthur
Safety and Justice Challenge to reduce the Multnomah County Jail population. The Portland Police
Bureau and Black Male Achievement have participated in this effort since it began in 2015.
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Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
The director is ultimately responsible for the actions and direction of the Office and its staff.
Immediately under the director, there is currently a senior policy advisor and a business operations
manager. Given that OEHR has the fewest number of employees in the City, with the exception of the
Office of Government Relations, all staff are key—especially program staff. Each program staff member
is responsible for his or her program area. In consultation with the director and the senior policy advisor,
program staff members are expected to assist in the development of their work product, and assist
other program area staff as needed.
The difficult and emotional work the staff members engage with on a daily basis— institutional and
individual bias, institutional racism, and institutional barriers based on disability—requires each staff
member to collaborate in creating a positive and supportive work environment. Due to the bureau’s
small size, OEHR staff members often assist each other in their roles, and need to understand the
various aspects of work outside their specific program areas.

FIVE-YEAR PRIORITIES (2016-21)
Vision for the Bureau
In a historic move, on July 8, 2015, City Council unanimously voted to adopt OEHR’s City-wide Racial
Equity Goals and Strategies as binding City policy. The goals and strategies serve as a foundation for
each bureau’s five-year racial equity plan. Bureau plans will be completed in 2016. OEHR will be
responsible for racial equity plan approval and oversight.
Through the foundation of the City-wide Racial Equity Goals and Strategies, and throughout the work of
OEHR programs, the office will lead efforts to explicitly integrate racial equity into government
operations on a systemic level.
The OEHR vision for the next five years includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A more in-depth Disability Equity Program that provides education and technical assistance to
bureaus and City leaders;
Development of a CBO-type model where OEHR staff representatives are assigned to bureaus as
equity points of contact and expertise;
Robust Civil Rights Title VI and ADA Title II Programs, which include operationalization of equity
by advancing a systematic, analytical approach to proactively embed empirically-based equity
practices into City decision-making, policies, and operations;
The formation of a Civil Rights Office;
Access to baseline levels of service data by bureau/division/program collected and
demographically disaggregated for impact disparity analysis, needs/priority analysis by bureau
portfolio, and programming/service area; and
Continuing to normalize the conversation about, and consideration of, race and disability in
programs, policies, and procedures to affect decreased disparities in City service access and
delivery.
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Identified Challenges
With increased demand, added responsibilities, limited budget, and only a 0.6 FTE increase since the
inception of the bureau, OEHR faces myriad challenges with capacity.
City Commissions demand staff time, engagement, and other resources to be effective and relevant in
their advisory capacity to Council and City leaders. Three City commissions operate under OEHR’s
umbrella: Portland Commission on Disability, Human Rights Commission, and The Equitable Contracting
and Purchasing Commission and represent a significant draw on OEHR resources and capacity.
OEHR also faces “siloed resistance” within Portland’s unique form of City government. For OEHR to
further its mission of institutionalizing equity, we must be invited to the table and be part of the
relevant conversations in each bureau.

INDUSTRY TRENDS
Primary Exogenous Forces Shaping OEHR’s Work
Community demands, political and social climate (growth challenges, displacement, affordable housing
access, environmental justice, criminal justice issues, etc.), and national equity best practices help shape
OEHR’s work.
What does the City need to do to better prepare for inevitable changes?
The City needs to demonstrate a deeper commitment to racial and disability equity by consistently using
the expertise and tools provided by the office in policy discussions. The office can assist with community
engagement as well as provide political and strategic perspectives on a wide variety of public policy
concerns.

SUCCESSION PLAN AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Given the size of the office, professional development is designed to provide the best opportunities for
professional upward mobility. Internal mobility is available with the possibility of program staff moving
into the policy advisor position, and both the policy advisor and business operations manager have
represented the director in his absence on various occasions.
Leadership development is accomplished in several ways:
•

•

Budget use for professional development
o Each staff member is provided with a budget allocation for use to attend classes,
seminars or conferences to continue to improve their ability to carry out their program
areas or the overall mission of the office.
o Each program staff is responsible for remaining aware of their individual program
budget. They are responsible for oversight of the spending trends and money expended.
Cross-training of program staff
o Staff members have cross-trained and become members of the training team, delivering
City-wide equity training to employees
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CURRENT AND POTENTIAL COLLABORATION WITH OTHER BUREAUS
OEHR has a positive working relationship with most bureaus and is engaged in collaboration with several
at the moment. The collaborations are most often episodic and OEHR’s vision for an “HR” model would
allow it to be embedded and improve the ease of City staff engaging with OEHR.
OEHR continues to collaborate with the Bureau of Human Resources to deliver synchronistic training on
equity matters.
OEHR works with Portland Police Bureau in many capacities and continues to assist with training at the
Advanced Academy and at the In-Service training required of all sworn officers;
OEHR is working with the Office of Management and Finance and other relevant bureaus on the
Portland Building renovation in conjunction with the Equitable Contracting and Purchasing Commission.
OEHR has partnered with Portland Bureau of Transportation to make Sunday Parkways more accessible
and inclusive; and to facilitate conversations about curb cuts and creating a mapping app.
OEHR worked with Portland Bureau of Emergency Management on reshaping their equity tool for
hazard mitigation.
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We will collaborate with
communities and institutions to
eliminate racial inequity in all
areas of government, including
education, criminal justice,
environmental justice, health,
housing, transportation, and
economic success.

EQUITY GOAL #3

We will strengthen outreach,
public engagement, and access
to City services for
communities of color and
immigrant and refugee
communities, and support or
change existing services using
racial equity best practices.

EQUITY GOAL #2

We will end racial disparities
within city government, so
there is fairness in hiring and
promotions, greater
opportunities in contracting,
and equitable services to all
residents.

EQUITY GOAL #1
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When change is a priority, urgency is felt and change is embraced. Building in
institutional accountability mechanisms using a clear plan of action will allow
accountability. Collectively, we must create greater urgency and public commitment to
achieve racial equity.

Operate with urgency and accountability:

Government work on racial equity is necessary, but insufficient. To achieve racial equity in
the community, government needs to work in partnership with communities and
institutions to achieve meaningful results.

Partner with other institutions and communities:

Measurement must take place at two levels—ﬁrst, to measure the success of speciﬁc
programmatic and policy changes; and second, to develop baselines, set goals, and
measure progress. Using data in this manner is necessary for accountability.

Be data driven:

Racial inequities are not random; they have been created and sustained over time.
Inequities will not disappear on their own. It is essential to use a racial equity lens when
changing the policies, programs, and practices that perpetuate inequities, and when
developing new policies and programs.

Implement a racial equity lens:

Commit to the breadth and depth of institutional transformation so that impacts are
sustainable. While the leadership of electeds and officials is critical, changes take place
on the ground, through building infrastructure that creates racial equity experts and
teams throughout the city government.

Build organizational capacity:

Use a racial equity framework that clearly articulates racial equity; implicit and explicit
bias; and individual, institutional, and structural racism.

Use a racial equity framework:

OVERALL STRATEGIES

CITYWIDE RACIAL EQUITY GOALS & STRATEGIES

Office of Government Relations – Mayor-Elect Wheeler Transition Memo
June 23, 2016
1. Mission of Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
The mission of the Office of Government Relations is to advance the City of
Portland's legislative and intergovernmental policy objectives. The Office provides
effective representation, strategic advice, and quality service to the City Council and
all city bureaus.
Administrative Rule 3.01 (ADM 3.01 - Coordination of Government Relations) provides
that the City’s state and federal government relations functions and responsibilities are
coordinated and managed centrally by the Office of Government Relations. The
responsibilities of the International Relations program regarding Portland’s sister cities
are established in Portland Policy Document ART 1.01.
2. Summary Overview of Bureau's Work 2006-2016
A. Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures
The last decade at the Office of Government Relations was one dedicated to constant
betterment and adaptation in an effort meet the changing needs of Portland City Council
and bureaus. With the growing importance of cities as laboratories that drive policy
change, the Office of Government Relations was on the leading edge of advocating for
progressive policies at the state and federal levels. At the same time, the Office was also
extremely involved in defensive tactics to protect the City from state and federal
overreach. Finally, the Office embraced the addition of International Relations to its core
mission and has helped to welcome the world to Portland. The Office adopted a five-year
strategic plan (2016-2020) in January 2016, see section three for a more robust discussion
of the plan and future priorities.
State Lobbying
Over the past decade, the City played a major role in state funding packages for
transportation, affordable housing, education, cancer research and mental health. As the
largest City in Oregon, Portland has coalesced support of local leaders across the state
through coalitions like Mayors for Transportation and Mayors for Education Funding.
The Office successfully lobbied for funding for projects within Portland, including a
welcome center at Forest Park, safety improvements to Powell Boulevard, and creating a
mental health crisis drop-off center. These efforts brought tens of millions of dollars into
Portland for infrastructure and support services.
A cornerstone of state lobbying efforts include repealing preemptions on local authority
and defending against new restrictions. Over the past decade, the Office fought efforts to
encroach on local decision-making in collective bargaining, public contracting
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regulations, restrictions on police technology, and the so-call “super preemption” that
would have removed all authority to establish employment benefit requirements for
private employers. The City also fought permanent prohibitions on local construction
excise taxes (CET) and in 2016 achieved the early sunset of the CET. Most recently,
Portland played an integral role in repealing the 17-year ban on inclusionary zoning.
Finally, over the past few years the Office passed legislation at the state promoting good
government, including:
 Increasing funding for affordable housing and homelessness;
 Lifting the preemption on inclusionary housing;
 Strengthening tenant protections statewide;
 Removing the preemption on local construction excise taxes;
 Raising the minimum wage;
 Advancing carbon reduction measures and mitigating climate change;
 Catalyzing brownfield redevelopment;
 Creating local enforcement capabilities for Minority and Women-Owned;
Business Enterprises contracting programs;
 Enabling the implementation of police body camera programs;
 Removing financial barriers to housing;
 Promoting investments in energy and seismic retrofits;
 Encouraging efficient and safe use of narrow residential roadways;
 Lowering speed limits on neighborhood greenways;
 Authorizing speed enforcement through a data-driven photo radar pilot program;
 Improving the licensing process for recreational marijuana businesses; and
 Protecting and expanding state shared revenues through 9-1-1 and state marijuana
taxes.
Federal Lobbying
At the federal level, the Office protected the City’s interests and strengthened its position
against expanding federal mandates and regulations. Over the past decade, the Office
worked on several important federal variances including: the Long Term 2 Enhanced
Surface Water Treatment Rule; and preserving the City’s Moving to Work status,
allowing flexibility in federal affordable housing dollars to better address local housing
needs. The Office is also extremely engaged in the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Superfund process for the Portland Harbor Superfund Cleanup and helped
position the City as a steward of the Willamette River and of public resources.
As federal funding diminished, strategic relationships built with the Obama
Administration and federal agencies helped the City become directly involved in crafting
policies that refocused more grant opportunities toward cities. In 2010, the City of
Portland was awarded a $23.2 million TIGER Grant to reconstruct SW Moody Ave,
connecting the South Waterfront district to the city’s urban core and unlocking its
development potential. The Office also assisted in securing a $20 million grant for the
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Clean Energy Works Oregon (CEWO) to expand the program and retrofit thousands of
homes across the state. CEWO (now Enhabit) has continued to grow and includes seismic
retrofits.
Through the work of the Office, the City continues to secure vital ongoing and grant
funding for a wide variety of projects and programs including:
 U.S. Department of Justice grant to end the Portland Police Bureau’s backlog of
untested sexual assault kits;
 SAFER grants to save the jobs of 27 firefighters;
 Department of Homeland Security Urban Areas Security Initiative funding for
Portland Bureau of Emergency Management programs; and
 Land and Water Conservation Fund grants for Thomas Cully Park in Northeast
Portland.
International Relations
In 2014, the Office of Government Relations assumed responsibility for the City’s
international relations outreach and coordination with Portland’s nine sister cities and one
friendship city and created the International Relations Program. Committing a fulltime
position to this program provided a higher level of service to the Sister City Associations,
as well as to visiting delegations.
The international relations program welcomes 75-100 international delegations a year.
The Director of International Relations has also led Portland delegations to Kaohsiung,
Taiwan and Suzhou, China to strengthen city-to-city ties with City of Portland sister
cities. The program advises on logistical, cultural and diplomatic protocols to the
Mayor’s Office on outbound international trips. Since assuming the program, the Office
has supported a variety of high profile trips, including:
 Paris, France for COP21, the United Nations Climate Change Conference
(December 2015);
 The Vatican at the invitation of Pope Francis for a summit on “Modern Slavery
and Climate Change” (July 2015); and
 Sapporo, Japan for a trade mission (September 2014).
In addition to these duties, the international relations program participates in sister city
association meetings and events, welcomes delegations, and assists in building
community awareness and understanding of the sister city associations and sister city
relationships.
B. Budget Decisions
The Office of Government Relations is the smallest bureau at the City of Portland. The
Office’s budget comes from General Fund and interagency agreements. Budget decisions
over the last ten years have largely been impacted by the Great Recession in 2008, voter
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approval of annual legislative session in 2010 and the addition of the International
Relations program in 2014. The Office of Government Relations prepared reduction
packages in the years after the Great Recession as the City’s revenues recovered. Shortly
thereafter voters approved annual state legislative sessions, which marked a dramatic
shift in workload for the Office and a year-round state legislative program with shorter
and more active interims between legislative sessions. As workload has increased, the
Office became more specialized with the addition of the Federal Government Relations
Manager and eventually International Relations.
C. Outstanding Labor Issues
Not Applicable
D. Local and Regional Partners
Regional relations are not centrally coordinated at the City of Portland. The Office of
Government Relations works in collaboration with other public, private and nonprofit
entities on shared priorities, including Multnomah, Clackamas and Washington Counties,
Metro, TriMet, other cities across the region and state, local state legislators, Portland’s
congressional delegation, various special districts, business associations and community
partners. The Office seeks to build and maintain relationships with state legislators and
elected officials from outside the Portland region – these efforts have paid dividends in
the city’s ability to pass legislation on a bipartisan basis and work in broad coalitions to
protect and promote Portland’s priorities. The City is a member of the League of Oregon
Cities, and the Office of Government Relations regularly takes part in policy committees
that the League convenes.
E. Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
The Office is led by a Director, who is a direct report to the Mayor, and who oversees
state, federal, international and administrative programs. Each program has lead staff.
Below are descriptions for the Director and the Federal Government Relations Manager,
State Government Relations Manager, and International Relations Director.
Director of the Office of Government Relations: Martha Pellegrino
The Director of the Office of Government Relations leads the implementation of strategy,
advocacy, relationship management, and public policy engagement with state, federal,
international, and other intergovernmental stakeholders to further the City of Portland’s
financial and policy interests. The Director also is responsible for assuring that the City
and all of its operations and resources are protected from legislative and regulatory
threats. The position provides strategic advice, judgement, and direction to the Mayor,
Commissioners, City Auditor, and all bureaus to accomplish the city’s intergovernmental
objectives.
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The Director supervises the state, federal, international, and administrative functions of
the office. The position is responsible and accountable for all of the work of the Office of
Government Relations.
State Government Relations Manager: Elizabeth Edwards
The State Government Relations Manager is responsible for managing the state
legislative and administrative program for the City of Portland. The purpose of the State
Government Relations Manager is to supervise, plan, organize and participate in the
activities of the City’s annual state legislative program in consultation with the Mayor,
City Commissioners, bureau directors and staff. The position is responsible for leading
the state legislative agenda building process within the City, managing the City’s state
legislative team’s lobbying effort in the State Capitol, actively advocating and negotiating
on behalf of city bureaus and Council offices, and executing a final legislative report at
the completion of each session. This position must exercise sound independent judgment
and seasoned professional and political acumen in developing legislative and
intergovernmental strategies.
Federal Government Relations Manager: Nils Tillstrom
The Federal Relations Manager facilitates the development, vetting, and adoption of a
census Federal Legislative Agenda for the City each year by working directly with clients
(bureaus and council offices). The position promotes the City's federal legislative and
policy agenda, actively advocating and negotiating for the City's policy priorities to the
congressional delegation and federal government on behalf of City Council and city
bureaus. The Federal Relations Manager also has direct oversight managing the city's
federal lobbying contract. This position works extensively with regional and statewide
partners (such as Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington Counties, TriMet, Metro, and
Oregon Department of Transportation) and develops coalitions to advance mutual
legislative, financial and policy goals.
The Federal Relations Manager actively advocates and negotiates on behalf of all city
bureaus and offices, including City Council, on all federal legislative and administrative
policy issues. The position also serves as a liaison to national organizations, such as the
United States Conference of Mayors, and Transportation for America, to advance the
City's legislative agenda priorities.
International Relations Director: Héctor Miramontes
The International Relations Director provides direction and oversight to Portland’s Sister
City and Friendship City Associations; serves as the City’s official liaison between
Portland and high-level governmental officials visiting Portland from all over the world;
advises the Mayor and City Council on opportunities for collaboration with other
international governments in public policy, including international economic
development in coordination with the Portland Development Commission; advises
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Council offices and bureaus on appropriate international protocols; and represents the
City of Portland on international trips and conferences. The position works extensively
with Consulates and diplomats, local internationally-focused organizations, Sister City
leaders (in Portland and abroad) as well as city, state, and federal partners that support
Portland’s international priorities.
3. Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
A. Vision for the Bureau
The vision of the Office of Government Relations is to be the premiere public
government relations office in Oregon, known for professional excellence, innovative
solutions, the highest ethical standards, and a strong commitment to equity.
In January 2016, the Office of Government Relations introduced its first ever five-year
Strategic Plan 2016-2020, which will serve as the blueprint for how the Office will
commit to supporting the City’s success in service to all Portlanders.
The Strategic Plan contains four Strategic Goals:
1. Advocate Effectively for the City of Portland
2. Provide Quality, Effective, and Timely Customer Service
3. Elevate Portland’s International Reputation
4. Advance Equity
Advocate Effectively for the City of Portland
The Office will achieve this goal by developing the City’s federal and state legislative
priorities with the City Council and City Bureaus, advancing the City’s legislative
agendas in Salem and Washington, DC, building and maintaining effective working
relationships with intergovernmental officials, and using technology to advance our
advocacy capabilities.
Provide Quality, Effective, and Timely Customer Service
The Office continues to focus on the highest quality of customer service, and specifically
on keeping clients informed with timely information and quality updates, providing high
quality strategic advice, creating continuous improvements to services, and fostering an
environment of employee engagement and satisfaction.
Elevate Portland's International Reputation
Since the addition of International Relations in 2014, the Office increased the program’s
capacity by promoting international partnerships and exchanges that further Portland’s
policy objectives, fostering successful Sister City Associations, and working to make
Portland a more welcoming international city.
Advance Equity
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The Office is committed to improving equity in its internal operations and in the delivery
of advocacy services. The Office will work to create opportunities for Portland to
become a more inclusive and equitable city, promote an inclusive and supportive work
environment to retain and develop employees, and expand recruitment and outreach
efforts to communities of color and other underserved communities.
B. Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
The Office of Government Relations relies heavily on the General Fund to cover its
operations, and therefore is directly impacted by economic pressures that impact the
General Fund. The Office has responded to this challenge through careful budgeting and
establishing Interagency Agreements. Long-range General Fund trends and budget
scenarios prepared by the City Revenue and Budget Offices indicate that despite strong
revenue growth, overall operating and capital expenses will exceed revenue. The Office
has a critical role to play in protecting waning resources, increasing opportunities for
local revenue options, and securing state and federal funding for city programs and
projects.
C. Identified challenges
The coming year will be marked by significant leadership transitions at the state and
federal levels that will require assertive lobbying and involvement by City leadership. A
new president will necessitate aggressive outreach and relationship-building with the
incoming administration and inevitable agency turnover. At the State Legislature, nearly
a quarter of the Oregon House of Representatives will be comprised of new members. In
order to make sure the City is well positioned to advance its policy objectives on “day
one,” the Office of Government Relations will need to work closely with the new
mayor’s office on education and outreach.
4. Industry Trends
Several significant themes are framing the work the Office will be most involved with in
the coming years: a growing housing crisis, deteriorating infrastructure, and public health
concerns about the environment. In 2016, the Office successfully lobbied for the repeal of
the 17-year ban on inclusionary housing, additional resources for shelters and housing
assistance, and lifting the preemption on the construction excise tax. Momentum on
housing reform is continuing to build. Legislative leadership publically stated
transportation funding will be the preeminent issue of the 2017 session. The City is
building off of its successful increase of the gas tax and is aggressively advocating for a
package that brings significant resources to the region. News of air toxic hotspots and
lead in water have generated significant attention and will elevate ongoing conversations
around diesel emissions, clean air and water, as well as Portland Harbor Superfund.
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Local actions to address these enormous challenges are not enough and require
coordination with state and federal partners in order to move the needle. This
coordination is the work of the Office and informs the City’s legislative priorities,
strategy development, and advocacy work in Salem and in Washington, DC.
5. Succession Plan and Leadership Development
Leadership development is prioritized within the Office and is memorialized as part of
the 2016-2020 Strategic Plan. The Office encourages and will begin to track participation
in professional development opportunities, including through: City-provided CityLearner
programs, Portland State University, professional associations, or other institutions.
Additionally, staff have enrolled in City-offered leadership institutes. Attendance at the
OMF Leadership Speaker Series is also encouraged.
6. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
The Office of Government Relations provides advocacy and lobbying services to all city
bureaus. This work requires collaborating with other bureaus, and frequently multiple
bureaus at a time, along with their respective Commissioners-in-charge.
The Office has relationships with each bureau by working with and through designated
“legislative liaisons.” These liaisons are selected by bureau leadership and are the Office
of Government Relations’ principal point of contact for legislative issues both during the
legislative session and over the interim. Liaisons work with Government Relations to
coordinate and identify potential issues for the City’s Legislative Agenda. During the
legislative session, liaisons help to prepare testimony, arrange for bureau witnesses
before legislative committees, and review bills that impact the City.
Outside of legislative sessions, the Office engages with bureaus on a variety of complex
intergovernmental challenges. Current areas of collaboration include:
• Portland Harbor Superfund Clean Up
• Smart City Challenge Proposal – UB Mobile PDX
• Oregon Transportation Forum and Governor’s Transportation Visioning Panel on
development of a 2017 transportation package and mid-term goals
• Columbia River Levee Recertification – “Levee Ready Columbia”
• Water Resources Development Act project authorization
• Biological Opinion on the FEMA National Flood Insurance Program
• Ongoing implementation of Measure 91
• Connecting investment in affordable housing to federally funded transit projects
• Providing regional disaster preparedness through the Urban Areas Security
Initiative
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The Office has strong working relationships with city bureaus and Council offices. These
relationships are crucial to advancing the Office’s mission of providing effective
representation, strategic advice, and quality service to the City Council and all city
bureaus.
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Mission of the Organization per City Charter/Ordinances
Portland City Code Chapter 3.15.010 establishes the Office of Management and Finance authorities and
responsibilities.
A. The Office of Management and Finance shall be under the direction and control of the Chief Administrative
Officer (CAO) and shall include such other employees as Council may provide. The CAO shall report to the
Mayor, but shall serve the entire Council, including providing information and advice to elected officials. The
Office of Management and Finance is responsible for providing and coordinating administrative services of the
City in support of the operational needs of City bureaus, and other duties as assigned. Administrative services
include all those functions that provide products, services and support to City employees and programs that in
turn provide direct services to the public. These services include, but are not limited to, the following:
accounting, debt management, treasury management, payroll, grant administration, license, tax and fee
collection, risk management, facilities and property management, fleet management, human resources and
personnel services including employee training and education, technology services, printing and distribution,
and procurement services.
B. The Office of Management and Finance consists of the Office of the CAO, the Bureau of Internal Business
Services, the Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services, the Bureau of Human Resources, and the Bureau of
Technology Services.
C. The CAO shall be responsible for the overall coordination of the administrative services functions of the City.
The CAO shall be authorized to:
1. Formulate, approve and issue administrative rules and systems for providing City administrative
services.
2. Implement and monitor administrative rules and systems for providing City administrative services.
3. Determine if any administrative service should be provided by City staff or outside vendors. Bureaus
shall use the services of the Office of Management and Finance unless otherwise authorized by the
CAO or directed by the City Council.
4. Determine the classifications, duties and reporting relationships for positions responsible for centralized
administrative services including, but not limited to, human resources, procurement and technology
services.
5. Recommend alternatives to Council for providing administrative services.
6. At Council direction, provide administrative services to any other governmental or private agency.
D. The CAO’s duties include, but are not limited to:
1. Evaluate the delivery of City administrative services; initiate improvements; and periodically report to
Council on services and initiatives.
2. Provide the City Council with an annual workplan to improve city administrative services. The CAO will
periodically meet with City Council to report on efforts to continually evaluate and improve all city
administrative services, including those contained in the annual workplan.
3. Advise the Council and provide staff support to citywide projects and oversight committees including,
but not limited to, technology oversight committees.
4. Participate with the City Budget Director, Mayor and City Council on City budget decisions, and ensure
that information necessary to prepare the financial forecast is available to the City Budget Office.
E. The Office of the CAO shall be comprised of the Business Operations Division, the Enterprise Business
Solution Division, a Policy Team, Spectator Facilities management, and Citywide projects assigned to the CAO.
(http://www.portlandoregon.gov/citycode/28359)

An Equal Opportunity Employer
To help ensure equal access to programs, services and activities, the Office of Management & Finance will reasonably
modify policies/procedures and provide auxiliary aids/services to persons with disabilities upon request.
www.portlandonline.com/omf/operations
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Summary Overview of Bureau’s Work 2006-2016
Background
The Office of Management and Finance (OMF) was formed in 2002, when City Council merged several bureaus
– Finance and Administration, General Services, and Purchasing – all of which provide internal services to other
City bureaus. During the merger, City Council created a Chief Administrative Officer position to head the
organization and advise them on administrative management issues Citywide.
OMF supports the operational needs of the City of Portland bureaus, as well as provides leadership and
coordination for delivery of administrative and other services. Organizationally, OMF now consists of the
bureaus of Human Resources, Internal Business Services, Revenue & Financial Services, and Technology
Services; Citywide Projects; and the Office of the Chief Administrative Officer, which includes the Business
Operations Division, the Enterprise Business Solutions Division (EBS), the Policy Team, and the Public Safety
Systems Revitalization Program (PSSRP).
The current organization has four bureaus, almost 650 employees, and an adopted budget of just over $485
million.
Discussion of Organizational Changes
Since being formed in 2002, OMF has implemented organizational structure changes several times. Early
highlights include the Revenue Bureau merge into OMF; the Enterprise Business Solution project transition from
a project to a Division; the Bureau of Purchases combined with four divisions (fleet, facilities, printing and risk
management) to comprise the Bureau of Internal Business Service; Spectator Facilities management move from
Facilities to the CAO’s Office policy team; payroll and deferred compensation move from the Bureau of Financial
Services to the Bureau of Human Resources; the Financial Planning Division (except for grants management)
move out of OMF to become a stand-alone bureau, the City Budget Office; and the Office for Community
Technology merge into OMF.
In FY 2013-14, The Mayor’s Office managed an outside review of the Office of Management and Finance with a
consultant and participation from a task force. Many recommendations were reflected in the FY 2014-15 budget,
including the creation of the Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services, moving the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) and Civil Rights compliance programs to the Office of Equity and Human Rights, moving Bureau of
Revenue and Financial Services Regulatory program components to the Portland Bureau of Transportation, and
moving the Enterprise Business Solution Division to the Bureau of Technology Services.
The Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services combines revenue functions of the previous Revenue Bureau
with the divisions of Accounting, Debt Management, Treasury, and Grants. A Chief Financial Officer was hired in
December 2014 to manage the bureau and provide Citywide strategic financial guidance to the City Council.
Also in December 2014, Procurement was moved from the Bureau of Internal Business Services to join the
Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services. This change is reflected in the FY 2015-16 budget.
Most recently, the Equitable Contracting and Procurement Commission moved from the Bureau of Internal
Business Services to the Office of Equity and Human Rights.
Strategic Planning Background
•

2002-2007 Strategic Plan
The 2002-2007 OMF Strategic Plan focused on five goals:
o Strengthen the organization’s leadership and stewardship of the City’s human, technological, financial,
and capital resources.
o Continue to recruit and develop an expert workforce and develop workplace based on accountability,
stewardship, inclusion, and service.
o Enhance the management skill sets necessary to lead the organization.
o Maximize the cost-effective use of technology in all aspects of our work.
o Strengthen the Office of Management and Finance’s collaborative business partnerships with
customers, users, and stakeholders.
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•

2010-2012 Strategic Plan
The OMF 2010-2012 Strategic Plan included four goals:
o Ensure long-term financial health.
o Enhance customer service.
o Foster a knowledgeable and diverse work force.
o Continuously improve business processes.

•

2012-2017 Strategic Plan
OMF's 2012-17 Strategic Plan was accepted by City Council in May 2013. The plan organizes these goals
around four strategic themes, which are areas where the office must excel to achieve the bureau mission
and vision and to deliver value to customers. The strategic plan was developed through extensive research
that included customer and employee surveys, stakeholder interviews, customer and employee focus
groups, an environmental scan of OMF's numerous lines of business, and an analysis of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges. The CAO produces a work plan that aligns with the OMF
Strategic Plan and includes Mayor/Council priorities. These plans are distributed to Council and to OMF
staff as well as available online. The following is a list of the Strategic Plan themes and corresponding goals.
Quality Customer Service
o Deliver business solutions that take into account customer needs and interests.
o Provide a cross-City perspective to assist bureau directors and City Council in understanding the
impact of their business, policy and budget decisions, including unintended consequences.
o Market OMF services effectively to customers.
o Build trust with all customers by managing expectations and providing timely, comprehensive,
transparent analysis, and communication.
Operational Excellence
o Provide streamlined business processes that are easy to understand, efficient and ensure compliance.
o Provide seamless, integrated service delivery models across the organization to simplify business
processes for customers.
o Deliver business processes that provide options to address individual bureau requirements and
changing environmental factors.
o Collaborate with our stakeholders to identify and eliminate barriers within OMF processes and
procedures to provide equitable access to City services and opportunities.
o Develop a roadmap to effectively leverage existing technology and adopt emerging technology to meet
citywide business needs.
o Develop OMF business processes that support the City's sustainability goals.
Financial Sustainability
o Secure adequate and sustainable funding to maintain and replace critical technology and facilities
infrastructure.
o Provide financial expertise and innovative business solutions to meet current and emerging bureau
business needs and resource shortfalls.
o Maximize value to the community by promoting regional partnerships that create government
efficiencies.
Workforce Development
o Lead Citywide initiatives that help bureaus plan for and adapt to a changing workforce.
o Provide programs to attract, on-board, develop, and retain a skilled, knowledgeable, and diverse City
workforce.
o Create and sustain a workplace that promotes a balance between employee innovation, accountability,
and business needs.
o Increase Citywide employee participation in wellness programs and safety initiatives.
The Office of Management & Finance’s 2012-17 Strategic Plan was developed with linkage to the Portland
Plan. The office adopted the value of equity, which is in alignment with the Portland Plan’s equity lens. The
strategic plan includes goals and strategies that directly support the Portland Plan’s priorities of prosperity,
and indirectly support the Portland Plan priorities through development and work with City bureaus that
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provide direct services to the community. Examples include implementation of the Social Equity Contracting
Strategy and the Diversity, Outreach, and Employment Resources program. Much of OMF's work directly
supports other City bureaus, so as bureaus develop and share their strategic plans, OMF supports those
efforts.
•

Future Strategic Planning
OMF is conducting several activities to prepare foundational research and analysis for the next strategic
plan. These include stakeholder research and an environmental scan. The stakeholder research includes
interviews, focus groups, and an analysis of past customer service survey reports. In addition, we will
conduct an environmental scan, which will focus on external trends and emerging issues. It will address
population and employee growth, demographics, economic factors and forecasts, workforce trends,
technology, innovation, legal considerations, and regional and national best practices in public
administration. As part of the Citywide strategy to address racial inequities, OMF is finalizing a Racial Equity
Roadmap assessment, which will provide us with the foundation for developing a five-year plan. Identified
opportunities will be addressed, and annual re-assessments will recognize progress and areas of continued
development.

Performance Measures
The Adopted Budget has identified 12 Key Performance Measures for OMF that are both outcome-specific and
quantifiable. Additional performance measures will be discussed in more detail in each OMF bureau’s brief. The
Key Performance Measures are:
Bureau of Human Resources
• Percentage of recruitments meeting original or renegotiated timelines.
• Percentage of focused outreach program participants on an eligible list who are offered a position.
Bureau of Internal Business Services
• Percentage of sedans that are electric or plug-in hybrid.
• Percentage of OMF owned and managed City facilities (excluding spectator venues) maintained in good or
better condition.
• Basic copy center rate as a percentage of private sector rate.
• Change in the cost of general liability claims over the prior four year average.
Bureau of Revenue and Finance
• Number of Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) review audit deficiency comments from
external auditors.
• Percentage of all subcontracting dollars awarded to Minority, Women, and Emerging Small Business
(MWESB) subcontractors for construction and professional services contracts.
• City's Unlimited Tax General Obligation Bond rating (1=Aaa).
• Business License Tax Gap - Estimated difference between business taxes paid/owed (in millions).
Bureau of Technology Services
• Percentage availability of network (excluding scheduled maintenance).
• Help Desk satisfaction rating (scale 1 to 5).
Budget Decisions
The City has focused on core services and prioritized cuts to administration. Citywide, this has led to two
unintended consequences:
•
•

Technical, professional, and managerial staff perform more administrative work to meet requirements since
administrative positions have been reduced.
The centralized service model is compromised when bureaus with revenue “add back” services and bureaus
without funding cannot.

The following table shows a summary of ongoing cut amounts and position cuts in OMF from FY 2006-07
through FY 2016-17. While the CAO’s Office experienced cuts in programs and positions, the bulk of the
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reductions were made in the four OMF bureaus and their individual briefing materials highlight those impacts. In
preparing packages to meet required budget reductions, OMF works closely with customer bureaus to identify
cuts that are the least impactful to their operations and still allows OMF to complete required work.
OMF operations are funded through a combination of General Fund discretionary and General Fund overhead
resources, fees, and interagency rates. In addition to funding for operations, the OMF Adopted Budget also
contains funds earmarked for capital projects, major maintenance projects and reserves, self-insurance
reserves and replacement funds. Additional information and briefings on the OMF budget are available on
request.
FY 2006-07 through FY 2016-17 OMF Ongoing FTE and Financial Cut Amounts

OMF Cuts $
FTE Cuts

OMF Cuts $
FTE Cuts

FY 2006-07

FY 2007-08

FY 2008-09

FY 2009-10

FY 2010-11

FY 2011-12

($1,694,893)

($362,264)

($212,849)

($5,647,056)

($2,001,151)

($1,199,483)

(16)

(3)

(3)

(12)

(6)

(4)

FY 2012-13

FY 2013-14

FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

FY 2016-17

($8,217,525)

($17,183,587)

($1,851,883)

($5,859)

($847,594)

(26)

(29)

(11)

(2)

(4)

Outstanding Labor Issues
OMF’s Bureau of Human Resources Labor/Employee Relations division provides advice, counsel, and training
to bureau managers and supervisors on a range of labor and employment related issues and challenges. More
information on outstanding Citywide labor issues can be found in BHR’s section of the briefing. Labor issues
within individual OMF bureaus are in their sections.
OMF All
The Office of Management & Finance Labor Management Committee (OMF LMC) was established in 2007 to
improve employee satisfaction, productivity, and efficiency by promoting trust, fairness, and open
communication between labor and management. The goal is improved services to the public. The CAO and an
appointed labor representative co-chair the committee. The committee meets monthly and discusses Bureau
policies and processes, training and professional development, legislative issues, budget issues, and other
issues that have broad applicability within the bureau.
Portland Building Reconstruction Community Opportunities
City Council has set aside $1 million for Community Opportunities and Enhancements as part of the Portland
Building Reconstruction Project. The resolution outlined the general approach the project would take to meet the
contracting diversity goals. This approach is causing some concern in the community as it differs in format and
attempts a longer-term outcome than two Community Benefits Agreements for Water Bureau projects and does
not require a signatory agreement by community partners and labor leaders.
Local and Regional Partners
OMF and the Office of the CAO have several important local and regional partnerships including:
•

OMF participates in the PERS Employee Advisory Committee and the PERS Legislative Advisory
Committee as a means of ensuring two-way communication of PERS-related activities and issues.

•

Current contract, agreements, and intergovernmental agreements in the Spectator Venues and Visitor
Activities Program (within the Policy Team) are with Portland Arena Management, a Paul Allen company;
Peregrine Sports, a Merritt Paulson company; and Metro, through the Metro Entertainment and Exposition
Commission (MERC). Program liaison assignments include Portland’5 Centers for the Arts, Metro Visitor
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Venues, Travel Portland, Oregon Sports Authority, Oregon School Activities Association, and Visitor
Development Fund Board.
•

PSSRP partnerships primarily exist through the Portland Dispatch Center Consortium (PDCC), the RegJIN
partner agencies within Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington, and Clark counties, and the Regional Radio
Partnership. These groups encompass the bulk of public safety entities within the Northwest Oregon and
Southwest Washington areas and at times involve the state(s) and other regional players. Over the last 10
years, the City has engaged with a number of partners in exploring or changing how technology is used in
the area. These groups consist of Clackamas County, Washington County, City of Portland, Multnomah
County, Lake Oswego, Columbia County, Cowlitz County (WA), and Clark County (WA). However there are
others that affiliate with the group for various purposes. For example, the State of Oregon controls contracts
that have to do with 911 and assists in guiding the region in implementation of Text-to-911, Next Generation
911 (NG911), and the states of both Washington and Oregon will be instrumental in FirstNet.

•

Enterprise Business Solution (EBS) works closely with current regional users of the SAP system to share
information. Those organizations include Multnomah County, the City of Tacoma, Seattle Public Schools,
PacifiCorp and NW Natural Gas.

•

The Portland Building Reconstruction project team is exploring a “continuity of opportunity” that would
formalize a broader coalition of stakeholders to address equity and diversity in construction contracting on
an ongoing basis. This would serve as a resource to multiple projects within the region, creating a continuity
of opportunity throughout the City and possibly all public-agency projects.

Key Personnel and Management Philosophy

OMF Organizational Chart
Chief Administrative Officer
Fred Miller

Bureau of Human
Resources
(BHR)
Anna Kanwit

Bureau of Internal Bureau of Revenue
Bureau of
Office of the CAO
Business Services & Financial Services Technology Services
- Business Operations
(BIBS)
(BRFS)
(BTS)
Jane Braaten
Bryant Enge
Ken Rust
Jeff Baer
- Policy Team
Betsy Ames

Citywide Projects
Jeff Baer (PSSRP)
Satish Nath (EBS)

CAO Fred Miller emphasizes a management approach that relies on directors, managers, and supervisors to
frame the objective for the work that is needed and develop the tools they use to check to see that those
objectives are met. He shares his perspective about being mindful of the “shadow of a leader” – that employees
and co-workers pay attention to the actions managers take and note whether those actions are consistent with
the organizational values being communicated.
The CAO has given particular emphasis to three concepts that leaders should address:
Customer Service
•

OMF developed a customer service framework and communicated it to employees and representatives from
other bureaus. The framework describes the three roles that OMF has in customer service: providing a
service when requested, guiding and advising customers within our area of expertise, and working with
customers to gain compliance with policies and procedures. In all three roles, it is important that our
communications are timely, comprehensive, and responsive to the immediate customer while considering
the effect the guidance has on the larger community.

•

Due to OMF’s cross-bureau perspective, OMF managers need to take a leadership role in helping elected
officials and bureaus consider the trade-offs in their decision making and to consider both the short- and
long-term financial implications of those options.
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Changing Demographics
•

According to research conducted by the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, Portland is projected to add
approximately 260,000 new residents to the roughly 620,000 people who live here today and about 140,000
new jobs to the 370,000 jobs in Portland now over the next 20 years. The population is expected to be
dominated by seniors and millennials. Managers will need to guide their teams in understanding how their
work is connected to the City’s racial equity goals and need to understand how to use an equity lens in
decision making so they can evaluate who benefits and who is burdened by the decisions that we make.
OMF has a specific role in developing City policies designed to increase contracting opportunities for
women-and minority-owned firms.

•

As the community changes, so does the City workforce. Managers need to take thoughtful steps to work
with their direct reports on their own professional development plans and ensure that opportunities for hiring,
training, and promotion move the organization toward equitable outcomes. OMF has a specific role in
developing City programs designed to increase hiring opportunities for people of color and for people with
disabilities.

Use of Technology
•

One of the speakers at our Speaker Series commented that they no longer lead an electricity company that
uses technology, but they lead a technology company that delivers electricity – that is the magnitude of
change that the use of technology has had. Technology has dramatically changed the way that people
communicate with each other and conduct business, and leaders need to explore ways that we can more
effectively share information, receive feedback, and conduct business using technology the way people
expect to use it.

•

Managers also need to take steps to evaluate how we can get the most return on our investment in
technology. The practice of each individual bureau buying the “best in breed” software is not financially
sustainable. City leaders will need to collaborate to make smart technology investments, and must work
together to ensure the City as a whole meets requirements for security, disaster recovery, and safeguards
for personally identifiable information. OMF has a specific role in developing an approach to enterprise
technology governance and in championing the use of enterprise solutions and software.

The CAO routinely conducts check-ins with City leaders on our services and service delivery as a means of
emphasizing this management philosophy. The CAO meets monthly with the OMF Advisory Committee,
convenes a meeting with Bureau Directors and business managers at least annually, convenes periodic
meetings with directors from small bureaus, and invites bureaus to meet with OMF leadership on any issue that
is identified as a concern.
Internally, the CAO uses the following tools to emphasize this management philosophy: bi-monthly meetings of
the OMF Leadership Team, monthly lunch-and-learn sessions open to all OMF employees, monthly lunch
meetings with about a half dozen OMF employees selected randomly, regular email communications on the
OMF workplan and budget decisions, periodic sessions for leadership team members in all OMF bureaus,
weekly speaker series on management and leadership principles, and a practice known as the 38-second rule.
In the 38-second rule, any employee can drop in to speak to the CAO on any topic, as long as the employee
keeps the interruption to 38 seconds.

Five Year Priorities
Vision for the Bureau
OUR MISSION
•

Trusted partner creating smart solutions for the City and our community.

OUR VISION
•

Deliver world class services through our leadership, expertise and innovation.
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OUR VALUES
•

Accountability: We are committed to personal and organizational integrity.

•

Collaboration: We value internal and external partnerships.

•

Equity: We value diversity and provide inclusive opportunities.

•

Innovation: We are committed to fostering new ideas and encouraging creativity.

•

Service: We are committed to understanding and exceeding customer expectations.

•

Sustainability: We are committed to stewardship of our financial, physical and environmental resources.

Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
Bureau-specific and fund-specific sections can be found in the individual briefings of each OMF bureau and
include major maintenance and operating projects planned for the next five years as well as fund financial
projections for the next five years.
Office of the CAO
•

Portland Building Reconstruction: In FY 2015-16, Council approved three resolutions to begin a Portland
Building Reconstruction project. The project was established to fix seismic and water intrusion problems and
ensure viable office space for City bureaus. One resolution directs OMF to reconstruct the Portland Building
for an amount not to exceed $195 million by the end of 2020. A second resolution directs OMF to implement
a City office space lease rate equalization plan for bureaus located in the central business district. The third
resolution directs OMF to develop a proposal for dedicating an amount equal to one percent of hard
construction costs for community enhancements, opportunities, and benefits. The CAO oversees the
project, which includes several work groups and committees.

•

Council Office Transition: OMF Business Operations will serve as the coordinator for the logistics of the
Council office transition process. This includes monitoring a budget appropriation as well as implementation
coordination.

•

Spectator Venues & Visitor Activities Fund (SVVAF): The five-year financial forecast for the SVVAF is based
on the current obligations and requirements, including debt service, facility operations, and program
administration. Revenue from the Moda Center User Fee and parking at the City-owned Rose Quarter
garages continues to provide a strong base for the SVVAF to meet its obligations, including debt services.
Operating obligations at the aging Veterans Memorial Coliseum exceed operating revenues and continue to
increase with time. Obligations at Providence Park are currently covered by facility revenues but that will
shift in FY 2017-18 when required payments from the operator are significantly reduced and the expense
obligations are anticipated to exceed revenues. Based on current conditions, SVVAF projections are stable
well into the future but unknowns, such as an NBA strike or serious recession, would have an impact on the
assumptions. In addition, the first term of the Rose Quarter ground leases (Moda Center and Annex
Building) expire in Oct 2025, and early discussions with Rip City Management about exercising their
extension option should begin in the next several years.

Citywide Projects
•

Public Safety Systems Revitalization Program (PSSRP): The remaining project to be completed as part of
the PSSRP is the Public Safety Emergency Radio System Replacement Project. Completion of this project
will ensure that the City has a cost effective, highly reliable digital public safety grade voice radio system
that meets the current and emerging needs of the Portland region for the next 15 to 20 years.
The project budget is $50.2 million and includes contingency of 10 percent. Major funding sources for this
project include voter-approved General Obligation bonds and project cash from the BTS Radio Equipment
Replacement fund. Actual expenses are currently running under budget and the projection is that the project
will be completed under budget. While the project has experienced some delays due to issues with the Mt.
Scott tower, expectations are that it will be completed by the fourth quarter of FY 2016-17.
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•

Enterprise Business Solution (EBS): The EBS division manages the City’s SAP application. SAP is an
enterprise-wide software platform built around the City’s business processes in finance, human resources,
asset management, and other systems to manage data and day-to-day transactional operations. EBS
covers its operational expenses through interagency charges to other City bureaus. Major maintenance
projects are funded through reserve funds. Staffing levels are expected to remain constant over the next five
years, so current funding levels should be sufficient to cover costs. Debt used to finance the purchase of
SAP will be paid off in FY 2016-17.

Identified Challenges
OMF All
OMF has a cross-bureau, enterprise perspective and will continue to recommend solutions to make the City
work better. The following significant issues must be addressed to reduce operational and/or financial risks to
the City. The OMF workplan and budget decision packages reflect these critical needs.
•

Long term financial forecast
City resources increased in FY 2015-16, but projected expenses are rising faster than projected revenue. In
the next five to ten years, the City will have to address several large financial obligations including the
Portland Harbor clean-up, Portland Building Reconstruction project, Parks labor settlement, PERS
increases, Portland Levee project, Data Center Move, affordable housing, and other infrastructure
investments. Hard decisions will be necessary to avoid unnecessary risk.

•

Portland Building Reconstruction project
In 2015, City Council approved Resolution #37158 directing OMF to complete the Portland Building
Reconstruction project by the year 2020 for a cost not to exceed $195 million. This project will impact many
bureaus and is necessary to preserve the City’s asset investment and provide a safe and productive
environment for community members and City staff. The reconstructed building must accommodate rapidly
changing technology, an increasingly mobile workforce, and flexible work spaces.

•

Data Center move/disaster recovery
The City relies extensively on technology in order to provide critical services to the public. A large scale
natural or human-caused disaster could result in destruction of numerous technology systems that are
essential for the ongoing operation of the City. In addition, ensuring the integrity of the systems that keep
customer information is essential for public trust. The current Data Center location is not sustainable through
the Portland Building Reconstruction nor in a disaster situation; therefore, it must be moved and a redundant
backup location secured.

•

Employer of Choice
The City strives to be the public employer of choice. To achieve that, OMF launched a Citywide onboarding
platform and began to update the classification/compensation system. Additional components include
employee development, centralized training, and strategies to engender emotional safety for City employees
to improve overall communication and employee satisfaction at work. The significance of this issue
continues to grow given impending retirements, population increases, and a more transitory workforce.

•

Equitable outcomes
The City has adopted the Portland Plan and requires all bureaus to assess the equity and social impacts of
their service delivery, policies, and budget requests to identify who benefits and who is burdened, and to
help reduce disparities in our community. OMF has specific responsibilities to promote diversity in the City’s
workforce and in the City’s contracting opportunities.

•

Confidential Restricted Information
While many bureaus worked to comply with Payment Card Industry (PCI) standards in 2015, there is still
work to be done throughout the City to effectively manage all confidential and restricted information,
including personally identifiable information and personal health information. Since every bureau collects
some type of information that are deemed confidential or restricted, all bureaus will need to take action.
OMF will take the lead in convening a work group to engage with City bureaus in identifying City policies
and best practices. Without attention, the City and Council risk compromising customer and employee
information that could lead to fraudulent activities and a loss of faith in the City of Portland.
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Individual OMF bureau submissions will provide more detail on identified challenges. For the CAO’s office there
are also the following issues:
Office of the CAO
•

Spectator Venues & Visitor Activities Fund (SVVAF)
The increasing costs associated with aging facilities may have a long term impact on the Fund’s future
health. Significant work has been completed to assess options for the future of the Veterans Memorial
Coliseum, but no specific action has been taken to move forward. A process is underway to enumerate the
long-term needs of the aging Portland’5 facilities (Keller Auditorium, Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall, and
Antoinette Hatfield Hall).

Citywide Projects
•

Enterprise Business Solution (EBS)
The industry standard for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) support is one analyst to one SAP functional
module. Over the past three years, EBS has implemented five additional SAP modules and the ratio of
analysts to SAP functional module has increased from 1:1 to 1:1.5. As additional functionalities are added,
there comes a need for additional staff and increased cost of SAP application annual maintenance costs,
which leads to increased rates to customers.

•

The Portland Building Reconstruction Project
The project team has identified several risks to the project:
o

Availability of material and worker supply given the pace of development and construction in the City
and the larger world marketplace. Low supply and high demand have the potential to drive up costs and
may challenge the ability for the project to meet the equity and diversity goals of the City on this project.

o

Market availability of leasable office space for temporary relocation spaces for City workers may drive
up costs or put limitations on design approaches to the project.

o

Change management of City practices to support the increased implementation of remote and mobile
working. Increased telecommute opportunities can potentially reduce the need for temporary relocation
spaces and increase options for use of the building.

An Owner’s Representative Team has been hired and a Progressive Design-Build-Relocate team that has
experts to help plan for and problem solve these issues will be on board this summer. There is also
collaboration between BTS, BHR, and all bureaus in the Portland Building to develop and implement change
management strategies required for the project.

Industry Trends
Primary Exogenous Forces
OMF All
Current national and local trends directly affect the environment in which OMF operates. These trends also
impact the perception of OMF’s efficiency and the services provided to its customers. In its 2012-2017 strategic
planning process, OMF’s environmental scan identified major trends expected to have the largest effect on its
business operations and services delivery over the plan’s five years.
OMF is beginning stakeholder research and conducting an environmental scan in preparation for the next
strategic plan, as the current plan sunsets in 2017. The stakeholder research includes interviews,
focus groups, and an analysis of past customer service survey reports. We will also conduct an environmental
scan, which will focus on external trends and emerging issues. It will address population and employee growth,
demographics, economic factors and forecasts, workforce trends, technology, innovation, legal considerations,
and regional and national best practices in public administration.
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National Trends
•

Equity: In recent bureau director work sessions, we have discussed trends in population and job growth.
The trend of economic growth outpacing individual prosperity has been experienced in Portland as
demonstrated in part by Portland’s increasing affordability gap and the housing and homelessness crises.
The challenge for the City and other metropolitan governments will be to find ways to help all of its residents
achieve prosperity and inclusion, in addition to maintaining sustainable growth.
Preparation and Response: Community expectations and City Council direction have prioritized equity as a
long-term goal. The City has adopted Citywide equity goals that include strengthening outreach, public
engagement, access to City services for communities of color and immigrant and refugee communities, and
collaborating with communities and institutions to eliminate racial inequity in all areas of government,
including education, criminal justice, environmental justice, health, housing, transportation, and economic
success. OMF uses tools that identify barriers and works with strategic partners to reduce disparities. As the
organization responsible for developing City administrative rules and City Code in administration, finance,
human resources, procurement, revenue collection, and technology, OMF is in a position to recommended
Council adoption of changes to City policies in order to help the City and the community to achieve equitable
outcomes.

•

Age Demographics: Workforce projections show an increasing number of workers eligible to retire. This
implies a potential gap in institutional knowledge and a lack of experience that may be required for
operations. Workforce and succession planning tools and strategies will determine the skill level
replacements necessary for the work previously completed by retiring employees.
Preparation and Response: With one-third of the City’s workforce eligible for retirement, OMF is leading
Citywide succession activity and workforce planning. Workforce and succession planning tools and
strategies, such as BHR’s Employer of Choice program, are being developed to attract, develop, and retain
a diverse, culturally competent, and engaged workforce.

•

Regional Collaboration: There is a national trend for more regional collaboration between counties, cities,
communities, and non-profit organizations. There are consistent themes for reviewing opportunities for
consolidation of programmatic structures, including review of federal, regional, state, or county functions that
could be performed collaboratively.
Preparation and Response: There are numerous examples of collaboration throughout OMF, but there is
always more work to be done in this area. OMF has initiated partnerships to provide leadership
development and equity training, and has opened up these opportunities Citywide and to other
organizations.

Office of the CAO
•

Travel and Tourism: The travel and tourism industry segment has shown strong growth for the last ten
years, with double-digit growth during the last four years. The City of Portland’s General Fund receives a
five percent Transient Lodging Tax from hotel rents and has benefited significantly from this growth. Several
factors – an increase in the state transient lodging tax, growing visitor venues needs in the region, and an
anticipated significant increase in the number of hotel rooms in Portland – are driving a heightened concern
within the regional public-private partnership.
Preparation and Response: In collaboration with the County, Metro, and Travel Portland, SVVAP staff are
initiating efforts to develop a Strategic Plan, as called for in the Visitor Facilities IGA.

Citywide Projects
•

Public Safety Communications: Public safety is moving toward greater use of information available from
public sources and especially from popular social media apps. One very active approach for information
gathering is in the form of “Fusion Centers” which are a way to provide real-time information both in terms of
situational awareness and gathering near-real time information on situations in motion, crowd movements,
traffic issues, etc.
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Cloud computing will continue to present both an opportunity and a risk for public safety. Body-worn
cameras are being implemented around the country, but many jurisdictions are still struggling with storage,
policies and procedures, public access, retention, and retrieval.
Preparation and Response: Jurisdictions are continuing to explore how to be more efficient with dollars
available. Therefore, risk-based planning and resourcing will become more important and assessing and
assigning appropriate resources based upon the identified risk will be critical. Performance measures will
need to evolve with this trend to assess and modify where appropriate when less effective assessments are
identified. Risk-based assessments are required around proper implementation of cloud computing storage
for criminal justice related information.
It will be important to monitor the industry trends and keep pace with technology that addresses both state
and local laws and statutes. How to synchronize this information with existing calls in RegJIN will be a
necessary procedure in the future. FirstNet, NG911, and Text-to-9-1-1 (now being pursued via pilot testing),
are just the beginning of a revolution in the type of information both sent in to a communications center, and
what is available for field personnel. This is a major shift in 9-1-1, available technology, how we store the
information, and how we use the information available.

Succession Plan and Leadership Development
OMF All
In 2015, OMF evaluated options to prepare for future employee movement within the organization and
presented recommendations to OMF leadership. There were six strategies identified by the group:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harvesting retirees’ knowledge
Documenting key business processes for succession planning
Identifying and developing emerging leaders
Talent development program implementation
Internal talent mobility/job rotation
Educational assistance program

The group also performed a Strengths, Opportunities, Weakness, and Threats brainstorm that was included with
the report.
Some initiatives resulting from this effort include revising performance evaluations to include professional
development planning; conducting Path to Leadership, which is an OMF leadership development cohort that
includes participants from throughout the City; extending the mentorship program Citywide; identifying potential
successions for key positions and incorporating related actions into training plans; and creating and maintaining
process documentation for critical and ongoing functions.

Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
OMF All
Much of OMF's work directly supports other City bureaus. OMF and the CAO regularly work with leadership
from all of the City bureaus. Some of the CAO’s Citywide work sessions include:
•
•
•

The City of Portland Bureau Directors monthly meeting which includes the Mayor’s and City Council offices.
The City Business Hour in which the City’s lead business managers share information, ideas, and problems,
and provide feedback to particular issues or projects.
The OMF Speaker Series is a weekly lunchtime talk created by CAO Fred Miller. Since 2014, the series has
featured over 100 regional and national leaders. Over the past year, some of the most notable have been
Governor Kate Brown, State Treasurer Ted Wheeler, Timbers COO Mike Golub, Oregon Chief Justice
Thomas Balmer, and many other CEOs and nonprofit directors. The series is a casual forum where
speakers address OMF employees about leadership, professional and personal development, City
progress, and other topical content.
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•
•

The Portland Building Reconstruction project Change Management Committee which includes
representatives from all City Bureaus.
The Technology Executive Steering Committee (TESC) which provides guidance on processes for
streamlining decision making around City enterprise technology solutions and needs. The CAO oversees
the committee and works with several bureau directors.

Office of the CAO
•

Policy Team
The majority of the Policy Team’s work is in collaboration with other City bureaus since the focus of the CAO
is on Citywide and enterprise wide issues, challenges, and opportunities. Some of the topics and initiatives
that the Policy Team collaborates on are the Portland Building Reconstruction project; the all-user restroom
policy; the Council Filing Improvement project, Confidential and Restricted Information project; City
administrative rulemaking best practices project with the City Auditor, Council offices, and City bureaus; City
Code and administrative rule updates including technology, accounting, risk management, financial
administrative rules with OMF bureaus, the City Budget Office, City Attorney, and City bureaus; the
Comprehensive Management Policies project; and the Intergovernmental agreement template and checklist
project with OMF Procurement, Accounting, City Attorney, and City bureaus.

•

Portland Building Reconstruction project
The Portland Building Reconstruction project impacts all City bureaus located within the Portland Building
and potentially all City bureaus in that the Portland Building could be a catalyst for change in how the City
currently does business. The reconstruction project involves all the bureaus it impacts. Additionally, multiple
bureaus are providing support and leadership for the project and have been participating in weekly meetings
to support and monitor the project’s progress. Two internal committees, the Design Committee and the
Change Management Committee, were formed to support the project and be the voices of the bureaus to
the project team. The goal of the team is to transform the Portland Building into a building that provides an
efficient and resilient working environment.

•

Public Safety Systems Revitalization Project (PSSRP)
The public safety agencies operated by the City of Portland routinely and consistently seek and cultivate
opportunities for collaboration and interoperability with other public safety related agencies throughout the
region. Internal to the City, a public safety technology assessment will soon be completed by Gartner
Consulting, Inc., which is expected to highlight several growth areas for increased cross-functional
collaboration specifically in the areas of technology services and operations. BTS is currently in the early
phases of planning for organizational changes designed to meet the recommendations of the study.

Helpful Document Links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Code Chapter 3.15.010 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/citycode/28359
City of Portland FY 2016-17 Budget http://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/69079
Administrative Services Review http://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/341634
OMF 2012-2017 Strategic Plan https://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/62216
2012 Environmental Scan http://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/449019
OMF Work plans https://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/68079
Customer Service Framework http://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/496691
OMF Five Year Plan http://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/561726
2015 Workforce Development Plan https://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/306131
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Briefing for Mayor-Elect Wheeler
Bureau of Human Resources
1. Mission of Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
The Bureau of Human Resources (BHR) provides strategic leadership and management for all
citywide human resources systems.
City Charter
The City Charter, Chapter 4, requires City Council to establish and maintain a merit system
governing personnel actions and rules necessary for the effective administration of employees,
including but not limited to classification, pay, recruitment, discipline, types of appointments,
and relationships with labor organizations (Article 2: Section 4-201). By ordinance in City Code,
this work is delegated to the Bureau of Human Resources (BHR). City Charter also defines the
category of employees considered to be in the classified service. (Article 3: Section 4-301).
This has evolved since 2000. Prior to 2000, all City employees with the exception of Elected
Officials and their staff, the City Attorney and Deputy Attorneys, the Chief of Police, the City
Engineer and the Chief Engineer, and the Superintendent of the Water Bureau, were in the
classified service; meaning with limited exceptions there were no “at will” employees in the City.
Charter reform in 2000 designated all Bureau Directors hired after December 2000 as exempt
from the classified service and in 2006 this category was expanded to include employees in a
classification with a major role in the formulation of policy that requires the exercise of
independent judgment. City Council must approve this designation by ordinance. Excluding the
classifications that were already exempt prior to 2006, there are approximately 36
classifications determined to fit the policy formulation definition. The Civil Service Board, a
volunteer board charged with hearing appeals regarding classification actions, examinations,
and discipline of a suspension or greater (primarily used by non-represented employees who
do not have access to a grievance process), is established by City Charter (Article 4: Section
4-401). BHR serves as Administrator to the Civil Service Board.
City Code
City Code Chapter 3.15.050 sets out the responsibilities of the Bureau of Human Resources
Director. The HR Director reports to the CAO and is responsible for maintaining a
comprehensive HR system for the City. This includes labor relations and negotiations,
promoting diversity and equity in outreach and employment, maintaining the integrity of the
classification and compensation system, providing training and workforce development through
a central program, maintaining and enhancing the human resources systems (Human Capital
Management, or HCM, our enterprise HR system under SAP), managing payroll, deferred
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compensation, and health benefit plan administration. The HR Director is also the official
interpreter for the City for collective bargaining agreements and personnel policies. BHR is
authorized to investigate complaints and reports of discrimination. Finally, the HR Director is
authorized to enter into settlement agreements on behalf of the City.
In short, BHR is charged with supporting the City’s most important “infrastructure” - - its
employees.
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2. Summary Overview of Bureau’s Work 2006-2016
Execution of Strategic Plan and Performance Measures
BHR’s Vision: “We are valued strategic business partners who collaborate with bureaus to
transform the City of Portland into a model public employer.” This vison statement embodies
BHR’s overarching goal to work collaboratively with other City bureaus and also function as a
leader in advancing pay equity, diversity hiring, employee development, and a healthy
workforce. BHR’s Mission defines our work: Knowledgeable. Helpful. Responsive (KHR). In
addition, for the last two years BHR has led the initiative to make the City of Portland an
Employer of Choice.
In 2002, the City completed an administrative review process to cut administration costs by
10%. One outgrowth was centralization of human resources services through a site team
service delivery model. Certain elements of human resources services, such as
classification/compensation, labor relations, and recruitment were centralized but HR
consulting was not (e.g., performance management, discipline, reorganizations, organizational
development, investigations). Prior to centralizing services, large bureaus with more resources
employed their own HR Manager while smaller bureaus did not have that resource. Creation
of the site team service delivery model, staffed with former bureau HR managers, provided a
high level of HR service to all bureaus. BHR has four site teams today: Police, Public Safety,
Community Services & Administration, and Public Utilities. Every bureau is in one site team,
served by a Manager and one or more HR Business Partner. Standardized City policies and
practices help the City function more effectively as a single employer. Note: The Police Site
Team was added after the initial implementation of the model and grew out of a
recommendation to civilianize Police Personnel Services. Prior to creation of the Police Site
Team, a Police Captain was in charge of Police Personnel Services. There was a lack of
expertise and little continuity as Captains were transferred frequently.
Approximately eight years ago, BHR began to re-examine our work and processes in order to
provide world class service to our customers with shrinking budgets. Our “reform” began with
new vision and mission statements (noted above). All BHR employees contributed to the list of
competencies that define KHR - - a living mission statement that drives our work and forms the
basis for all performance evaluations. We also developed a decision-making model followed
by all BHR employees designed to ensure decisions are well thought out, communicated,
implemented, and evaluated. In the strategic plan at that time, we focused on a number of
initiatives designed to increase diversity in our workforce and retention of employees of color,
including implementation of cultural competency training, continuing the City/County annual
diversity conference, summer youth employment (that program is now in the Mayor’s Office),
and a citywide job fair. We provided a template to bureaus for the recruitment and selection
process, created a website to enhance accessibility to HR information, and were proactively
engaged in the implementation of the City’s enterprise business system - - SAP (a three year
implementation). The City/County annual diversity conference now consists of more than a
dozen jurisdictions and the cultural competency training has been nationally recognized as
cutting edge training that is important to the retention of a diverse workforce.
In the BHR 2010-2013 Strategic Plan, we continued to rebrand, focusing on the need to
respond more nimbly to the City’s changing climate and to each bureau’s particular human
resources needs. So while we retained consistency, we also changed our site team service
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delivery model and developed a new problem solving approach to proactively collaborate with
customer bureaus toward workable solutions to HR problems and issues. For the first time in
2013, BHR surveyed its customers separately from the rest of OMF and used a balanced
scorecard approach to measure our communication, problem solving/decision making, and
regulatory responsibilities. Overall feedback from the survey and meetings with bureaus
showed strong appreciation of services provided but noted some processes were cumbersome
and pointed out the need for faster recruitments and improved coordination with the City
Attorney’s Office. BHR will survey again Fall 2016.
The 2014-2017 Strategic Plan focuses on citywide initiatives reflecting our values of
involvement, diversity development, stewardship, and strategic alignment. Those programs
include Employer of Choice, a comprehensive Classification/Compensation study for all nonrepresented employees, onboarding for new employees, employee development, and
centralized training. These programs are key components of our five year focus so are
discussed in detail below under Five Year Priorities 2016-2021
BHR is a key partner in the City’s equity initiatives. We implemented a focused outreach
program to work with communities of color to increase our diversity, developed nationallyrecognized training around implicit bias for interview panels, drafted the City’s paid parental
leave policy, crafted the City’s Charles Jordan Standard to increase representation of people
of color, females, and individuals with disabilities in our highest positions, drafted a pay equity
ordinance and plan for City Council, worked to implement the City Council’s resolution to
become a model employer of persons with disabilities (see Challenge section), and eliminated
questions on our application about a candidate’s criminal record (the City banned the box years
ago - - this is an additional step towards equity in our application process).
BHR has three categories of performance measures in the budget: HR Corporate Services,
HR Operations and Strategic Support, and HR Site Teams/Police HR. The performance
measures for three fiscal years are defined in Attachment 1. Notably, the percentage of female
applicants declined from 44% in FY 13-14 to 38% in FY 14-15. The percentage of minority
applicants increased over the same time frame from 21.8% to 28%. One performance
measure, the percent of focused outreach program participants on an eligible list who are
offered a positon, was new in FY 15-16 so we do not yet have results. As a green initiative,
one performance measure is the percent of payroll checks direct deposited. That number
decreased from 92% to 89.9%. Employees enrolled in our Health Coaching Program
(participation is by invitation to our largest users) is key to employee wellness and overall health
of our benefits plan; that number increased from 437 to 511.
Budget Decisions
Generally, we have experienced budget reductions the past ten years. Of significance is our
reduction to external Materials & Services, to save employees from layoff by retaining positions
and to create ongoing funding for important positions. Two examples of the latter are the City’s
Family Medical Leave Coordinator (we have a centralized leave program that is critical to the
City) and a Labor Relations Coordinator position to handle the increased volume of
negotiations. Both positions were originally funded with one-time resources over a period of
two years. With limited ongoing resources available due to budget reductions, BHR funded the
positions with current service level. In addition to reductions to EMS, BHR had to cut a number
of positons. Despite the reductions, we have been committed to retaining a Training &
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Workforce Development Program - - which had been cut more than a decade ago and finally
was re-established four years ago. Given that training is an important component to the City
becoming an Employer of Choice, including City equity initiatives and attracting and retaining
employees, retaining and growing the training program is critical. Since much of what we do is
mandated, the bulk of the reductions have been in our recruitment function, creating customer
dissatisfaction as the demand for recruitments has increased. Implementation of NeoGov and
process improvement through Master Change Facilitation have helped increase efficiency but
we cannot keep up with demand (see Identified Challenges below).
Outstanding Labor Issues
The City has nine labor agreements representing 16 unions. Anticipating large increases in the
cost of health care, six of those contracts were open at the same time in 2013. We did not see
the increases as forecasted so worked to stagger the expiration of contracts to lessen the
impact of negotiations on the City’s ability to provide services. Historically, negotiations with
the City’s labor unions have been protracted, frustrating both labor and management. Until
2013, regardless of when the successor contract was ratified, all economic benefits were
retroactive to the start of the contract period. This provided little incentive to the unions to
negotiate in an expeditious manner. In 2013, City Council adopted the BHR Director’s
recommendation that monetary benefits are no longer automatically retroactive. Negotiations
since 2013 have been timelier. City Council sets the direction for all labor negotiations via oneon-one meetings with the HR Director and collectively via executive sessions.
In 2015, the City negotiated successor contracts with AFSCME/Housing Bureau and the
Portland Police Commanding Officers Association. Currently, we are negotiating with the
Portland Firefighters Association and with AFSCME/Bureau of Emergency Communications
(911). Both contracts expire June 30, 2016. Early discussions have occurred with the Portland
Police Association (PPA) to negotiate that agreement (set to expire June 30, 2017) due to
concerns around staffing shortages, recruitment, policies needing to be implemented under the
DOJ settlement agreement, and starting pay for police officers. In 2017, the City will have four
or five open contracts, depending on the outcome of the PPA discussions. The open
agreements will be [potentially] PPA, City of Portland Professional Employees (COPPEA - now affiliated with PTE 17 out of Seattle ), the District Council of Trade Unions (DCTU), now
consisting of seven member unions, Laborers’ Local 483, negotiating a new agreement as that
union just voted to leave the DCTU, and Recreation, another Laborers’ Local 483 unit. For
AFSCME and the DCTU, a primary issue will be implementation of the City’s wellness incentive
insurance plan. To support the City’s wellness strategy to promote and value the relationship
an employee and their families have with their primary care physician, employees will be
required to have a physical exam every two years to retain the 5% premium share. For those
employees who do not meet the standard, the premium share will move to 10%. Employees
who have a relationship with their treatment provider are more apt to share information, make
healthier choices, and schedule what can be lifesaving preventive procedures, such as a
colonoscopy. Healthier employees can help slow the increase in rates for our insurance
programs, thereby making a 5% premium share for employees and their dependents affordable
for the City for a longer period of time. This plan is already in two agreements and once it is in
all labor agreements will be fully effective in 2017/18. Wages and other monetary benefits will
be an issue across the board. The City has not increased wages over cost of living in for at
least two contract periods (6 to 8 years), although there have been increases in premiums to
certain groups of employees.
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Local and Regional Partners
BHR partners with more than 40 community groups as part of the Focused Outreach Program.
We also partner with Incight to host an annual job fair to attract candidates who identify as
having disabilities and work with all the jurisdictions responsible for the annual public sector
diversity conference. While we do not have other formal partnerships, we routinely consult with
human resources directors from other cities and in other states. BHR also works closely with
OHSU on strategies for the City to become a Model Employer of persons with disabilities.
Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
Key personnel for the bureau include two groups. In addition to the HR Director and Assistant
HR Director, BHR has a Senior Manager over each program area; all are key in visioning and
implementing the bureau’s strategic direction and ensuring that day-to-day services are
provided. Many have unique skills and qualifications that are highly competitive in the public
sector. This group functions as a think tank for the HR Director and the Assistant HR Director
and, with their input and guidance, all set the stage for cultural change within BHR. The second
group are individuals running programs that are key to the City. One is the FMLA Coordinator,
one is the Senior HR Analyst with oversight for affirmative action reporting and investigating
allegations of discrimination, and one is the Senior HR Analyst responsible for the Focused
Outreach Program. That said, BHR is a bureau of highly dedicated and professional
employees, with very few performance issues, and because of the bureau’s regulatory function
may not always be appreciated citywide for the services they provide.
Since becoming the HR Director in 2012, my management philosophy has been to reduce top
down management and empower employees to take risks and make decisions without fear of
discipline if mistakes are made. This philosophy is communicated on a regular basis and
supported by the Assistant HR Director and Senior Managers. The BHR Equity Committee is
an excellent example of what empowered employees can accomplish. With minimal direction
from the HR Director, this committee surveyed employees, determined the type of trainings we
needed and wanted, set the schedule for equity training, and has conducted two all staff
trainings since the beginning of 2016, with no additional resources. In addition, we have taken
steps to create emotional safety in the workplace. Through communication trainings, starting
with the Senior Managers, in all staff meetings, and in one-on-one discussions we have
emphasized the need to reduce/eliminate harmful gossip; to engage in difficult conversations
and to be receptive to others’ concerns/criticisms. While this is a work in progress, we have
made great strides in creating a respectful and safe environment, and intend to share our efforts
and results with other City bureaus through Employer of Choice.
Employee development is a bureau-wide responsibility. Each employee in BHR has a
development plan they created, with goals for training, professional development, skill
enhancement, promotions, etc. Their manager approves the plan, creating joint responsibility
for realization. The impact is employees feel safe to honestly discuss their goals. Although BHR
has very limited funds for outside training, we have a number of programs that are cost free,
including mentoring, job shadowing, and Path to Leadership, an OMF program developed by
the BHR Training & Workforce Development Manager. Again, these efforts will be shared
citywide through Employer of Choice.
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3. Five Year Priorities 2016-2021
Vision for the Bureau
There are a number of key initiatives for BHR over the next five years. Our overarching goal is
to partner with other City bureaus to brand the City of Portland as an Employer of Choice. As
defined, the City’s goal as an Employer of Choice is to attract, develop, and retain a diverse,
culturally competent, fully engaged workforce that provides excellent customer service. As an
Employer of Choice, we are an employer whose values include public service, public trust,
equitable outcomes, diversity and inclusion, and ethical conduct. We want to attract employees
to the City because we are a value-based employer and, as competition increases, particularly
for diverse employees, our brand will become increasingly important. Employer of Choice is
also a tool for reaching across bureaus, creating a common philosophy around what the
workplace should look like and sharing programs and ideas. Attachment 2 provides an
overview of Employer of Choice.
It is critical for BHR to continue to have a strong partnership with the Office of Equity and
Human Rights and to continue to play a key role in the implementation of progressive policies
to meet the needs of a changing workforce. BHR is now, and should remain, the resource
bureaus look to for strategic assistance and consultation in managing and supporting the City’s
workforce.
BHR received funding in FY14-15 to conduct a classification/compensation study for nonrepresented employees. The last time the City conducted a comprehensive study was the end
of the 1990’s with implementation in early 2000’s. This study should be completed by the end
of 2017, with recommendations presented to City Council in early 2018. . As part of the study,
every non-represented City employee created a position description for their job. Prior to this
effort, the only descriptions the City had of an employee’s work was the broad classification
specification. Implementation of position descriptions is a major improvement to our
classification system.
BHR completed its roll out of a web-based onboarding program for new employees in FY1516. This is a strategic process designed to educate new employees on processes, procedures,
and training while socializing them in their new work environment. The new onboarding
program goes way beyond a traditional orientation of filling out new hire paperwork. Although
implemented, onboarding is on the five year priority list to ensure citywide continued buy-in and
updates as needed. One addition will be including information about City budgeting and the
“color of money to help new employees understand the City’s financial structure.
In 2012, City Council adopted a resolution for the City to become a Model Employer of persons
with disabilities. BHR is the lead bureau. Employment rates for persons with disabilities are
very low - - less than 3%; far lower than for any other group. Increased hiring and an inclusive
workplace for individuals who identify as having a disability must be a priority for the City (see
Identified Challenges).
Enhanced centralized training is another major priority over the next five years. With limited
resources, bureaus look more to BHR’s Training & Workforce Development (TWD) team to
create web-based training to meet statutory and policy mandates. As examples, TWD worked
with the Auditor’s Office to develop records management training, created child abuse training,
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is working with the City Attorney’s Office to create training on the new criminal records check
law, created and updated training on the ADA, created bias awareness training, and updated
cultural competency training as well as training on the City’s administrative rule against
discrimination, harassment, and retaliation. TWD also maintains training records and
schedules trainings citywide.
Finally, an important priority for the next five years is healthcare. One of City Council’s stated
values is to provide affordable, comprehensive healthcare for employees and their dependents.
The City offers a self-insured plan (managed by BHR’s Health & Financial Benefits team) and
an insured plan through Kaiser. Premium share is negotiated with our labor unions, and
currently employees pay only 5% of the premium. The LMBC (Labor Management Benefits
Committee) is a high functioning committee that is responsible for plan design; making
recommendations to maintain cost and to ensure we do not implement changes, as some
jurisdictions have done, that place most of the cost burden on the employees who need the
services the most. Healthy Foundations is a cutting edge one-on-one in-person chronic
disease program developed by BHR and Moda (our third party administrator) to help ease the
burden of chronic disease. In its third year, we are already seeing positive results. Claims for
program participants were 7.8% below the cohort group (those with similar health issues but
not in the Healthy Foundations Program). Expansion of this program is a priority over the next
five years.
Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
Following is a discussion of the major financial issues the Bureau of Human Resources will
address over the next five years:
General Fund
Training & Workforce Development Funding
Currently, there is insufficient funding to establish a tuition reimbursement program for City
employees. This program is needed to ensure professional development of our current
employees and to be competitive for the recruitment and retention of future employees. This
fund will need a starting balance to successfully implement this program, as well as funding for
additional staff to fully accomplish the goals of the training program including, but not limited
to, implementation of e-learning and development of key citywide trainings. $250,000 is
required to seed this fund initially. The requested funding for a Training & Development Analyst
is $120,392.
Non-Represented Classification and Compensation Funding
In FY14-15, Classification/Compensation kicked off the citywide Non-Represented
Classification and Compensation Study. Currently, the study has completed Phase I, the
development of position descriptions for each employee involved in the study. These position
descriptions will serve as the foundation for the creation of a new classification system. The
next phase, working with the consultant to develop new job families and classification
specifications, has started. The contract for professional services in support of this project is
$363,875. To date, BHR has procured the entire amount and has spent approximately
$100,000.
Model Employer of Persons with Disabilities
While BHR has primary responsibility for implementing this resolution, budget reductions in the
Diversity, Outreach and Employment Resources (DOER) staff has limited the ability to make
meaningful progress. The first survey of employees was conducted to obtain baseline
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information about how employees with disabilities perceive their treatment from the City. This
work has fallen to the HR Director, working with a sub-committee from the Portland
Commission on Disabilities, and is not sustainable if the City is to realize its goal of becoming
a Model Employer. The addition of a Program Specialist position with the primary responsibility
to implement and maintain this program is critical in order to address all components of the
resolution. Work needed includes outreach to persons with disabilities for employment,
educating City bureaus about hiring individuals with a disability, retention of those employees
who have a disability, and creating trainings and programs to ensure the work environment is
appropriate and welcoming to those who have a disability. Carryover appropriation was
approved for FY15-16, and BHR currently has a professional services contract for $38,000 with
a disability consultant to create a strategic plan, outreach, and training associated with this
program. BHR requested $103,104 for an ongoing position, entitled Disability Outreach
Coordinator. This budget request was supported by the Portland Commission on Disabilities
but was not funded in the FY16-17 budget.
Recruitment
To meet increasing demand, BHR needs at least one additional Senior Human Resources
Analyst position to assist bureaus with their recruitment needs. Two large bureaus, Parks &
Recreation and Development Services, are paying for additional recruitment positions in BHR
to meet their demands, but this does not alleviate the demands from the rest of the City. In
addition, this is not a solution for smaller bureaus that cannot afford to fund a recruitment
positon to meet their needs. An additional position would also allow the recruiters to do more
outreach work, particularly with local high schools and community colleges. The estimated
amount to fund an additional position is $120,392.
BHR Health Fund
The Health Insurance Fund covers costs incurred for medical and prescription drug claims,
claims administration, internal administration, chronic disease management, and stop-loss
insurance for the self-insured CityCore program, which is the medical coverage elected by the
majority of the City’s employees, COBRA enrollees, and retirees. The Health Insurance Fund
also covers costs incurred for the CityBasic plan that includes seasonal and other casual
employees who gain access to coverage through the Affordable Care Act or a collective
bargaining agreement. Lastly, the Fund covers costs incurred for the self-insured Dental
program elected by the majority of City employees, COBRA enrollees, and retirees.
Health Plan Funding
Health care costs are predominately measured in terms of the premiums the City pays to obtain
coverage through an insurance carrier (e.g., Kaiser) and the “premium equivalents” assessed
for the City’s self-insured health and dental plans. The City shares the costs of its medical,
dental, and vision plan offerings with full-time employees by contributing 95% of the total cost
with employees contributing the remaining 5% balance. Groups outside this funding model are
casual employees, who gain access to coverage either through the Affordable Care Act or
through other collective bargaining units that are enrolled in the CityBasic plan. The City
contributes 90% of the total cost with employees contributing the remaining 10% balance.
Members of the Portland Police Association (PPA) enrolling in the insured Kaiser option pay a
premium share that is equivalent to the difference in value between the CityNet/VSP/Delta
Dental bundled option and the participant’s election. Currently, PPA Kaiser participants do not
have a premium share contribution within some tiers (e.g., family tier). The City projects its
health fund costs over a five-year forecast period. AON Hewitt Consulting assists the City and
updates are provided every six months.
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Health Fund Reserve
The fund maintains two components to its reserves. The first component is a restricted reserve
covering the Incurred But Not Paid (IBNP) requirements. This component of the reserve is in
accordance with standard industry practice and guidelines, and includes all liability components
incurred but not yet paid. The recommended IBNP reserve is actuarially determined by AON
Hewitt Consulting, which was forecasted on June 30, 2015 to be $4.7 million. The next forecast
will be June 30, 2016. In addition to the IBNP reserve, an additional $6.4 million Risk Based
Capital (RBC) reserve has been set aside pursuant to National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC) requirements. The newly calculated RBC reserve replaces previous
reserve components (e.g., large claim and contingency). A new policy was introduced during
the FY14-15 plan year to calculate when it is appropriate to use excess reserves to moderate
future rate increases. The policy recommends targeting any reserve surplus above 125% of
RBC for use as a subsidy (buy-down) on future rate increases. Conversely, the policy also
recommends targeting any reserve deficit below 75% of the RBC as the threshold by which the
plan actuary would calculate a surcharge into future rate increases building up the RBC reserve
to a fully funded level. Large claims (including all medical and prescription claims) above
$350,000 by plan participants continue to be covered by stop loss insurance.
Health Plan Experience
In FY14-15, the City increased the premium rate by 6.4% for its self-insured medical plan, and
the total insurance premium collected from bureaus increased by approximately 6%. The
slightly lower overall revenue growth was due in part to a 0% increase in the self-insured dental
plan rate. Additionally, the City’s self-insured enrollment increased 1.1% between FY 2013-14
and FY14-15. In FY14-15, the City experienced lower-than-expected self-insured medical
utilization, which resulted in the medical loss ratio (MLR) dropping from 98% in FY 2013-14 to
93% in FY14-15. As a result of better than expected MLR, the medical and dental plan rates
did not increase in FY15-16. FY15-16 budgeted plan total costs are projected to increase by
9.3% above last year’s actual costs of $46.8 million. The level of exposure to catastrophic
claims for injury and illness appears to have flattened out after sharp increases in FY11-12 and
FY12-13, along with a slight decline in some chronic conditions and moderation of medical
claims. Although the City has experienced lower medical claims over the last two years, in part
due to fewer larger claims, health care costs are vulnerable to catastrophic illnesses or
accidents and the City could see an increase in medical claims in the upcoming years.
Prescription drug costs continue to increase at a much faster rate than medical trends and
inflation. The City will address these costs with anticipated plan design changes over the next
two plan years. Based on the most recent forecast, updated in September 2014, AON Hewitt
Consulting anticipates a rate increase of about 6% for medical plans in FY16-17 and anticipates
the average annual growth to be 6.3% over the five-year forecast period. The City will continue
to pursue effective chronic disease management programs and evaluate plan design options
to reward employees for healthy behaviors as a strategy to moderate future cost growth. The
projected FY16-17 rate increase and annual growth assumptions by AON Hewitt Consulting
does not include calculated reserve subsidies, and due to those reserves rates will not increase
in the FY16-17 plan year for the second year in a row.
Identified Challenges
Becoming an Employer of Choice will be a challenge if resources are not available to
accomplish key goals.
• First, Council’s goal for the City to become a Model Employer of persons with disabilities is
a challenge without funding for one position responsible for focused outreach to attract more
candidates who identify as having a disability and to create and provide trainings to ensure
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•

•

•

our workplace provides a welcome and inclusive environment for this employee
demographic.
Second, attracting and retaining the new workforce will be a challenge if the City is unable
to provide a comprehensive training program, key to employee development and
engagement. In addition due to the pace of change, the HR Business Partners need to be
more available to bureaus to meet their increasing demands, which means more time for
consultation and bureau-specific training.
Third, despite efficiencies gained through NeoGov and other improvements in recruitment
processes, absent additional funding at best BHR will tread water; meaning we might be
able to keep up with demand (although we will not be as responsive as bureaus would like)
but it will be difficult with existing resources to implement new programs such as a Pathways
to Work program with our public schools and community colleges.
Fourth, we do not use our data and HR analytics as effectively as we could to assess
effectiveness of current programs and to provide important information to bureaus, such as
turnover rates. Again, this is a resource issue for BHR.
Lastly, there are a number of challenges for healthcare, including the excise tax, future
changes to the Affordable Healthcare Act that could burden our health plan, and Oregon
legislative risks to pharmacy rules, to name just a few.
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4. Industry Trends
What are the primary exogenous forces shaping our work?
Changes in workforce demographics: as the workforce becomes more diverse and younger
while continuing to value older workers (the 65 and older demographic is predicted to be nearly
25% of the workforce by 2015). The incoming workforce will have different and specific
expectations of the City as an employer such as work life balance, including paid time off and
flexible schedules; changes to the physical environment including work stations and dress
codes; a workplace culture that supports all aspects of diversity, not just race and gender; how
our work gets done, including impact of technology solutions, social media, remote workers;
and job-specific career development and advancement opportunities.
Legislative mandates: such as increased minimum wage, veterans’ preference, changes to
leave laws, and criminal records checks, requiring increased training to ensure compliance with
increasingly complex employment laws. The demand for 24/7 responsiveness for all aspects
of services will require the City to leverage rapidly evolving technology.
How are we responding to these forces?
What does the City need to do better to prepare for inevitable changes?
• Employer of Choice: to leverage the City as desirable and competitive employment and as
an employer that meets the demands of the changing workforce. The City needs an
overarching approach to respond to these forces; maintaining a silo approach will not be
successful.
• Centralized Training: creating a comprehensive approach to learning is crucial. The City
has traditionally relied on “one-off” training programs within bureau silos which results in
duplication of effort, extra cost, and uneven outcomes - - and as not necessarily responsive
to the needs of a changing workforce.
• Technology Solutions: including key components like new cloud solutions for learning
management, performance management, and succession planning. The technology is
available but will take resources to implement.
• Performance Management: the City should move away from traditional backward-facing
performance management and move to forward-facing, continuous coaching and employee
development; again this is what the new workforce will demand. Adapting a citywide digital
solution for performance management supports Employer of Choice and provides a
structured and predictable approach for employees and for succession planning based on
demonstrated employee performance and competencies.
• HR Analytics - - better use will help to inform and shape the City’s responses to a changing
workforce.
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5. Succession Plan and Leadership Development
Within BHR we use a talent development plan and individual development plans as part of our
succession planning. Under the talent development plan, Senior Managers rate employees on
various competencies to assess leadership capabilities. This plan, coupled with an employee’s
own development plan, helps guide individualized training and mentoring to prepare identified
employees for promotional and leadership opportunities within BHR. These tools also help
employees enhance their skills for opportunities outside BHR and the City if that is necessary
to meet their professional goals. In addition to training opportunities, we offer job shadowing
and mentoring to help employees prepare for the next step in their careers.
Each HR Senior Manager has either identified a person who may be able to take their place,
and is preparing that individual, or recognizes that we may need to look outside the organization
to fill their particular leadership role. In some cases, the transition is years in the making.
The City’s approach to succession planning and leadership development is fragmented. The
Employer of Choice Champions Circle, a cross section of employees citywide committed to
implementing Employer of Choice, provides an ongoing and formal opportunity to share bureau
programs which will reduce fragmentation and duplication of efforts. .BHR is currently piloting
Path to Leadership, a very successful leadership development program for a citywide cohort
of employees. Participation requires approval by the bureau director. The goal will be to
continue the program to provide a more uniform approach to leadership development, but will
require leveraging resources citywide to do so. Finally, the HR Business Partners also assist
their assigned bureaus with succession planning and leadership development.
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6. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
Current Collaboration
The Employer of Choice Champions Circle, comprised of employees from many bureaus and
offices, serves as an informational source and sounding board for programs and initiatives that
can best serve the City’s workforce.
BHR partners with the Office of Equity and Human Rights on a regular basis, including active
participation with the Government Alliance for Race and Equity (GARE), implementation of new
initiatives such as the Charles Jordan Standard, and required reporting on temporary
appointments.
BHR collaborates with the City Budget Office (CBO) on all labor costing for collective bargaining
agreements and is partnering with CBO on a process improvement initiative; looking at payroll
and other processes in the HR & Payroll Services program (this will be based on the Denver
Peak Model, a Lean Six Sigma process improvement approach adapted for government and
municipal employers).
HR & Payroll Services works closely with the Enterprise Business Systems office and the
Bureau of Technology Services on the implementation of new software, such as HCM
processes and forms and other modifications in SAP necessitated by changes in our labor
agreements and City policies.
Training & Workforce Development works collaboratively with other bureaus to develop
trainings to carry out their mission, such as the recent records management training developed
with the Auditor’s Office.
The HR Director meets monthly with the Directors of the City Budget Office, the Office of Equity
and Human Rights, and the Bureau of Internal Business Systems, and has a citywide presence
consulting with all Bureau Directors as requested.
The HR Director also meets monthly with each of the City’s labor leaders, which fosters trust
and collaboration. The Labor Management Benefits Committee (LMBC) meets monthly and is
staffed by BHR. This committee, made up of management representatives from a variety of
bureaus and each labor union, addresses plan design changes in our self-insured health
benefits plan.
Because BHR is a central service provider, our staff work with all City bureaus on a variety of
strategic initiatives. For example, the HR Business Partners regularly assist their assigned
bureaus with organizational development, including reorganizations. Labor Relations staff
consult with the operating bureaus prior to contract negotiations to ascertain their “pain points”
in current language and desired changes.
Potential Collaboration
• Work more closely with the Office of Neighborhood Involvement on outreach activities,
especially to persons who identify as having a disability.
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•

Be more directly involved with City Equity Managers as a group, both to ensure citywide
consistency and to share programs and trainings, particularly since not every bureau has
an Equity Manager.
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BUREAU OF INTERNAL BUSINESS SERVICES
1. Mission of Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
The Bureau of Internal Business Services was established under section 3.15.020 of the City Charter to provide
fleet, facilities, risk management, and printing and distribution services to City bureaus.
BIBS is based on a Shared Service Center model which reduce costs by consolidating multi-functions used by
the City into a shared operation. The historic downturn in the economy intensified pressures on City
operations to become more cost-effective in the short-term and make strategic choices that will help the
organization become more efficient in the long-term while enhancing customer satisfaction. BIBS’ Shared
Services Center model addresses these challenges. In addition, this business model allows City bureaus to
focus more resources on achieving their core missions.
CityFleet provides professional and technical services for municipal fleet vehicles and specialized equipment to
meet both the day-to-day needs of the City and to handle emergency events. CityFleet's key programs include
new additions and replacement equipment, maintenance and repair, parts and fuel, lease and rental
equipment, body and paint, and the motor pool. CityFleet performs work on a technologically diverse fleet of
over 3,050 units valued at approximately $115 million.
Facilities Services maintains approximately 3.5 million square feet of buildings and properties including Police
precincts, office buildings, labs, parking structures, emergency services, radio towers, and the Bull Run
headworks facilities. In addition to operating and maintaining these facilities, the division manages new
construction and major renovations, provides strategic space planning and master planning services for
bureaus, and offers property management services and brokerage expertise.
Risk Management minimizes the City's financial risk while creating and promoting a safe work environment.
Risk Management administers the City's self-insured general liability, fleet liability, and workers'
compensation, and manages the City's insurance portfolio, including property, excess workers compensation,
and excess liability insurance. Risk Management advises and assists bureaus in managing risk of injury involving
employees, City property, and the public.
Printing & Distribution (P&D) provides centralized reproduction and mailing services to the City, other
agencies, and the general public. Printing & Distribution supports bureaus' cost-control efforts through
ongoing consultation services and ensures the City's printing and mailing standards are used on all projects.
In FY2015-16, an internal reorganization moved positions from Facilities and CityFleet in order to create a
bureau-wide administrative support team. The BIBS Administration Team provides overall oversight and
support to the four divisions through policy and program development, planning and coordination, project
support, and standardization of practices across divisions to ensure seamless service delivery that meets or
exceeds our customers’ diverse needs. The BIBS Administration Team is also responsible for management and
allocation of bureau resources and championing continuous improvement efforts. The cost of the Director's
Office is allocated to the four divisions.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
To help ensure equal access to programs, services and activities, the Office of Management & Finance will reasonably
modify policies/procedures and provide auxiliary aids/services to persons with disabilities upon request.
www.portlandonline.com/omf/operations
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2.

Summary Overview of Bureau’s Work 2006-2016

a. Execution of Strategic Plans
The OMF 2012-2017 Strategic Plan was built around four strategic themes: Quality Customer Service,
Operational Excellence, Financial Sustainability, and Workforce Development. The following section highlights
the Bureau’s work in each of these areas since the plan’s adoption.
Strategic Theme 1: Quality Customer Service
The bureau has standing periodic meetings with its customers, including Fleet Liaison, Safety Partnership
Outreach Team, Portland Property Management Committee, and City and County Facilities and Fleet meetings.
The purpose of these customer meetings is to address issues that affect customer operations and productivity.
The issues could be positive, or they could be challenges that may adversely impact customer operations. In
addition, as we develop our budget it is important to understand customer’s priorities and expectations. We
reach out to bureaus to understand the services/products that are most important to them to determine how
best to prioritize our resources.
As discussed in further detail under Performance Metrics below, in order to improve transparency with our
customers, dashboards for reporting performance metrics to management, City Council, internal and external
stakeholders are currently under development and will be published online in 2016.
Strategic Theme 2: Operational Excellence
CityFleet
CityFleet is a Certified Fleet Management Operation (CFMO) by the Government Fleet Management Alliance
which certifies that the operation is industry-competitive. In 2011, CityFleet was named the #1 Fleet in North
America, and for 2012-2016 achieved Government Fleet Magazine's Elite Fleet for upholding a high standard of
excellence. CityFleet has also recently received CLEANFleet certification by the Coalition for Green Fleet
Management and was also awarded the Fleet Masters Award by the Government Fleet Management Alliance
for obtaining CFMO and Tier 5 (the highest level possible) certification. Portland’s was the first municipal fleet
in the country to achieve this certification.
CityFleet is in the design phase for replacement of five fuel stations across the city and installation of a new
fuel station at the Jerome Sears facility and at a yet-to-be-determined east-side location. In close partnership
with Facilities Services’ Strategic Planning team and the Bureau of Transportation, CityFleet recently
completed work on the Municipal Service Center Master Plan RFP.
Other significant achievements include acquiring and outfitting approximately 80 new Ford Interceptor Utility
vehicles - a new style vehicle - for the Police Bureau, and implementing and integrating a new KeyValet system
that allows automated motor pool key dispensing.
Facilities Services
In recent years, the construction project management team successfully delivered several major projects,
including the following:
• Emergency Communications Center
• 1998 GO bond fire station new
construction and renovations
• Police Training Complex
• PSU Archives & Records Center
• Fire Station 21
The Property Management team identified alternative sites for the Fire Bureau logistics center, facilitated the
move of the mounted police unit facility from Centennial Mills to a private facility, and is assisting with plans to
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move the unit back to the re-developed Centennial Mills site in two years. The Jerome Sears Westside
Emergency Operations Center was acquired and opened in 2014. In 2015, a private inholding at the Kelly
Building parking lot was purchased to ensure for more efficient police operations. Two fireboat slips were
purchased at Columbia Point in May 2016 for exclusive use of Portland Fire and Rescue. The property
management team has also been instrumental in securing the new location for the R2DToo facility, and has
worked in partnership with the Mayor’s Office and Multnomah County to identify sites for other homeless
shelters and alternative sleeping arrangements throughout 2015 and 2016.
The Operations & Maintenance team of 15 facilities maintenance technicians completes approximately 7,000
scheduled and unscheduled work orders annually across approximately 50 facilities with a maintained space
per technician that is 2-4 times the industry norm. Despite major maintenance funding that is only 40% of
industry standard, the majority of buildings in the Facilities Services portfolio are maintained in fair or better
condition according to a recently completed building condition assessment. However, as verified by the
assessment, the maintenance backlog is growing and major maintenance funding and staffing levels will need
to be increased in order to prevent further deterioration of the City’s facilities. In response, Facilities Services
is developing a long-term asset management plan and corresponding resource requirements for the FY17-18
budget. Several years ago, the operations team also took the lead to develop the City-wide civil rights plan and
ADA transition plan, both of which are now being managed by OEHR.
In 2015, a Strategic Planning program was formed within Facilities Services to enable the City to better utilize
existing facilities and plan for future needs. The group assists bureaus with their long-range facility master
planning and site development activities, and supports resource management activities to meet Climate Action
Plan goals. Current projects include development of a joint CityFleet/PBOT Municipal Service Center and site
plan development for a relocated Fire Bureau logistics center. Strategic Planning is also responsible for the
Portland Building Reconstruction and Jerome Sears Westside Emergency Operations Center space planning.
Strategic Planning includes a Resource Management program, which was created to reduce energy and water
consumption and waste generation of City buildings in order meet Climate Action Plan goals, reduce cost, and
improve occupant comfort. This program includes ongoing and active participation in the Energy Trust of
Oregon’s Strategic Energy Management program and federal government’s EnergyStar program.
Risk Management
Significant Accomplishments over the last several years include the following:
• In 2013, Risk implemented a new Risk Management Information System (ClearSight) to replace an
obsolete system. ClearSight is specialized software to collect, track and analyze data on claims, losses
and other major risk functions. The division successfully transitioned 30 years of data into the new
system. In support of this investment, Risk replaced an existing position with a Management Analyst
who will enable Risk to maximize use of specialized risk information software, conduct data analysis
and trending, develop useful reports for City bureaus and assist staff in improving electronic file
documentation.
• Risk’s Property Protection Program provides focused loss prevention outreach efforts to property
owning bureaus. Three major focus areas: Human Element, employee protocols to reduce likelihood of
fire; Post Quake Fire Suppression technologies such as increased sprinkler bracing and Natural Gas
Shut Off valves; and, Engineering Loss Control recommendation analysis and acceptance process. In
addition to a program already in place for Oregon-based City employees, Risk will be using a vendor to
access the Washington driver record system to monitor the driving records of City employees who
reside in Washington. This will help identify and mitigate potential property and liability risks to the
City.
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Between 2012 and 2015, City Risk Loss Prevention rebuilt its OSHA required safety program audit
process and completed a first round of reviews of major bureaus’ employee safety programs. The
initial review of written safety programs resulted in 248 compliance related findings. Additionally, 44
site visits resulted in 661 findings and 115 best practice recommendations.
In FY15-16, Risk Management worked with the Fire Bureau to find a new partner to provide 24/7
coverage to triage city employees who are exposed to blood borne pathogens.
Risk continues to administer the annual flu shot program for City employees. In 2015, the program
administered 2,112 doses at 42 clinics. 30 of those clinics were staffed with 9 volunteer nurses who
collectively donated in excess of 200 hours of time. Volunteers came from American Red Cross,
Medical Reserve Corps of Washington County, and the Oregon State Association of Occupational
Health Nurses.
Partnering with County Public Health to distribute medical countermeasures to City employees in
response to a bioterrorism attack. Three City bureaus (OMF, Police and BOEC) are prepared to stand
up a POD within 12 hours.
Implemented Medical Bill Review using functionality of the new risk information system. This function
allows the City to reduce medical costs related to workers’ compensation claims.
Integrated sworn police and fire employees into the City’s Workers’ Compensation program during
their first six months of employment.
Implemented subrogation services which involves outreach to bureaus to encourage property damage
reporting, training and resources for bureaus to document damage, and focus efforts on insurance
recovery events. Typical annual recoveries average $800,000.
Developed system to comply with federal CMS reporting requirements for Medicare eligible claimants.
Developed staff to perform physical demand analysis of jobs performed by injured workers to enhance
return to work and enable maximum state reimbursement, typically about $250,000 annually.

Printing & Distribution
P&D and the BIBS Administration Team recently completed a 5-year plan which concluded that the current
business model continues to provide City bureaus with a level of service, convenience, and quality at a cost
lower than private-sector offerings at the scale required by the City. P&D’s copy center rate, in-bureau copy
rate, and shop rate are lower than private-sector alternatives, and productivity continues to rise. Traditional
print volumes are expected to decline over the long term as technologies change, however, population growth
and the resulting growth in City government are expected to dampen that effect resulting in overall flat
volumes in the five year time horizon.
Strategic Theme 3: Financial Sustainability
The bureau continues to look for ways to reduce operating costs, and has leveraged its expertise to develop
strategic partnerships with other governmental agencies to maximize effectiveness, funding sustainability and
capacity building. These partnerships allow us to provide costs savings to City customers by spreading the cost
of staff and facilities to a larger customer pool. CityFleet and P&D maintain close partnerships with
Multnomah County, Portland Public Schools, Metro, and other local government agencies and non-profits
receiving government funding.
CityFleet, Facilities Services, Printing & Distribution
Every three years OMF Business Operations manages a study by an outside consultant of selected rates its
internal service funds charge customers. The consultant reviews the methodologies and techniques for
preparing selected rates. The rates selected are ones that are readily comparable with outside organizations,
both from the private sector and public sector. The consultant confirms the rates are comparable and analyzes
how well the City rates compare. The consultant makes recommendations on rate methodologies and
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processes for preparing rates. The study documents how cost competitive the internal services funds are with
the private sector and other public sector organizations. The rate study completed in 2015 showed that
internal service rates for CityFleet, Facilities Services, and Printing & Distribution are calculated appropriately
and competitive with private sector rates.
Risk Management
Risk Management contracts with an outside actuarial consultant for the preparation of an actuarial study for
its two self-insured insurance programs, insurance and claims and workers’ compensation. The study provides
Risk Management with forecasted claims costs and reserve requirements. The consultant recommends a
range of reserve levels needed to cover outstanding incurred liabilities. The range of estimates is produced by
calculating reserves at various confidence levels (i.e., the probability that actual losses will not exceed the
reserve level). The fund's reserves are currently forecasted at a discounted confidence level of 75%.
Interagency revenues to fund the two programs are projected on a five-year basis so that, by year five, the
fund will arrive at the required claims reserve forecasted for the fifth year by the actuary. This five-year
smoothing of interagency rates is designed to mitigate large fluctuations in rates from year to year.
Strategic Theme 4: Workforce Development
Please refer to section 5 for additional Information on Succession Planning & Learning & Development Planning
Path to Leadership Pilot Program
In support of the City’s Employer of Choice initiative, BIBS is partnering with other OMF bureaus to pilot a 12month program for high-performing non-managers or newly appointed managers. The program includes
coursework, mentorship, and a capstone project.
FMT Apprenticeship Program
The FY 2015-16 Adopted Budget added a facilities maintenance technician apprenticeship program to meet
additional Bureau of Development Services (BDS) facility needs. The program’s aim is to provide opportunities
for women and minorities who are under-represented in the trades. BDS will fund the program, and Facilities
Services is working in partnership with PCC’s METRO apprenticeship program.
Worker Safety
Safety incidents are costly not just in terms of workers’ compensation claims, but also in terms of reduced
productivity and the resources required for incident investigation and resolution, not to mention the human
toll on employees who are injured in the workplace and the effects on their colleagues. Risk Management’s
Safety and Loss Prevention program is focused on creating a workplace safety culture. The program is
responsible for ensuring City-wide development, implementation and maintenance of safety and health
programs to control and minimize hazards that could result in injury or illness to the City’s workforce of
approximately 6,000 employees. This program works with all City bureaus to perform risk assessments of
facilities and operations, and recommend solutions which minimize risk of injury or illness to our employees.
Other Strategic Plans
In addition to the four strategic themes developed for OMF’s 2012-2017 Strategic Plan, two other significant
developments are important to mention:
Climate Action Plan
The 2015 Climate Action Plan (CAP) outlines the actions the City and County will take in the next five
years to keep Portland on the path towards reducing carbon emissions to 20 percent of 1990 levels by
2050, and requires specific actions in order to meet 2030 interim objectives. Because buildings
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represent 96% of OMF’s sector-based emissions, the BIBS Administration team took the lead on
development of the OMF Climate Action Plan which was adopted by OMF management in July 2015.
The CAP requires City and County operations to reduce emissions by 53% from FY 2006-07 levels by
2030. In order to meet this objective, Facilities Services’ Resource Management group within the
Strategic Planning office worked in partnership with the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability to
implement EnergyCAP utility management software for its City-owned buildings and facilities,
including the City’s three primary office buildings, the ECC and PCC, Union Station, all Police facilities
and SmartPark garages, and a host of other facilities.
Additionally, CityFleet has exceeded the Council objective of a 20% electric sedan fleet by the end of
FY15-16, and continues to prioritize low-carbon fuels such as biodiesel and renewable diesel. CityFleet
promotes and facilitates the use of electric, plug-in hybrid and hybrid vehicles for new or replacement
vehicle purchases whenever they meet the needs of City bureaus, and provides the latest in electric
vehicle technical training and other new technologies to its staff of highly trained technicians. In
support of increased demand for electric vehicles, early in 2016 thirteen charging stations were
installed at the CityFleet Motor Pool located at First and Jefferson. By the end of 2016, 40 new 220volt and 2 “quick-charge” 440-volt charging stations will be installed at the 1900 Building garage for
the Bureau of Development Services.
Racial Equity Plan
The Portland Plan describes equity as having been achieved “when everyone has access to the
opportunities necessary to satisfy their essential needs, advance their well-being and achieve their full
potential”. The BIBS Equity and Inclusion Team recently completed work on a 5-year racial equity plan
for the bureau. The plan details 21 actions the bureau will undertake over the next five years to
achieve equity in the bureau’s culture, programs, hiring and contracting procedures and all other
business processes. Metrics to measure our progress on those 21 actions are under development.

b. Performance Measures
BIBS is in the process of building a performance management system for its divisions. It is a multi-year
process, and newly adopted budget metrics represented one step in its evolution. One component of this
system is monthly performance reporting on metrics that the BIBS management team identified as the most
relevant and timely for budget stakeholders, best reflect Council and bureau priorities, and are meaningful for
communicating bureau performance. The bureau is in the process of identifying and agreeing on additional
metrics, gathering, analyzing and validating metrics data, and developing a repeatable and sustainable process
for calculating and reporting the metrics on an ongoing basis. In order to improve transparency with our
customers, dashboards for reporting performance metrics to management, City Council, and internal and
external customers are currently under development and will be published online in the near future.
CityFleet
CityFleet’s metrics specifically address recent Council priorities related to the climate action plan (fleet EV
conversion, fleet efficiency, and alternative fuel use) and utilization of our fleet (so the City is not purchasing
vehicles it doesn’t need). FY16-17 Adopted Budget Metrics include the following:
• Percentage of sedans that are electric or plug-in hybrid (KPM)
• Percent change in sedan class unleaded fuel use over the prior year
• Percentage of vehicles meeting industry utilization standards
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Facilities Services
Facilities Services’ metrics specifically address the deteriorating condition of OMF-owned and maintained
buildings due to an underfunded maintenance program, as well as the climate action plan directive to reduce
building energy use (gas & electric metrics were combined into a single energy metric to be consistent with
BPS and industry-standard energy reporting). FY16-17 Adopted Budget Metrics include the following:
• Percentage of OMF owned City facilities (excluding spectator facilities) maintained in good or better
condition (KPM)
• Major maintenance funding as a percent of 3% replacement value industry best practice
• Change in energy use per gross square foot (kBTU/SqFt) for OMF owned buildings over the prior three
year average
The City of Portland is largely self-insured and the Risk Management metrics represent the three large risk
areas for the City (general, auto, and workers comp). Claims cost is a good bottom-line indicator of how the
City is managing its risk and highlights a favorable trend for the City. Claims cost, count, and severity (average
cost per claim) are tracked on a monthly basis at the bureau and cause code level. We are comparing against
the average historical trend because claims can be volatile from year to year. FY16-17 Adopted Budget Metrics
include the following:
• Change in the cost of general liability claims over the prior four year average (KPM)
• Change in the cost of fleet liability claims over the prior four years
• Change in the cost of workers’ compensation claims over the prior four years
Printing & Distribution
P&D’s metrics address three important facets of that business model as traditional printing declines over the
long run: competitiveness, productivity, and a sustainable financial business model. Volume data was
consolidated into a single productivity metric, highlighting a positive trend for the business. FY16-17 Adopted
Budget Metrics include the following:
• Basic copy center rate as a percentage of private sector rate (KPM)
• Total annual print shop production per FTE (copy center sheets, press impressions, digital color prints)
• Operating capital reserve contributions as a percent of revenues

c. Budget Decisions
CityFleet
Additions
• Added $191,164 to purchase fuel software to enable CityFleet to better manage the City’s inventory
• Added $100,000 for fuel station tank for the 1st & Jefferson Garage to dispense Biodiesel
• Added Stores Supervisor 1 position
• Added Vehicle Mechanic position
• Remove and replace fuel station and three fuel tanks at Stanton and Kerby with updated double
walled tanks per DEQ requirements
• Added $13,806,424 to replace five fuel stations (Columbia Boulevard Wastewater Treatment Plant, 1st
and Jefferson, Interstate Yard, Kelly Building, and Parks Mt. Tabor Yard) and add two new fuel stations
(Jerome Sears Facility and a location to be determined on the Eastside)
Reductions
• In FY 2011-12 reduced operating reserves by $133,545 and transferred to customers’ funds
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Changed bio-diesel fuel to allowable stock bio-diesel instead of preferred stock canola oil. Also,
reduced bio-diesel from B50 blend to B20. Total of both packages reduced budget by $591,704.
With bureaus reduced vehicle operating budgets (fuel, repairs and maintenance, and replacement
rate) and quantity of vehicles. Total reductions were $1,017,817 over several years

Facilities
Additions
• Relocate Police Property Warehouse and add operations and maintenance costs
• Construct new Archives and Records Center and add operations and maintenance costs
• Construct new Emergency Coordination Center and add operations and maintenance costs
• Construct new Police Training Center and add operations and maintenance costs
• Purchase Multnomah County’s interest in Kelly Building
• Coordinated campsite cleanup program ($450,000, including one position)
• One-time Homeless Campsite and Shelter program ($690,000, including 2 limited–term positions)
• Reconstruct Portland Building ($195 million)
• Added two Facilities Maintenance Technician positions
• Added two Strategic Planning/Asset Management positions
• Increased major maintenance funding by $344,000
Reductions
• In FY 2011-12 reduced operating reserves by $518,248 and transferred to customers funds
• Eliminated 1.5 administrative positions
• Reduced building operations budgets (security, janitorial, operations, etc) by $474,000
Risk Management
Additions
• In FY 2007-08 added $26,338 ongoing for flu shots for City employees program
• In FY 2009-10 added $500,000 one-time for implementation of a Risk Management Information
System
Reductions
• In FY 2012-13 eliminated an Office Support Specialist position
• In FY 2012-13 reduced second layer of excess insurance coverage in self-insurance programs of Insurance
and Claims and Workers Compensation ($200,000)
• In FY 2013-14 reduced Insurance and Claims Fund reserves by $4,271,000 and transferred to customers
funds
• In FY 2013-14 eliminated an Administrative Supervisor position
Printing & Distribution
Additions
• P&D has not requested additional budget appropriation over the last 10 years
Reductions
• In FY 2011-12 reduced operating and capital reserves by $482,150 and transferred to customers funds
• In FY 2012-13 reduced operating reserve by $61,538 and transferred to customers funds
• In FY 2010-11 eliminated a Reprographic Operator 1 position
• In FY 2011-12 eliminated a Reprographic Operator 1 position
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In FY 2012-13 eliminated a Reprographic Operator 2 and Distribution Tech position
In FY 2013-14 eliminated a Mail/Microfilm/Copy Services Manager position

d. Outstanding Labor Issues
Over half of BIBS employees are represented employees, including Fleet Mechanics, Facilities Technicians,
and Office Support. In the recent past, the most stressing issue was due to revenue shortfalls and budget
cuts. Looking ahead, the most pressing issue is the tightness in the local labor market due to the
recovering economy and the surge of baby boomer retirements. Retirements are expected to peak
nationally in 2022, but BIBS has already felt the effects of losing several key personnel to retirement over
the last several years.
It is the policy of the City of Portland that employees performing certain categories of work under formal
contracts for janitorial services, for security services, and for parking garage attendant services with the
City of Portland be guaranteed a minimum fair wage. The fiscal year 2015-16 minimum wage was $15 per
hour. The yearly minimum hourly wage rate for covered services is anticipated to be adjusted annually by
the change in the Portland-Salem OR WA CPI-W as provided by the City Economist.
Annually, the bureau is required to conduct a fleet utilization analysis, including City vehicles and take
home vehicles. November 1988, Council passed Resolution #34485 establishing a process for reporting
employees authorized to travel in City vehicles between work and their personal residences. The City has
not recently reviewed the cost/benefit and equity aspects concerning take home vehicles. The findings of a
comprehensive review could have labor related issues.

e. Local and Regional Partners
CityFleet
• City of Milwaukie
• Housing Authority of Portland
• Multnomah County
• Portland Community College
Facilities
• Portland Development Commission
• Multnomah County

•
•
•

Portland Public Schools
Portland State University
US Marshal Service

•
•

Portland State University
Amtrak

Risk Management
• State of Oregon Workers’ Compensation Division
• State of Oregon Insurance Division (regulator for self-insured auto liability)
• OR-OSHA (regulator of employee safety and health)
• Multnomah County Health Department: Public Health Medical Director, Infectious Disease Program
• American Red Cross
• Washington County Medical Reserve Corps
• Oregon State Chapter- Association of Occupational Health Nurses: Volunteer RNs for Flu Clinics
• Portland Adventist Hospital: 24/7 Blood Borne Pathogen Triage Hotline for City employees
Printing & Distribution
• Oregon Health Sciences University
• Housing Authority of Portland

•
•
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Lake Oswego Fire
Metropolitan Service District

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Multnomah County
Oregon Zoo Foundation
Portland Development Commission
Portland State University

State Of Oregon
City of Troutdale
Neighborhood associations

f. Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
Our culture, and our success, is built on collaboration and broad participation in our decision-making
processes with our customers, employees, and other stakeholders. Through open and active
communication, transparency, accountability and employee engagement and empowerment we are better
positioned to achieve our goals. This philosophy allows us to leverage our staffing resources and maximize
our capacity to meet and exceed customer expectations.
Please see section five for more information on succession planning for key leadership positions.
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3. Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
CityFleet
CityFleet Maintenance Facility
The current CityFleet maintenance facility is outdated, poorly configured, and does not efficiently meet the
needs of fleet operations. The facility provides only a fraction of the required workspace, and is in need of
major repairs. A new Municipal Service Center (MSC) would consolidate similar City services, improve
efficiency, lower costs, and better serve our community. CityFleet is partnering with PBOT on a feasibility
study. The study is funded, but the project is not.
CityFleet Fuel Stations
CityFleet is in the planning and design phase of an approved $12 million cash and debt financed project to
replace fueling stations at Columbia Wastewater Treatment Plant, First Avenue Garage, Mt. Tabor, Interstate,
and the Kelly Building and construct two new stations. The two new stations are at the Jerome Sears facility
and a site to be determined on the east side.
Electric Vehicles
CityFleet continues to implement green initiatives, including use of alternative fuel for the entire diesel fleet
and implementing hybrid and electric technologies. The Climate Action Plan required feasible fleet vehicles to
be 20% electric by the year 2030. To accelerate the City’s efforts in reducing emissions, the 2015 Climate
Action Plan advanced the requirement for 20% of the sedan fleet to be electric or plug-in hybrid by the end of
FY 2015-16, for a total of 86 out of 421 vehicles. Vehicle purchases will be through CityFleet’s replacement
program as gas powered vehicles are replaced. The funding of charging stations is being addressed with
bureaus and building/garage owners.
Facilities Services
Major Maintenance
Facilities Services collection for major maintenance reserve continues to be inadequate to meet the growing
major maintenance needs of the facilities. Overall, Facilities Services rental rates now collect only 0.9% of
building replacement value each year for major maintenance. This is down from prior years, and below the
industry standard of 3%. This decrease reflects rapidly escalating costs to replace buildings (over regular
inflation), increasing number of new facilities, increasing only the major maintenance component of rental
rates at the level of inflation, increasing age of inventory and cutting major maintenance collections or keeping
it flat.
Facilities Services Systems
Facilities Services and EBS are in the planning phase of a project to implement the City’s SAP Enterprise Asset
Management module as the solution to replace the unsupported work order and preventive maintenance
planning system, establish an inventory system, and establish a property management and real estate system
to manager properties, vendor contracts for those properties, leases, rents, and property taxes.
Portland Building Reconstruction Project
While the Portland Building reconstruction project is funded, it will be a large effort for the City and Facilities
Services.
Jerome Sears Building (Westside Emergency Operations Center)
The City took possession of the former US Army Reserve Center in July 2012. Facilities is in the process of
working with City bureaus on an overall master plan, with a financing package element, to develop the site for
specific bureau use and for emergency operations.
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Proposed New Building in Partnership with PSU
The City and PSU have a Tenanting Partnership which states, “the City will lease a minimum of 30,000 square
feet of office space in a to-be-constructed or remodeled PSU building.” Facilities Services is leading the City’s
efforts in the development of this facility. The first major step will be to conduct a preliminary site and
building analysis to determine the size and scope of the building, the COP’s space needs, and other building
requirements needed to meet City policies and regulations.
Mounted Patrol Unit
Currently, portions of the building and docks are being deconstructed. MPU vacated the property in April 2015.
Facilities, working with PDC and the Police Bureau, developed a new construction option on a property owned
by PDC located in part under the Broadway Bridge and adjoining the Union Station property. Facilities is also
looking for other options, and working to determine funding options. It is expected that MPU will reoccupy the
remaining portion of the Centennial Mill property and arena once all demolition has been completed and
services are restored to the building.
Portland, Oregon Sign
The Portland, Oregon Sign is owned by the City of Portland. Annual maintenance costs are offset by revenues
paid for use of the trademark on limited merchandise and media. The BIBS Administration Team currently
administers the sign and is actively engaged in seeking partnerships that maximize the value of the iconic sign
for the City.
Printing & Distribution
Technological Change
Technological changes will continue to be a major issue for the fund over the next five years. It is important for
Printing & Distribution (P&D) to keep current with new technologies, as well as have the ability to finance and
implement them in order to continue providing customers with a high level of service. The ongoing upgrade
and replacement of production systems, which the financial plan assumes, will facilitate this effort.
Right-Sizing Organization as a Result of Reduced Customer Demand
The P&D business is changing as content that used to be printed is now made available online, and an
increasing number of communications are now done through email and social media rather than through the
U.S. Mail. Additionally, technologies like microfilm are being transferred to digital mediums where they can be
accessed online. Due to these changes, P&D has reduced its administrative costs through staff attrition and
reduced space rental. P&D is monitoring how staff capacity can better match customer work order demands.
Risk Management
Confidence Levels
Actuarial reserve targets, as well as the projections of ultimate costs and planned payments, are all based on
the environment in which the Risk funds currently operate. As a result, they do not address:
• Changes to covered individuals.
• Changes in the medical use and the cost of new technologies.
• Legislation affecting statutory benefits, immunities, defenses, or statutory caps.
• Changes in interpretations of statutes by the courts.
• Shifting economic conditions, including changes in the insurance market.
• Claim settlement patterns.
• Internal changes in claims management.
Unknowns such as these are normally addressed by monitoring reserves’ confidence levels. In the Workers’
Compensation Fund, the 75% confidence level has proven adequate to cover the change in exposure adding
sworn police and fire personnel during the first six months of employment (effective 2013), the City’s first on-
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the-job death claim (filed in FY 2012-13), the higher self-insured retention (effective 2012), changes in the
State’s Workers’ Compensation payroll assessment, and insurance premium increases.
In the Insurance and Claims Fund, 80% confidence level should provide adequate reserves to address claim
cost increases related to the higher Oregon Tort Claims Act caps allowed by the 2009 Legislature, changing
pattern of claim settlements and judgments, higher excess liability insurance premium, and a forced selfinsured retention increase for law enforcement liability (effective November 2013).
Cost of Insurance
The City purchases commercial insurance for exposures not self-insured, or to limit the effect of catastrophic
losses on the self-insurance fund.
A changing pattern in catastrophic law enforcement liability losses has persisted since 2006. Since its
November 2013 excess insurance renewal, the City has a retention of $2.5 million per occurrence for law
enforcement liability wrongful acts. The market is tightening. In the future, the City faces an increase in
premium costs, a higher retention, or the possibility of losing coverage.
The City continues to purchase property insurance to cover accidental loss to City owned buildings and
contents valued at about $1.8 billion. Earthquake risk continues as the most severe loss exposure to City
property. A Probable Maximum Loss study conducted in May 2012 indicates the City is underinsured for a 6.5
magnitude West Hills earthquake-related loss. However, the property insurance market for earthquake risk in
Western Oregon continues to be limited.
For FY 2016-17, the City has $75 million in coverage for earthquake losses. City bureaus have initially identified
economically critical buildings and contents that would need to be stood-up as soon as possible following an
earthquake to ensure key City services. The expected loss values to these buildings may be as high as $90
million. However, covered “extra and expedited” expenses will likely erode policy limits, leaving little if
anything to pay for rebuilding or repair.
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4. Industry Trends
CityFleet
As highlighted in sections 2 and 3, CityFleet works diligently to stay abreast of emerging technologies for
vehicles including electric, hybrid, plug-in hybrid, alternative fuels. Larger, heavier specialized equipment may
benefit from these technological advances in the future. In general, with the adoption of electric vehicles and
other technologies, the City is expected to see fuel use decline even as vehicle miles traveled rise.
Facilities Services
Reducing building energy use intensity will continue to be a focus for Facilities Services, and will be a factor in
many projects in the years ahead. As with many City facilities, seismic retrofits for OMF-owned and
maintained facilities are not covered by major maintenance funds, unless triggered by renovations, and will
also need to be addressed in the future. The Portland Building renovation will bring the bulk of the City’s office
space up to current seismic standards. Strategic space planning for City government will increase in
importance as population growth drives increased demand for City services.
Risk Management
Earthquake Insurance Coverage: Commercial market retraction for quake coverage in Pacific Northwest
required the City to reduce coverage by 75%, to $25m. City Risk expanded property loss prevention program
(see below.) As a result, current insurer has offered an additional $50m in coverage at a cost affordable within
the current budget. Efforts continue to explore affordable quake-related coverage instruments.
Excess Liability Insurance: Market for police liability required a significant increase in retention (from $1m to
$2.5m per occurrence.) Major public entity insurer withdrew from the Oregon market in 2015. Successfully
place the City’s excess liability with Lloyd’s syndicate at same retention levels. Expect continued market
retraction headed in to November 2016 renewal.
Printing & Distribution
As mentioned in section 3, technological changes will continue to be a major issue for P&D for the foreseeable
future as digital communications increase. P&D and the BIBS Administration Team will continue to make
prudent equipment investment decisions and ensure that resources are aligned with demand and changing
customer needs such as digital color printing and scanning and archiving of paper records.
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5. Succession Plan and Leadership Development
Bureau leadership is committed to developing employees in support of the City’s goal of becoming the
employer of choice. Our goal is to attract, develop, and retain a diverse, culturally competent, fully engaged
workforce that provides excellent public services. To this end, the bureau has taken the initiative to develop a
sustainable and scalable succession planning program that proactively identifies future leaders and provides
them with development opportunities that prepares them for key positions within the bureau and the City of
Portland. The succession plan identifies the incumbent pool and potential programming to address the
development opportunities identified in the succession planning tool developed by the bureau.
Learning & Development Plans are an important component of succession planning and were recently
completed for all bureau employees. The Learning and Development Plans will be revisited annually on the
occasion of employees’ performance evaluations.
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6. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
Facilities Services’ Strategic Planning group is working on several projects that have the potential to marry or
better serve the interests and needs of multiple bureaus, including the fire logistics center, the Jerome Sears
occupancy study and master plan, the municipal service center master plan (CityFleet & PBOT), The Portland
Building reconstruction, and other City-wide space planning efforts.
Facilities Services is also leading the way on City-wide collaborations on Active Shooter, lead water sampling
and reporting in City facilities, the Portland Property Management Committee, the SAP Enterprise Asset
Management and Real Property module implementation, the All-User Restroom feasibility study to ensure
access to all-user restrooms in all City controlled facilities, and EnergyCAP utility management software
adoption.
Risk Management will continue to find ways to partner with bureaus to identify risks and reduce claims costs.
The additional functionality acquired with the new claims information system will be instrumental in this
effort.
With its recently completed 5-year plan, Printing & Distribution identified emerging opportunities within the
City in graphic design, digital color, and scanning and archiving for BDS and other bureaus. P&D also has
significant upside potential marketing their traditional print shop services to currently under-served bureaus
and other local government agencies. For example, Multnomah County revenues of $30K per month could
likely be increased through a focused effort.
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BUREAU OF REVENUE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
1.

MISSION OF BUREAU PER CITY CHARTER/ORDINANCES

The Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services (BRFS) was created by City Council and became an organization
effective July 1, 2014, as more fully described in City Code 3.15.040. BRFS is comprised of six divisions:
Accounting, Debt Management, Grants Management, Procurement, Revenue, and Treasury. The proposed FY
2016-17 budget for BRFS totals about $60.5 million and supports 148 full time positions.
Under the direction of the Chief Financial Officer, BRFS provides financial management services to City bureaus
in addition to collecting City General Fund and other revenues that support a wide range of City programs and
funding initiatives. BRFS serves as the SAP Finance and Logistics business process owner.
In addition to the financial management services described above, BRFS, through its Chief Financial Officer,
provides strategic financial advice to the City Council on a wide range of financial issues, with specific focus on
long-term financial health, fiscal indicators, and sustainability.
A current organizational chart for BRFS is shown below.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
To help ensure equal access to programs, services and activities, the Office of Management & Finance will
reasonably modify policies/procedures and provide auxiliary aids/services to persons with disabilities upon request.
www.portlandonline.com/omf/operations
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2. SUMMARY OVERVIEW OF BUREAU'S WORK 2006-2016
Introduction
Because BRFS, in its current configuration, has been in existence for less than two years there is not a 10-year
history to summarize. A brief description of each BRFS Division is discussed below.
Accounting Division
Accounting provides centralized accounting and financial reporting and manages the City's accounting policies,
systems, and processes. Program activities include:
•
•
•
•

Preparing financial reports, including the City's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR), that
comply with current accounting principles and regulatory requirements.
Processing receivables, payments, and other accounting entries and general ledger adjustments.
Ensuring City accounting operations result in accurate, complete, and timely information.
Establishing and maintaining Citywide accounting standards, policies, and associated administrative
rules.

Debt Management Division
Debt Management directs the City's debt program to ensure access to capital markets, handles post-debt issuance
compliance and continuing disclosure, coordinates investor and rating agency relations, and provides financial
analysis for special projects. The division’s daily activities are critical to achievement of the City's corporate
financial strategies, capital financing objectives, and compliance with federal and state laws and regulations
including applicable Internal Revenue Service arbitrage rebate requirements.
Grants Management Division
Grants Management provides services and guidance to all City bureaus receiving grants by ensuring compliance
with all regulations and requirements. Staff serve as the City's point of contact with federal, state, and private
grantors. The program minimizes potential financial liability Citywide by ensuring only allowable costs are
charged to grants.
Grants Management assists bureau staff in preparing and submitting grant applications, grant ordinances, and acts
as a general technical resource for bureaus' grant writers. Staff maintain grant information in SAP, submit
expenses to grantors for reimbursement, and prepare required grant financial reports.
As part of the City's annual auditing process, Grants Management prepares the required annual Schedule of
Expenditures of Federal Awards (SEFA).
Procurement Services Division
Procurement Services procures supplies, materials, equipment, and services in a timely, efficient, and effective
manner consistent with the quality necessary for the proper operations of various City bureaus and in compliance
with applicable laws, regulations, and City policies. Procurement Service provides leadership, policy
development, oversight, and management of the City's procurement and contracting processes that insure equity
and sustainability when public funds are used. In FY 2014-15, the City entered into contracts exceeding $201.1
million in value. Procurement Services has been charged by City Council to implement the initiatives outlined in
the Social Equity Contracting Strategy with specific focus on increasing the capacity of minority and women
owned businesses and to further develop workforce diversity on City construction contracts.
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Revenue Division
The Revenue Division supports three primary program areas: Revenue Collection, Broadband and Cable
Communications, and Franchise Management.
Revenue Collection
The Revenue Collection program provides centralized revenue collection in support of all City bureaus and
programs, as well as collection and administrative support for the business income tax, transient lodgings tax,
tourism improvement and enhanced services districts, special assessment liens, and the utility billing system. In
FY 2016-17, the program will collect approximately 26% of all General Fund revenues (less beginning balance
and fund transfers), second only to property taxes.
Broadband and Cable Communications
Broadband and Cable Communications, together with Franchise Management, champions public policy and
technology investments for communications infrastructure to keep our local communities economically and
culturally healthy. Staff oversee implementation of Portland’s Broadband Strategic Plan with a focus on fiber to
the premise (FTTP) and digital equity. Staff also provides cable regulatory, consumer protection, and community
grant services countywide through the Mt. Hood Cable Regulatory Commission (MHCRC) under an
intergovernmental agreement in partnership with five other Multnomah County local governments.
Franchise Management
Franchise Management champions public policy and technology investments for communications and utility
infrastructure to keep local communities economically and culturally healthy. Staff negotiates and administers
franchise agreements and pursues revenue opportunities arising from its authority to manage the long term use of
public rights-of-way and levy taxes and fees. The program generates about $82 million annually. In addition,
staff manages and reviews applications by wireless carriers for siting in the public right-of-way. Franchise
compliance represents a significant component of the program and includes audits, collections, litigation, and
advocacy at the state and federal level to maintain municipal authority to manage its rights-of-way.
Treasury Division
Treasury manages the City's daily cash position, develops and executes the investment strategy for all of the City's
cash funds, manages the City's banking and merchant service relationships, and negotiates and manages all
banking, custodial fees, and merchant service agreements.
Treasury's daily activities are critical to achievement of the City's corporate financial strategies, compliance with
Payment Card Industry standards, and compliance with federal and state laws and regulations. Treasury is a net
revenue producing operation to the City and distributes investment portfolio earnings, net of expenses, to all City
funds with balances including the General Fund.
Strategic Plan and Performance Measures
The work of BRFS is in alignment with the overall OMF 2012-2017 Strategic Plan. Although BRFS does not
have a separate strategic plan that guides its work, each year the Bureau’s Division Managers prepare a work plan
that identifies key work elements to be completed during the course of each fiscal year. These work plan elements
dovetail into the OMF Strategic Plan, and is shown in Appendix A. Performance measures have been established
for each BRFS Division and are regularly reported on as part of the City’s annual budget process. Performance
measures for BRFS are shown in Table 1, along with recent results and goals for the upcoming fiscal year.
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Table 1

Budget Decisions
A summary of the major budget decisions for BRFS, since its inception in FY 2014-15, are summarized in Table
2.

Table 2
BRFS Major Budget Decision Package History
FISCAL
YEAR

DIVISION

ADD/CUT

ONE-TIME/
ONGOING

FTE

AMOUNT

FY 2014-15

Accounting

Add

Ongoing

0.33

$

54,664

FY 2014-15

Grants

Add

Ongoing

0.34

$

138,322

FY 2014-15

Revenue

Add

Ongoing

0.33

$

54,664

FY 2014-15
FY 2015-16

Revenue
Cut
Procurement Add

Ongoing
Ongoing

(9.00) $ (1,211,335)
1.00 $
126,693

FY 2015-16
FY 2016-17

1.00
-

$
$

FY 2016-17

Revenue
Add
One-Time
Accounting Cut
Ongoing
Debt
Management Realignment Ongoing

-

$

FY 2016-17
FY 2016-17
FY 2016-17
FY 2016-17
FY 2016-17
FY 2016-17

Grants
Grants
Procurement
Procurement
Revenue
Revenue

1.00
3.00
2.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

Add
Cut
Cut
Cut
Add
Add

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
One-Time

481,350
(146,760)
92,514
(17,895)
(123,216)
(149,000)
282,180
450,004

PACKAGE TITLE
Create Bureau of Revenue & Financial
Services and new CFO Position
Create Bureau of Revenue & Financial
Services and new CFO Position
Create Bureau of Revenue & Financial
Services and new CFO Position
OMF Study Rec: Transfer Regulatory
Program
M/W/ESB Compliance Monitoring
Revenue-Add 1.0 FTE for IRS Data
Exchange
Reduce CAFR Efficiency Initiatives
BRFS Reorganization - Debt & Treasury
Grants - Manage Special Appropriations
Grants
Reduce Grants Trainings
Reduce Software Replacement
Reduction to PCDP and MEP Programs
Support Revenue Collection
IRS Data Exchange

Outstanding Labor Issues
BRFS is a member of the OMF Labor Management Committee (LMC), and through that process works to improve
employee satisfaction, productivity and efficiency by promoting trust, fairness, and open communication between
Labor and Management. The ultimate goal is improved services to the public. The Revenue Division also has its
own separate LMC, and has used that forum to identify and resolve employee issues associated with workplace
policies and expectations. By agreement, these LMC’s do not discuss or supplant employee grievances or the
disciplinary process.
BRFS has no significant labor issues outstanding at this time.
Local and Regional Partners
The following table summarizes the key local and regional partners that each BRFS division engages with.
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Table 3
BRFS Local and Regional Partnerships
BRFS DIVISION
Accounting

•
•
•
•

Debt Management

Grants

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOCAL/REGIONAL PARTNERS
Moss Adams, LLP
Multnomah County Finance
Portland Development Commission
Mt. Hood Cable Regulatory Commission
Portland Development Commission
Metro Multnomah County (CC Hotel, VDI, Sellwood Bridge)
Port of Portland and drainage districts (Columbia Levee)
Tri-Met
Potentially Responsible Parties in Portland Harbor
211 Info
3300 North Williams Avenue LLC
Cascade Aids Project
Cascadia Behaviorial Healthcare, Inc.
Central City Concern
City of Gresham
Clackamas County
Clark County
Clean Energy Works Oregon, Inc.
Columbia County
Community Alliance of Tenants
Community Energy Project, Inc.
CRESA
Environmental Hazards Services LLC
Fair Housing Center Washington
Fair Housing Council of Oregon
Hacienda Community Development
Home Forward
Housing Development Center, Inc.
Human Solutions, Inc.
Impact NW
Legal Aid Services of Oregon
Lifeworks
Lifeworks Northwest
Metro
Multnomah County
Native American Youth & Family
Northwest Zen Sangha, Inc.
Oregon Opportunity Network
Port of Portland
Portland Community
Portland Development Commission
Portland Housing Center, Inc.
Proud Ground
Reach Community Development, Inc.
Rebuilding Together Portland
Thermo Scientific Portable Analytic
Transition Projects, Inc.
Unlimited Choices, Inc.
Washington County
Worksystems, Inc.
ODOT
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Procurement Services

Revenue

Treasury

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Oregon Association of Minority Entrepreneurs
National Association of Minority Contractors
Asian Pacific American Chamber of Commerce
Native American Chamber
Business Diversity Institute
Professional Business Development Group
Hispanic Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
National Forum for Black Public Officials
African American Alliance/Partners in Diversity
Associated General Contractors
Northwest Utility Contractors Association
Oregon Building Congress Board
National Institute of Governmental Purchasing (Oregon
Public Purchasing Association, Columbia Chapter of NIGP)
American Contract Compliance Association
State of Oregon Department of Administrative Services
Oregon Department of Transportation
Portland Development Commission (contracted services)
Portland Public Schools (contracted services)
Home Forward (contracted services)
Multnomah County
Port of Portland
Metro
Multnomah County
Travel Portland
Six Portland public school districts
RACC
Downtown Clean & Safe
Lloyd District Enhanced Service Districts
U.S. Internal Revenue Service
Oregon Department of Revenue
Mt. Hood Cable Regulatory
Digital Inclusion Network
Multnomah County Library
Multnomah County
Portland Development Commission
Oregon State Treasury

Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
Each Division Manager within BRFS is critical to the Bureau’s ability to effectively deliver services to internal
City bureaus. BRFS Division Managers have long tenure in their current positions, profession, or both. The
knowledge and expertise of BRFS managers provides the Bureau with the capacity to advise the City Council and
City bureaus on a wide range of financial matters, helping to ensure sound financial decision-making. In addition
to the Division Managers, each division has individuals that are critical to service delivery. These include
employees with significant subject matter knowledge and/or responsibility and long institutional memory along
with deep and effective working relationships with internal and external stakeholders.
BRFS seeks to be the knowledge expert with respect to the financial services that it manages. We strive to provide
City bureaus with excellent customer service, helping to support their business operations that underpin the
delivery of City services to Portland citizens and businesses. Several central values guide the way we work within
BRFS and it all starts with being accountable and committed to personal and organizational integrity. We are
collaborative and innovative and work to solve our customers’ problems by developing implementable solutions.
We are objective and thorough in our analyses. We are fiscally responsible and practice good stewardship of
public funds.
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3.

FIVE-YEAR PRIORITIES 2016-21

Introduction
The BRFS vision is to be a trusted advisor to City bureaus and to City Council, serving as a steward of the City’s
financial operations and fiscal condition. The key priorities for each BRFS Division is summarized below.
Accounting Division
During FY 2015-16, an organizational assessment of the Accounting Division was completed by the new City
Controller. Based on feedback from various stakeholders, areas of opportunity for improvement were identified
and the following steps are being implemented to address these needs:
•
•
•

•

Two higher level position classifications have been created to provide career progression opportunities
for accounting staff, and improve succession planning.
The creation of a new “Financial Systems and Training” section within the division will place a focus on
providing guidance, training, and system improvements to the bureaus.
In order to meet the growing demand for timelier reporting of municipal finances, the City must be able
to reduce the time spent annually in the compilation and production of the Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report (CAFR). To meet this goal, the use of an efficient and user friendly CAFR preparation
software package is highly important. The current product “Caseware” has not performed as expected,
and a review and analysis of other software options is being undertaken.
To provide more transparent and easier to understand financial information to the community members,
the Accounting Division will be looking into the creation and annual preparation of a “Popular Annual
Financial Report” (PAFR).

Debt Management Division
Green Bonds
A market is emerging for debt securities designated as “green bonds,” which offer investors the opportunity to
participate in the financing of eco-friendly projects that help mitigate climate change. The “green bond” market
gives investors a proactive way to express a socially responsible investing view.
Recommended principles and parameters for these securities are currently voluntary and are still developing. Debt
Management will stay apprised of these developments to identify if and when it would benefit the City to issue
green bonds.
Regulatory Environment and Disclosure
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is re-evaluating its disclosure standards and best practices,
and has increased its enforcement actions against municipal issuers for non-compliance. This constricted
regulatory environment means that additional external materials and services resources may be needed to pay for
external legal and financial advice and counsel to ensure the City’s continued compliance.
Grants Division
At this time, there are no significant financial and/or operational issues for the Grants Division.
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Procurement Services Division
Social Equity Contracting Strategy
The strategy focuses on increased participation of minorities and women in public contracting. Ongoing
oversight and program improvements will continue in future years, and includes:
•

•

•

•

Workforce Training and Hiring – The City established an aspirational goal of 18% minority and 9%
female for apprentices and journey level workers on construction contracts, in addition to the 20%
apprenticeship goal already in place with each contract. Compliance specialists provide ongoing
interaction with prime contractors to help ensure that City aspirational goals are realized.
Subcontracting – Through the Good Faith Effort initiative, there is an aspirational goal of 35% minorityowned, women-owned, and emerging small businesses (M/W/ESB) for all subcontracts in construction
contracts. Ongoing oversight by the City’s buyers, compliance specialists, and outreach coordinator will
provide monitoring of success.
Professional, Technical, and Expert Services – A strategy is in place to allow for further targeting of
certified firms through direct contracts and informal contracts by increasing the formal solicitation dollar
threshold, with an aspirational goal of 20% for M/W/ESB firms.
Prime Contractor Development Program – The program is designed to create access to contracting
opportunities for M/W/ESB businesses and to encourage minority-owned and women-owned companies
to perform as prime contractors for the City in the areas of sewer construction, water construction, street
improvements, and building alteration/construction for construction projects up to $500,000. In FY 201516, the program’s scope of work was increased to provide training and technical assistance for Portland
Housing Bureau residential improvements contractors. Eligible contractors will receive technical
assistance in completing their State of Oregon M/W/ESB certification, have access to business training,
and may receive training to complete residential lead abatement certification, among other things.

Additional program enhancements implemented or in progress include standardization of the prequalification
program, expanded outreach and technical assistance, and further development of the Minority Evaluator program.
Web and Database Technology Upgrades
Procurement Services requires and uses two tracking and reporting systems. The development of these systems
was mandated in 1994 with the adoption of the Fair Contracting and Employment Strategy, and they are now
integral components of the City's procurement and contract compliance processes. These systems are crucial
components in tracking solicitations and contracts, and the collection of workforce and M/W/ESB contractor
utilization data. Ongoing costs associated with these systems include annual maintenance fees to third-party
providers and periodic upgrades of both systems and related software.
In FY 2014-15, Procurement Services successfully installed and implemented a replacement for the electronic bid
and vendor management system. Procurement Services is now beginning an effort to transition to an updated
contract compliance technology solution. The new system is anticipated to allow contractors to provide workforce
utilization data directly to an integrated database and will aid in gathering and reporting vital data for workforce
and M/W/ESB utilization. Current systems and processes will be mapped and system requirements will be
developed in FY 2015-16.
Revenue Division
New Revenue
The Revenue Division advises City Council on the potential and feasibility of new revenue sources to meet the
City's operational needs. The Revenue Division anticipates continuing in this role over the next five years.
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Community Capital Grant and I-Net Funding
The MHCRC agency fund maintains sufficient operating funds to manage the community capital grant and I-Net
programs. The MHCRC is responsible for effectively granting about $4.9 million into the community for
technology and infrastructure capital projects. Because of federal law constraints, none of these funds can be used
to support the operational budget of the MHCRC. However, a small percentage may be used to administer and
manage the funds by agreement of the franchisee. The cable services franchise agreements dictate that if any
capital funds are not responsibly invested and granted into the community, including schools, libraries, local
governments and nonprofits, the funds will be returned to the companies at the expiration of the franchise in
December 2021.
Energy Service Suppliers (ESS)
The Utility License Code will be updated to capture revenues from Electric Service Suppliers (ESSs, aka
wholesale and direct access) that provide wholesale electric service directly to non-residential customers. ESSs
operating in Portland use PGE's transmission system but do not own facilities in the right-of-way and therefore,
do not have franchise agreements or pay franchise fees. In the last several years, some large nonresidential
customers have switched to ESSs, resulting in less growth in franchise fee revenue to the City.
Broadband Development Fee
Consistent with the City’s Broadband Strategic Plan, staff will continue to explore opportunities to implement the
1% Broadband Development Fee (BDF) on new carriers. The 1% fee will be dedicated to implementing the
Broadband Strategic Plan. The BDF is above the 5% franchise fee, which goes to the General Fund. No revenue
estimate is possible at this time.
Arts Education and Access Income Tax Implementation
The Arts Education and Access Income Tax (Arts Tax) was passed by voters in November 2012. Implementation
of this tax was a major issue for the Revenue Division and will continue to have significant outside focus on the
effectiveness of this tax program. The focus has been to set up a comprehensive and easy to access tax payment
process. In the next one or two years, the focus will be to continue increasing taxpayer compliance rates by
implementing an IRS Data Exchange (see below) and referral of seriously past due accounts to a collection agency.
IRS Data Exchange
The Revenue Division is in the process of implementing a direct exchange of taxpayer information with the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Having an information exchange with the IRS will assist administration and
collection of local income taxes such as the Portland Business License Tax, Multnomah County Business Income
Tax, and the Arts Tax. There are two primary benefits of such an exchange. First, there is a substantial reduction
in tax filing burden for hundreds of thousands of local taxpayers. Second, there is a significant increase in
compliance with all local income taxes administered by the Revenue Division. To fully benefit from the exchange,
additional resources are needed on an ongoing basis to administer the agreement and facilitate the exchange of
data. Once the initial IRS security requirements are met, bi-annual IRS security reviews will continue to take place
and additional implementation work will occur. OMF has received one-time funding for this project and
anticipates requesting ongoing funding in FY 2017-18.
Treasury Division
Merchant Services Processing and Compliance
Payments received for City services are increasingly electronic. As the City develops more robust technology
systems for processing electronic payment transactions, and prioritizes compliance of its electronic transaction
processing to international standards, the costs for this enterprise service will increase. Some bureaus may absorb
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these fees while other bureaus are considering passing these costs on to end-consumers by charging per transaction
convenience fees.
Lockbox Banking Service
There are over 40 separate City locations that accept payments by check. Using a centralized lockbox service
through the City’s bank will prevent checks from being lost and becoming stale (too old to be negotiable), thereby
improving citywide financial controls and expediting the timeliness of deposits.
Socially Responsible Investing
In FY 2013-14, Council appointed the Temporary Socially Responsible Investing Committee to make
recommendations on how the City could incorporate social-and values-based criteria to the City’s investment
portfolio operations. Based on the temporary committee’s recommendation, a permanent Socially Responsible
Investments Committee was appointed in FY 2014-15. The permanent committee will aid Council in establishing
a “Corporate Securities Do-Not-Buy List” that imposes limits on the direct purchase of corporate debt securities,
which traditionally offer significant yields over alternative U.S. Treasury investments. The action may reduce the
ongoing investment earnings on the City’s investment portfolio.
Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding
BRFS is operating under a resource constrained budget exacerbated by 5 percent reductions that were requested
in conjunction with the FY 2016-17 budget instructions. Consequently, BRFS has little or no budgetary
“freeboard” to address new requirements or increases in workloads. The workload issue is of particular concern
for Procurement Services as many City bureaus (notably Parks, Water, BES and PBOT) have ramped up
infrastructure funding programs that require complex solicitation processes as a precursor to the award and
approval of construction contracts. Resource constraints within the Revenue Division limit the ability to close the
City’s “tax gap” by better utilizing IRS taxpayer information to more aggressively and efficiently seek business
license non-payment or underpayment taxes owed to the City.
In addition to resource constraints that affect service delivery, BRFS is also in need of replacing legacy technology
systems that are key to its operation. Of most concern is the Revenue Division’s aging BLIS tax collection system.
This system is in danger of falling out of vendor support and needs to be replaced within the next 2 years. Efforts
are underway to scope the business requirements need for a new system. A request for funding support for this
system will likely be included in the FY 2017-18 budget process.
Identified Challenges
City resources increased in FY 2015-16 but projected expenses are rising faster than projected revenue. In the
next five to ten years, the City will have to address several large financial obligations including the Portland
Harbor clean-up, Portland Building Reconstruction project, Parks labor settlement, PERS increases, Portland
Levee project, Data Center Move, affordable housing, and other infrastructure investments. A constrained City
resource environment will make it difficult for BRFS to address the budget needs highlighted in the preceding
section.
4. INDUSTRY TRENDS
A summary of the key industry trends facing each BRFS division, along with response strategies, is shown below
in Table 4.
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Table 4
Key Industry Trends Affecting BRFS
BRFS DIVISION
Accounting

INDUSTRY TRENDS
•

•
Debt Management

•
•
•

RESPONSE STRATEGIES

Increasing complexity of accounting
reporting requirements.
Production of more timely annual disclosure
in anticipation of potential SEC
requirements.
Likelihood of interest rates rising off historic
lows.
Increased regulatory focus on disclosure.
Ongoing threats to tax-exemption.
Continued active participation in advocacy
groups such as the Government Finance
Officers Association.

•

•
•
•

•

Grants

•

Shifts in federal funding that affect support
for City grant-funded programs

•

Procurement
Services

• Growing economy with increased City
resources (bonds, business tax, fees)
• Increased need for technology software and
applications
• Equity Initiatives

•

• Effective regulation and revenue
enforcement for “sharing economy”
activities.
• Declining utility franchise fee collections
due to declines in traditional cable and
telecom usage.

•

• ESG and socially-responsible constituencies
and advocacy will continue to impact
the City’s investment activities.
• Consumer preferences for card payments
over cash/check will drive merchant
services as a growing percentage of the
City’s cash receipting and banking
activities.
• Due to increased regulation and capital
requirements, banks will continue to reduce
their operational costs, be selective in
choosing their customer and may increase
transactional pricing as contracts allow.

•

Revenue

Treasury
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•
•

•

•

•

Continue to provide leadership to City
bureaus in the implementation of GASB
standards.
Continue efforts to produce the annual CAFR
within 120 days of year end.
Take advantage of current interest rates to
refinance outstanding debt when feasible.
Ensure City disclosure policies and practices
are followed and periodically reviewed and
updated.
Continued active participation in advocacy
groups such as the Government Finance
Officers Association. Ensure that the Bureau
of Government Relations is engaged in
opposing threats to tax exemption as they
arise in Congress.
Monitor funding programs and continue
collaboration with Government Relations on
legislative/funding changes at the federal
level.
The need for strategic forecasting/planning in
order to support bureau project needs.
Engage in dialogue and work cooperatively
for a common citywide approach.
Continue to collaborate with region partners
on best practice strategies for increased
diversity in contracting.
Continue to fine tune City Code to address
evolving shapes and forms of business
activities and pursue legal remedies for
revenue enforcement and collection when
appropriate.
Seek to expand franchise fee collections to a
broader mix of broadband/telecom services,
including imposition of a tax on cell phone
services.
Continue to educate Council on the impact of
reduced corporate investment alternatives so
they can make informed decisions regarding
the City’s Do-Not-Buy-List.
Continue educating bureaus about optimizing
their merchant services so as to incur the
lowest merchant fees, and continue to work
with the City’s banks to identify
opportunities to optimize the City’s merchant
operations.
Engage in regular dialogue with City’s
banking vendors and anticipate (potential)
price increases when new contracts are
negotiated in 2017.

5. SUCCESSION PLAN AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
BRFS staff participated as part of the OMF team that reviewed organizational succession planning issues,
culminating in a report that was completed in 2015. This effort evaluated options to prepare OMF for future
employee movement, and presented recommendations to the OMF Leadership Team. The team held group
meetings during which the issues of Succession Planning and organizational sustainability were discussed and
ideas were brainstormed, categorized, and prioritized. The team identified six (6) strategies as priority
recommendations and broke into smaller teams to draft more specific strategy recommendations.
Following completion of the final report, BRFS developed a separate Employee Development Plan for each
Division Manager, along with key direct reports within each division. The goal is to further expand this effort to
include all BRFS employees and to include a discussion of these plans as part of each employee’s performance
evaluation.
Like many other City Bureaus, BRFS is experiencing significant work force turnover and that is expected to
continue for some time. At the Division Manager level, as many as four employees will be at or reaching
retirement eligibility in the next five years. A significant number of lower level managers and other key employees
will be in a similar position as well. For these reasons Succession Planning is an important issue for BRFS and
one that will need continued management attention to ensure that the capacity of the organization is maintained.
6. CURRENT AND POTENTIAL COLLABORATION WITH OTHER BUREAUS
BRFS provides City bureaus and the City Council with strategic financial advice on financial management and
policy issues. As the City’s internal financial advisor, BRFS helps to develop sound funding plans and programs
to ensure the City’s long-term fiscal health, sustainability and integrity. BRFS plays a unique role both as policy
maker and regulator, and as a partner in the delivery of financial services to City bureaus or in helping those
bureaus deliver services to end users and customers.
Several BRFS Divisions conduct regular meetings with bureau customers to discuss workload and service delivery
issues. For example, the Accounting Division convenes regular meetings of the Accounting Advisory Committee,
a forum that is used to discuss the development and implementation of new accounting policies and practices and
to work collaboratively with bureaus on production of the annual audit. The Accounting Division recently
implemented a business partner model that pairs Accounting Division staff with bureau accounting professionals
to provide both improved communication and customer service.
BRFS is funded with a mix of direct General Fund support and funds received via interagency agreements. These
interagency agreements specify services and support that a particular BRFS Division provides to a specific bureau
or group of bureaus. A listing of these agreements is shown in the following Table 5.
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Table 5
BRFS Interagency Agreements (FY 2016-17)
DIVISION

DESCRIPTION

Accounting services to prepare the associated audit schedules, as required by the independent auditors; review the draft of the annual
audited financial statements of FPD&R’s Trust Funds of the City of Portland; and provide other technical assistance as needed.
As a separate legal entity, the MHCRC has separate accounting requirements to the State of Oregon, and the Accounting Division
provides services to prepare MHCRC’s separately issued financial statements.
Accounting
Accounting services to assist with PBOT’s audit deliverables, system and process documentation, and financial statement preparation
over and above other Bureaus.
Accounting
Accounting services which results in Hydro’s annual financial statement preparation. Specifically, Technical Accounting prepares
monthly bank reconciliations and associated journal entries; prepares audit schedules as required by the independent auditors; and
prepares drafts of the separately issued annual financial statements as set forth in the Power Sales Agreement with Portland General
Accounting
Electric.
Debt Management's operations are funded through agreements with those that benefit from the services provided. Debt Management
Debt
currently provides services to approximately 16 internal City divisions via interagency agreement, and one external with the Portland
Management Development Commission (PDC) via a separate intergovernmental agreement.
Interagency agreement to provide services to the Portland Housing Bureau for grant funding.
Grants
Procurement Interagency agreement to provide services to the Portland Housing Bureau
Interagency agreement with the Arts Education & Access Fund for revenue collection and administrative services supporting the Arts
Revenue
Tax
Interagency agreement with the Property Management License Fund for revenue collection and administrative services supporting the
Enhanced Services Districts (Clean & Safe and Lloyd districts)
Revenue
Interagency agreement with the Convention and Tourism Fund for revenue collection and administrative services supporting the
Transient Lodging tax and Tourism Improvement District
Revenue
Interagency agreement with the Auditor’s Office for revenue collection and administrative services supporting their Liens Accounting
System (LAS) database
Revenue
Interagency agreement with the Bureau of Environmental Services managing the City’s sewer billing system
Revenue
Revenue
Interagency agreement with the Portland Bureau of Transportation managing the City’s leaf removal billing system
Revenue
Interagency agreement with the Portland Water Bureau managing the City’s water billing system
Treasury
Interagency agreement with the Hydro division of Portland Water Bureau for banking and investment management services
Accounting
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AMOUNT

$

2,000

$

12,000

$

12,000

$

20,000

$
$
$

500,343
30,000
181,535

$

900,000

$

61,056

$

314,754

$ 551,307
$
29,000
$ 215,258
$ 2,950,532
$
9,444

Appendix A--Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services CY 2016 Work Plan
Task Item Text

Contact/Status

Due Date
Accounting Division

Development of Performance Measures for Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable. Determine appropriate
measures for key indicators, develop monitoring/reporting tool, and implement quarterly analysis report.

September 30, 2016

J. Maloney - On track for completion by due date

1

Upgrade Caseware to newest released version, to improve CAFR preparation efforts. Upgrade software, perform
testing, refine CAFR document template, provide training to ensure depth of knowledge amongst team.

June 30, 2016

J.Liang / R.Vaught - Complete

2

Complete reorganization plan for Accounting Division. Hire Accounting Manager, implement and set goals for new
"Financial Systems and Training" section. Begin recruitment of two new Accountant IV's for Technical Accounting, and
ensure that specific job responsibilities correspond to new class spec.
Revise training materials and initiate new/improved City-wide accounting training. Work with EBS ensuring both
SAP system components and accounting principles are addressed. Primary initial focus to include journal entries and
capital assets.
Finalize revisions to Travel Policy (FIN 6.13), and corresponding forms and guidance. Disseminate information to
Bureaus via website and live training/workshops. Gauge success of policy/process changes via survey of customers.

June 30, 2016

M. Kirby - Complete

Initial focus classes by
September 30, 2016

J.Liang - On track for completion by due date

July 31, 2016

M. Kirby, and J. Maloney - Completed

Review and update the Accounting Division website. To include reorganizing the materials, updating outdated
materials, and overall design improvements for a more user-friendly experience.
Develop implementation plan for GASB 77 "Tax Abatement Disclosures" (effective 6/30/17). Review
pronouncement in detail, seek training opportunities, meet with PDC and other City resources, discuss with other
governmental entities and professional organizations around the state, prepare proforma view, note new Best Practice
regarding summary info in Transmittal Letter.

Initial improvements by April
30, 2016
On-going, until June 30, 2017

J.Liang / B. Wagner - Completed

Timely staff performance evaluations.

On-going.

On-going

3
4

5
6

7

8

M. Kirby/R.Vaught/ T. Halter - On track for completion by due date.

Debt Management Division
6/10/16: last work on this related to credit related comments made
by City Auditor in conjunction with CAFR presentation to Council.
Memo from PFM addressed specific comparisons made by Auditor
to certain financially distressed governments.
6/10/16: In process. Meeting are occurring in conjunction in active
or planned financings.

1

Provide technical support to CFO for COP financial condition and sustainability reporting to Council.

ongoing

2

Meeting with Debt Management customers quarterly

March 31, 2016

3

Timely staff performance evaluations.

ongoing

6/10/16: Upcoming in July.

4

Develop Green Bond Procedures

June 30, 2016

6/10/16: Procedures being developed in conjunction with planned
green bond issuance Fall 2016 (LED Lighting)

5

Reinstitute Systematic Monitoring of Refunding Opportunities

ongoing

6/10/16: New call model developed and is being used to provide
"first look" at refunding opportunities. Sewer and water refundings
are underway and several LTRB and ULTGO refundings are being
monitored for inclusion in next new money bond sales.

6

Revise Line of Credit RFP's to minimize potential of onerous bank provisions inserted after the award

March 31, 2016

6/10/16: This has been implemented on recent Line of Credit RFPs.
Subject to further revision based on feedback received.

Grants Management Division
Single Audit

01/15/17

Sheila- Audit work will begin 7/1/16

HP Records Implementation Plan

06/30/2016

Grants Management Division and Bureaus are scheduled to go live
with electronic record keeping on 7/1/16.

Bureau Monitoring Template

12/31/2016

Grants Management Division has been focusing on a template for
Sub-recipient monitoring and a Sub-recipient agreement template.
The template is currently being reviewed by the City Attorney's
Office

Develop IA model for the Grants Management Division

12/31/2016

Sheila/Ken/Jen

Complete Procuring Goods & Services with Grant Funds

06/30/2016

Training completed in April 2016.

Complete Business Objects Training

12/31/2016

Grants Management Division completed the introduction training.
The team will continue ongoing training to gain additional
knowledge and reporting tools.

Timely staff performance evaluations.

ongoing

Sheila

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Procurement Services Division

1

June 2017

1/1/16 - Next steps are to finalize requirements document and TOC
evaluation. 6/13/16 - Seeking input from community and agency
partners on software reporting requirements (due July 15); finalize
requirements document. Next steps, in coordination with BTS
develop project charter, hire QA and start process of software
selection.

On-going

1/1/16 - EBS to identify a consultant to assess current P2P
processes and identify areas for improvements; EBS working on
workflow notification for requisition approval. 6/13/16 Requirements have been complied and prioritized (1. Vendor
compliance data from BLIS & BuySpeed, 2. a. Extended
notifications for requisition approvers, 2. b. Improved information
in subject line of requisition notification, 3. develop requisition
status report); Item 1 - Vendor Compliance (Project planning
(May/June 2016), Interface project (July/August 2016)); Items 2 & 3
timeline TBD.
1/1/16 - Next Steps are to finalize pilots (BES, Housing), gather
feedback/lessons learned and implement citywide. 6/13/16 Subcontractor Equity Program implemented 5/1/16.

Contract Compliance Software Project: Provide a contemporary, effective contract compliance management software
solution that meets City contracting requirements. The solution must be recognized within the industry as one of the best
available technology platforms within the established budget guidelines. The software must provide robust reporting
capabilities, including both standard and ad hoc reporting features, as well as industry standard interface components.
Integration with the current solicitation software and the City’s financial system (SAP) are a high priority.

Procure to Pay (SAP Process Improvements): Improve citywide procure to pay system, business processes and
identify efficiencies where possible by identifying industry trends that can be implemented in our environment, reduce
work-a rounds and poor business practices, and optimize the use of SAP.

2

3

4
5

Social Equity Contracting Initiatives - Construction Subcontracting Program: Establish practices and procedures for April 2016
implementing the provisions of the Subcontractor Equity Program targeted toward providing opportunities for Oregon
State certified Disadvantaged, Minority, Women, and Emerging Small Businesses (D/M/W/ESBs) on City of Portland
public works and improvement projects in order to address historical underutilization.
Performance Evaluations: Procurement Services annual staff performance evaluations.
On-going
City Code Updates: Finalize updates to PCC 5.33, 5.34, 5.68 based upon statute updates and finalize processes for
June 2016
D/M/W fraud and debarment.
Procurement Card Process Improvements: Go paperless by electronic submittal of receipts by bureaus (new module in December 2016
Works application and training) and establishing appropriate archiving processes for auditing purposes.

6

1/1/16 - 2015 complete with exception of few
November/December. 6/13 - 2015 complete and 2016 up to date.
6/13/16 - Finalizing updates, moving forward for City Attorney
review.
1/1/16 - Researching additional functionality of Works system to
allow for attaching receipts before approver sign off, identifying a
bureau to pilot. 6/13/16 - Bureau pilots (Bus Ops, Revenue,
Housing, Risk, Fleet, Procurement); BES and BTS identified as next
pilot bureaus (July/August 2016). Working with Auditor's Office on
archiving in TRIM.

Treasury Division

1

Establish lockbox service for at least one City program.

2

Prepare foreclosure sale procedures for use under PCC 5.30.

3

Write Merchant Operating Guide and Cash Procedures Guide for use by City staff.

4

March 31, 2016

6/9/16 - Completed. Both Revenue/Arts Tax (3/31/16) and
Parks/Property Management (5/31/16) lockboxes are operational.

May 30, 2016

6/9/16 - In process. Recommending to Mayor that COP enter into
IGA with Multnomah County to contract Treasurer's duties to
County.

June 30, 2016

6/9/16 - Merchant Services website with employee resources is
live. Guides are in process.

ongoing

6/9/16 - Ongoing. Treasury has participated in all SRIC meetings,
providing investment research and background info on City's
investment process, policy and portfolio.

ongoing

6/9/16 - City Attorney's GovQA, PBOT's BikeShare, PBOT's payby-phone parking meters, PBOT's parking meter interchange
optimization, PPB's cash register, PHB's web application tool,
PWB Invoice Cloud. Added Discover citywide (except PBOT).

ongoing

6/9/16 - Completed write-ups on PERS, OPEB, Net Position, and
FPDR.

ongoing

6/9/16 - Next meeting scheduled for 9/15/16.

ongoing

6/9/16 - All evaluations are current.

Provide technical support to City's Socially Responsible Investing Committee.

5

Provide Treasury support to bureaus implementing online billing/payment applications (Water's Invoice Cloud, BDS'
ITAP, PPB's CryWolf, etc.)

6

Provide technical support to CFO for COP financial condition and sustainability reporting to Council.

7

Resume monthly PF&T customer meetings

8

Timely staff performance evaluations.
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Revenue Division
Marijuana and Short Term Rental Taxation. In October 2014 the Portland City Council passed an ordinance taxing
recreational marijuana at 10% of the gross sales price. In November 2014 Oregon voters passed Ballot Measure 91
legalizing the sale and use of recreational marijuana. Measure 91, as written, preempts local governments from levying
taxes. It is unclear whether the legislature and/or courts will act to remove this preemption. If it is removed, the Revenue
Division will need to implement a new sales tax program with an estimated 300-600 initial tax remitters. This effort
includes modifying an existing or choosing a new database platform, implementing collection processes, accounting and
reconciliation procedures and internal controls, hiring one additional staff person and designing an education and outreach
program, among other tasks.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Marijuana: pending. Need
guidance from the Mayor's
Office about rescinding current
tax or referring issue to voters in
November 2016. Short Term
Rental enforcement: no due date.
A lawsuit was filed against
HomeAway.com and other
strong enforcement action will
likely be needed against other
STR platforms.

In January 2015 the Portland City Council clarified and PCC 6.04, Transient Lodgings Tax, to expressly include shortterm rental (STR) platform operators such as Airbnb, VRBO, HomeAway, and their hosts. In brief, the ordinance
requires online booking platform operators (“Booking Agents”) that collect guest payments to simultaneously collect and
later remit local hotel taxes; require all Booking Agents to provide the names of Portland-based hosts upon request of the
Division; and require all Booking Agents to display a BDS permit number on the advertisement for each host location.
Because at least one major Booking Agent uses a business model that does not accept payments on behalf of hosts, a
substantial increase in the number of transient lodging accounts is expected because each host associated with this
platform will require separate accounting. The increased workload may require adding an additional staff position. An
additional position has been requested in the FY16-17 budget process.
OTC Litigation. The Revenue Division has been engaged in a lawsuit with online travel companies such as Expedia,
New goal date: settlement by the
Orbitz and Travelocity since 2011. The matter in dispute is whether or not these entities should have been collecting and end of January, 2016.
remitting transient lodging (hotel/motel) taxes back to about the year 2000. The Division is also anticipating litigation
resulting from code changes impacting short-term rental (STR) operators described above.

Lannom/Williams. UPDATED June 2013: Marijuana tax ballot
measure referral will be heard by Council in June. If voters adopt
the tax in November, Revenue Division will negotiate with the
Oregon Dept. of Revenue to collect it. Revenue will collect the tax
if DOR terms are not favorable. STR enforcement efforts are
ongoing. The court recently ruled against the City of Portland in
Portland v. HomeAway.com but will accept a re-filed answer to
HomeAway's motion to dismiss. The deadline to re-plea is July 11,
2016. Enforcement efforts against other platforms and individual
operators is ongoing. The City Council approved a permanent
enforcement position in the FY16-17 budget.

Lannom/Williams. Updated June 2013: The City reached a
settlement with OTCs resulting in a $5.3 million settlement. After
the County's share and legal expenses, the City netted $1.9 million
one-time and also has an ongoing component.

Google Fiber. The Office for Community Technology (OCT) joined the Revenue Division in 2012. OCT is responsible Still pending. Dictated by
for the Broadband Strategic Plan which advocates for universal high speed connectivity in Portland homes. In the summer Google.
of 2014 Google announced that Portland is a finalist for a possible fiber optic network build-out and OCT has been in a
leadership role in coordinating citywide efforts. If Portland is selected by Google, OCT may be tasked with assuming an
ongoing coordination role. OCT has submitted an Innovation Fund request which may assist in this effort.

Lannom/Henry. Updated July 2016: Google has not selected
Portland yet but all indications are an announcement is pending.
Revenue is bringing a franchise amendment to City Council to
increase public benefits from the franchise, including a 3% Digital
Equity fee (3% of Google's gross).

Cayenta Upgrade. The Water Bureau has communicated an interest in upgrading Cayenta Utilities, the platform used to
bill and account for water and sewer utility bills. The business case and proposed timing of the upgrade are not currently
available.
IRS Data Sharing. In 2013 the City Council approved $295,000 in one-time “Innovation Funds” to meet IRS data security
requirements to receive federal taxpayer information (FTI). The benefits of receiving FTI include increased compliance
with tax laws and lowering the tax filing burden for taxpayers. Following initial receipt of FTI, the Division will
compare FTI records with Division taxpayer records to generate a list of taxpayers that appear to be out of compliance
with local tax codes, enabling increased enforcement. Following enforcement efforts, the associated increase in taxpayer
compliance is conservatively estimated at 1-3% for business taxpayers and up to 5% for personal income taxpayers,
yielding estimated increased ongoing revenues of $780,000 to $2.3 million for the City of Portland, $577,000 to $1.7
million for Multnomah County and up to $540,000 for the Arts Education and Access Income Tax. Substantial one-time
revenues are also anticipated. Increased enforcement following FTI receipt is expected to yield additional revenues
beginning in fiscal year 2015-2016 and beyond.
There are unfunded ongoing expenses related to maintaining this program; IRS requirements around data security are
extensive and create ongoing costs. BTS and Revenue have a budget request pending to recover these expenses, currently
estimated at $660,000. If the budget request is not approved the projected benefits, including higher compliance and
increased revenues, will not be achieved without significant reductions in other revenue generating efforts.

Unknown, PWB to determine

Lannom/Shervey. July 2016 update: Pending.

As of 4Q 2015 business
taxpayer data received on
schedule. First group of
business taxpayer letters
expected to be generated in
January, 2016. Personal income
taxpayer data is pending.

Lannom/Williams. July 2016 update: the IRS has transmitted
personal and business income tax data to Revenue. Revenue has
initiated sending letters to potential delinquent business taxpayers
and will begin using the data for Arts Tax administration purposes
later this year.

Core Database Platform Replacement. The Division relies upon multiple databases to administer its tax and fee
programs. Among these are the Business License Information System (BLIS), the Transient Lodgings database, the Arts
Tax database and the Enhanced Service Districts (formally Business Improvement Districts) database. The drivers for the
replacement of these platforms include:
1. BLIS, a key database used in collecting and accounting for approximately $80 million per year collected from 62,000
accounts, is an aging, custom platform that has become obsolete.
2. None of the collection platforms at Revenue are IRS-FTI compliant (see Item 9, IRS Data Sharing), greatly limiting the
way FTI can be used to affect increased taxpayer compliance and enhanced customer service. Numerous commercial offthe-shelf tax administration programs are IRS-FTI compliant out of the box and can replace all existing platforms.
3. Development and support for the various databases is provided by a small local firm, creating a single point of failure
for support and maintenance. Each database would need separate extensive programming to become IRS-FTI compliant.
4. All platforms lack a modern, seamless connection to an online taxpayer portal for filing, paying, account management,
secure e-mail and customer service.
5. There is currently no contingency plan, alternative work site or off-site restoration of services in the case of an
emergency.
6. Core database system replacement before key retirements in five (5) years will ensure extensive tax administration
knowledge is transferred to a new platform and minimize implementation risks.
7. Modern commercial off-the-shelf tax administration software solutions offer more robust analysis and collection tools
to focus enforcement efforts on accounts with the greatest probability of payment. This will in turn lead to increased
revenue collection.
8. Modern commercial off-the-shelf solutions can be linked to the federal and state modernized E-filing system to offer
taxpayers a single unified experience in paying all their taxes through software like TurboTax.
The Division is drafting a comprehensive business case and analysis of options, including the possibility of a vendorfinanced solution that guarantees a minimum return on investment for the product (in essence, increased compliance pays
for the product). Finalized options will be presented to the City Council in the fiscal year 2016-2017 budget process.

Complete review and make
Lannom/Williams. July 2016 update: business process mapping and
recommendation to CFO by
scope requirements are underway.
June, 2016. Date postponed one
year from original deadline of
June, 2015. Waiting to report
success on IRS-FTI return on
investment.

Performance Evaluations. Achieve and maintain a 90% "current" status on performance evaluations by June 30, 2015.

Completed but did not reach
Lannom. July 2016 update: all non-reps were recently completed
goal. Ultimately attained 87%. (tied to management leave).
This is a standing item that will
be moved to 2016.
March, 2016.
Lannom/Williams/Cooperman. July 2016 update: lockbox
operations are in place and working smoothly. Tens of thousands of
checks and documents have been cashed/imaged by the service
provider.

7
Implement lockbox service for Arts Tax payments received by paper check.

8
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
3.15.070 Bureau of Technology Services.
(Amended by Ordinance Nos. 186746 and 187060, effective March 25, 2015.)
A. The Bureau of Technology Services shall be supervised by the Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of the City,
and who shall report to the CAO. The Bureau shall be responsible for the Technology Services Fund (PCC
5.04.500). The CTO shall have specific authority to:
1. Enter into nondisclosure agreements between the City and prospective vendors in order for City employees
to review proprietary information on products and technologies that are, or might be, considered for use by the
City. A nondisclosure agreement is one that prohibits the release of proprietary or confidential information,
whether held by the City or the vendor, and does not include any monetary consideration.
2. In consultation with the bureau that is the custodian of record, enter into data grant agreements between the
City and grantees in order for Bureau employees to share City Geographical Information Systems data. A data
grant agreement is one in which the City will grant the use of pertinent GIS data to agencies, organizations or
individuals (grantees) for research projects or projects performed under contract with the City. Data grant
agreements may include direct cost reimbursements to the City.
B. Except as specifically exempted by the CTO, the Bureau shall manage, establish policies and standards,
and provide technical support for all City-owned technology systems. Technology systems include, but are
limited to, information and electronic communications systems. It shall:
1. Provide citywide technology strategic planning and consulting services, including project scoping, budget
preparation and analysis, system planning and procurement, resource allocation and project management for
technology projects.
2. Design, implement and manage all technology hardware and software including system security measures.
3. Manage all citywide radio, video, data communications, microwave, wireless communications and telephone
systems and equipment owned by the City.
4. Design, implement and manage all citywide voice, video and data applications.
5. Manage all end user technology support services, including Help Desk and Desktop Support services.
6. Manage citywide Geographic Information Systems.
7. Provide all Internet and Intranet services to City bureaus, offices, boards and commissions.
8. In cooperation with the Procurement Services Division of the Bureau of Internal Business Services, review
and approve the purchase of all technology software, hardware and professional consulting services. Any
proposed technology lease transaction shall first be reviewed and approved by the City’s Debt Manager.
9. Provide technical expertise and information to technical oversight committees for City technology projects.
10. Provide all telephone services to City bureaus; coordinate with telephone vendors; order new facilities and
equipment for city-owned or leased systems; plan telephone systems; and resolve all telephone problems.
11. Manage the City’s official website.
12. Manage and authorize all City domain name registrations and renewals

Bureau of Technology Services.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
To help ensure equal access to programs, services and activities, the Office of Management & Finance will
reasonably modify policies/procedures and provide auxiliary aids/services to persons with disabilities upon
request.
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Bureau of Technology Services
The Bureau of Technology Services (BTS) is responsible for management, policy setting, strategic planning and
leadership in the use of computer, radio, and telecommunications technologies to support the delivery of
effective government services to the City of Portland and our regional partners.
How We Are Organized
Office of the CTO & Administration - The Office of the CTO & Administration plans, organizes, integrates, and
directs the organization, financial management, administration, personnel, technology service delivery and
bureau operations.
Business Solutions - Develops and supports corporate-wide and bureau-specific business applications and
services, advances e-government and e-commerce initiatives that address internal and public needs.
Communications - Maintains a robust public safety radio and emergency dispatch system, as well as large
telecommunications, video surveillance and network environments.
Customer Relations - Works with customers to identify business requirements in order to develop solutions
and service level agreements aligned with their business needs.
Information Security – Ensures the confidentiality, integrity and availability of all City data and communications
systems and assets.
Police IT – Supports effective application development and maintenance, and provides quality infrastructure
and field support to the Police Bureau.
Production Services – Maintains the City’s data center facilities; supports the City’s server, email, storage and
backup infrastructure; and effectively maintains the infrastructure of the City’s mission critical technology
systems.
Project Management Office – Delivers effective and consistent bureau-wide project management practices for
all disciplines of technology services provided by each BTS program.
Support Center – Acts as the first point of contact for the majority of customer support needs, as well as
implements and manages effective tracking systems and tools.
Enterprise Architecture – Responsible for Citywide IT Strategic Planning and activities and technology
roadmaps.
BTS Organizational Chart – June 16, 2016
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Bureau of Technology Services Mission, Vision, Values
Our Mission:
To deliver strategic leadership through effective, innovative, reliable and secure technology services for our
stakeholders
Our Vision:
Be the trusted and value-added technology partner
Our Values:
Customer Service
•
•
•

We promote a culture of excellent customer service
We have timely, frequent, and clear communication with our stakeholders
We operate collaboratively with our stakeholders

Respect
•
•
•

We view our employees as our most valuable resources
We invest in and support the professional development of our staff
We foster an equitable and culturally competent environment

Stewardship
•
•
•

We exercise our corporate responsibility to ensure technology decisions are made in the best interest of
the City
We follow business practices that respect the natural environment and further the City’s goals for
sustainability
We promote smart investments in the City’s technology resources

Integrity
•
•

We maintain transparency, honesty and ethical behavior
We are accountable for our actions

Excellence
•
•
•

We follow best practices to deliver value-added products and services
We manage the City’s technology assets to deliver high reliability and security to our customers
We measure and evaluate our effectiveness and commit to continuous improvement

Innovation
•
•

We encourage a variety of ideas and approaches
We promote agility and strategic risk-taking

BTS Labor Relations
BTS has 206 FTE’s with 166 of its employees in represented positions. The District Council of Trade Unions
(DCTU) represents the bureau’s electricians and storekeepers. The overwhelming majority of BTS employees
are represented by PT 17/City of Portland Professional Employee Association (COPPEA). COPPEA employees
comprise the bureau’s IT Classifications and Communications Engineers.
In the first quarter of 2017, contract negotiations will begin for both unions. BTS will have representatives at both
negotiations. BTS does not anticipate any contentious issues, and expects negotiations to move quickly,
however it is expected COPPEA will ask for class comp study for its members. BTS agrees that a study should
be conducted, as the IT classifications have not gone through a study since 2000. Any changes in the
compensation tables will likely impact rates due to the increase in personnel costs.
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BTS also has a robust and active Labor Management Committee (LMC). The LMC strives to improve employee
satisfaction, productivity and efficiency by promoting trust, fairness and open communication between Labor and
Management. Currently the LMC is spearheading the bureau wide initiative to have all BTS employees trained
on Franklin-Covey’s curriculum on trust, with the goal to incorporate this information into the bureau’s values
and expectations.
Strategic Planning
BTS closed out its last bureau strategic plan in 2014, however in 2015, BTS released a Citywide Information
Technology (IT) Strategic Plan. The Citywide IT Strategic Plan was crafted through a collaborative process
involving all City of Portland bureaus. This plan represents a shared vision of the future and how technology
should support that vision over five years. The plan strives to provide a forward looking path of improved
services for the customer through four goals and associated strategies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Technology Leadership & Collaboration
Anywhere, Anytime Access
Reliable, Efficient & Consolidated Infrastructure
Information Management & Security

Additionally, BTS provides guidance to customer bureaus who are developing their own IT strategic plans. In
2015 BTS assisted Police with their IT Strategic Plan and will do the same for Fire in 2016.
OMF Strategic Plan
BTS has a number of deliverables that have been completed or are underway to help close out the FY 2012-17
OMF Strategic Plan including:
Data Center and Disaster Recovery: The Data Center Move project will execute full requirements analysis
(with third party assistance) and create an RFP to obtain geographically dispersed third-party data center
hosting services. Applications and data would be migrated to third-party facilities, and disaster recovery
capabilities for critical systems would be established with data centers outside of our region. Disaster recovery
planning and documentation for critical systems would be established, including confirming expected levels of
service. There is a need to mitigate the ongoing issues and concerns with the existing facility's power, cooling,
cabling, and security. The Data Center Move project needs to coordinate with the timeline of the Portland
Building Reconstruction project. The current estimate for the project is a low confidence figure of $9.7 million.
Underway
Public Safety Technology Assessment: Execute an agreement with Gartner to conduct an assessment of
public safety technology assets and organizational structure realignment opportunities. Complete
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Mobility Proof of Concept: In collaboration with the Parks Bureau, BTS is conducting a Proof of Concept for
managing mobile devices (IPads) including how to securely connect these devices to our network, use various
applications in a remote environment, establish a test device loaded with a standard configuration, and remotely
use mobile device software to manage these devices. This demonstration period will assess needs and
requirements for determining next steps for larger scale deployment of an enterprise mobile management.
Complete
Payment Card Industry (PCI): Complete the PCI audit in early 2016; continue to implement a remediation plan
that makes significant progress in meeting PCI requirements by the end of the year. Communicate with key
stakeholders. Work was completed to establish a PCI compliant position by end of December 2015. Waiting for
external auditors to validate work and compliance status. Complete
Performance Measures
BTS performance measures focus on system availability, customer satisfaction and efficiencies. Examples
include:
System Availability - Percentage availability of network (excluding scheduled maintenance) - Network
availability is vital to all aspects of City business. Availability of 99.96% translates to the network being
unavailable less than 4 total hours/yr.
Customer Satisfaction - Help Desk satisfaction rating (scale 1 to 5) - Measures the degree of customer
satisfaction services provided by the City’s Technology Help Desk.
Efficiencies - Number of days elapsed from ordering a new desktop PC to installing it (days) - Number of days
from inventory to installation. Creates efficiency by having a robust stores program to handle any PC request.
BTS Budget Decisions 2006-2016
Although BTS has not taken reductions since FY 2013-14, like all City bureaus, BTS took significant ongoing
budget reductions during the great recession. These reductions affected both resources and the ability to
provide effective and efficient technology services to our customers, as well as leaving critical technology
systems vulnerable.
-

Eliminated 24x7 staffing of the City’s Data Center to business hours only
PC replacement extended from 4 to 5 year lifecycle, which is not supported as an industry best practice
30+ Technology Analyst positions eliminated

As a result, the technology needs of the City have surpassed BTS resources coupled with the City’s limited
investment in technology. Reductions drive the need for efficiencies, many of which could be delivered through
the smart and innovative use of technology and business process reengineering
Local and Regional partners
BTS provides telecommunications and data network (IRNE/INET) services, as well as 800 MHz public safety
radio system services to over 100 partner agencies throughout the region including; Portland Public Schools,
Multnomah Education Services District Multnomah County Information Services and Sherriff’s Offices, Tri-Met,
Port of Portland and the City of Gresham. These services all have active regional boards where system users
can bring forward issues, be updated on ongoing projects and provide input on strategic direction.
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Five Year Priorities 2016-21
Five year vision for the Bureau
The Bureau of Technology Services provides technology support to all City bureaus and to some non-City
agencies. The fund’s major source of revenue is service reimbursement transfers from City bureaus and
outside agencies. Goals of the fund include technology leadership and collaboration, anywhere/anytime access
to information and services, reliable, efficient and consolidated technology infrastructure, and information
management.
From the BTS Mission, Vision and Values:
Our Mission:
To deliver strategic leadership through effective, innovative, reliable and secure technology services for
our stakeholders
Our Vision:
Be the trusted and value-added technology partner
The Citywide Information Technology (IT) Strategic Plan has been crafted through a collaborative process
involving all City of Portland bureaus. This plan represents a shared vision of the future and how technology
should support that vision over five years beginning in January 2015. The plan strives to provide a forward
looking path of improved services for the customer through four goals and their associated strategies.

Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
An ongoing issue for BTS in its five year plans has been identifying sufficient funding to cover total costs for the
replacement and ongoing maintenance of technology equipment and software. This includes all equipment and
software that is at the end of its useful life and/or is no longer supported by the vendor for technology systems.
Major maintenance and capacity expansion are needed to keep critical technology infrastructure operating at
the level required to meet current and emerging customer needs. Maintaining up-to-date technology has been
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shown to reduce the overall cost of operations. As hardware and software age, support costs increase. Direct
cost increases are reflected in vendor support contracts, which often increase significantly as systems are
maintained beyond their useful life. In many cases, replacement costs can be substantially offset by vendor
contract savings. The City also incurs an increase in costs as staff spends a disproportionate amount of their
time responding to service-affecting support issues. Service outages can result in lost productivity as BTS has
less capacity to implement new solutions when customers are impacted by the downtime of existing systems.
Regular and ongoing technology replacements and upgrades contain costs and allow BTS staff to work on the
priority needs of its customers.
BTS receives about $1.4 million annually in funds designated specifically for major maintenance funding. In
addition to that, any excess funds received resulting from additional revenue collections or decreased expenses
are designated as technology reserves. Reserves not needed as operating contingency are made available for
major maintenance and operating projects. For FY 2016-17 BTS has approximately $6.0 million in projects
which will be funded through major maintenance and technology reserve funds. Estimated project expenses in
FY 2017-18 will be just over $4.0 million and just under $4.0 million in FY 2018-19. With technology changing
as rapidly as it does, accurate projections are difficult to make, but the general pattern is cost estimates increase
as we approach each new fiscal year. If BTS cannot rely on major maintenance funding collections or
technology reserve savings, some of the projected five year projects will either need to be postponed or
canceled.
Identified Challenges and Opportunities
Looking over a five year horizon BTS foresees the following challenges and opportunities will impact the City’s
ability to achieve the goals of the Citywide IT Strategic Plan. How these items are addressed will have
significant impact on the City’s ability to realize the best utilization and investment in technology to meet City
business needs.
•

Alignment of technology funding and resources to meet customer demand. Continuing a pattern
that emerged with the great recession the technology needs of the City have surpassed BTS
resources and the City’s willingness to invest in technology. In past budget cut years a negative
feedback loop was created in which nearly all bureaus were asked to take considerable reductions.
These reductions drive the need for efficiencies, many of which could be delivered through the
smart and innovative use of technology and business process reengineering. However, at the
same time, BTS was also taking cuts which severely reduce the City’s capabilities and capacity to
adopt new more efficient technology that bureaus demand to offset the impact of budget cuts.

•

The following items all represent opportunities to better align business needs and technology
investments to allow the City to best realize the benefits of technology investment and business
process reengineering.
o

Strategic Technology governance with active participation from Bureaus to:
 help shape the Citywide technology strategy and
 prioritize technology investments and project funding
 monitor and track benefits realization and project performance
 leverage enterprise solutions to meet shared business needs
Recently the City established a Technology Executive Steering Committee (TESC)
comprised of the CAO, CTO and key bureau directors. This governance board is tasked
with providing leadership and direction to allow the City to realize benefits of technology
investment and business process change. The effectiveness of this newly formed
committee will have a significant outcome on the City and BTS to make considerable
progress to its organizational goals.

o

Greater organization realignment in BTS to reduce duplicative service delivery and realign
resources to innovation. In June of 2016 the Gartner research group completed an IT
Organizational Assessment Report on City of Portland Public Safety IT Assessment. This
report is one example describing how a reorganization of BTS resources supporting public
safety from a bureau specific approach to a shared service delivery model focusing on all
public safety bureaus (PPB, PFR, BOEC, PBEM) will result in improved customer outcomes
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for all public safety bureaus. While these recommendations are industry best practice it will
take executive leadership at the bureau and elected levels to set the course and monitor
benefits realization. BTS is currently in the early phases of planning for organizational
changes designed to meet the recommendations of the study.
o

Over the next five years several major projects will consume BTS, and in some instances
customer, resources beyond current staffing levels. These efforts have the potential to
defer resources from run and maintain operations increasing the risk of adverse impacts to
City business operations. Projects such as the Portland Building Reconstruction and the
Data Center Migration represent significant once-in-a-generation large scale projects to the
City. The impacts of these projects to BTS and its customer bureaus will be widespread
and lasting in duration. Relocating staff from the Portland Building and developing remote
work capabilities represent new paradigms for business operations, technology architecture
and organizational workplace culture and practice. The Data Center migration will require
resources from nearly all bureaus as all the business systems impacted by the migration
will require extensive planning, testing and migration to ensure minimal impacts to business
operations.
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Industry Trends
For 2016 several industry technology trends are continuing their growth and adoption by government IT
organizations. A recent report from the Gartner research group, titled “2016 CIO Agenda: A Government
Perspective” identifies key findings and trends which are consistent across the spectrum of the Government
CIO’s surveyed. In large part the desired business outcomes, investment priorities and external forces identified
in the report are similar to the conditions and drivers affecting City of Portland. These industry-wide items as
well as conditions more unique to the City are described below:
Business Outcomes:
As described in previous sections of the BTS Briefing Book following the Great Recession the City’s investment
in technology as a means to deliver business outcomes has been on a declining trend. Over time in response to
budget cuts the bureau has focused its declining resources on core service delivery, prioritized efficiencies and
resource realignments sometimes at the expense of innovation and automation from new capabilities.
Continuing forward in partnering with bureaus the following are key business principles that drive the work of
BTS:
Continuous Improvement - Increase Efficiencies - Cost Savings and Revenue Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

Increase business effectiveness through digital channels
Encourage technology with positive ROI to lower TCO costs
Leverage and grow partnerships to share in costs and benefits
Increase engagement and empowerment of employees
Enhance revenues through the smart use of City assets

Investment Priorities:
Several key industry trends, external factors, unique conditions and collaborative discussions with bureaus and
regional partners have shaped our technology investment priorities for the future. These investments include:
Data Center Migration – In FY 2016-17 City Council approved a project to migrate the City’s primary Data
Center from the Portland Building to a purpose-built hosted data center. This project will deliver significant
improvements in service delivery and resilience to every city bureau. This project will also deliver new
capabilities such as out of region disaster recovery for key systems to increase resilience in the event of natural
disaster or man-made impacts. This project is now underway and during summer of 2016 the City will post a
Request for Proposal to solicit bids for the hosted facility.
The Portland Building Reconstruction – BTS will play a role in providing technology support and technology
leadership to the Portland Building project in three key ways. First, the Data Center Migration will support the
project to ensure essential technology services are available and stable during the project. Second, during
construction BTS will deliver key technology infrastructure to support temporary staff relocations and teleworking
capabilities. Third, BTS will be an essential part of the design process to ensure the future state vision for
business operation are supported by technology systems implemented in the renovated building.
Mobile Workforce – Industry trends, the Portland Building project and efforts for the City to become an employer
of choice all form a nexus point around a Mobile Workforce. Use cases such as access to information and
systems from the field, to office sharing (hoteling) and the work-life balance offered by teleworking all rely on
BTS implementing an enterprise approach to providing mobile access via devices, systems and applications to
deliver the right technology to allow city staff to efficiently perform work from remote locations. As of June 2016
BTS and Parks have successfully completed a proof of concept for Enterprise Mobility Management allowing
City staff to manage mobile devices and securely allow mobile access to City network resources. BTS will soon
be beginning a proof of concept on Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) which could lay the foundation for more
widespread telework and hoteling.
Cyber Security and Compliance – Globally and across all industries the incidence, complexity and risk of cyber
security threats are dramatically increasing. As threats emerge and evolve all organizations are struggling to
summons and scale the appropriate defenses and monitoring to align to the organization’s risk tolerance and
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resources. Trends emerging in 2016 include Security Analytics which uses large volumes of security data
already available to monitor and proactively identify security threats.
In 2015 the City obtained Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance for the first time by executing a deliberate
strategy to outsource credit card processing functions and data from City systems and networks. This required
the coordination of multiple bureaus across nearly 50 different payment processes and partnering with multiple
vendors. Looking forward the City should continue its efforts to protect sensitive information by developing data
governance and dedicated resources to ensure adequate protection of the Personally Identifiable Information
(PII) of City employees and constituents. PII is used by every city bureau and while neither the data nor
business processes are owned by BTS, BTS will need to be very active in working with our bureau partners to
provide enterprise technology solutions to ensure each bureau can obtain and maintain compliance.
Cloud Technologies – Cloud technology continues as an industry trend as governments turns more to a “cloud
first” model for how they provide their products and services. Organizations like the City who have a “buy before
build” strategy for systems and service acquisition are looking to leverage Cloud services for a variety of
reasons including innovation, time to implement, and scalability. The City leverages both public and private
cloud environments and has chosen cloud-first for over 50 business systems today. Recent examples at the
enterprise scale include the migration to Office 365 for desktop productivity and NIC Services as the transaction
processing service for over 10M digital payments per year. In 2016 work continues to develop a cloud strategy
the City’s SAP systems.
Open Data, Business intelligence and analytics – Across the nation Open Data is expanding as governments
see public access to information, partnerships and crowd sourcing as ways to spur innovation, foster civic
engagement and increase livability. The City was once a leader in e-government and Open Data. Since the
Great Recession these have efforts lost considerable momentum due to budget constraints and a lack of
citywide data governance and leadership. Recent efforts demonstrate that the City has many opportunities
ahead. Open Data, Business Intelligence and Analytics are a core part of the City of Portland proposal for the
Smart City Challenge: Ubiquitous Mobility for Portland. https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/69999. In
2016 BTS launched a new updated version of our award-winning PortlandMaps platform adding improved user
experiences for smartphone and table devices. www.portlandmaps.com
Challenges and Opportunities:
The path to benefits realization for these industry trends/investments is not without challenges and
opportunities. A summary of key challenges and opportunities includes:
Workforce Development – The diverse, complex and ever changing field of technology requires a constant need
for skilled workers and the alignment between services and capabilities in BTS. Efforts to develop existing staff,
add positions where needed and to recruit and retain staff are central to success.
Funding of IT Investments - Adequate funding to cover both one time and ongoing costs for existing and new
technology need to be identified. Longer term strategies such as an “IT investments capital fund” are ways to
dedicate funding, create governance, support equity and ensure that the highest value business cases receive
funding and resources.
City Silos and Organizational Structure – The commission form of government and strong bureau silos often
limit effectiveness and efficiencies possible from innovation, business process improvement and technology
investment. These choices often create inefficiencies as BTS is tasked with supporting multiple systems of
similar purpose rather than the City leadership leveraging enterprise solutions to meet multiple bureau needs.
Organizational structures an also be optimized using best practice rather than silo-based approaches. Recent
examples include the Gartner conducted City of Portland Public Safety Technology Assessment which
recommends more efficient and equitable organizational models to provide public safety technology services.
BTS is currently in the early phases of planning for organizational changes designed to meet the
recommendations of the assessment.
Culture of Change – Future realties require the City to reinvent policies, procedures, and processes for how to
deliver services. These outcomes require significant change from the status quo. Without addressing both the
magnitude and impacts of the changes needed organizational inertia can limit the effectiveness of technology
investments. Applying new technology to a legacy business process may result in at best marginal
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improvements, and at worst total failure. The City needs to recognize the human component to business
process and technology change and address these issues in major projects. As the City faces large succession
planning challenges, as many expert staff are retirement eligible the risk of “brain drain” are real and impactful.
It is our recommendation that all large technology investments also include funding and attention to the
organizational change factors needed to ensure the best possible project outcomes.
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Succession Planning
Like the rest of the City, BTS will see an increase in retirements over the next 5 years. BTS participated in the
2015 OMF Succession Planning Work group and agree with recommendations and incorporate them when
possible.
1. Harvesting Retirees’ Knowledge – BTS Managers evaluate staff for known retirements within the next year,
and employees eligible for retirement within 5 years. This allows for talent gaps and create a strategy for utilizing
their knowledge of the organization.
2. Documenting Key Business Processes for Succession Planning – Good documentation is key for succession
planning in BTS. Managers work with staff and assigned resource to document procedures and key contacts.
There should be sufficient information so that another staff member could use the documentation to complete
the needed activity. This is often buy utilizing our knowledge base system and/ or the BTS wiki.
3 Identify and Develop Emerging Leaders – BTS Senior Management is responsible for identifying emerging
leaders within their divisions. BTS values meaningful training that assists in employee development both
professionally and a leader. BTS was an active participant in Cooperative Leadership Institute (CLI) when it was
still active and participates in OMF’s mentoring program
4 Talent Development Program Implementation – Professional Development is a core value for BTS. All BTS
employees are given Professional Development Plan (PDP) as part of their annual performance review. All
PDPs require no less than 16 hours of professional development in the review period.
5 Internal Talent Mobility/Job Rotation – BTS encourages its employees to rotate and promote both temporarily
and permanently. BTS also cross trains its employees within and between divisions in order to give the
employee a broader perspective of the bureau and how services are provided to BTS’s customers
6 Educational Assistance Program – BTS’ does not have a dedicated fund for all employees, but does
contribute via CBA into the PT 17/City of Portland Professional Fund (COPPEA) professional development
account. Funds from this account can be requested by COPPEA represented employees across the City.
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Internal Collaboration
As an internal services partner to City bureaus the Bureau of Technology Services is in constant collaboration
with bureaus on technology strategy, planning and delivery of projects to meet the business needs of the
bureaus. The BTS Customer Relations Management team includes Technology Business Consultants each of
which are assigned a portfolio of bureaus. These consultants act as liaisons with the bureaus to identify the
nexus of business needs and technology solutions. The consultants provide strategic guidance and alignment
to ensure that technology initiatives and services from BTS are deliver business value to our bureau partners.
BTS in conjunction with OMF has a lead role in the City of Portland Technology Executive Steering Committee
(TESC). The TESC is a new forum that creates the opportunity for citywide governance on technology
investments and business needs. The TESC is staffed by several bureau directors engaged in providing
governance to help ensure that technology strategy and cross-bureau collaboration opportunities are leveraged.
On behalf of the Chief Administrative Officer BTS also has a lead role in the Technology Oversight Committee
(TOC). The TOC is an independent five-member citizen advisory committee that reviews selected City of
Portland technology projects. The TOC’s primary goals are to increase transparency and accountability by
helping ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and within the determined project scope.
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/56112

Regional Collaboration
Outside of the City of Portland BTS is very active throughout the region on a variety of technology topics. As
one of the largest players in the government technology arena in the northwest the City of Portland is often a
focal point for regional collaboration. The following are several examples that demonstrate the diversity of
topics in which the City collaborates with regional partners.
Regional Public Safety collaboration
Partnerships primarily exist through the PDCC (Portland Dispatch Center Consortium), the RegJIN (Regional
Justice Information Network) partner agencies within Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington and Clark County’s,
and the Regional Radio Partnership. In brief, these groups encompass the bulk of public safety entities within
the Northwest Oregon and Southwest Washington areas, and at times involve the State(s) and other regional
players.
Over the last 10 years, the City has engaged with a number of partners in exploring or changing how technology
is used in the area. These groups consist of Clackamas County, Washington County, City of Portland,
Multnomah County, Lake Oswego, Columbia County, Cowlitz County (WA), and Clark County (WA); however
there are others that do affiliate with the group for various purposes. For example the State of Oregon controls
contracts that have to do with 911 and assists in guiding the region in implementation of Text-to-911, Next
Generation 911, (NG911) and the States of both Washington and Oregon will be instrumental in FirstNet (See
section 4) .
RegJIN : The Regional Justice Information Network has a broad reach for Police Information / Records
Management. This records system currently encompasses 40 plus public safety agencies in both Southwest
Washington and Northwest Oregon. The initial work for this system began in 2009, went through several
different re-writes and finally was installed and went “live” in 2015. It is a model that is being watched closely by
public safety agencies around the U.S.
Participating Law Enforcement Agencies in RegJIN include:
Multnomah County: Portland Police Bureau, Gresham PD, Fairview PD, Multnomah CO SO, Port of
Portland PD and PSU Public Safety
Other Oregon Agencies: Beaverton PD, Canby PD, Clackamas CO SO, Columbia County SO, Forest
Grove PD, Gladstone PD, Hillsboro PD, Lake Oswego PD, Milwaukie PD, Molalla PD, Oregon City PD,
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Sandy PD, Scappoose PD, Sherwood PD, St. Helens PD, Tigard PD, Tualatin PD, Vernonia PD,
Washington CO SO, Cornelius PD, West Linn PD, Banks PD, Gaston PD
Washington State Agencies: Vancouver PD
Regional technology leadership collaboration
The City’s Chief Technology Officer is a member of the NW CIO Alliance. The Alliance in dedicated to providing
a venue for collaboration and information sharing at the C-level across public and private sector industries.
Recently the City and Multnomah County have engaged in bringing their respective IT leadership teams
together for collaboration, networking and information sharing. This will start an ongoing conversation between
organizations and will be expanded to include the Port of Portland and other regional partners such as Portland
State and Reed College.
Regional Cyber Security collaboration
Cyber security is a field of constant challenges and emerging threats. The City’s participation on a number of
security focused organizations allow the city to partner and share information across the region to stay up to
date on emerging issues and coordinate regional incident response. Active partner include: Multnomah County,
the Port of Portland, the MSISAC (Multi State Information Sharing and Analytics Center comprised of all states
and cities), the FBI Cyber Security Task Force, and the Department of Homeland Security.
Regional technology infrastructure collaboration
The City is also engaged in partnerships within its governmental fiber cooperative (Cooperative
Telecommunications Infrastructure Consortium, “CTIC”) to include additional counties in Oregon as well as
exploring the possibility of interconnecting its fiber networks with several partners in Washington State
(Washington Department of Transportation, Clark County, and the City of Vancouver) to enable further network
infrastructure partnership benefit for public safety agency cooperation.
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CITY OF
AMANDA FRITZ, COMMISSIONER

PORTLAND, OREGON
OFFICE OF NEIGHBORHOOD INVOLVEMENT

Amalia Alarcón de Morris, Bureau Director

Promoting a culture of civic engagement

OFFICE OF NEIG H BORH OOD INVOLVEMENT (ONI)
I.

Mission of the Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
The m ission of t he O ffice of N eighb orhood I nvolvem ent ( O N I ) is t o p rom ot e a cult ure of civic
engagem ent b y connect ing and sup p ort ing all P ort land ers w ork ing t oget her and w it h governm ent t o
b uild inclusive, safe and livab le neighb orhood s and com m unit ies.
E st ab lished b y C it y C od e Tit le 3 .9 6
Community Involvement
I ncrease t he num b er and d iversit y of p eop le w ho are involved and volunt eer in t heir com m unit ies
and neighb orhood s.
Capacity Building
St rengt hen neighb orhood and com m unit y cap acit y t o b uild id ent it y, sk ills, relat ionship s and
p art nership s.
Public Impact
I ncrease com m unit y and neighb orhood im p act on p ub lic d ecisions.
Livability and Safety
P rovid e t ools and resources t o im p rove neighb orhood and com m unit y livab ilit y and safet y.
Services
P rovid e accurat e inform at ion and resp onsive and effect ive services t o com m unit y m em b ers and
organiz at ions.
Our Values:
The O ffice of N eighb orhood I nvolvem ent ( O N I ) w ork s t ow ard s a fut ure w here t he com m unit y is a
full and eq ual d ecision- m ak ing p art ner in all asp ect s of t he C it y of P ort land . W e serve our
increasingly d iverse com m unit y t hrough p rom ot ing collect ive civic engagem ent for all p eop le in
P ort land , w it h a com m it m ent t o t ransp arency, com p assion, and relat ionship b uild ing. W e st rive t o
recogniz e and rep air t he d isp arit ies t hat ex clud e and harm t he p eop le of P ort land . W e st rive t o b e
aut hent ic, accessib le and account ab le w it hin governm ent and t he com m unit y. The values p ut fort h
here are int end ed as a guid e and found at ion for all our w ork .
Inclusion - No one gets left out
Shared Power and G overnance
Relationships - the cornerstone of our work
Social Sustainability – people are our most important resource

II. Summary Overview of Bureau’s Work 2006-2016
ONI has four program areas: the Community and Neighborhood Involvement Center (CNIC), the
Livability Center, the Crime Prevention Center (CP), and City/County Information and Referral (I&R).
1) CNIC work has been guided by the Five Year Plan for Increasing Community Involvement, a
strategic plan developed under Mayor Tom Potter and adopted by Council in 2008. Although its
title might make it seem outdated, the City’s financial ebb and flow has resulted in its continued
relevance. CNIC has seven programs (each program is run by a single staff person, except for
New Portlanders, which also has a person who staffs the New Portlander Policy Commission):
•

The Neighborhood Program is at the core of ONI Programs since 1973 and is made up of 95
Neighborhood Associations and 7 District Coalitions. ONI Provides over $2 million in grant
funding to District Coalitions for staffing and services to the Neighborhoods. Since 2006 ONI
has added an internal staff to manage grants, provide technical assistance to grantees and
to City Bureaus and track performance measurements. Growth for this program include
added staffing for Coalitions, Neighborhood Small Grants (a proven best practice) which
have fluctuated from a high of $225,000 to being completely de-funded and back to about
$100,000 currently; expanded communications capacity for Coalitions (websites and
newsletters, primarily) and Neighborhoods; and an accessibility fund for language
interpretation and ADA accommodations, which has since been cut and not yet added back.

•

The Diversity and Civic Leadership Program (DCL) was created in 2007 as a result of a
community-driven process calling for diversification of the system and capacity-building for
under-engaged community-based organizations serving people of color, immigrants and
refugees in order to increase constituent participation in the civic governance of the City.
This program started with $70,000 of funding and two organizations and has grown, through
advocacy and prioritization from our bureau budget advisory committee to $780,000 for six
organizations (IRCO, NAYA, Latino Network, the Urban League of Portland, the Center for
Intercultural Organizing and Momentum Alliance). Program coordinator provides grant
oversight, evaluation and technical assistance. Report on the program, titled Engaging for
Equity: A Report on Portland’s Diversity and Civic Leadership Program, 2007-2013. In 2015,
Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government named this program one of the top ten
government innovations across the United States.

•

The Disability Program connects, supports and encourages collaborative civic engagement
between disability community members, neighborhoods and City government. Other
services provided by the program staff person include information and referral, Citywide
policy advice and disaster preparedness and planning for people with disabilities and frail
elders, including the Additional Needs Registry, mapping the location of people with
disabilities who will need assistance with evacuation in the event of a disaster for first
responders. In the current fiscal year, this program received funding for a Disability
Leadership Academy, scheduled to begin in October 2016.

•

The Multnomah Youth Commission (MYC) is the official youth policy body for the City of
Portland and Multnomah County per an intergovernmental adopted in 2008. All MYC work
is guided by Our Bill of Rights: Children + Youth, the nation’s first bill of rights written by and
for youth, and created by MYC in 2006. MYC has developed an organizing model that
incorporates participatory action research, policy creation and advocacy – using the adultyouth partnership model as its foundational underpinning. MYC’s three major policy focus
areas are Youth Against Violence (focused on eliminating anti-gay, gendered, gang, police,
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home, sexual and dating violence as well as school and cyber-bullying), Sustainability
(focused on transit justice issues and expanding Trimet’s Youth Pass program region-wide);
and Education/Youth Voice (organizing candidate forums and working with the Cradle to
Career’s Communities Supporting Youth collaborative on chronic student absenteeism). One
City staff works alongside a County staff to provide support to the MYC and consultation and
training to City and County programs wanting to effectively engage youth.
•

The New Portlanders Program was established in 2009 recognizing Portland’s status as a
gateway city serving the 1-in-5 Portlanders who speak languages other than English at
home. Core program areas include Equity in Practice featuring nine City bureau-newcomer
community partnerships designing, developing and delivering valuable city services to East
Portland neighborhoods (examples include: mobile playgrounds, Safe Routes to School,
community gardens, community policing, community-building grants, neighborhood
livability projects); Community Engagement Liaisons (CELs), a fee for service program
helping City Bureaus outsource their outreach to newcomer community elders and activists
trained through our DCL program; the New Portlander Policy Commission, created by City
Council vote on May 26, 2016, and will provide policy research, best-practices, and advocacy
on newcomer integration; and the Families Move program, which provides the media, large
employers, schools, faith, civic and professional associations with a narrative on the social
and economic benefits of human migration.

•

The Public Involvement Best Practices Program is an inward facing program that works to
strengthen and institutionalize public involvement principles, policies, processes and
practices into the business of the City. It was established in 2008 with the creation of the
Public Involvement Advisory Council (PIAC), which is comprised of 24-34 City bureau staff
and diverse community leaders and charged with increasing the consistency and
effectiveness of public involvement in City government decision making. Significant
outcomes have included public involvement principles adopted in 2010, public involvement
guidelines for Bureau Advisory Committees in 2012 and community involvement goals and
policies (chapter 2 of the Comprehensive Plan) passed last month.

•

Elders in Action is a grantee and the official senior citizen policy body for the City of
Portland and Multnomah County.

•

East Portland Action Plan (EPAP) is network of community members united to see the BPS
planning document outlining improvements needed for East Portland be implemented.
EPAP gives out community grants, advocates with bureaus to prioritize East Portland plan
items for completion. EPAP works collaboratively with East Portland Neighborhood office
and has 1 FTE that staffs their efforts.

2) The Livability Center is newly formed and includes the Marijuana Policy Program, Liquor
Licensing Program, Graffiti Abatement and Noise Control. The center also manages a grant with
Resolutions NW.
•

The Marijuana Policy program started with the passage of Measure 91 and the statewide
legalization of recreational marijuana in November of 2014. The program’s focus has been
policy development at the state level, securing control of environmental factors that affect
Portland communities, supporting the integration of the cannabis market, collaborating with
other states. Portland City Council passed City code chapter 14B.130, regulating and
licensing Marijuana facilities in Portland. Code language was developed through a robust
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public process that involved community and industry stakeholders, and focused on
establishing expectations, ensuring safety, and addressing livability concerns related to
saturation. The program, still in development, has 7 FTE, 1 temporary FTE and 2 seasonal
employees. The program is currently processing 220 local licenses involving partnerships
with the OLCC, the Oregon Health Authority, Bureau of Development Services, Oregon
Department of Agriculture, Multnomah County and the Portland Police Bureau.
•

The Liquor Licensing Program focuses on addressing public safety and livability concerns
that arise out of alcohol-serving establishments. One of the primary tools for problemsolving is Chapter 14B.120 regulating Time, Place and Manner of licensed establishments.
This program collaborates with Police to make recommendations on approximately 480 new
annual licenses and processes over 1800 event licenses and 3200 annual license renewals.
Program had 2.5 FTE. Since 2006 the program has experienced a 25% increase in annual
licenses to process and nearly 40% increase in events licenses with only a .5 increase in
staffing. Currently the program has a strong partnership with PBOT, PPB, BDS, Portland Fire
and Rescue, Oregon State Lottery, OLCC and many community groups including Big Village
and Old Town Hospitality Association.

•

The Noise Control Program focuses on ensuring compliance with Title 18, Noise Control.
The program receives over 750 complaints per year, evaluates 600 requests for noise
variances annually, staffs a Noise Review Board which balances interests related to
development and growth with public health impacts of excessive noise, and works
collaboratively with event organizers to mitigate noise impacts while allowing for vibrant
events associated with an urban environment through strong collaboration with PBOT, BES,
BDS and Parks. Noise program has 3.5 FTE.

•

The Graffiti Abatement Program is responsible for administering and enforcing Portland
City Codes 14B.80 and 14B.85, related to graffiti nuisance. The program has a strong focus
on community involvement through City-sponsored clean up events, and partners with
community organizations to educate around graffiti and design elements that may mitigate
a property’s vulnerability to graffiti. There are about 8000 graffiti incidents reported each
year – a 57% increase from 2006. The program manages a contract which is general fund
supported that provides free graffiti removal to community members that meet a special
criteria. Staffing is 1.5 FTE and strongest partnership is with Police, but recent understaffing
at PPB has led to a weakening of that collaboration.

•

Resolutions NW contracts with ONI to provide free neighbor to neighbor mediation and
high stakes facilitation services that arise from the city becoming more densely populated.
This year we have added a restorative justice component to the work they do for the City.

3) The Crime Prevention Center’s mission is to reduce crime and fear of crime in communities.
This center has 11 FTE that are assigned different geographic areas in the city that coincide with
police precincts. Crime Prevention staff respond to neighbor crime concerns, recruits and trains
members for Neighborhood Watch; conducts Crime Prevention through Environmental Design
(CPTED) assessments for businesses and residential buildings. Up until this year, crime
prevention also coordinated a program called Enhanced Safety Properties (ESP), which involved
doing a CPTED on multi-unit rental properties, and certifying those properties as ESP properties
once owners responded to issues brought to light by the assessment. It also connected the
owners/management company to the local neighborhood resource police officer in case there
was ever any need for a call for service. That program is on hiatus due to understaffing at
Office of Neighborhood Involvement
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Portland Police Bureau. These staff are represented by DCTU. In addition, Crime Prevention also
houses ONI’s Mental Health Specialist – a position started to support community participation in
the COAB (related to the DOJ settlement with PPB). That staff also provides training and support
to bureaus and staff of elected officials on how to interact with people experiencing mental
health distress.
4) City/County Information and Referral houses the operators for the City and county. This center
was established by Intergovernmental Agreement and have 5FTE (represented by DCTU) and 1
supervisor.
III. Five year priorities:
Administration:
1. We have outgrown our existing customer relations data management system. It will take a big
investment to upgrade, and we would prefer a city-wide solution. Preferably a well thought out
311 system – it is way past time for a city of our size.
2. An audit of ONI’s CNIC just illuminated how City code and ONI Standards have not been updated
to match our current scope. We need funding to hire a contractor to take us through an updated
strategic planning process that results in updated language and a time line for amending it.
3. Completion and implementation of equity strategic plan for the bureau.
4. As we are growing we are rapidly running out of space.
5. Succession planning – Bureau Director will likely be retiring within the next 8 years and it’s
important to leave a diverse, qualified pool of applicants familiar with the work of ONI along
with those who will generally apply for the opening for consideration by Commissioner-incharge.
CNIC:
1. Funding equity for our grantees. Neighborhood system receives over $2 million annually and
DCL partners receive under $800K annually. It is imperative that DCL partners can each grow
their staffing from 1 FTE to at least 2 FTE, we have made some strides every year, but still have a
ways to go.
2. Increase capacity for inward facing technical assistance on inclusive community involvement for
other bureaus in the City.
3. Restoration and stabilization of Neighborhood Small Grants funding – at least back up to the
original amount dedicated when the program started.
Livability:
The livability program is primarily complaint driven and so does not provide services to all Portland
communities uniformly – particularly low calls for service in East Portland. We are beginning to track
this information and are looking at options for potential restructuring to be better able to serve
more Portlanders.
1. Ensuring fees can cover program costs for Marijuana, Liquor and Noise, which are our current
programs partially funded by revenues. We want to make those less dependent on general fund
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2.
3.

4.
5.

– there are a variety of variables impacting our ability to do that from limits set at the legislature
to community concerns about raising fees.
Marijuana challenges include the illegal market, bifurcated medical and recreational systems
and federal classification as a schedule 1 narcotic.
Liquor is funded primarily by processing fees that are established by state statute. Current
staffing does not meet needs of program. Advocating for increased fees in Legislative Session
2017. Currently costs of processing far exceed revenues (at $187,000) and do not include
enforcement of 14B120 or informal problem solving with liquor establishments due to close
commercial and residential interface. Additionally, because local governments are pre-empted
from regulating alcohol, and must focus on adverse impacts related to the service of alcohol, our
authority and ability to be proactive is greatly diminished. Currently .5 of the existing
administrative coordinator is one time funded. Need permanent full time admin, and increase of
at least .5 assistant program specialist to continue to meet current service levels.
Graffiti – Graffiti incidents continue to increase as population increases, program is 100%
funded by general fund. The loss of dedicated police personnel to actively prosecute prolific
taggers has been a great challenge for the program.
Noise Control – Currently, the noise control office faces significant challenges in addressing the
volume of complaints received. With one inspector staff City wide, only the most egregious
noise concerns can be addressed through the busy spring and summer months. Additionally,
calls to non-emergency police have been prioritized at a very low level due to ongoing staffing
issues with the Portland Police, and immediate noise issues experienced in the evening and
weekends cannot be immediately addressed by this office.

Crime Prevention:
1. Gaining direct access to crime data for crime prevention staff. This function sits in PPB and we
would need to have a designated ONI-paid staff person placed at PPB and dedicated to our data
needs.
2. The crime prevention program lost 1 FTE this FY, regaining this position would help the crime
prevention address some of the slack created by PPB’s staffing crisis and the public’s increased
fear of crime.
Information and referral:
In October of 2014, an analysis was done and a report prepared by Stern Consulting which
recommended moving the city towards a 311/CRM Customer Service call center. Benefits would
include reducing call wait times and increase efficiency and effectiveness of 911 emergency call
center; providing customers streamlined access to City services; providing tracking and monitoring
capabilities that can serve as a tool to help improve service delivery.
IV. Industry Trends and how we are responding
Livability: Density and the growing populations and therefore, differentiated interests in Portland’s
commercial corridors shape the work of the Livability Center. As the City experiences growth, we
anticipate greater demands on staff to address differentiating expectations around quality of life
stemming from closely interfacing commercial and residential life. Additionally state and federal
changes to policies related to liquor and marijuana continue to have impacts as the Citi’s authority
changes. We are also heavily influenced by the needs of the community through a complaint driven
process and strong link to neighborhoods and community groups through the Bureaus work as a
whole. Our response: We are actively engaged with members of the legislature and Government
relations to monitor movement at the state and local level. We also actively engage with
Office of Neighborhood Involvement
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community stakeholders through public forums, events, and social media to ensure that the
activities of the Livability Center reflect the needs of the Community. Increasing our ability to
address livability concerns at the planning stages of projects and initiatives is extremely important
Crime Prevention: Lingering effects of the national mortgage crisis still generate a great deal of work
in the form of vacant/abandoned/squatter houses. More recently. Portland’s housing emergency
has generated a lot of work on livability issues related to homelessness. In addition, understaffing at
PPB has forced staff to adjust how they resolve problem locations and how they talk to the public
about what they can expect from the criminal justice system. Our response: Crime prevention has
worked with other bureaus to streamline responses, generate new solutions and identify necessary
limits to service.
V. Succession Plan and Leadership Development
At ONI we have a fairly horizontal structure and so there is not very much opportunity to move up
within this bureau. We support our staff when they decide to apply for better opportunity elsewhere,
we mentor our existing staff and when there is the rare promotional job opening at ONI we encourage
internal candidates to apply.
As Bureau Director, I am currently mentoring two internal candidates who have expressed interest
to eventually apply for my position and in conversations with four external candidates. We believe it
would be important to have my successor be a person of color, given the work of the bureau and
the shifting demographics in Portland, and five of the six potential candidates are. The sixth person
identifies as LGBTQ. The expectation would be that anyone selected to be ONI bureau director
would have to be selected through a hiring process that would include robust public participation.
In addition to the director position, we only have 5 managers in the bureau, none of which are
expected to be leaving any time soon.
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Mission
Chapter 3.124.020 of the City Code establishes the Bureau of Emergency
Management as part of the Mayor’s portfolio. The mission of the Portland Bureau
of Emergency Management (PBEM) is to promote readiness, coordinate
response and build resilience for Portland. Our vision is a resilient Portland.
Overview of Bureau's Work 2006-2016
PBEM has made measurable progress to enhance community resilience, ensure
continuity of essential city services, pursue hazard mitigation programs to reduce
the impacts from disasters and facilitate effective disaster recovery. Noted
successes include:
•

Construction of a new state-of-the-art Emergency Coordination Center in
outer SE Portland.

•

Completing a citywide Continuity of Operations Plan and requiring all
bureaus to complete and maintain Continuity of Operations Plans.

•

Securing funds to conduct a seismic assessment of City buildings that are
essential to continuity operations and ensuring disaster recovery
capabilities of the City’s data center.

•

Updating the Unreinforced Masonry (URM) building inventory and pursuing
policy recommendations, including proposed code changes and
incentive programs, to support the implementation of a mandatory retrofit
program for URMs.

•

Partnering with OMF to construct a seismically resilient city-owned fueling
station at the SFC Jerome F. Sears Center in SW Portland to ensure an
adequate supply of fuel for emergency response vehicles and effective
emergency response after an earthquake on the west side of the
Willamette River.

•

Securing federal grants to improve the seismic performance of singlefamily homes to ensure residents are able to remain in their home after an
earthquake.

•

Supporting the implementation of the Regional Disaster Preparedness
Organization (RDPO). The RDPO is a partnership of government agencies,
non-governmental organizations, and private-sector stakeholders in the
Portland Metropolitan Region working together on preparedness for
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terrorism, earthquakes and other disasters of regional impact. PBEM serves
as the lead administrative agency for the RDPO and fiscal agent of the
Urban Areas Security Initiative (UASI) grant funds, provided through the
Homeland Security Grant Program, and member contributions. These
funds support regional planning, training, exercising and investment in
specialized equipment, as decided by RDPO committees.
One of our most important projects is the update of the Natural Hazard
Mitigation Plan (NHMP). This five-year update will integrate social equity as a
prominent component of neighborhood natural hazard mitigation. The NHMP
update will provide neighborhood specific hazard information to improve local
understanding of hazard impacts and greater awareness of, and community
engagement in, the implementation of neighborhood risk reduction strategies.
PBEM is responsible for maintaining capabilities and systems to disseminate
emergency alerts and warnings to residents impacted by an actual or imminent
emergency. While the city employs all available means of emergency
notification (broadcast media, social media, Emergency Alert System), it also
includes the ability to deliver voice (landline, cellular and VoIP), text and email
alerts. Through an on-going add package approved by Council in 2015-2016,
PBEM lead a competitive RFP process to select a new emergency notification
vendor. This system, called PublicAlerts, has the added capability of registering
and disseminating messages in the ten Safe Harbor languages. PublicAlerts also
allows residents of Portland and Multnomah County to sign up for the Additional
Needs Registry (ANR) and indicate whether they may need specific disabilityrelated assistance following a major disaster or when interacting with public
safety responders.
The Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET) program is the bureau's most publicly
facing program. The NET program promotes social resilience by training residents
to provide immediate emergency assistance, life saving and life-sustaining
interventions within their neighborhoods after emergencies. In the aftermath of
disasters such as earthquakes, more than 90 percent of rescued persons are
aided by their neighbors, not law enforcement officers, firefighters or EMTs. In
2015, PBEM and Portland Fire & Rescue graduated 270 NET volunteers, putting
the number of active volunteers at 851 (up 49% from 2014). PBEM also received
more applications to the NET program than in any previous recorded year: 929,
up 22% from 2014.
PBEM has identified and equipped 48 locations throughout the city to serve as
initial gathering locations for the community if a large-scale emergency makes it
impossible to get help or information via traditional means. PBEM's goal is to
have each Basic Earthquake Emergency Communication Node (BEECN) staffed
2
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within two days after a citywide emergency by nearby volunteers or City of
Portland employees who will begin information sharing and resource planning
between the BEECN site, local fire station and the City’s Emergency
Coordination Center. These sites will form the basis for ongoing emergency
planning efforts and are aligned with Portland Plan goals to promote community
resilience and connected healthy neighborhoods.
Five-Year Priorities: 2016-2021
1. A focus of the bureau's current Strategic Plan is the pursuit of the national
Emergency Management Accreditation Program (EMAP). In the emergency
management discipline, EMAP is the industry standard for excellence. It is a
refined set of program requirements based on years of lessons learned from
emergencies. Communities achieving EMAP accreditation are among the
most prepared to handle any emergency. Around the country, few state
agencies – and even fewer cities – successfully meet each of the 64 EMAP
requirements, and none presently in Oregon.
2. The stability and reliability of local energy importation systems are of
paramount importance to the City of Portland and the surrounding region. A
significant portion of the energy distribution infrastructure is located along a
six-mile stretch of the lower Willamette River in Northwest Portland, between
the I-405 Fremont Bridge and Sauvie Island, commonly referred to as the
Critical Energy Infrastructure Hub (the CEI Hub). The energy sector facilities in
the CEI Hub include:
•

All of Oregon’s major liquid fuel port terminals

•

Liquid fuel transmission pipelines and transfer stations

•

Natural gas transmission pipelines

•

Liquefied natural gas storage facility

•

High-voltage electric substations and transmission lines

•

Electrical substations for local distribution

The CEI Hub is strategically located to provide access to navigable waters,
important for both the supply and the distribution of energy products. While
the location is vital for its functions, it is also a significant source of risk for the
CEI Hub assets and personnel as well as residents who live adjacent to the
CEI Hub. The CEI Hub area is susceptible to earthquake, flood, landslide,
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severe weather, space weather, volcanic ash fall and wildfire. Between 20162021 PBEM will advance a subset of prioritized mitigation measures from the
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan, including mitigation measures for the CEI
Hub.

Industry Trends / Exogenous Forces
Seismic Risk. Unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings include some of the City's
most historically significant structures. Unfortunately, URM buildings also pose
considerable risk to the safety of building occupants and passersby during an
earthquake. This is due to the higher incidence of collapse and serious damage
sustained by URM structures as compared to other building types during seismic
events. Debris from these structures may block nearby sidewalks and
emergency transportation routes and cause damage to neighboring property.
The buildings themselves will require extensive repairs or complete replacement
and the business and infrastructure disruption associated with URM buildings
following an earthquake poses a challenge to the City's economic and social
recovery. PBEM will bring recommendations to Council later this year/early 2017
regarding these vulnerable buildings.
While URM buildings pose a special and significant hazard in a seismic event,
other building types such as non‐ductile concrete buildings, precast concrete
and buildings with concrete frame and masonry infill also pose a significant
hazard to the public. To advance citywide seismic resilience, PBEM strongly
recommends that City council consider providing funding to create an
inventory of these vulnerable building types and develop seismic retrofit policies
similar to that for URM buildings.
PBEM’s vulnerability with regards to uncertain grant revenues continues to be a
critical issue for the bureau. The bureau has experienced steadily declining
grant revenues as a share of its budget. While the majority of federal and local
grant resources are either prescribed for certain activities or passed through to
regional partners, PBEM has increasingly relied on one type of federal grant, the
Emergency Management Performance Grant (EMPG), for regular activities and
operations. Although the actual receipt of these revenues has stayed relatively
constant for the past three years and the bureau has traditionally seen this grant
as a relatively reliable source of funding, the bureau’s reliance on this grant for
personnel and internal operating costs such as computers and rent is a source
of concern.
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PORTLAND BUREAU OF
TRANSPORTATION
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1. MISSION OF BUREAU PER CITY CHARTER/ORDINANCES
The Portland Bureau of Transportation is the steward of the City’s transportation system and a
community partner in shaping a livable city. We plan, build, manage and maintain an effective and safe
transportation system that provides access and mobility.

BUREAU OVERVIEW
With nearly 800 employees, the Portland Bureau of Transportation is one of Portland’s largest bureaus.
As a community partner in shaping a livable city, PBOT is responsible for managing the city’s largest public
space--the public right of way--and transportation assets worth more than $9.7 billion. These assets make
up the transportation system that helps move people, goods, freight and emergency response vehicles
through the City of Portland.
PBOT serves Portlanders and helps them get from place to place efficiently, safely and sustainably
through six main groups: Business Services, Development Permitting + Transit, Maintenance Operations,
Policy, Planning + Projects, Engineering Services, and Parking Services under the leadership of
Transportation Director Leah Treat and Assistant Transportation Director Maurice Henderson. Four public
committees advise the bureau on its operations: the Bureau Advisory Committee, Pedestrian Advisory
Committee, Freight Advisory Committee and Bicycle Advisory Committee.
Portland leads the nation in seeing transportation not merely as a system for movement, but as a tool for
economic development, public health, environmental sustainability, and social good. We are dedicated to
creating an equitable transportation system that provides the same functionality, the same connectivity,
the same access to the goods, services and opportunities that individuals and communities all across our
city need to thrive.

2. SUMMARY OVERVIEW OF BUREAU’S WORK 2006-2016
Transportation is a cornerstone of urban life and vitality. How transportation assets are managed,
maintained and used reflects the value and vision of a place and contributes decisively to its long-term
success.
The last several years have challenged Portland’s ability to build on our legacy of transportation
innovation and harness the power of our transportation infrastructure to energize our economy
and enhance our quality of life. The Great Recession played havoc with public sector budgets, a fiscal
challenge that has only recently begun to fade in the rear view mirror. The city’s transportation assets
-- within public rights of way that account for nearly 20% of Portland’s land area -- are aging and there is a
significant amount of deferred maintenance. Finally, Portland is facing the challenge of increased demand
for scarce transportation resources. The city’s population continues to grow, but our roadway space does
not. We must meet the demands of a growing city within our existing road network. This means it is even
more critical that all our facilities are in top shape and operating at optimal efficiency.
Developing and maintaining the transportation system that Portlanders need and deserve demands
finding new, long-term and sustainable financial resources. It entails addressing those areas of the
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city with still limited connectivity, including incomplete pedestrian and bicycle networks. It also means
confronting the new obstacles that a changing climate produces and wrestling with long-standing and
stubborn inequities in access to and the quality of local transportation amenities.

EXECUTION OF STRATEGIC PLANS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The strategic vision to meet this diverse set of tasks is informed by four of Portland’s foundational plans:
the Portland Plan, the Comprehensive Plan, the Transportation System Plan and the Climate Action Plan.
Central to each of these plans are three ideas:

•
•
•

The critical importance of taking aggressive action to preserve our past investments and
improve the safety of our system.
In taking such action, Portland must also look to the future and prepare for a growing city
with increasing demands, expanding diversity and a changing climate.
Central to achieving these two goals is the effective management of our transportation
assets with an eye toward maximizing their utility and value.

To translate this high-level vision into an action plan that can inform our daily work, PBOT developed
Portland Progress. A comprehensive work plan, it provides real, tangible, measurable steps we can
take—not in 20 years, but in two years—that are based on our vision of transportation as a catalyst for
economic development, environmental sustainability and social equity. The work plan is built around six
main goals:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve + Operate every element of Portland’s transportation system. Every mile of
pavement, every streetlight, every pavement marking must be maintained to continue to
provide this critical backbone to our city.
Embrace Vision Zero. PBOT aims to make our transportation system the safest possible
and to move toward zero traffic related fatalities and serious injuries in the next 10 years.
Build a Future for our growing city. Improve connectivity, thereby improving the
opportunity to reach jobs, schools and housing within an affordable transportation
budget.
Manage City Assets. Efficient management of the right-of-way, through public space
permitting and curbside management, can help reduce congestion, improve access, and
protect the quality of our natural and built environment and street assets.
Build the Health + Vitality of our city’s neighborhoods. Healthy and connected
neighborhoods are a fundamental goal of the Portland Plan.
Shoring Up the Foundation of PBOT’s internal operations. Restore, reenergize and
refocus PBOT both as an institution and as well as the individuals and organizational units
that it comprises.

To help the public track the steps we’re taking to complete our work plan, we created the Portland
Progress dashboard. As PBOT tackles the goals set forth in the workplan, we provide quarterly updates on
our progress toward meeting those goals. The dashboard can be viewed online at:
www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/progressdashboard. PBOT is currently working on a
update to Portland Progress to chart its work in 2017 and 2018.
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KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
PBOT’s FY 2016-17 Adopted Budget includes the following Key Performance Measures:

•

Portland streets are safe for all users, regardless of how they travel measured as reducing
total serious, incapacitating (i.e. broken bone or worse) traffic injuries and fatalities. The
City’s Vision Zero Task Force has a draft goal of eliminating fatal and serious injuries
by 2025. The City’s Recommended Draft 2035 Comprehensive Plan also has a goal of
eliminating traffic related fatalities and serious injuries from Portland’s transportation
system.

•

Portland creates livable neighborhoods, manages its growth, and limits its greenhouse gas
emissions by expanding sustainable commuting, as measured by commuter trips made
by walking, biking, transit, carpool or telecommute. Portland Progress, the Climate Action
Plan and the Bike Plan for 2030 call for 70% of Portlanders to commute by walking, biking,
transit, carpool or telecommute by 2030.

•

Transportation assets are maintained, measured by percentage of local streets in fair or
better condition. The target year is 2024 and the strategic target is 70% in fair or better
condition and no more than 11% in very poor condition, as referenced in PBOT’s Asset
Status + Condition Report 2014.

•

Transportation assets are maintained, measured by percentage of busy collector/arterial)
streets in fair or better condition. The target year is 2024 and the strategic target is 80%
in fair or better condition and no more than 2% in very poor condition, as referenced in
PBOT’s Asset Status + Condition Report 2014.

•

Transportation assets are maintained, measured by percent of City-owned bridges in nondistressed condition (a combination of fair or better condition, non-structurally deficient
and/or non-weight restricted). Given that PBOT’s Portland Progress has adopted replacing
one weight restricted bridge per year, by 2020, 85% of PBOT’s bridges are targeted to be in
a non-distressed condition.

•

Portland Streetcar supports a growing Central City, providing reliable and efficient transit
service, measured by increasing streetcar ridership. Annual ridership is projected to be
6,100,000 in 2020.

To help the public track PBOT’s progress in meeting its key performance measures, the bureau is currently
readying a performance measures analysis. This analysis will be made available through the bureau’s
website.
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BUDGET DECISIONS
PBOT operates in a highly
dynamic funding environment.
With the evolving aspirations of
its grantors, changing needs of
other City agencies for Bureau
services, the unpredictable
nature of discretionary funding
levels, and continued Federal
disinvestment in transportation,
the availability of funding to fulfill
PBOT’s mission changes year to
year.
To meet the challenge of
operating in this dynamic
environment, PBOT has learned
to do more with less. A key example: through an efficient use of resources, the bureau is maintaining 100
lanes miles a year, even as costs rise.
Over the last two years, a consensus has emerged among city leaders and Portlanders that finding new
operating efficiencies must be combined with new sources of transportation funding in order to address
the city’s long-term transportation needs. This consensus was demonstrated when Portland voters
passed Measure 26-173 and the Portland City Council passed the heavy-vehicle tax. These two measures
will allow the Portland Bureau of Transportation to invest an estimated $74 million over four years in key
projects to repair and enhance the safety of Portland’s streets
PBOT has achieved marked success in increasing transportation choices for Portlanders. PBOT’s work to
provide transportation alternatives reflects City-wide policy directives, which establish ambitious goals for
reducing reliance on and use of motor vehicles. At the same time, nearly all of the Bureau’s discretionary
funding sources – the State Highway Fund, and city parking revenues – rely on Portland’s continued
affinity for and reliance on automobile travel.
Further complicating this picture is the fact that these revenue sources aren’t indexed to inflation, and
inflation is outpacing these revenue streams. PBOT expenditures are growing at a faster pace than
revenue, primarily due to pension costs, cost of living adjustments and other labor related expenditures.
Each year, PBOT submits a balanced budget to the Mayor for the upcoming fiscal year that outlines
the amount of revenue expected and a proposed spending plan for those revenues. Per City Council
direction, budgeting is done based on “Current Appropriation Level” (CAL), which means PBOT is expected
to submit a budget that pays for the same services it performed the year before, regardless of whether
revenue has kept pace. If the cost of meeting the CAL exceeds revenues, cuts are required.
In addition, PBOT submits to Council a five-year forecast for both revenues and expenditures.
Council requires the five-year forecast to balance as well, meaning PBOT may need to cut deeper and
permanently to create savings that cover projected shortfalls over the forecast.
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With the above understanding, PBOT has balanced its budget over the past ten years. The types of
actions that PBOT has taken to achieve these balanced budgets include: budget reductions, budget
additions, budget realignment, revenue increases to offset cuts and efficiency reductions.

OUTSTANDING LABOR ISSUES
In discussions before the bureau’s Labor Management Committee, three issues have emerged as
particularly salient:

•
•
•

Use of technology (mobile devices, GPS).
The definition of essential employee for responses to inclement weather
and other emergencies.
The impact of homeless camps on working conditions.

An additional issue of importance is the recent vote by Laborers’ Local 483 to withdraw from the District
Council of Trade Unions. As a result there will be separate contract negotiations with a separate contract
with LIUNA when the current contract expires on June 30, 2017. BHR will lead negotiations with both
groups. DCTU bargaining is scheduled to begin this fall; L483 start date is yet to be determined. This
could have significant impact on efficiency and cost effectiveness of PBOT’s maintenance activities.

LOCAL AND REGIONAL PARTNERS
•

•
•

•

•
•

Development, Permitting & Transit Group: ODOT Region 1, TriMet, Multnomah County Drainage
District, Oregon Health Sciences University, Multnomah/Washington County, Portland Streetcar
Inc., Portland Mall Management Inc., Portland Business Alliance, Development Review Advisory
Committee & Metro
Engineering Services: ODOT, Port of Portland, TriMet, Washington County, Clackamas County, cities
in the metro area.
Finance and Business Operations: Oregon Judicial Department (OJD), ODOT, Multnomah County,
TriMet, Metro, Port of Portland, Portland Business Alliance, Downtown Retail Council, Portland Public
Schools, OHSU, Portland Development Commission, League of Oregon Cities, Oregon Transportation
Forum, Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation, ODOT Region 1 Area Commission
on Transportation, OAME (Oregon Assoc. of Minority Entrepreneurs, ECONW, PSU (NERC), State
Department of Revenue, State Legislative Revenue Office.
Maintenance and Operations: ODOT Region 1, Boise-Eliot Neighborhood Association, Boise-Eliot
School, job training programs (Constructing Hope, Oregon Tradeswomen, SE Works, Urban League),
TriMet Operations, OHSU, Multnomah County, Washington County, Clackamas County, Gresham,
Oregon Emergency Management Association, ORWARN
Parking Services: Towing & Private Property Impound Industry, State of Oregon, Cities throughout
the metropolitan area, Portland Business Alliance, Port of Portland, Private for-Hire Transportation
providers and associations, Travel Portland, Portland State University and TriMet
Policy, Planning and Projects: External agency partners: FHWA, FTA, ODOT, Metro, Multnomah
County, Oregon Health Authority, Multnomah County Health Division, Port of Portland, PDC, Trimet,
other Metro Cities and Counties. External non-agency partners: AARP, APANO, OPAL, Community
Cycling Center, Oregon Walks, BTA; Families for Safe Streets Coalition, Verde, Hacienda, ABC, Urban
League, Oregon Tradeswomen, Multnomah Youth Commission, National Safe Routes to School,
American Biking and Walking Alliance, Project for Public Spaces, Better Blocks, Intersection Repair.
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KEY PERSONNEL AND MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY
Key Personnel:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leah Treat, DIRECTOR
Maurice Henderson, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Alissa Mahar, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Christine Leon, GROUP MANAGER, DEVELOPMENT PERMITTING & TRANSIT
Suzanne Kahn, GROUP MANAGER, MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS
Art Pearce, GROUP MANAGER, POLICY, PLANNING & PROJECTS
Steve Townsen, CITY ENGINEER, GROUP MANAGER, ENGINEERING SERVICES
Dave Benson, GROUP MANAGER, PARKING SERVICES
John Brady, DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS
Zan Gibbs, EQUITY AND INCLUSION MANAGER

MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY
Sustainability is a Portland value. But true sustainability goes beyond environmentally friendly practices.
When we apply the value of sustainability to an organization like PBOT, it demands that we invest in the
people who are responsible for what the bureau achieves. Years of being asked to do more with less;
multiple changes in leadership; and conflicting messages regarding priorities and focus have taken their
toll of staff morale.
A central part of Portland Progress is a proactive strategy to restore, reenergize and refocus PBOT and
the dedicated individuals who work for it. Central to this effort is a workplan that prioritizes a renewed
commitment to training, better communication within the agency; and improving processes to ensure
they enhance innovation and efficiency.

3. FIVE-YEAR PRIORITIES 2016-21
VISION FOR THE BUREAU
PBOT’s job is to connect people to the places they want to go. Portland’s efficient, safe and sustainable
transportation system is the backbone of our livable city.Our system of roads, sidewalks, bike lanes,
transit and trails get Portlanders from place to place easily, safely and sustainably.
As we develop this system, we envision a city of zero traffic fatalities with streets that are the envy of the
world; an inclusive city where every resident and business has the opportunity to grow and thrive; and
a sustainable city that enhances the health of both people and the planet. To achieve this vision, the
bureau’s groups have set the following priorities for 2016 - 2021.
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DEVELOPMENT, PERMITTING AND TRANSIT GROUP
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Implement Portland Car Strategic Plan, 2015-2020.
Complete “Neighborhood Streets” Phase III of Local Transportation Infrastructure Charge
to determine the optimal spending pattern for LTIC funds.
Complete development of Livable and Community Street Program.
Complete the 3rd 10-year update to the Transportation System Development Charge
Program.
Complete development and implementation of ITAP. Led by BDS, the permitting software
replacement program will allow for online submittal, plan review and permit and
inspection electronically. The new system will replace many outdated and antiquated
systems.
Design and Construct Residential streets pilot projects in SE Errol Heights, NE Cully and SW
Neighborhoods in collaboration with BES.
Ensure adequate staffing to meet performance goals. Current staffing levels have not kept
pace with growth in development & permitting activity. Staffing shortages are creating
delays citywide for permitting development activity.
Develop a comprehensive Street Design Manual.
Continuously improve the effectiveness and efficiency of permitting.

ENGINEERING SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

Deliver the Fixing Our Streets projects on time and within budget.
Implement new Trench Restoration Standard.
Replace city’s traffic signal system software and servers.
Integrate new project management software into group’s work.
Optimize asset management and secure additional funding for maintenance of existing
assets (pavement, signals, street lightings, bridges, etc)

EQUITY AND INCLUSION
•
•

•

Complete Racial Equity Roadmap and 5-year Racial Equity Plan, which will include many
specific actions to accomplish Bureau wide in relation to racial equity. These actions will all
tie to in to achieving the Citywide Racial Equity Goals and Strategies.
Having embedded equity and inclusion into PBOT’s hiring protocols and practices,
the bureau will now strive to have the Bureau’s employee demographics match the
demographics of Portland, eliminate bias from all steps in the hiring process and add
a focus of leadership development and retention practices for all employees with an
emphasis on better supporting employees of color.
Complete the update to the Right of Way Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Transition
Plan and implement many of the action items that will be the result of this update.
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FINANCE AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased emphasis on innovation, strategy and performance
Continued work on new funding and diverse funding strategies
Complete the overhaul of bureau hiring practices, on-boarding process and new employee
orientation program
Implement bureau-wide electronic files and e-signature routing
Improve customer experience through robust customer relationship management,
including mobile and cloud based innovation
Data and performance (open data/data-based decision-making/performance & outcome
sharing); release of performance based Dashboard
Increase utilization of MWESB in contracting and procurement
Citywide software solution for tracking training and employee development
More robust employee growth and development program
Increased attention to safety training, pre-emptive safety strategies and a safety data
system

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Deliver the Fixing Our Streets projects on time and within budget.
Complete Site Master Plan with phased construction of new joint facility with CityFleet.
Complete Workforce planning, including focus on staff transition and development.
Achieve improved asset management of all thirteen asset classes.
Modernize fleet and equipment.

PARKING SERVICES GROUP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achieve system technology improvements to improve processes and efficiencies, analyze
relevant parking data and allowing real time reporting.
Continue to infuse Vision Zero Training across Parking Services’ areas of operation and
regulation.
Continue to improve regulations to assure that they support the safety, equity and level of
service needs of our community.
Implement Regional Government Regulation Initiative to better coordinate safety and
service requirements and standards across the Portland Metro Area.
Implement Parking Management Plan, including policies for the development and uses of
the curb zone.
Improve customer experiences through training and better technologies.
Manage all on and off street parking as a system including pay to park and permitted
districts.
Lobby for state law requiring DMV to collect unpaid parking fines before renewing vehicle
licenses.
Implement new and more efficient pay to park technologies to Portland, including pay by
phone, pay by plate and license plate reader technology
Evaluate the appropriate and changing roles of parking enforcement to meet the growth
and technology challenges.
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POLICY, PLANNING AND PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Transportation System Plan (TSP) work program.
Update Pedestrian Master Plan (last updated 1998).
Collaborate with TriMet to improve transit service via the development of pedestrian and
bicycle investments and innovative transit service along key corridors (this is reflected in
two TRP projects, Growing Transit Communities and Enhanced Transit Corridors).
Influence Metro’s current Regional Transportation Plan with innovative concepts such as
congestion pricing and regional financial tools to facilitate jurisdictional transfer of ODOT’s
“orphan highways” to local control.
Implement projects identified in the TSP and Central City Plans, such as the Central
City’s Green Loop, Southwest In-Motion, and Connected Centers project focused on East
Portland.
Update policies guiding the management of the City’s right-of-way, with an emphasis
on the efficient use of limited space, safety, place-making and a prioritization of uses
consistent with our overall policies.
Complete the Vision Zero Safety Action Plan with adoption by City Council in fall 2016.
Launch a Photo Radar program in August 2016; expand program every 6 months for the
next 5 years
Expand all aspects of the Safe Routes to School program, including expanding into middle
schools and high schools while providing additional services to Title 1 schools.
Conduct outreach and implementation of safety projects in the Fixing Our Streets in a
transparent and efficient manner.
Create a closer nexus between Parking and Transportation Demand Management by
working with Stakeholder Advisory Groups/TMA to allocate resources in a manner that is
reducing demand in a way.
Working with Development Group, create a Livable Streets Strategy that establishes the
policy framework and permitting mechanism for uses of the public right-away, such as
demonstration projects like Better Blocks and pedestrian plazas like Ankeny Alley.
Update the bike parking code to reflect the current demands and needs for bike parking.
Recoup funding for TDM measures such as incentives for biking, walking and transit
through development fees to address the demand that is being created by development,
Deliver the safety projects identified in the Fixing Our Streets program.
Complete infill projects in Southeast Portland.
Deliver the current suite of federally funded projects including SE Foster Road Diet and
Streetscape, East Portland Access to Transit, East Portland Access to Employment and
Education, and St. Johns Truck Strategy Phase II.
Implement $6 million federal grant to improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure in the
Central City.
Collaborate with TriMet and Regional Partners to successfully deliver the Division BRT and
SW Corridor LRT projects.
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BUDGET NEEDS VS. PROJECTED FUNDING SOURCES
PBOT’s revenue forecast, in table below, represents several different funding sources. The largest
discretionary funding source is General Transportation Revenue (GTR). GTR is comprised of two
sources: the State Highway Fund (comprised of motor fuels tax, vehicle titling and registration fees and
weight-mile tax imposed on trucks) and the City’s parking revenues. State Highway Trust Fund monies
are constitutionally restricted for use on “construction of roads, streets, and roadside rest areas.” The
majority of GTR in the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) is expected to be committed to match Federal,
State and other grants and contracts in the out years.

Grants, interagency and General Fund transfers are largely dedicated funding sources to specific projects
and fees are collected on a cost recovery basis.
The Ten-Cent Motor Vehicle Fuels Tax that was passed by the voters and the Heavy Vehicle Use Tax that
was passed by City Council are expected to generate a combined $74 million over four years. The use
of these funds will be programmed under the Fixing Our Streets program and is being allocated 56%
to maintenance projects and 44% to safety projects. While these funds will significantly help Portland
upgrade its aging infrastructure, the overall maintenance and safety needs remain tremendous. As the
City of Portland’s 2015 Citywide Assets Report shows, PBOT is facing a maintenance and rehabilitation
funding gap of about $200 million per year over a ten year period.
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The above table represents the 5-Year GTR forecast. PBOT has been able to sustain its current level of
services the past two years by efficiently managing and prioritizing its existing resources. By effectively
managing bureau resources, there were no cuts required in the financial forecast.
However, it is important to recall past history and emphasize that PBOT is still not a full service provider.
From FY 01-02 to FY 13-14, PBOT has cut $118.8 million and 148 staff positions funded by GTR. These
reductions have impacted service delivery and organizational capacity. Even with the additional revenue
from the Ten-Cent Motor Vehicle Fuels Tax and Heavy Vehicle Use Tax, PBOT does not have the capacity to
completely address all deferred maintenance.

IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES
•

•

Fixing our Streets delivery. Delivering a successful Fixing our Streets program presents
a multi-pronged challenge for PBOT. To meet the public’s well-founded expectations, it will
be incumbent on the bureau to deliver projects with a maximum of transparency, fiscal
accountability and operational efficiency. Fixing our Streets will also demand an increased
level of public engagement and communication.
On-going financial constraints. Even with the new Measure 26 funding, PBOT faces longterm structural financial constraints. Expenses are outpacing revenues and revenues are
not keeping pace with inflation. The city’s assets continue to age, and we are also adding
additional infrastructure. This also puts long-term pressure on the bureau’s financial
outlook. Transportation’s main source of funds -- fuel tax -- is under increasing longterm pressure as vehicle fuel efficiency increases and more individuals use alternative
transportation modes (electric vehicles, ride-sharing, bikes, transit, walking.) These long-
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term financial constraints are joined by more short-term financial challenges tied to
changes in market conditions. For example, the improving regional economy has resulted
in a smaller pool of contractors bidding for projects and also higher bids. If this condition
persists, it has the potential to drive up project costs.

•

Adapting to a Rapidly Evolving Technological Environment. There are multiple
challenges in the technological realm. First, as more advanced transportation technologies
come on line -- e.g., self-driving cars, connected signals -- the bureau will need to integrate
these technologies into the existing transportation system in a way that maximizes their
utility to Portlanders. Second, as workplace technology advances, the bureau must find
ways to best integrate emerging workplace technology -- e-files, project management
software, collaborative work platforms -- into the bureau’s work in the most efficient and
cost-effective way possible. Third, as mobile technology redefines the way government
communicates with constituents, the persistence of the digital divide presents a serious
issue, and the bureau must find ways to overcome it.

•

Attracting, retaining and developing the workforce of the future. The Great Recession
necessitated deep cuts to PBOT’s workforce. The bureau is still recovering from the reduced
staff capacity caused by this downsizing. Now, as the job market rebounds, PBOT faces
a new challenge as it must compete with the private sector for qualified candidates. The
city’s lengthy HR process and the less generous compensation make it more difficult to
attract top candidates. There is also a need to develop more capacity related to equity and
inclusion work. PBOT currently has one Equity and Inclusion Manager overseeing all of the
equity, inclusion and diversity work for the entire Bureau, as well as acting as the Title VI
(Civil Rights) Coordinator and support to the ADA Coordinator.

•

Managing the Pressures of Development and Future Growth. As Portland grows,
denser, urban development is occurring in advance of adequate transit development and
service. To address this, PBOT is currently working with planners and private stakeholders
to prioritize locations where the Portland Streetcar is needed to support comprehensive
plan growth goals and provide the best return on investment. In general, more dense
development puts increased demands on the transportation system. However in many
parts of the city, we don’t have adequate infrastructure and transit services to make
walking, biking and taking transit a safe and convenient choice. Denser, urban development
brings with it more demand to activate the streets and use this public space for events and
initatives other than driving. To meet this demand, it will be necessary to find a stable and
sustainable source of funding for effective and popular initiatives like Sunday Parkways
and Safe Routes to School. Finally, as PBOT manages future growth and development, it
faces the challenge of improving the city’s transportation system without accelerating the
displacement of current residents and businesses.
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4. INDUSTRY TRENDS
A. WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY EXOGENOUS FORCES SHAPING YOUR WORK?
VISION ZERO We are suffering from a troubling epidemic of roadway fatalities and serious
injuries, especially among pedestrians. While technological innovations have made cars
safer and have led to fewer deaths in car crashes, fatal crashes involving pedestrians have
remained stubbornly high. In Portland, this statistic is made even worse by the fact that our
fatalities and injuries are occurring at much higher rates in low income communities and
communities of color. In fact, if you live east of 205, you are almost 2.5 times more likely to die
on our roadways. Impaired driving, aggressive behaviors and distraction are the top three
contributors in crashes. There are known solutions that will dramatically impact root causes
of crashes such as lowering speeds, extensive education and harsher penalties. All require
leadership and commitment outside of PBOT and political will. And, while we have laid a
strong foundation for Vision Zero, in order to implement the solutions we’ve identified we will
need funding; changes in rules, regulations and laws; and continued partnership from sister
bureaus, the County and the State.
INCREASING TRAFFIC CONGESTION As Portland experiences historical population growth
and rapid development, traffic congestion will continue to worsen. While we are a ways away
from the clogged roadways in Los Angeles and Seattle, the growing pains felt in the region
are the worst in collective history. Critical segments of the state’s freeways are inside our city
and they are becoming increasingly clogged. Within Portland we have managed to soften
the impact to our roads because we prioritize people movement by transit, biking, walking
and carpooling. Census data shows it’s working – because new Portlanders are choosing to
commute by bike at higher rates and have increased flexibility to work from home, traffic
congestion isn’t as bad as it could be. However, unless we are able to increase biking, walking
and transit trips, projected population growth over the next ten years shows hundreds of
thousands of additional cars on our roadways. It is prohibitively expensive and generally
infeasible to build new road capacity in Portland. Continuing to focus resources on reduction
of single occupancy vehicle trips is crucial. Moreover, our economic dependence on freight
further compels this need. By 2045 the Portland region is projected to more than double its
freight activity. Freight moves in three ways -- trucks, rail and pipeline. All three are costly to
build and maintain and the first two are intermixed with the road system within the City.
PARKING DEMAND A logical ancillary to increased traffic congestion is increased demand
for parking. The central city and central eastside are especially struggling. The cost to build
parking in new developments is generally prohibitive, especially in historic districts like Old
Town Chinatown. And, with our focus on supporting commerce and mitigating excessive
congestion, we manage the parking supply to support high turnover. Over the past year we
worked successfully with our business partners in the downtown core to raise meter rates,
change lengths of stay, and create a subsidized parking pass for low-income workers. We
now need to build upon that work and move to manage the parking meters as a system
that responds in real time to supply and demand. In our industrial area, we have an ever
growing complex mix of freight, cars, bikes and pedestrians in similarly limited roadway
space. Rationalizing those uses with on street parking is challenging. These issues are also
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prevalent in our dense neighborhoods such as Division, Hawthorne, Mississippi, etc. In these
areas, however, balancing residential and commercial needs are the greatest challenges.
Our consensus building approach is working, and we continuously need to invest in our
partnerships to implement needed changes in a dynamic environment.
TRANSPORTATION FUNDING We are delighted the voters approved a temporary ten-cent
local gas tax and that our City Council passed an ordinance for heavy vehicle fees. We are
gearing up to deliver dozens of roadway maintenance and safety projects in a transparent
and accountable manner. We will start receiving this new revenue in the fall and will be
delivering smaller projects such as crosswalks, striping, and base repair almost immediately.
Larger projects that require contracts will begin to come on line in the spring and summer
of 2017. We believe it is largely understood that transportation needs additional resources
beyond these two new streams. Our roadway condition is deteriorating year over year
and our most vulnerable populations need safe access across the entire system. The
state is expected to take up a transportation package in the 2017 session, and we need
to be engaged heavily in those conversations. Transportation funding at the state level is
oftentimes dominated by downstate voices – we need a strong Portland voice advocating for
our local needs. This is especially important because our federal partners are in no better
fiscal position. The FAST Act, which is the federal five-year transportation bill, is backed by an
insolvent Highway Trust Fund. There has been an overall reduction in federal funds available
for transportation and the ones flowing to cities are inflexible.
DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES The City spent the better part of a year drafting the regulatory
framework for transportation network companies, i.e., Uber and Lyft. However, TNCs are
merely the tip of the iceberg -- autonomous vehicles, drones, etc. will be market ready before
we are. Our work preparing the application for the Smart Cities challenge jumpstarted our
readiness and helped us form new relationships. However, without the win, we simply don’t
have the resources to stay ahead of the curve. We are hopeful some of the consolation prizes
will be significant enough to keep us moving ahead on this front, and as we learn more about
the level of private investment coming our way, we will reorganize our staffing and work plan
accordingly.

B. HOW ARE YOU RESPONDING TO THESE FORCES? WHAT DOES THE CITY
NEED TO DO BETTER TO PREPARE FOR INEVITABLE CHANGES?
In addition to items outlined in “A” above, we continue to work towards identifying a long-term, stable
source of transportation revenue. The gas tax is a broken model -- cars are more fuel efficient and
fewer people are choosing to drive. In the not so distant future, owning a vehicle will be unnecessary as
autonomous vehicles and shuttles move more people faster and more efficiently. This will impact our
parking revenue, which is currently our most stable (and growing) source of funds. We could also better
prepare by doing more to shift people out of single occupancy vehicles. Traffic congestion is going to
continue to worsen and tensions will rise. We need to continue to build our relationships with the private
sector and build projects together. Given the expense of (re)building major infrastructure and the shared
interests in it, public private partnerships are crucial to our shared economic success. Also, managing
for congestion needs to be our next undertaking in comprehensive planning. Another front in which
we could better prepare and be better positioned to manage our transportation network would be to
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take ownership of all transportation ßassets within the City and be directly funded for them. Assets are
currently split between the City, Multnomah County, Metro and the State. Thus, funding streams for each
flow through different approval bodies and are appropriated in different ways. It is complex to navigate
and is challenging even for the experienced. Changing this would allow us to be more transparent and
more accountable.

5. SUCCESSION PLAN + LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Training and technology are vital for PBOT to develop the leadership capacity of staff and to achieve its
goal of becoming an efficient and effective public agency. Because transportation is an ever-evolving
field and innovations occur at a tremendous pace, it is critical that PBOT staff have access to the latest
methodologies, tools, techniques and training to ensure they are deploying the best practices and
working and leading to their full potential.
Investing in staff also means investing in diversity, equity and inclusion. Portland’s population is
changing. More people of color and persons with limited English proficiency are choosing to live, work
and develop businesses in Portland. PBOT as an organization needs to reflect the community we serve
by increasing our diversity and providing a healthy work environment with strong retention rates to
maintain that diverse workforce. An organization made up of people who represent a cross-section of
our city’s population has tangible benefits such as more public support for the mission, easier personnel
recruitment, better-informed decision-making and stronger projects.

6. CURRENT + POTENTIAL COLLABORATION WITH OTHER
BUREAUS
Given the wide-ranging nature of the Bureau’s work, PBOT’s success depends on successful collaboration
with other city bureaus. The following outlines the partnerships PBOT engages in by group.
Development, Permitting and Transit Group:

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Daily collaboration with BDS, BES, PWB & Fire in the review of development applications.
BES, PWB & PBOT collaborate on the review of private development public works permits.
In providing streetcar transit service, we collaborate with Procurement, BHR and the City
Attorney’s Office.
Public Works Permitting is housed in PBOT but is also partially funded by BES and
PWB (ongoing since 2007). PWP also works with Bureau of Development Services,
Urban Forestry, and Fire Bureau on public works projects and their ties with private
development.
PBOT Development Review collaborates closely with BES, PWB, BDS and PHB on the
development of affordable housing projects, PBOT provides advice regarding how to
streamline projects and reduce permitting review times for Portland Housing Bureau
financed affordable housing projects.
Partnering with the Office of Community Technology regarding franchised utilities; cell site
reviews; and the introduction of Google Fiber
Provide BES with Right of Way Acquisition services
Work with BDS and BTS on the development of the new permitting system and ITAP.
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•

Collaborate with Parks on community uses, livable streets and the regulation of street
trees

ENGINEERING SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working with BES and Water to update the City Standard Specifications.
PBOT performs all surveying on BES and Parks projects
PBOT utilizes BES’s Material Testing Lab for testing
As part of the LED street light conversion, PBOT converted Park’s lights as well
We utilize BES and Water staff on our projects that include elements of their work
We currently collaborate where possible on repairing a street while BES or Water has a
contractor doing work. This is a particular area where we could expand our partnership to
achieve added operational efficiencies
We provide traffic engineering services to BES and BWW for capital projects. We attempt
to coordinate work in the right-of-way to minimize disruptions to the traveling public
Collaborate with PWB and BES on Trench Restoration Standards
Coordinate with PWB and BES on project-management and construction-management
software and other technology
Currently working with Development Review (BDS) on code changes to facilitate
infrastructure upgrades associated with development projects
We partner with the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability on air quality measurement.
Portland State University is also a partner

EQUITY AND INCLUSION
•

•

•
•

Currently PBOT collaborates with the Office of Equity and Human Rights on delivering
on the council adopted Citywide Racial Equity Goals and Strategies. This includes
collaboration with this office on the Racial Equity Roadmap assessment and action plan,
Title VI (Civil Rights) compliance and Title II (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliance.
Through the Office of Equity and Human Rights, Bureau cohorts has been established to
work collaboratively on the Racial Equity Roadmap. PBOT was grouped with Fire, BOEC,
City Attorney’s Office and the Budget Office, and we meet regularly to share best practices
and strategies for completing the Roadmap assessment phase.
Through the Office of Equity and Human Rights. PBOT meets with the Civil Rights and
representatives and the ADA Coordinators from all Bureaus at regular meetings hosted by
Danielle Brooks.
PBOT’s Equity and Inclusion Manager also maintains close working relationships with the
Equity and Inclusion Managers at the other five Bureaus that have this position: PPR, BDS,
PPB, PHB, BPS.

FINANCE AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS
•
•
•

Collaborate with the City Business Hour to address issues faced by all city bureaus,
compare outcomes, and discuss and share new ideas or programs
Coordinate online payments with Treasury & BTS
Collaborate with BTS and other city bureaus on the City Technology Executive Steering
Committee
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate implementation of ITAP project with BDS
Work closely with EBS on facilities management and flexible real estate and property
management.
In conjunction with BTS, implement or explore new technology and other enterprise
solutions, including 311 and CRM, open data, cloud solutions, mobile functionality, voice
and network communications.
With Archives & Records Management, we are collaborating on the following initiatives:
e-signature, electronic files conversion and electronic workflow systems. Our work on the
e-signature also involves the City Attorney’s Office.
We regularly work with OMF on Council Documents workflow and submission, the
Employer of Choice Initiative and the Portland Building Remodel.
We collaborate with EBS on enterprise system implementation, evaluating new modules,
interfacing with native programs, other reporting and process improvements needed for
PBOT.
We are working closely with Revenue Division on collections of the Heavy Vehicle Use Tax.
We partner with the Office of Government Relations on regional and state coordination of
legislative matters.
As a member of the Citywide Asset Managers group, we work with OMF, BES, BPS, Water
and Parks.
Together with Procurement Services, we partner on the “We Are Better Together” program
to promote more efficient outreach to MWESB contractors.
With Fleet, we are researching the Asset Works system to assess whether we can readily
extract crash repair costs.
We are collaborating with Risk to better identify and report data needed by PBOT relating
to General Liability and Workers’ Compensation claims.

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Working with OMF/BIBS on a joint site master plan for Maintenance and City Fleet.
Collaborating with Fleet to improve communication, change equipment, preventive
maintenance and repair schedules to meet mission critical functions.
Working with facilities to create a work order and reporting system to improve service delivery
and redue unnecessary expenditures.
As the lead agency on many city responses, we coordinate continuity of operations and
emergency response plans with PBEM and regional partners.
PBOT/MO is the contractor of choice for collection and stormwater system maintenance
and repair via and interagency agreement. We work closely with BES wastewater engineers
and managers to establish annual performance priorities which are documented in the cooperative work agreement.
PBOT/MO partners with Water to co-ordinate street repair after their maintenance activities.
We are piloting a method of broader street improvements tied to their activities.
Maintenance responds to police requests for assistance with emergency street closures as well
as other urgent situations.
In partnership with PF+R, we do joint training and assistance in trench rescue/recovery
situations as well as emergency street closures. We are exploring options to refuel fire vehicles
in emergency situations as well.
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•
•
•
•
•

We are partnering with BHR in updating physical capacity tests. We also work with labor
relations regarding CDL drug testing and positive test results.
We collaborate routinely with the employment attorneys on serious discipline, ADA and
workers’ compensation issues
We are working with the Urban Forester to develop joint protocols for dealing with downed
treets/limbs, root intrusion problems in sidewalk repair and have received a permit for limited
treet trimming prior to street preservation work that is consisgten with tree code
We are cooperating on landslide response procedures via quarterly meetings of BDS’s landslide
committee
PBOT/MO dispatch uses the same telephone system as BOEC. We are collaborating on SOP’s
to improve consistency between our units and pave the way for a smoother transition to a 311
system if/when that is implemented.

PARKING SERVICES GROUP
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Collaborate with the Police Bureau on the regulation of private-for hire providers.
Work with Fire Bureau on developing appropriate emergency responder lanes by
removing parking as necessary.
Office of Management and Finance assists Parking Services manage retail spaces in
SmartPark parking facilities. OMF also jointly works with Parking Services to develop
strategies for the best uses for the facility at SW 1st and Jefferson and is exploring better
and more complete use of available parking at the MODA Center.
Office of Neighborhood Involvement works with PBOT to develop community outreach
strategies; specifically focused on accessibility for the disabled community as it relates to
parking and private for-hire accessibility.
The Parking Enforcement Division routinely partners with the Water Bureau to help
remove vehicles impeding access to water meters and other Water Bureau structures in
the right-of-way.
Parking Services is working with the Bureau of Technology Services to help develop or
purchase hosted solutions to manage the private for-hire and abandoned auto functions.
Parking Services partners with the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability related to Title 33
(Land Use) directly impacting parking code and issues.
Office of Equity and Human Rights is a partner on a number of issues. Most recently
Parking Services worked with OEHR to develop and distribute a survey about how people
with disabilities use the parking system and the private for-hire market.
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POLICY, PLANNING AND PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work with BPS to update the Transportation System Plan as part of the 2035
Comprehensive Plan and the Central City 2035 project.
Work with BES to establish a partnership agreement that sets a consistent and rational
method to identify joint projects and prioritize funding strategies for street and related
stormwater improvements.
Partner with Portland Parks to coordinate planning and investments in the citywide trail
system.
Collaborate with PDC to meet the City’s economic and redevelopment goals by planning
for and implementing supporting transportation policies and projects.
Frequent and extensive collaboration with PDC on transportation projects to stimulate
economic redevelopment in the City’s urban renewal areas.
PBOT also works with BES on several capital projects including the reconstruction of SW
Multnomah Boulevard and SE Division Street.
The Portland Police are a key partner in Vision Zero, Automated Enforcement, Safe Routes
to School, Enforcement on High Crash Corridors.
We collaborate with BPS on all aspects of planning and data sharing.
Parks is a very important partner Parks in trail development and implementation, Sunday
Parkways, and other outreach and education programs.
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MISSION OF PDC PER CITY CHARTER/ORDINANCES
The Portland Development Commission’s mission is to create economic growth and opportunity for Portland.
The PDC, which was created by Portland voters in 1958, is Portland’s urban renewal and economic
development agency. PDC is headed by an executive director, who reports to a five-member Board of
Commissioners that are appointed by the mayor and approved by Portland City Council. PDC is authorized
under Section 15 of the Charter of the City of Portland, which states that it “shall implement the vision and
goals of the City as adopted by City Council relating to urban renewal, economic development and affordable
housing. (PDC) shall advance social equity in carrying out all of its duties and shall involve the constituencies of
the City to create, maintain and promote a diverse, sustainable community in which economic prosperity,
quality housing and employment opportunities are made available to all residents.”
In addition to serving in its role as the City of Portland’s authorized urban renewal agency, since the early 1980s
Portland City Council has consistently authorized PDC as the City’s economic development agency through the
following actions:












Ordinance 152018 – Authorize Adoption the 1981-82 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 153648 – Authorize Adoption the 1982-83 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 155615 – Authorize Adoption the 1984/85 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 157978 – Authorize Adoption the 1985/86 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 160289 – Adopt the 1986/87 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 160852 – Adopt the 1987/88 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 161397 – Adopt the 1988/89 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 162876 – Adopt the 1990/91 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Ordinance 164996 – Adopt the 1991/92 Overall Economic Development Strategy
Resolution 36714 – Adopt City of Portland Economic Development Strategy - A Five Year Plan for Promoting
Economic Growth and Job Creation (2009)
Resolution 36864 – Adopt the City of Portland Neighborhood Economic Development Strategy - A Five Year Plan
for Promoting Neighborhood Vitality and Business Success (2011)

In 2007, Measure 26-92 passed, giving Portland City Council oversight of the PDC budget. At the same time,
City Council directed 30 percent of PDC’s tax increment financing (TIF) budget set-aside for affordable housing.
In 2015, the Affordable Housing Set Aside Policy was increased from 30 to 45 percent in aggregate for all new
TIF debt proceeds issued through the remaining life of active urban renewal areas (URAs).
On January 7, 2009 City Council passed Ordinance 182465, which consolidated housing functions formerly
conducted by the City’s Bureau of Housing and Community Development (BHCD) and by PDC into a newlycreated Portland Housing Bureau (PHB). In addition, the economic development functions formerly conducted
by BHCD (i.e., Economic Opportunity Initiative) were integrated into PDC’s economic development work.
SUMMARY OVERVIEW OF PDC’S WORK, 2006-2016
EXECUTION OF STRATEGIC PLANS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
As both Portland’s urban renewal and economic development agency, PDC has focused on a combination of
business retention and recruitment, redevelopment projects, infrastructure investments and housing
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programs. In robust economic years before the Great Recession, PDC’s business assistance programs prompted
the creation or retention of thousands of jobs (FY2005-06: 5,575; FY2006-07: 3,783) and the attraction of
millions in private investment (FY2005-06: $120.6 million; FY2006-07: $55 million). PDC’s housing department
made 170 single family housing loans totaling $5.3 million in FY 2005-06.
Major projects completed between 2006 and 2009 include the Portland Tram, Macy’s at Meier & Frank Square,
Earl Boyles Park, RiverEast Center, the TriMet MAX Green Line, the University of Oregon White Stag Building,
The Nines, Mercy Corps headquarters, and a new home for Saturday Market.
In 2009, PDC embarked on an ambitious, innovative plan for citywide economic development that repositioned
the agency and challenged some of the assumptions Portland held about its potential for economic growth. The
plan’s adoption by Portland City Council marked it as the first publicly recognized economic strategy for
Portland in 15 years. Its three-part focus concentrated on competitiveness, urban innovation, and
neighborhood business vitality as cornerstones to a thriving regional economy.
City Council’s adoption of the Five-Year Economic Development Strategy, for which PDC would be the primary
driver, the formation of the new Portland Housing Bureau, and the subsequent reorganization of PDC’s
operating departments, provided context for the deployment of time and budget resources and for measures
of success to align with a new direction.
Five years later, PDC’s work could be tied to Portland’s strong emergence from the recession, with significant
private investment leveraging public dollars, growing strength among targeted industry clusters (Athletic &
Outdoor, Clean Technology, Software, and Advanced Manufacturing), a renewed emphasis on the value of
global trade efforts, a steadily declining unemployment rate and the creation of more than 25,000 net new
jobs. New initiatives and partnerships that grew out of the strategy include the Neighborhood Economic
Development (NED) Strategy, an entrepreneurship action plan, and the Greater Portland Export Plan, which
formed the basis for Greater Portland Global in 2015.
The adoption of the NED Strategy in 2011 marked yet another milestone in PDC’s evolution toward new
practices in encouraging growth and opportunity for a broader swath of the community. PDC and the City of
Portland began intentional investments in building local capacity to support community-driven economic
growth. The Neighborhood Prosperity Initiative (NPI) and Main Street Network focused this work at the
grassroots level, providing staff support, funding, and training.
By 2015, the NPI districts had collectively secured $1.7 million investment by the private and philanthropic
sectors to support district operations; generated 90,000 volunteer hours to support district activities;
established 116 new businesses; and created 427 jobs.
PDC co-invests with Worksystems to provide workforce development to approximately 1,500 youth and adults
per year through 11 non-profits that provide career coaching, work readiness counseling, training and job
placement to highly-barriered populations for up to three years. On average, adult participants experienced a
21 percent wage increase by completion.
PDC’s business technical assistance work served approximately 500 businesses per year through seven
technical assistance providers; walk-in advising is now offered at six sites primarily in NPI districts. Of nearly 700
total businesses, 67% are people of color and 90% have incomes below 80% Median Family Income.
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Entrepreneurship programs and partnerships to strengthen the local ecosystem had significant impact as well:





Portland Seed Fund: Since May 2011, 68 companies served; created/retained nearly 600 jobs; startups raised
additional $110M in capital
Startup PDX Challenge: Since July 2013, 18 companies incubated creating nearly 70 jobs; raised $6.7M in capital;
89% of all teams have founders who identify as women and/or people of color
Clean Tech Corporate Matchmaking: In 2015, 175 meetings between 81 early stage clean tech firms and 14
investment firms; 6 firms received follow on meetings; 2 Series A investments resulted; 1 R&D partnership
Athletic & Outdoor Peer to Peer: Since 2012, 22 companies served who have created/retained 275 jobs; 41%
women or minority owned; have total annual revenue $20-25 million.

PDC invested in, supported, and catalyzed numerous development and infrastructure projects between 2009
and 2015. Major development projects included the Portland Mercado, Pacific NW College of Art, June Key
Delta Center, Oregon Health & Science University/Oregon University System Collaborative Life Sciences
Building, and Burnside Bridgehead projects (e.g., Eastside Exchange). Infrastructure projects included Dawson
Park, Tillicum Crossing, Lents Town Center Streetscape and entryway markers, Jefferson High School Frontage,
and Dr. King Gateway and Heritage Markers. PDC also supported 58 community based organizations with $2.46
million in Community Livability Grants, including Mt. Scott Learning Center, Floyd Light Community Garden,
North by Northeast Community Health Center, and Oregon Community Warehouse; and grants increased to
people of color or nonprofits serving low-income communities.
PDC measures outcomes such job growth, numbers of businesses assisted, service to populations of color,
investment capital for early-stage companies, export levels, unemployment rates, and new business licenses. In
FY 2014-15, PDC reported the following outcomes:






$7.1 million in financial assistance attracted more than $44.2 million in private resources and supported the
creation or retention of 1,250 jobs
An increase of 45% in grants made to people of color or organizations serving communities of color in the
Interstate Corridor Urban Renewal Area (URA) and of 42% in the Lents Town Center URA
The value of exports rose by 9.8 percent between 2003-2014
Enterprise Zone enrollment drew $173 million in private investment and created 400 quality jobs
Strong participation by disadvantaged, minority-owned, women-owned or emerging small businesses (DMWESB)
in PDC contracting. For PDC-sponsored projects in 2014/2015, DMWESB sub-contracting expenditures
represented 15 percent of the total; and both overall minority contractor hours and apprentice hours were 23
percent of the total. Availability of DMWESB contractors on these projects factored into these numbers.

The private leverage of PDC’s investments is well documented. Over the past five years, PDC has, on average,
attracted $5 of private investment for every $1 invested, and achieved leverage ratios of as high as 25:1 on the
Portland Seed Fund.
BUDGET DECISIONS
PDC’s budget over the last ten years has been primarily funded by Tax Increment Finance (TIF) from the City’s
Urban Renewal Areas (URAs). Due to the requirement that TIF be spent on capital investments, PDC’s largest
expenditures have occurred around major redevelopment and infrastructure projects, primarily in 11 URAs as
demonstrated in the history of revenues and expenditures in the graphs below. PDC has relied mostly on
ongoing City General Fund allocations of about $5 million and federal grants to fund citywide economic
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development work. Looking back over the last fifteen years, PDC’s largest amount of investment has been to
affordable housing, with 34% of all expenditures, focused mainly in URAs, being spent on affordable housing
projects.

Ongoing General Fund appropriations have remained fairly constant over the last eight years. Additional onetime funding requests have been awarded at different times over the last eight years to augment ongoing
funding in support PDC’s specific initiatives including the Portland Seed Fund, Neighborhood Prosperity
Opportunity Fund (which further supports NPI districts), and the Inclusive Startup Fund.
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Category
FY 09-10
FY 10-11
FY 11-12
FY 12-13
General Fund Total
$6.2
$4.1
$5.8
$5.7
*FY 2015-16 included $1.4M in one-time funding for Inclusive Statup Fund and NPI Opportunity Fund

FY 13-14
$4.9

FY 14-15
$5.7

FY 15-16
Revised*
$7.1

FY 16-17
Adopted
$5.8

With the implementation of the 2009 Economic Development Strategy and 2015-2020 PDC Strategic Plan, PDC
has focused the programming of General Fund resources through the NPI program, workforce development
programs, small business development programs, inclusive entrepreneurship, and cluster industry/traded
sector business development work. Additional resources assist with these efforts through programming
Enterprise Zone resources, several local grants, and implementation of six NPI URA’s in east Portland.
Staffing at PDC has declined from a high
of 215 in FY 2007-08 to 86 full time
employees in the FY 2016-17 Adopted
Budget. Reductions have occurred over
the last seven years as a result of the
creation of the Portland Housing Bureau,
followed by several early retirement
programs and reductions in force in light
of declining urban renewal area funding.
Citywide General Fund-supported
economic development work accounts
for the time of ten to 15 staff on average
over the last ten years.

250
Seri…
PDC FTE

200
150
100
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OUTSTANDING LABOR ISSUES
On May 1, 2007, in a vote conducted by the State of Oregon Employment Relations Board, eligible PDC
employees elected to be represented by American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME). A successor collective bargaining agreement (CBA) was reached and approved by the PDC Board
through Resolution No. 6899 on July 27, 2011, and then through Resolution No. 7021 on August 20, 2013. That
CBA has been in place and will expire according to its terms on June 30, 2016. Pursuant to state and federal
labor laws, PDC continued to use the CBA as the basis for its contractual relationship with its represented
employees, until such time as a new CBA was reached. After five months of negotiations, PDC management and
the union reached agreement on the terms of a proposed new CBA. On May 24, 2016, represented employees
voted to ratify the new CBA by a vote of 43-1. On June 8, 2016, the PDC Board of Commissioners voted 5-0 to
authorize execution of the CBA.
LOCAL AND REGIONAL PARTNERS
Collaboration and partnership are at the core of the agency’s work. PDC’s goal of a healthy economy must
leverage the strengths of multiple entities— public, private, and non-profit institutions—as well as informal
networks that represent community interests. PDC’s longtime role as a convener of such groups offers the
opportunity to create new partnerships and alliances that improve our collective ability to meet the challenge
of wealth and income disparities throughout the city.
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At the local level, PDC partners with dozens of organizations focused on economic and community
development, whether with co-funders (Worksystems, Inc, Multnomah County, NW Area Foundation),
community development organizations (Immigrant Refugee Community Organization, Asian Pacific American
Network of Oregon, Venture Portland, Hacienda CDC, Native American Youth and Family Center), business
chambers and technical assistance providers (Hispanic Metropolitan Chamber, Portland Business Alliance,
Micro Enterprise Services of Oregon, Portland Incubator Experiment, Technology Association of Oregon), local
for profit and non-profit developers and public agencies (City bureaus, Metro, TriMet).
PDC has played a pivotal role in shaping the landscape of current regional partnerships that address the area’s
challenges with job preservation, creation and economic growth. For many years PDC convened an informal
organization of regional private and public sector economic development professionals. In the early 2000s, the
group became an official partnership as Portland Regional Partners for Business. In 2011, the Regional Partners
joined forces with the private sector’s Greenlight Greater Portland (formed in 2007) to become Greater
Portland Inc, (GPI) a truly public-private regional economic development entity. Beyond the Portland
metropolitan region, Business Oregon is the State of Oregon’s economic development agency.
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The following diagram illustrates the roles that that PDC, GPI, and Business Oregon play in economic
development activities:
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KEY PERSONNEL AND MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY
PDC BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Tom Kelly (Commission Chair) – term expires July 9, 2017
Gustavo J. Cruz Jr. (Commission Vice Chair) – term expires June 30, 2018
Aneshka Dickson (Commissioner) – term expires July 9, 2016; replaced by Alisha Moreland-Capuia
Mark Edlen (Commissioner) – term expires July 9, 2017
William Myers (Commissioner) – term expires June 30, 2018
PDC LEADERSHIP TEAM
Faye Brown (Interim Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer)
Kimberly Branam (Deputy Director)
Jina Bjelland (Director - Real Estate and Lending)
Eric Iverson (General Counsel)
John Jackley (Director - Business and Social Equity)
MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY
The fifth objective of PDC’s Strategic Plan is Operate an Equitable, Innovative, and Financially Sustainable
agency. To this end, PDC should consistently model the values of its work in how it operates as an agency. The
themes of equity, innovation, talent development, and financial sustainability are important elements to the
Strategic Plan and should have equal influence over PDC’s operations over the next five years. Following are the
values that embody PDC and its staff’s work:
Love Portland. Portland is a great place with great communities that inspire everything we do.
Make a Difference. We get things done and strive to have a marked impact on the lives of all
people in Portland.
Do Excellent Work. We bring a high level of knowledge, professionalism, and passion, and always
aspire to improve.
Build Partnerships. We are most effective when we work together and hand-in-hand with our
public, private, and community partners.
Advance Equity. We recognize historic inequities and work tirelessly for a more equitable
Portland and PDC.
Honor the Public Trust. We seek financial sustainability and, as stewards of public resources, act
for the good of the city with integrity and ethics.
Innovate. We are all entrepreneurs. Creativity, agility, and ingenuity elevate our work.
FIVE YEAR PRIORITIES, 2016-2021
In 2015, PDC Board and City Council adopted a 2015-2020 PDC Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) with the goal of
widely shared prosperity among all residents of Portland. The Strategic Plan represents a historic shift – a
course correction envisioning a different future for Portland and a new role for PDC in realizing that vision.
Growth is taking place in Portland and will continue. PDC has the ability to help ensure prosperity is
widespread. Following are five-year outputs identified in the Strategic Plan:
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The Strategic Plan requires a deliberate and equal focus on building healthy communities, maintaining
economic competitiveness, and creating equitable opportunities. It also lays out PDC’s commitment to
addressing issues of racial equity both within the organization and in its work. The agency is pursuing a longterm plan to become an antiracist multicultural organization. In attempting this radical transformation, the
organization is acknowledging its racist past and is attempting to interrupt institutional practices and behaviors
and move toward a more inclusive organizational structure and decision-making.
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PDC’S VISION
Portland is one of the most globally competitive, equitable, and desirable cities in the world.
The PDC stimulates job creation, encourages broad economic prosperity, and fosters great places on behalf of
the City of Portland.
We are a workplace of choice with passionate staff excelling in an open and empowering environment and
sharing a commitment to our collective success.
BUDGET NEEDS VS. PROJECTED FUNDING SOURCES
The PDC 2015-20 Strategic Plan (Strategic
Plan) requires new and different funding to be
a driving force for widespread economic
prosperity. These resources must be more
flexible than TIF, which limits PDC’s ability to
implement its strategic priorities. If PDC is to
maintain its leadership role in helping Portland
grow with widely shared prosperity, new
approaches to investment are necessary to
ensure long-term financial sustainability,
including a sustainable balance between the
financial risks and financial returns. Current
funding of Strategic Plan goals are heavily
weighted towards Healthy, Complete Neighborhoods, illustrating the continued predominance of URA TIF in
the budget and five-year forecast from a resources perspective.
The FY 2016-17 Adopted Budget and Five-Year forecast includes the majority of the remaining URA resources
(with the exception of North Macadam URA). Following the adoption of the revised Housing Set Aside Policy in
2015, new TIF debt proceeds issued through the remaining life of active URAs increased from a minimum of
30% to 45% on average. This resulted in shifting $75 million in resources from economic development and
redevelopment activities to PHB from total estimated new TIF resources of approximately $600 million
between FY 2015-16 and FY 2025-26. Over the next ten years, a total of $300 million in TIF is now programmed
for affordable housing.
The remaining PDC URA resources are programmed towards several major redevelopment initiatives including
the United States Post Office site acquisition, Lents Action Plan, Convention Center Hotel Garage and Rose
Quarter Redevelopment, Old Town/Chinatown Action Plan, and development agreements with Portland State
University and Zidell Realty Company in the North Macadam URA. Notably, URA resources are also
programmed for lending and grant programs focused on wealth and income creation for communities of color;
those resources programmed to parks or transportation infrastructure are limited and only relate to planned
commitments or to community action plans.
In order to move the organization along this transformational path and achieve the Strategic Plan’s outcomes,
including wealth and income creation for communities of color, the agency is developing a new Long-Term
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Business Plan (Business Plan) to identify the resource base necessary to fund this work, reflect the values of a
transformed organization and assist progress toward that goal.
The PDC Board at its April 8, 2015 meeting directed PDC staff to convene a Financial Sustainability Committee
(FSC) to provide advice on the development of a business plan to guide PDC’s transition to long-term financial
sustainability. The FSC met four times in 2015 and reviewed information provided by staff and PDC consultant
HR&A Advisors. The FSC reviewed best practices of other development finance agencies and considered new
revenue from public (local and federal), philanthropic, and private sources, which were all evaluated based on
their potential impact and feasibility. At the end of this review, the FSC put forward recommendations to PDC
staff for structuring a Long-Term Business Plan to support the agency’s strategic direction that would:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Optimize both public benefits and financial return of the remaining TIF funds.
Clarify the guidelines for conversion of TIF-funded assets to unrestricted funds.
Use PDC’s real estate portfolio as the basis for creating a long-term revenue stream for the agency.
Pursue acquisition and development of properties and the redevelopment of other publicly owned properties.
Use new TIF districts in a limited, project-specific manner to provide ongoing capital funding to catalytic public
and private projects.
Focus on “boomerang” revenue stream to the City of Portland to partially offset the loss of TIF.
Seek to maximize fee revenue to the agency.

The current 50% Draft Business Plan illustrates how PDC can transition from an overreliance on TIF resources
and utilize the above mentioned tools to implement the Strategic Plan goals and economic development
throughout the city over the next 15 years.

A critical first step in implementing long-term financial sustainability outlined above is updating PDC’s
investment strategy. The PDC Board adopted amendments to the Financial Investment Policy that directs staff,
and the Financial Investment Committee’s review and recommendation of financial transactions to the
Executive Director, to more strongly balance long-term financial return considerations with mission-driven
public benefits. Due to the expected reduced availability of project capital directly controlled by PDC, the
updated policy also directs more focus on higher attraction of third party funds. The amendments include
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additional directions to address preservation of capital through more fiscally stringent grant and infrastructure
decision-making, and forthright and transparent treatment of loans that upfront, are expected to be forgiven
and thus grants, that also ties these decisions to other grant making decisions.
IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES
For nearly 60 years, PDC has been charged with the dual responsibility of implementing strategies to grow the
city’s economy and supporting community development by investing Portland’s urban renewal resources. At a
time when the agency is demonstrating results in addressing the city’s most pressing economic disparities,
however, PDC is facing a sustained decline in its resource base unmatched by any City bureau.
TIF, a special property tax-based funding tool used to promote public and private investment within URAs, has
historically served as the primary source of funding for PDC’s projects, programs, and operations. Roughly 85
percent of PDC’s financial resources comes from TIF, and TIF has been effective in supporting physical and
capital improvements within URAs that advance community plans and goals. The other 15 percent of PDC’s
financial resources comes from City general funds, federal grants, and administration of Enterprise Zones.
These are the only resources which expand the reach of PDC’s work outside Urban Renewal Areas.
In the next 10 years, PDC is facing a dramatic decline in new TIF, jeopardizing its ability to promote widely
shared prosperity and succeed in its mission to create economic growth and opportunity for Portland. As a
result, PDC can only retain its leadership role by considering new ways to do business and fund our work.

PDC’s 2015-20 Strategic Plan calls out a significant course change for the agency, one that requires different
business practices and funding models to address the city’s most pressing needs. In service to that strategic
shift, the Business Plan proposes a path forward for PDC to continue its role as a public partner and
implementer for the city through investments, programs, and policies to ensure that Portland’s future
prosperity is widespread.
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INDUSTRY TRENDS
WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY EXOGENOUS FORCES SHAPING PDC’S WORK?
While Portland is well positioned to compete and thrive in the global economy, the city faces serious challenges
that undermine its long-term ability to compete and Portlanders’ ability to participate in the gains from
economic growth. The challenges that must be addressed over the life of the PDC 2015-2020 Strategic Plan
include:
•
•

•









Insufficient job growth to meet the needs of the city’s growing population;
Wages and income growth that have not kept up with the high cost of living—driven by rising housing costs—and
lag behind those of peer cities despite productivity gains;
Increasing poverty rates for total population and children and a reduction in the number of middle-income
households
The consequences of a long history of explicit institutional racism in Portland and in Oregon including wide
disparities in employment, income, and wealth between white communities and communities of color in
Multnomah County
Difficulties recruiting and retaining diverse talent due to the perception of Portland as a city that is not diverse
and not welcoming for professionals of color;
Wide disparities in quality of life, access to services and employment, and quality of infrastructure across Portland
neighborhoods;
Different market realities and private investment levels across communities in Portland and distinct inherited
built environments, where more suburban forms serve as barriers to equitable access to a diversity of goods and
services;
Lack of affordability in close-in neighborhoods, resulting in gentrification, displacement, and concentrations of
poverty in North, Northeast, and, increasingly, East Portland;
Slower population growth and educational attainment, relative to closest competitor metros; and
Declining TIF and narrow investment tools within traditional URAs, insufficient investment tools outside
traditional URAs to address business or community needs, and finite staff resources to address these challenges.

HOW IS PDC RESPONDING TO THESE FORCES? WHAT DOES THE CITY NEED TO DO BETTER TO PREPARE FOR INEVITABLE CHANGES?
The PDC 2015-2020 Strategic Plan directs PDC’s efforts and investments toward five mutually reinforcing
objectives designed to achieve a dramatic increase in households with an income sufficient to meet their basic
needs (housing, food, healthcare, transportation, and childcare). Collectively, the actions to achieve each
objective will both grow household income and wealth and increase physical access throughout the city to
employment opportunities (including transit-adjacent housing and commercial development), public amenities,
and critical goods and services.
The approach and each objective, outcome and action are based on three fundamental values:
1. PDC’s place-making, job-creation, talent development and community development efforts must
consider “who benefits?” and build approaches to secure equitable benefits (i.e., access to highamenity neighborhoods, high quality employment, or wealth creation)— especially for people of color
and those in low-income neighborhoods—from their inception;
2. Portland must continue to grow. Economic expansion and physical development create new
opportunities. To compete in the global economy Portland must embrace trade, technology, innovation
and talent along with a commitment to environmental stewardship and broadly-shared benefits; and
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3. Transformative place-making, job creation, and economic opportunity efforts depend on effective
collaboration and partnerships between the public sector, business, real estate development and
industry partners, community-based organizations, academia, organized labor, nonprofits and the
philanthropic community. PDC will empower and support communities and private sector partners to
work with one another towards achieving shared objectives and public benefits.
Attaining the goal of widely shared prosperity among all residents of Portland requires a deliberate and equal
focus on building healthy communities, maintaining economic competitiveness, and creating equitable
opportunities. The Strategic Plan will:
•

•

•

•

•

Strengthen Portland’s communities by striving to build and increase access to healthy, complete neighborhoods
—those with essential goods and services, transportation options, connections to employment centers, and
community and open spaces—throughout Portland
Leverage and maintain Portland’s economic competitiveness and create access to high quality employment by
supporting traded sector business growth, access to new domestic and foreign markets, and connections for
Portland residents to quality employment opportunities
across both traded sector and local serving industries;
Increase equitable opportunities by growing small and
promising new business ventures, commercializing research,
and supporting real estate ownership and development that
fosters wealth creation within communities of color and lowincome neighborhoods;
Align efforts by forming 21st century civic networks,
institutions, and partnerships to address the most pressing
barriers to prosperity and establish creative, effective, silobusting solutions;
Model the values of this plan and maintain PDC’s ability to be
an agent of positive change in the city of Portland by
operating an equitable, innovative, and financially
sustainable agency.

These elements must work together to achieve the goal of
widely-shared prosperity:
•

•
•

Healthy, connected neighborhoods decrease the cost of
access to employment and services for low-income people,
while mixed income communities increase the likelihood of
intergenerational economic mobility, which is significantly reduced by growing up in neighborhoods with
concentrated poverty
Continued place-making within the Central City and neighborhoods throughout Portland is crucial to developing,
retaining, and attracting a talented workforce;
A productive, innovation-based economy with connections to growing global markets i.) enables access to
employment when coupled with intentional connections between underserved populations and quality jobs; ii.)
supports the viability of local businesses and helps create wealth as income growth increases purchasing power;
and iii.) increases the tax base, which provides more resources for infrastructure and other essential public
services; and
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•

Socio-economic diversity of business and property ownership leads to healthier neighborhoods as property and
business ownership increase community stability, a higher performing business environment, and resilience
throughout economic cycles.

SUCCESSION PLAN AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
STATE OF PDC WORK FORCE
In late 2015, the PDC Board authorized a voluntary early retirement incentive program to begin the process of
reducing staffing levels to 72 FTEs in FY 2025-26. While is not currently anticipated that there will be a need to
reduce staffing for several years, PDC is actively involved in succession planning and leadership development.
INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Every PDC employee maintains an Individual Development Plan (IDP), which is intended to improve staff’s
knowledge, skills, and abilities either in their current position or to prepare for another position, whether it is
inside PDC or elsewhere. The purpose of the IDP is to encourage smooth successions and position existing PDC
staff to take on promotional opportunities that become available as well as facilitate staff’s plans for
professional development through mentoring, training, classes, workshops, online courses, etc.
PDC LEADERSHIP SEMINAR SERIES
In 2015, PDC offered an inaugural Leadership Seminar Series for a cohort of roughly 15 employees. The
training, which was modeled on the City of Portland’s Cooperative Leadership Institute, was intended to
provide skills development for primarily non-management staff that are interested in and ready to pursue new
leadership opportunities for the organization.
PDC EQUITY COUNCIL
The PDC Equity Policy, which has been adopted by the PDC Board, established an Equity Council to examine
PDC’s equity efforts and to hold the organization accountable for achieving the goals and objectives of the
Equity Policy. The Equity Council, which currently includes approximately 12 PDC staff, has made significant
progress as a group and as a change agent for PDC. The Equity Council meets monthly to review progress on
the draft Equity Action Plan, provide ongoing review of the antiracist training for PDC, and to consider current
and critical issues, either internally or externally.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SEARCH
The PDC Board of Commissioners, which is responsible for hiring the PDC executive director, has appointed
current PDC CFO Faye Brown to serve as interim executive director effective June 9, 2016 until such time as the
PDC Board appoints a permanent executive director. In order to ensure an open, transparent search for the
next executive director, the PDC Board directed staff to contract with executive search firm McDermott & Bull,
who is currently in the process of conducting a national search for qualified, interested candidates. It is
anticipated that an approximately 14-member interview committee will interview a list of candidates in late
June/early July and make a recommendation of a short list of several candidates to the PDC Board to consider.
At this rate, it is anticipated that the new executive director will be appointed by the PDC Board in early
September.
CURRENT AND POTENTIAL COLLABORATION WITH O THER B UREAUS
CURRENT COLLABORATION
PDC regularly partners with sister City of Portland bureaus in advancing shared goals. Currently, PDC works
most closely with the Portland Housing Bureau (PHB), Bureau of Planning & Sustainability (BPS), and Bureau of
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Transportation (PBOT) but also frequently partners with BES, Parks, Bureau of Technology, Bureau of
Development Services, and Office of Management and Finance
PDC and PHB work closely together by co-investing in mixed use projects (e.g., Parcel 3 in South Waterfront and
Lents Town Center projects), establishing and implementing community action plans (e.g., Old Town/China
Town, Lents, Gateway Action Plans and Powell/Division Community Development Action Plan), and including
representatives of each bureau in selection committees to review proposals or make hiring decisions.
Staff works closely with peers at BPS at a broad, city-wide perspective (e.g., the development of the
Comprehensive Plan), as well as a district and site-specific level (e.g., zoning classifications in the Central
Eastside), and specific policies/initiatives (e.g., Green Building Policy).
PDC’s work with PBOT is similarly both wide-ranging and policy-based (e.g., updates to the Central City
Transportation Management Plan), and project-specific (e.g., streetscape investments in Gateway’s
Halsey/Weidler corridor and SE Foster Road in the Lents Town Center URA).
Staff also regularly coordinates with Office of Government Relations, which identifies and lobbies for state and
federal legislative issues relevant to economic development; Office of Management and Finance, which
manages PDC debt obligations; Bureau of Environmental Services and Bureau of Development Services on
planning and development (e.g., ZRZ, Gateway design review, landmarks); Bureau of Technology Services on
access to broadband.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION
Comprehensive Plan & City Policy Development: As the City begins implement the Comprehensive Plan, Central
City 2035, and Mixed-Use Zones Project, PDC will collaborate with partner bureaus on how our policies and
regulations (e.g., parking, system development charges, inclusionary zoning) are impacting the City’s ability to
meet growth objectives.
Powell/Division Bus Rapid Transit Community Action Plan: In anticipation of TriMet pursuing a Bus Rapid Transit
in southeast Portland, PDC and its partners collaborated to complete the Powell-Division Community
Development Action Plan, which sets a course for the City of Portland and partners to follow to promote
equitable, transit-oriented development along the new transit line. Full implementation of this plan will require
the identification and adoption of $34.5 million for community-serving housing and economic development.
Draft Long Term Business Plan The 50 percent draft Business Plan contemplates that PDC could manage
redevelopment of City properties, to both provide a financial return to PDC and deliver on bureau initiatives.
Zidell Realty (ZRZ): PDC manages the interbureau relationships and facilitates the interfaces between seven
bureaus and ZRZ for their Master Plan effort in the North Macadam URA. Bureaus include PBOT, PP&R, BES,
PHB, BPS, and BDS.
Broadway Corridor: After closing on acquisition of the USPS site, PDC will reconvene the Broadway Corridor
Framework Plan interbureau team to focus on site master planning, in particular partnership with PHB over
affordable housing rights and with PBOT regarding the potential BRT terminus at Union Station.
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Community Action Plans: PDC has led the creation of two, five-year action plans that outline PDC and partner
city bureaus’ project and priorities in specific neighborhoods (Old Town/Chinatown, Lents), and is currently
working with partners on two new community action plans (Gateway, North/Northeast Community
Development Initiative).
Public benefit agreements: PDC looks forward to working with City bureau partners on developing a
handbook/manual/standard approach to delivering on public benefit agreements, which are both
contemplated in the Comprehensive Plan and a cornerstone of the PDC Strategic Plan
Early Adopter Program: PDC would like to work more closely with Bureau of Technology Services to explore
opportunities to more effectively connect City bureaus and their problems with entrepreneurs and the startup
community. After significant engagement and input from bureau partners and the private sector, the effort
culminated in summer 2015 with the identification of resources and actions that would be needed to
institutionalize this element of civic innovation within City bureaucracy.
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Portland Fire & Rescue
Mayor-elect Briefing
June 2016
1. Mission of Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
P ort land F ire & R escue ( P F & R ) is t he largest fire and em ergency services p rovid er in t he St at e of O regon,
serving t he cit y of P ort land and t he regional m et rop olit an area. I n ad d it ion t o resp ond ing t o fire,
m ed ical, and ot her em ergency incid ent s, P F & R p rovid es crit ical p ub lic safet y services, includ ing fire
p revent ion and p ub lic ed ucat ion. I n F iscal Y ear ( F Y ) 2 0 1 5 - 1 6 , P F & R resp ond ed t o ap p rox im at ely 8 0 , 0 0 0
calls for em ergency services and w as com p rised of ap p rox im at ely 7 1 7 em p loyees w it h a b ud get of $ 1 1 8
m illion.
P F & R is an all- haz ard s em ergency resp onse agency, p rovid ing t he p ub lic w it h crit ical safet y services 2 4
hours a d ay, 7 d ays a w eek ( 2 4 / 7 ) from a net w ork of 3 0 fire & rescue st at ions st rat egically locat ed
t hroughout t he cit y of P ort land . P F & R op erat es 2 8 engine com p anies, nine t ruck / q uint com p anies, four
fireb oat s, four rap id resp onse vehicles ( R R V s) , t w o heavy rescues, and four sq uad unit s, includ ing t w o
sp ecializ ed unit s for C hem ical, and Biological, R ad iological/ N uclear and E x p losive event s.
P F & R ’ s m ission is t o p roact ively, safely, and aggressively p rot ect life, p rop ert y, and t he environm ent .
C it y C od e Tit le 3 1 F ire R egulat ions grant s P F & R w it h t he aut horit y t o p erform it s services and t o m ak e
and enforce fire safet y regulat ions. I t st at es “ This Tit le shall b e d eem ed an ex ercise of t he p olice p ow ers
of t he C it y for t he p reservat ion and p rot ect ion of t he p ub lic healt h, p eace, safet y and w elfare, and all of
it s p rovisions shall b e lib erally const rued for t hat p urp ose ( 3 1 .1 0 .0 2 0 A ) .” I t also st at es “ The F ire
M arshal, w it h t he ap p roval of t he F ire C hief, is aut horiz ed t o m ak e and enforce such rules, regulat ions
and p olicies for t he p revent ion and cont rol of fires and fire haz ard s, as m ay b e necessary t o carry out t he
int ent of t his Tit le ( 3 1 .1 0 .0 5 0 A ) .”
2. Summary Overview of Bureau' s Work 2006-2016
Execution of Strategic Plans
P F & R has b een d evelop ing and im p lem ent ing five- year st rat egic p lans since 1 9 9 4 . These st rat egic p lans
w ere d evelop ed w it h an inclusive p rocess involving com m unit y surveys, st ak ehold er int erview s, focus
group s, t ask forces, and em p loyee and lab or p art icip at ion. The p lans id ent ify t rend s and issues as w ell as
ad d ress op p ort unit ies and challenges; est ab lish t he b ureau’ s vision, m ission, and p rincip les or values;
and out line our goals/ im p erat ives, init iat ives, and ob j ect ives/ p erform ance m easures.
U sing t he st rat egic p lans as a guid e, d ivisions est ab lish annual w ork p lans t o out line act ivit ies t o sup p ort
t he st rat egic p lans t hroughout t he year. D ivisions also p rovid e m onit oring rep ort s p ert aining t o t he
annual w ork p lans t o ensure account ab ilit y. This ap p roach allow s P F & R t o link t he p lanning and

budgeting process, track performance, and report on results. Each level of planning is linked to the next,
to ensure that implementation is attainable and successful.
The following are PF&R’s key accomplishments for 2006-2016:
•

Rapid Response Vehicles (RRVs) – The primary mission of the RRV units is to allow other
emergency response units to remain readily available for higher acuity responses. More
importantly, each community receives greater response reliability from the critical fire & rescue
apparatus in their neighborhood.

•

Quints – In July 2013, PF&R identified two-double-companies (stations with both an engine and
a truck) that could be responsibly reconfigured into a single quint apparatus to continue to meet
emergency service needs. A quint is an apparatus assigned as a truck (aerial, limited ground
ladders, saws, and rescue equipment) and limited hose capability.

•

Alternate Destination/Alternate Transportation (ADAT) – The goal of this program is to
evaluate lower acuity patients for alternative transportation and destination options. The
program identifies individuals who have called 9-1-1 that could be safely served in nonemergency department locations, such as urgent or primary care clinics.

•

Community Healthcare Assessment Team (CHAT) – PF&R is in the process of initiating the
Community Healthcare Assessment Team (CHAT) with Multnomah County. The pilot program
will partner a PF&R firefighter paramedic with a Multnomah County social worker for six to nine
months. CHAT will assess the medical and social needs of at-risk utilizers of the 9-1-1 system and
then work with essential community agencies to help the patients address their chronic
conditions, mental health, substance abuse, and social needs. Addressing high utilizers' needs
will limit their use of the 9-1-1 system, freeing up dispatchers and firefighters to focus on high
priority emergency incidents.

•

Emergency Preparedness – Low frequency, high consequence events include natural disasters,
such as earthquakes and floods; human-caused events, such as major industrial accidents and
terrorist acts; and potential infectious disease outbreaks.
PF&R has planned and participated in several large scale exercises in the last ten years. Realistic
scenarios were created which engaged multiple jurisdictions and partner agencies. Urban Area
Security Initiative (UASI) emergency response agencies played a large role in these live training
events and PF&R Command Staff typically assumed the task of overall incident command.
All levels of PF&R's organization were challenged and inserted into the Incident Command
System (ICS) structure to include Command, Operations, Planning, Logistics, and Finance. Our
members also staffed ancillary ICS roles such as Medical, Hazmat, and USAR Branch Directors
along with PIO, Safety, and Liaison functions.

•

Safety – Two of the most significant accomplishments in safety in the last ten years include a
complete re-write of our respiratory protection policies. Substantial national research enhanced
by local research discovered that firefighter safety and long term health were impacted well
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after the fire was out during the overhaul process. As a result of these findings, our respiratory
policies were drastically improved to reduce the risk to our members.
The second major accomplishment is the overall improvement of our policies and procedures
with regards to Oregon’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) inspections. In
2011, OSHA changed their onsite inspection criteria and began to identify incompliance among a
significant number of PF&R facilities. As a result, PF&R has made significant changes throughout
the bureau to improve OSHA compliance. An OSHA inspection book has been developed
internally for all facilities to assist with the process; training on Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS) has been improved and made mandatory; and our OSHA compliance record has
improved drastically.
•

Equity, Workforce Diversity – Our commitment to equity is the foundation of our service to the
community and the way we operate. Equity is ensuring everyone has access to services and
opportunities necessary to achieve their full potential. Our goal is to address the roots of
inequities such as racism, homophobia, sexism, and classism. We will work to ensure that equity
is integral to all parts of our organization and will be used to set the standard and measure of
our progress.
o Diversity among sworn personnel is trending upward. In 2006-2007, women made up
6.7 percent of sworn personnel, and people of color consisted of 16.8 percent. Today,
those numbers are 7.2 percent women and 19.5 percent people of color.
o Outreach for recruitment includes a fire camp for young women held annually, strong
presence at career-focused events such as Women in Trades and GirlFest, and
placement at community events such as Basic Rights Oregon and Urban League dinners.
o A Bureau Equity Committee was formed in 2014 to help further policy changes.
o A team is currently working on an Equity Roadmap and Equity Five-Year Plan which will
include workforce diversity in its scope.

•

Prevention, Community Outreach, and Public Education
o Fire Sprinkler Ordinance – Requiring existing nightclubs with an occupant load greater
than 100 to be protected with fire sprinklers.
o Flash, Shake, Wake – PF&R received a grant from the Federal Emergency Management
Administration (FEMA) to install specialized smoke alarms in the homes of people who
are deaf or hard of hearing. This program is purely voluntary and is offered to people
with qualified disabilities under the Americans with Disabilities Act, specifically those
deaf or hard of hearing.
o Free Home Safety Inspections – Pilot program where Portland firefighters check homes
for fire and safety hazards, make sure smoke alarms are functioning properly, answer
questions and provide recommendations for keeping homes safe and free of fire.
o Firefighters as Role Models in After-School Program – Pilot safety, health, and fitness
program that utilizes firefighters as role models/mentors to children grades 3-6.
Firefighters spend one hour, one day a week (Tues/Weds/Thurs) coaching, mentoring,
and encouraging children during their after-school programs.
o Station Sign Program – A-frame signs placed at each fire station to increase
neighborhood awareness of the many resources fire stations provide to the public,
including free blood pressure checks and safety information.
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•

Campaign against illegal fireworks – “Operation Lower the Boom” is a regional campaign
designed and led by PF&R to educate area residents about the problems illegal
fireworks cause. The campaign includes joint enforcement component between PF&R
and Portland Police to confiscate illegal fireworks and issue citations.
Campaign against improper disposal of cigarettes – “Watch Your Butt” is a campaign
designed to inform the public about Portland’s #1 cause of fires and fire deaths. The
campaign includes billboards, bus shelters, posters, and coasters distributed to local
bars and taverns.
Wildfire Action Guide – PF&R partnered with the national “Ready, Set, Go!” wildland fire
campaign to produce wildfire safety guides for residents living in wildfire hazard zones.
Outreach includes postcards delivered to residents providing information on how to
download their personal wildfire action guide.
PulsePoint App – The PulsePoint App allows people within the city of Portland to
receive alerts on their smartphones that let them know that they may have a chance to
possibly save someone’s life who is close by and in distress. The app also includes an
AED component that lets users know where nearby automatic external defibrillators are
located.
Bicycle Medic Teams – The PF&R bike medic team is utilized for large-scale public events
such as parades and races where crowds and road closures make accessing incidents
harder with motorized vehicles.
CPR Program – Hands-only CPR and AED awareness is offered to citizens during the
summer at monthly Sunday Parkway events organized by Portland Bureau of
Transportation (PBOT).
CPR/AED completion classes offered monthly to the public at Station 1 and Station 12.
CPR/AED certification classes offered monthly to City employees at Station 1.
Fire Camp – PF&R hosts an annual fire training camp for young women ages 16-20 years
old. This three-day camp is an opportunity to experience the unique aspects of being a
firefighter. Young women also learn about nutrition, physical fitness, interview skills,
EMS, and become certified in CPR/AED.
Peer Fitness Trainers – Peer Fitness Trainers at PF&R possess the knowledge and skills
required to design and implement fitness programs, improve the wellness and fitness of
the firefighters in their stations, assist in the physical training of recruits, and assist the
broader community in achieving wellness and fitness.

Facilities Renovation (1998 GO Bond) – In 1998, the citizens of Portland authorized the sale of
$53.8 million in General Obligation (GO) bonds for improvements to existing fire & rescue
stations and construction of new stations. The full implementation of the Facility Improvement
Program has taken over ten years. The facilities renovation program successfully achieved the
following outcomes:
o Seismically upgrading fire & rescue stations to allow firefighters and their equipment to
respond to earthquakes.
o Relocating and building new stations to improve response times.
o Renovating existing stations and designing new stations to reflect the changing mission
of PF&R.
o Assuring that all stations comply with ADA accessibility requirements and female
firefighter accommodations.
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•

Apparatus Replacement (2010 GO Bond) – In 2010, the citizens of Portland approved a $72.4
million Public Safety GO Bond measure to fund replacement of fire apparatus, construction of a
fire & rescue station, construction of an emergency coordination center, and replacement of the
City’s public safety radio system. The 2010 GO bond measure allocated $19.8 million for the
purchase of nine Engines, four Trucks, two Quints, two Fireboats, one Heavy Rescue, Four Rapid
Response Vehicles (RRVs), and eight pieces of other specialty apparatus.
PF&R’s apparatus replacement plan calls for replacement of all front-line fire engines and trucks
at 15 years or 120,000 miles. However, due to lack of funding prior to the GO bond, PF&R was
unable to implement its replacement plan for many years and had a significant backlog. With
the GO bond, PF&R is able to eliminate the backlog and will be able to continue to achieve its
replacement plan for the next 15 years.

•

Station 21 Construction – Station 21 is located at 5 SE Madison (east bank of the Willamette
River). The station is a much needed resource to address the increasing marine emergencies
requiring river response. Construction began in October 2013 and was completed in early 2015.
The cost is funded by the 2010 GO Bond. Features of the new station include:
o Community meeting room
o Boathouse sheltering two PF&R water crafts
o ADA accessibility
o LEED Gold Status
o Photovoltaic solar panels
o Public art coordinated by the Regional Arts and Culture Council

•

Public Safety System Revitalization Project (PSSRP) – In 2005, the City of Portland began a
process to assess several aging critical public safety systems, including replacement of the Public
Safety Radio System and the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) System. The Public Safety System
Revitalization Program (PSSRP) was formed and charged with managing the procurement and
implementation of several public safety systems upgrades. The CAD System was completed in
2010. Work on the Radio System began in August 2011 and is expected to be fully operational in
FY 2016-2017. PF&R has worked with PSSRP, outside consultants, and vendors to carry out the
project. The project was funded with the 2010 Public Safety GO Bond.

•

Fire Information System (FIS) Replatform – The FIS Replatform Project was initiated primarily to
address the end of Microsoft’s support for the legacy FIS development environment by
migrating the key FIS applications to a current and supported Microsoft platform. The
replatformed FIS applications maintain the functionalities and screen layout of their legacy
counterparts and incorporate limited look-and-feel and functionality improvements. The
replatform project includes the following six applications: Personnel, Journal, Training, Incident,
Prefire, and FIRES2000. The first five applications were replatformed and rolled out successfully
in 2015 and the FIRES2000 Replatform is currently underway and is expected to be completed
fall 2016.
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Key Performance Measures
In 2014, the Mayor and City Budget Office (CBO) asked each City bureau to develop Key Performance
Measures and submit them each year as part of the city’s budget process. On the following page are
PF&R’s current Key Performance Measures:

Total Number of Incidents
Flame Spread Confined to
Room of Origin
Response Reliability
90th Percentile Response Time
Citizens Contacted During
Community Outreach
Successful Cardiac Arrest
Resuscitation Rate
Time Lost to On-Duty Injury
(FTE)

2010-11
67,161

2011-12
68,914

2012-13
70,319

2013-14
71,991

2014-15
77,554

78.6%
90.5%
7:10

81.4%
91.2%
7:15

78.4%
91.4%
7:04

77.8%
91.6%
7:13

76.0%
91.8%
7:12

93,807

108,399

96,030

121,702

108,696

N/A

N/A

N/A

46%

49%

14.1

10.9

9.1

13.5

10.3

PF&R has largely maintained service levels on its core emergency response responsibilities in recent
years as call volume has increased. Most notably, PF&R responded to more than 77,000 emergency
incidents in FY 2014-15, a 15.5% increase since FY 2010-11. In this same five-year time period, PF&R’s
average, on-duty emergency daily staffing has declined from 169 to 165.
Response reliability remained steady, changing slightly to 91.8% in 2014-15 from 91.6% in 2013-14.
Response time in 2014-15 was 7 minutes and 12 seconds, failing to meet the NFPA recommendation and
PF&R's goal of 5 minutes and 20 seconds. However, response time has remained steady over the last
five years.
PF&R intends to undertake rigorous planning studies over the next few years. These studies will
evaluate deployment, staffing strategies, and the “right size” of the organization taking into account the
pressure of fiscal constraints, increasing population, and the growing demand for medical services. At
the conclusion of these studies, PF&R will have a better understanding of the level of resources
necessary to improve on the above measures and of the tradeoffs involved in increasing performance.
- Budget Decisions
•

Budget Reductions – Over the past ten years from FY 2007-08 through FY 2016-17, PF&R
experienced total ongoing budget reductions of $3.27 million and 22 positions. The most significant
reduction was 26 firefighter positions in FY 2013-14. These positions were temporarily funded
through the SAFER Grant. When this temporary funding expired, 13 of the positons were restored in
PF&R’s budget in FY 2015-16 and the remaining 13 positions were added back in FY 2016-17. Other
major reductions included 12 administrative and support positions.
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•

•

General Obligation (GO) Bonds – In 1998, the citizens of Portland authorized the sale of $53.8
million in GO bonds for improvements to existing fire & rescue stations and construction of new
stations. In 2010, the citizens of Portland again approved a $72.4 million Public Safety General
Obligation (GO) Bond measure to fund replacement of fire apparatus ($19.8 million), construction of
a new fire & rescue station ($7.9 million), construction of an emergency coordination center ($4
million added to the existing project), and replacement of the City’s public safety radio system
($40.7 million). These two GO bonds provided a large amount of resources for PF&R to meet its
facilities, apparatus, and communication equipment needs.
Grants – As a result of FY 2013-14 budget reductions, 26 firefighter positions, the equivalent of two
fire & rescue companies, were eliminated from PF&R's FY 2013-14 budget. PF&R applied for and
received the federal 2013 Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response (SAFER) grant in the
amount of $4.55 million to continue the 26 positions for two years. The grant ended in January
2016, but Council has restored funding for the 26 positions in FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17. Thanks to
the SAFER grant, no firefighter was laid off during the FY 2013-14 budget cut.
During the past ten years, PF&R also received many other federal grants including Urban Area
Security Initiative (UASI), Metropolitan Medical Response Systems (MMRS), and Assistance to
Firefighters in the amount of approximately $10 million. These grants are mainly for apparatus and
equipment purchases to enhance terrorism and disaster preparedness.

- Outstanding Labor Issues
•
•
•
•

Current negotiations for labor agreement with Local 43. Current contract expires June 30,
2016.
DUI policy agreement implementation needed.
Ensure adequate replacement for vacation and sick leave absences.
Need required training of command staff to understand labor perspective.

- Local and Regional Partners
Interagency cooperation with local, state, and regional partners is a primary objective to community
emergency preparedness and response. PF&R has response agreements with surrounding fire service
jurisdictions, the State of Oregon, and federal agencies to provide specialized personnel and equipment
response to major incidents in the region.
•

City of Gresham – PF&R and Gresham Fire have a unique co-staffing model at fire station
31. Under the collaborative agreement Portland provides 67% of the staffing with Gresham
filling in the other 33%. The station is located on the jurisdictional boundary and provides
innovative Fire and EMS services to both communities.

•

Oregon State Fire Marshal – PF&R shares a strong relationship with the Oregon State Fire
Marshal’s office both operationally and within code enforcement. PF&R provides
Community Right-to-Know (CR2K) assistance; provides code applications and technical
opinions; and participates in incident reporting for purposes of collecting and analyzing
data. Operationally, PF&R participates in Governor ordered conflagrations for specialized
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resources that respond during state wide emergencies; supports a regional HazMat team;
and provides ten bureau members to the State Fire Marshal who are participants in the
State’s Type 3 Incident Management Team.
•

Alcohol Tobacco Firearms and Explosives (ATF) – Memorandum of Agreement with ATF
that allows PF&R investigators to assist ATF in fire investigations. ATF also provides
personnel and equipment assistance upon request and provides a means for cost recovery
relating to the investigations of fires. In addition, PF&R has an ATF certified accelerant
detection canine.

•

Oregon State Police – Offers to assist PF&R on open fire investigations and allows for the
use of their Forensic Service Division because the Fire Investigation Unit (FIU) is classified as
a local law enforcement agency.

•

Portland Police Bureau - SERT Team – PF&R provides 16 highly trained Tactical Fire Medics
to Portland Police’s Special Emergency Reaction Team (SERT). These medics train and
respond with PPB to high risk police situations: hostages, barricaded subjects, high risk
warrants, and active shooters. Portland Fire SERT Medics have responded to and played an
active role in every regional Active Shooter Incident in the last five years, including a
response to Roseburg, Oregon for the UCC event. This partnership has grown outside the
bounds of the specialty team environment as a result of team members from both agencies
promoting through the ranks causing the working relationship to grow drastically between
both bureaus. Currently, Portland Fire SERT medics have trained in some form or another
every Portland Police officer on the use and application of tourniquets, this training has
saved several lives throughout the city. Portland Fire SERT medics also contract for mutual
response with the FBI, Secret Service, and Oregon State Police, as requested.

•

Multnomah County
o EMS Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS)/Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support
(ACLS) Equivalent Training – Joint EMS training for all Multnomah County EMS providers.
One annual, eight-hour class is mandatory for all paramedics.
o Community Healthcare Assessment Team (CHAT) – This pilot program aimed at
connecting the High Utilizer Group (HUG) with the appropriate services that will better
meet their needs. These individuals have accessed emergency services when other
health and social services would more appropriately serve their needs.
o Hoarding Task Force – Portland Fire & Rescue is working with Multnomah County to
address hoarding within the City of Portland. Residents with excessive clutter commonly
referred to as “hoarders” pose a hazard to residents and first responders. The concern is
the accessibility for firefighters to enter and exit a residence.

- Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
PF&R’s current five-year strategic plan for 2015-2020 outlines the following principles, which illustrate
the values we live by for how we do our work, how we relate to our co-workers, and how we present
ourselves to the public.
• We are an integral, engaged, and approachable part of our neighborhoods.
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•
•
•
•

We are experts in prevention and emergency response.
We are dedicated to diversity, equity, and inclusion in our workplace and the communities
we serve.
We are fiscally accountable and environmentally responsible.
We are committed and accountable to each other because everyone’s safety depends on
it.

3. Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
- Vision for the Bureau
O ur com m unit y is safe and p rot ect ed from

fire, m ed ical, and ot her em ergencies.

- Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources
P F & R is a G eneral F und b ureau, and t herefore, fund ing is largely d ep end ent on t he p erform ance of
P ort land ’ s econom y and t ax revenue collect ions. I n recent years, P F & R has b een ab le t o offset som e of
it s grow ing cost s w it h p rogram revenue from p lan review and p erm it fees. O f course, j ust lik e t he
G eneral F und , t hese revenues are d ep end ent on t he cit y’ s econom y and const ruct ion act ivit y, so any
slow d ow n or d ecline in P ort land ’ s econom ic grow t h w ould p resent a significant financial challenge t o
P F & R .
A s show n in t he grap h b elow , P F & R est im at es t hat an ad d it ional $ 3 m illion t o $ 6 m illion annually w ill b e
necessary t o m aint ain current b aseline st affing and d ep loym ent over t he nex t five fiscal years.
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In PF&R’s view, however, a baseline approach that maintains existing staffing levels would not provide
adequate service levels because growing population and call volume means that PF&R’s response
capabilities will be negatively affected without additional firefighters and investments in emergency
operations. Additionally, long-term asset maintenance and preservation is a big challenge and PF&R will
require additional ongoing funds for new personnel, services, and materials to properly maintain both
its facilities and information technology infrastructure. Over the next five years, PF&R will also require
one-time funds for several projects, including the relocation of PF&R’s Logistics and Prevention facilities
and information technology projects to enhance PF&R’s emergency response and prevention activities
with mobile technology solutions.
PF&R estimates these strategic investments would add roughly $4 million to $8 million per year to
PF&R’s expenses in the baseline scenario.
- Identified Challenges
•

Response times – PF&R has a response time goal of 5:20 (5 minutes and 20 seconds) at the 90th
percentile, meaning we strive for 90% of all responses to be at or below 5:20. The current
response time at the 90th percentile is 7:12, a difference of 1 minute and 52 seconds from the
goal. Depending on materials and furnishings, fires can double in size every minute, with
flashover potentially occurring within two to four minutes. Furthermore, fire incidents could
involve more complex and massive dangers such as explosions, oil trains, and other hazardous
materials. In medical emergencies, brain death due to hypoxia (lack of oxygen) begins occurring
within seven minutes. The ability to resuscitate a person from cardiac arrest decrease 10% with
every minute advanced life support measures are delayed. For anyone experiencing an
emergency, the time it takes for PF&R to arrive is critical and can ultimately affect the outcome
for people needing emergency response services.

Response Time at 90th Percentile (Goal: 5:20 ) - Code 3
Calls
Percent of Responses to Incidents within 5:20 - Code 3
Calls
•

10-11
7:10

11-12
7:15

12-13
7:04

13-14
7:13

14-15
7:12

63.7%

62.0% 64.4%

62.3%

61.8%

Emergency Preparedness/Training Needs – PF&R firefighters are the primary first responders in
the event of an earthquake, other natural disasters (flood, landslides), and other catastrophic
events, including explosions and structural collapses. PF&R has made strategic investments in
training and equipment to prepare for these events, most notably the bureau’s Technical Rescue
Team (TRT) and heavy rescue and urban search and rescue apparatus. There are, however,
additional steps that PF&R should take to improve emergency preparedness. Currently, only
PF&R’s Technical Rescue Team—about 7% of PF&R on-duty firefighters—are trained for
structural collapse responses. It is a priority for PF&R to build its capability for managing
earthquake and structural collapse response. Extending structural collapse training to all
firefighters will increase these response capabilities citywide.
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•

EMS Staffing – EMS innovations are being developed which will require an increase in staffing.
Potential increases will be an additional FTE for increasing the CHAT program. The Readmissions
Reduction Program aimed at particular at risk citizens whom were recently discharged from the
hospital. This program will require an additional paramedic to implement.
o Ambulance Service Agreement will be established in 2018. Potential increase in staffing
would be required to provide ambulance transport on a limited and targeted basis.
o Ground Emergency Medical Transport (GEMT) – Federal funding for Medicare patients
for First Responder services. This program would require staffing to manage and
implement.
o HIPAA Compliance – As we develop partnerships and reimbursement models, HIPAA
compliance will be imperative. Additional staff may be required for reimbursement as
well as accountability.
o Several opportunities and partnerships will evolve in the next five years. Additional
staffing will be required to fully realize our potential.

•

Investigators – Due to budget cuts, the Chief Investigator and two Investigator positions were
eliminated in FY 2013-14, representing a 37% (3 out of 8 positions) staffing reduction in the
Investigation Unit. As a result, the Investigation Unit can only pursue the highest priority arson
cases, leaving many lower-priority cases not investigated. This also creates more situations
where an Investigator works alone.
Restoring these positions will address Investigators safety and augment the Investigator Unit’s
resources in fighting arson crimes. In addition, restoring these positions would enable
Investigators to respond to fire scenes and initiate fire scene investigations in a timelier manner,
thereby, reducing delays of fire companies’ return to service.

•

Support Positions – PF&R needs to add positions in numerous critical areas - facilities and
apparatus maintenance, training, Battalion Headquarters, Prevention Division, information
technology, equity and outreach - to support front-line prevention and emergency response
operations. Most of these positions were eliminated due to budget reductions. Since 1997-98,
PF&R has experienced a 30% reduction in the number of administrative and support positions
(34 positions.) Restoring some of these positions are critical to ensure firefighter readiness and
safety, as well as the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization.

•

Code Enforcement Inspections – The PF&R Code Enforcement program is responsible for
identifying and mitigating fire hazards in commercial buildings and multi-family housing of three
or more units. Each business, multi-family residence, and institution (school, hospital, and jail) is
subject to a fire and life safety inspection every two years. The overall goal of the inspection
program is to inspect 20,000 occupancies each year, although PF&R is unable to achieve this
goal with current staffing.
In addition to routine fire inspections, code enforcement staff conducts a growing number of
inspections (approximately 5,000) each year in response to special situations and citizen
requests, including unlawful occupancy, dangerous buildings, illegal public assembly, chronic
false alarms, and illegal burning.
Due to the loss of inspector positions, a significant number of occupancies are not being
inspected every two years and potential fire and life safety hazards are going unaddressed.
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PF&R needs four additional fire inspectors to enable the bureau to meet inspection goals;
respond to special situations and citizen requests; manage the Company Fire Inspection
Program (CFIP) effectively; and be pro-active in completing past due inspections and resume a
consistent rotation for fire and life safety inspections. Without additional funding for these
positions, PF&R will not be able meet the bureau's goal to complete 20,000 inspections
annually. Increased time between inspections of multi-family dwellings, businesses, and
institutions will place the public who frequent these facilities at increased risk and susceptibility
to fire and life safety hazards.
•

Logistics and Prevention Facility Replacement – The Logistics and Prevention facilities are
located at 1135 SE Powell Boulevard and 1300 SE Gideon Street. The site consists of four major
structures: Logistics offices, apparatus, and building maintenance shops; a training tower;
warehouse storage; and the Gideon Building that houses the Prevention Division offices, a
training classroom, and permit center.
The site is directly adjacent to the Clinton Station on the new MAX Orange Line, and the City has
identified PF&R’s property as a key redevelopment area. Accordingly, the Logistics and
Prevention facilities will need to be relocated.

•

Training Center – The Training Center is located at 4800 NE 122nd Avenue in the Parkrose
neighborhood and houses the PF&R Training, Safety, and EMS Division offices, the Firefighter
Training Academy, Fire & Rescue Station 2, and the drill ground with training props. Built in 1978
and sitting on 8.06 acres, the 19,774 square foot facility was first owned and occupied by the
Parkrose Water District as an administrative office and vehicle maintenance center prior to the
property’s annexation into the city of Portland. The facility was purchased from the Portland
Water Bureau in the early 1990s and remodeled into its current configuration.
The facility was not designed to support the amount of daily training activities necessary for a
modern all-hazards emergency response organization. In addition, the existing administrative
building is at maximum capacity and unable to provide space for the growing number of sworn
and civilian staff supporting the Training, Safety, & EMS Division's daily activities and needs.

•

Asset Preservation – PF&R operates out of a network of 30 stations which are in use 24 hours a
day, seven days per week. Since 1998, many stations have received seismic updating and
additional construction enhancements as a result of the two GO bonds. As such, most of the
stations at present are in good or fair condition. However, PF&R does not have a reserve funding
mechanism for future major maintenance and replacement costs. Based on current assets and
approximate scheduled life-cycle replacement, which results in a needed amount of
approximately $1 million in annual major maintenance expenses. At present, PF&R has a small
amount, approximately $300,000, in the bureau’s External Materials and Services budget,
dedicated for major maintenance and replacement, resulting in a long-term funding gap for
facility maintenance and replacement.
This issue is exacerbated by the reduction in facility maintenance positions in the past due to
budget cuts. The number of facilities maintenance technicians and carpenters has been reduced
from seven to four since FY 2005-06. This impacts PF&R’s ability to address regular
maintenance, further shortening the facilities useful life and increasing major maintenance and
replacement costs in the future.
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•

Information Technology – Information Technology has become a vital part of increasing the
effectiveness of firefighting and rescue efforts for PF&R. Following the development and
publication of PF&R’s 5-year 2015-2020 Strategic Plan, PF&R developed an Information
Technology Strategic Business Plan with over 30 projects focusing on the following areas:
o
o
o
o
o

Continue to Enhance Fire Information System (FIS)
Enhance and Implement non-Core FIS applications
Ensure Data Security Compliance
Explore and Adopt Mobile Technology Applications
Plan and Implement Hardware Systems and Software Application Upgrades

The implementation of this technology plan will enhance PF&R’s efficiency and effectiveness to
meet increasing demand for services. However, completing the projects in the technology plan,
such as mobility, Prefire application enhancement, and high-speed connection to stations, will
require additional resources.
•

Retirement Payouts – Approximately 90 PF&R sworn employees are currently eligible for
retirement. Those employees are at least 55 years-old, or 50 years-old and have a minimum 25
years of service at PF&R. Most of them will retire within the next two to three years, resulting in
a larger-than-normal amount of retirement payouts for unused leave accruals. Retirement
payouts are a contractual obligation and funding those expenses will be a significant budget
issue for PF&R over the next several years.

4. Industry Trends
- What are the primary exogenous forces shaping your work?
National Trends & Challenges
•

Economics – For most of the country, employment has rebounded and interest rates have
begun to rise, signaling some measure of confidence on the part of the Federal Reserve.
Although the United States is in a recovery from the Great Recession, economic challenges
linger. It will take some time before the holes in municipal budgets are filled, and this continues
to impact fire departments everywhere as they prioritize spending to maintain appropriate
levels of personnel, apparatus, and equipment to serve their communities, weighted against
increasing competition for those dollars.

•

Demographics – The demographics of the United States continue to evolve. It is expected that,
over the next fifty years, immigrants will comprise 88% of the population growth in the U.S.,
with a shifting focus from Mexico and Central America to Asia as a primary source of
immigration. The complexity of linguistic and cultural differences in the populations served by
fire departments will be greatly increased by this wave of immigration.

•

Climate Change – Impacts of pollutants to our environment and rising temperatures increase
the risk of wildfires, especially where Wildland-Urban areas interface. Fire agencies across the
country require more firefighter training, certifications, and resources to support fighting these
fires.
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•

Healthcare – Although the Affordable Care Act has insured many more Americans, there are still
many gaps in our healthcare system, and first responders often end up filling those gaps. Fire
departments provide the first line of medical care for many uninsured individuals, as well as
homeless populations and a rising population of elderly Americans. As first responders, fire
departments also have an opportunity to be a part of the solutions of healthcare reform and
reducing healthcare costs.

•

Terrorism and Mass Shootings – Recent events in major cities around the world illustrate the
ongoing threat of terrorist activity. At the same time, mass shooting events continue to plague
the United States, affecting urban and rural areas alike. Fire departments everywhere must be
prepared to handle such a mass-casualty event, including all CBRNE (Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear and Explosive) events, requiring additional training and equipment needs.

•

Technology – Technology continues to evolve, with systems being developed that will provide
better personal protection for firefighters, help them better understand and predict fire
behavior, and interact with sensor arrays in large commercial buildings. These technologies will
improve fire detection, fire suppression, and firefighting, but will also add costs that will need to
be weighed against other priorities.

•

Data – Recent years have shown the promise of the application of data analytics on a large
scale. As our ability to gather and process data grows, implications for fire departments may
include better service planning, predictive fire modeling, and the ability to tie staffing and
deployment more closely to demographic trends within a city.

Local Challenges & Opportunities
•

Emergency Medical Services – PF&R’s EMS response remains an important point of care,
especially for low-income patients who traditionally rely more heavily on EMS due to a lack of
access to traditional health care settings. At the same time, the implementation of the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) has improved healthcare options for many city residents. The ACA
also puts pressure on providers and insurers to reduce costs through private and public
partnership, improve prevention, increase access to primary care, implement new technology,
and reduce emergency department visits and hospital readmissions. At the same time, PF&R
needs to be constantly aware of and prepared to respond to EMS issues worldwide that could
quickly trigger a pandemic, like H1N1, or the Ebola epidemic.

•

Emergency Preparedness – Along with its proximity to the Cascadia Subduction Zone, Portland’s
geography includes three known faults that present a unique planning challenge for the
potential of emergencies, particularly for a large earthquake. Much of Portland was developed
prior to knowledge of these very real risks. Should a massive earthquake strike, the vast majority
of structures and infrastructure has not been built to seismic standards; many of our bridges,
overpasses, and roads may be damaged, severely limiting travel and response; many of our
industrial and fuel storage areas are in liquefaction zones; and there is a great potential for
landslides in many areas. PF&R has made a concerted effort to increase our resiliency to
withstand and respond to such an event, but there is always more to do. Strong demand for
domestic crude oil, better known as ‘Bakken Crude,’ has increased the transportation of this
highly volatile fuel through the city of Portland. PF&R needs to secure funds for the specialized
equipment and training required to combat crude oil fires.
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•

Demographics – Portland has seen significant population growth for the past 15 years and this
trend is expected to continue, with the metro area projected to exceed 3 million people by
2035. Although domestic migration fuels most of the growth, there will also be large growth in
foreign-born populations, which will add to the cultural and linguistic complexity of the
populations served by PF&R.

•

Growth – The City’s 2035 Comprehensive Plan projects a 49% increase in the number of
households and a 38% increase in the number of jobs in Portland. Population growth will
increase demand for fire and rescue emergency services. Moreover, taller buildings, higher
density, and more congestion will affect PF&R’s ability to reach emergency scenes when
minutes and seconds count.

•

Professional Development – PF&R continues to have high numbers of people eligible to retire.
PF&R continues to develop and implement a comprehensive and structured personnel
development program to fill vacancies and replace lost experience.

•

Homelessness & Housing Crisis – While homelessness has declined nationally over the past
decade, it has remained steady in Portland, and an accelerated housing market continues to
exacerbate this problem. While PF&R has always played an important role as a safety net for our
most vulnerable populations, the recent renewed emphasis on serving the homeless from City
leaders will inspire PF&R to further increase its role serving these community members.

•

City Infrastructure – The City of Portland’s physical infrastructure assets include roads, pipes,
treatment facilities, parks, and buildings such as fire stations and the City’s office facilities.
Assets age and wear out, even with the best of maintenance. The City has a large funding gap
for infrastructure maintenance, let alone infrastructure expansion for future growth. At the
current funding levels, some of the City’s infrastructure will continue to deteriorate.

- How are you responding to these forces? What does the City need to do better to prepare for
inevitable changes?
PF&R’s 2015-2020 Strategic Plan outlines strategic imperatives and initiatives that PF&R will undertake
to respond to these forces in the coming five years. The strategic imperatives represent major strategic
goals and opportunities, and each is supported by initiatives that define specific steps to be taken, and
measurable objectives that define what success looks like.
•

Strategic Imperative 1: Ensure operational excellence for superior and equitable service
delivery.
The following initiatives are designed to develop the leaders of PF&R for tomorrow, improve the
use of information and data, keep the public well informed and forward looking, and best
ensure that PF&R is ready to respond to any circumstance or crisis:
o Develop a predictive model for risks, access, and service needs.
o Improve training and education on high-risk/low-frequency events.
o Develop a community-supported, long-term plan for budget priorities.
o Implement a program and a clear path for leadership development.
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•

Strategic Imperative 2: Establish a leadership role in the health of the community.
The following initiatives are designed to strengthen PF&R’s ability to bring the right people
together to generate innovative ideas, improve strategic alignment through outreach and
education, and develop progressive and effective programs:
o Convene partner agencies to define and implement shared roles and responsibilities for
improving community health.
o Evaluate alternate ways to deliver care—including Alternative Destination, Alternative
Transportation (ADAT)—leveraging our unique position in the neighborhoods.
o Further develop a youth outreach program to improve long-term health in the
community.
o Explore potential funding sources related to the provision of health education and care
in our community.
o Develop a communications strategy for PF&R’s leadership role in the health of the
community.

•

Strategic Imperative 3: Innovate and plan for long-term effectiveness.
The following initiatives are designed to improve PF&R’s ability to leverage information, ensure
better communication, and ensure long-term strategic service and sustainability:
o Develop a comprehensive technology plan to improve service delivery.
o Establish a change management competency program.
o Develop a long-term comprehensive service delivery model in 5 & 10 year increments,
with an eye to equity and neighborhood relevancy.
o Explore additional funding sources.

•

Strategic Imperative 4: Develop a safer and more informed community.
The following initiatives are designed to better connect PF&R with its growing and changing
population so they are in the most informed position possible, take an active role in their own
safety, and know that help is just a phone call away.
o Improve our ability to communicate to our diverse communities.
o Take a leadership role in the city’s resiliency planning and education.
o Increase awareness of safety challenges within high-risk communities.
o Develop an education and incentive program to encourage homeowners and businesses
to engage in preventative measures.

•

Strategic Imperative 5: Continue to build PF&R’s commitment to equity and inclusiveness.
The following initiatives are designed to support the broader City equity goals, and further the
work that PF&R has already done to move toward greater equity and inclusion within its ranks.
They require careful planning, and the development of greater connections to all of Portland’s
communities:
o Support our Bureau Equity Committee as we complete and implement the 5-Year Equity
Roadmap.
o Develop a plan to ensure compliance with city, county, state, and federal regulations
(Title 6 and ADA).
o Review and refine recruiting practices so PF&R reflects the community it serves.
o Improve the engagement and dialogue with our communities to gain insights to their
cultures and needs.
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5. Succession Plan and Leadership Development
The 2010-2015 Strategic plan focused on developing goals, objectives, performance measures, and
strategies. Goal #12- Develop a coordinated leadership and management training program to meet the
needs of current and future leaders. Through the Labor/Management process a pilot project was
initiated to provide existing personnel a roadmap for development. The program, called “Career
Development” details mentorship, education, certification, and training needed to achieve development
for promotional processes. While still in the pilot phase of development, future discussions remain to
fully implement the program taking it from a voluntary program to a required program prior to
promotion.
6. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
•

PPB – In addition to our involvement with PPB SERT, PPB provides a full time detective in our
Fire Investigations unit. PPB is very responsive to our requests for traffic control and cover on
potential violent emergent calls. Integrated training on Active Shooter has been very successful
both in preparing for response and building relationships at all levels in the command structure.
During the Shell Oil/Green Peace protest a unified command was established with PPB and
PF&R chief officers working side by side to secure a successful outcome. We see this relationship
continuing to grow, fostering a stronger working understanding of each other’s mission.

•

PBOT – Collaborated efforts with Portland Bureau of Transportation is on-going. Redesigns and
changes to road infrastructure that affect response times are vetted collectively to assure
efficiency by all users. Permitted road closures for temporary events is also submitted to PF&R
from PBOT for proper approval.

•

PBEM – All Fire & Rescue stations have surveyed their FMA’s and provided PBEM with primary
emergency routes to be used during a major disaster. This data will be integrated into CGIS
mapping in the field.

•

WATER – Currently formulating alternative water supply options with Portland Water Bureau.
Consulting study has estimated large sections of the City of Portland's water systems are in
target liquefaction zones and will fail in the event of a large earthquake.

•

OMF – PF&R is working with OFM/Facilities Services to conduct a needs assessment and
feasibility study regarding PF&R’s Logistics and Prevention facilities relocation. Once the study is
complete and funding is secured, PF&R will continue to work with OMF to: conduct site search;
develop a construction plan; go through the solicitation and bidding process; and build new
facilities and complete relocation. PF&R is also working with OMF/BTS on fire inspection
mobility and GIS mapping data collection and update.
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1. Mission of Bureau
The mission of the Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) is to solve the unmet housing needs of the people of
Portland. The bureau accomplishes its mission by building and preserving quality, affordable housing;
supporting programs that help low-income Portlanders find, rent, buy, retain and repair their homes;
bringing together our partners and leading them to assess the city’s housing needs, choose sustainable
solutions to efficiently meet them, and identify how to pay for them; and reaching out to Communities of
Color to ensure their participation in the economic opportunities that quality housing investments create.
PHB is responsible for several sources of public funds for investments in quality, affordable housing.
Program investments span the continuum of housing services and include programs to prevent and end
homelessness, develop rental housing for low-income individuals and families, and provide targeted
homeownership and home retention programs. Funds come from three major sources: tax increment
financing (TIF) that directs at least 45% of all tax increment financing expenditures to affordable housing
under City policy; City General Fund; and federal funds.
PHB’s federal funding comes from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in
the form of both entitlement grants (predominantly the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
and HOME) and competitive grant funds. The bureau deploys these resources in alignment with its 20112013 Strategic Plan as loans and grants for capital construction of new or rehabilitated housing, and for
the delivery of homeless services that support the needs of Portland’s most vulnerable residents.
The Portland Housing Advisory Commission advises both the bureau and City Council on strategic
priorities, alignment opportunities, and trade-offs inherent in the expenditure of public funds. Although
the commission does not have an explicit decision-making role, the commission helped shape the
bureau’s Strategic Plan and also serves as the bureau’s budget advisory committee.
In addition to making programmatic investments, the bureau leads local policy and planning efforts to
improve alignment with state and local government partners working to prevent homelessness and
support economic stability. PHB has proactively engaged with partners to critically review data,
streamline its systems, and find efficiencies. As part of federal planning and reporting requirements, the
bureau works closely with its jurisdictional partners to perform joint federal funding oversight, Fair
Housing analysis and policy recommendations, and the identification of community needs and priorities
through manifold community engagement methods. As part of its work with Multnomah County and the
City of Gresham (for which the PHB prepares federally-required plans and reports), the bureau seeks to
align its priorities, maximize funding leverage, and partner on regional solutions.
The bureau aspires to deliver cost-effective, sustainable, and equitable strategies to meet the housing
needs of vulnerable and low-income Portlanders. In modeling good government practices, the bureau
engages the communities it serves and makes data-driven decisions that result in cost-effective
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investments with maximum public benefits. Some examples of these processes include A Home for
Everyone: A United Community Plan to End Homelessness in Multnomah County, the bureau’s Equity
Agenda and the North/Northeast Neighborhood Housing Strategy.
Equity is woven throughout bureau policy and operations. The bureau’s Equity Agenda recognizes and
responds to the historic and institutional barriers to accessible housing, homeownership, and economic
stability experienced by Communities of Color. The PHB seeks to place a greater reliance on communityvalidated data to understand unmet needs, and to intentionally hold itself and partners accountable for
removing barriers and serving members of minority communities equitably. Where appropriate, the
bureau conducts original source research, which is instrumental in producing the annual State of Housing
in Portland Report, as well as the regional Fair Housing Plan, the Analysis of Impediments to Fair
Housing and the Consolidated Plan, which is a prerequisite to receive federal funding.

2. Summary Overview of Bureau’s Work 2006-2016
Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures
Rental Housing: PHB maintains an asset portfolio of 13,197 housing units, the majority of which are
made permanently affordable through public subsidies from the City. This number has increased by 2,734
units since the bureau’s creation in 2010. A legal agreement with the property owner accompanies any
direct investment of public funds by the City, or the use of tax credits, exemptions, and other public
funding tools for the preservation of affordable housing. This agreement regulates the rent levels of the
subsidized units for a defined period of time – as long as 60 years in projects that receive direct financing
– and necessitates ongoing compliance monitoring by the City for the life of the agreement, as well as
physical maintenance on the buildings themselves.
The City provides funding to nonprofit and for-profit developers to support the construction of new rental
housing for targeted income levels, or the renovation (“preservation”) of existing affordable rental
housing, most commonly acting as a “gap lender” to provide the additional funds that cannot be obtained
from conventional lenders because the projected rent income from low-income tenants doesn’t support
higher debt payments. Resources for affordable housing investment include federal funding that has been
allocated to PHB, such as CDBG and HOME funds, as well as local sources, such as Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) generated from urban renewal areas. Beyond capital investments, PHB also promotes
affordability in market rate housing through tax and development fee exemptions. These projects are also
included in PHB’s asset portfolio.
The Portland Housing Bureau is one of many sources of financing used by affordable housing developers.
Private equity investment through federal Low-Income Housing Tax Credits programs administered by
the State, local property tax abatements, and federal Project Based Section 8 vouchers all allow affordable
housing projects to achieve a deeper level of affordability than debt financing alone. Not all of these
sources are available to each project and most affordable housing projects utilize the best combination of
development and operating subsidies available to build or preserve housing for low-income households.
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In the last fiscal year, the Housing Investment Production & Portfolio Preservation (HIPP) Team
performance metrics show the opening of 182 newly affordable units, and the rehabilitation and
preservation of 156 affordable housing units, nearly all of which are regulated to maintain affordability
for households with incomes at or below 60% of the Median Family Income. Fifty-five percent of these
units are located in high-opportunity areas. (PHB defines high-opportunity areas as those with access to
transportation, family wage jobs via transit, childhood education, employment density, healthy eating, and
active living.)

A number of significant housing development projects are currently under way. Most notably:
•

•

After closing on a land purchase from Hoyt Street Properties at NW 14th Ave and NW Raleigh
St. in 2015, PHB initiated pre-development of a 90-unit project on the parcel with Innovative
Housing Inc. (IHI) which will target families at 0-30% of the Median Family Income those either
facing or exiting homelessness thanks in part to a partnership with Home Forward that dedicates
project-based Section 8 vouchers to the project. As a condition of the award, IHI will integrate
marketing and lease-up efforts through the Multnomah County Home Family System of Care.
This coordination between services and housing availability is expected to serve as model for
future projects.
FY 2015-16 marked a watershed year for cooperation with the Portland Development
Commission (PDC), exemplified by three projects in the Lents Urban Renewal Area (URA) on
PDC-owned sites: Oliver Station; the Woody Guthrie; and 91st and Foster that will bring 159
affordable units at 60% MFI or below, 89 market-rate units, and nearly 34,000 square feet of
ground-floor commercial space. PDC and PHB also jointly issued a request for proposals for a
two-acre PDC site in the North Macadam URA (known currently as River Place Parcel 3). The
3

•

project will include 200 affordable units, 90 of which will serve tenants at or below 30% MFI
with 80 project-based Section 8 vouchers provided by Home Forward and 134 market rate
dwellings and neighborhood retail.
The Miracles Central (Oregon Convention Center URA) project currently under construction, the
Hawthorne East (CDBG) preservation project, and the Hill Park project in Lair Hill, funded with
CDBG, will be underway in FY 2016-17.

In August 2015, PHB selected a team, led by Portland Community Reinvestment Initiatives (PCRI) in
partnership with Gerding Edlen, to develop the first multifamily project funded through the N/NE
Neighborhood Housing Strategy on a PHB-owned site known as Grant Warehouse. Changes to the TIF
Set-Aside formula increased FY 2016-17 resources in the Interstate URA, allowing PHB to dedicate
another $2.5 million to the Grant Warehouse project (above the existing $4.5 million commitment) and
increase the unit count from 52 to 81 (including 50 family-size units).
In November of 2015, the City Council approved shifting the short-term rental (AirBNB and VRBO)
portion of transient lodging tax resources from the General Fund to the Housing Investment Fund. This
transfer will receive an annual cost of living adjustment, and is limited to 0-60% MFI housing purposes.
The FY 2016-17 budget reflects the securitization of this revenue stream (approximately $14.4 million)
for the purpose of acquiring property for use in building affordable housing at 0-60% MFI levels,
primarily outside of URAs
Homeownership: The Housing Bureau makes loans for down payment assistance to help low-income
households access first-time homeownership, and for home repair assistance that helps current
homeowners retain their homes. These loans are secured with liens recorded against the property to
ensure compliance with the loan terms, which vary depending on funding source and the policy objective
at the time the loan was issued. Since 2010, the Housing Bureau has executed homeownership and home
repair loans that require no payment, accrue no interest, and are generally repaid to the City through
escrow, and only if the home is sold before the period specified by the loan term. Loan terms are
structured this way to maximize the potential financial stability for low-income households accessing
homeownership or striving to retain their homes.
In addition to loan programs, the Housing Bureau funds a wide continuum of programs and services to
assist low-income households to access and retain homeownership. PHB leverages partnerships with
community-serving organizations, including culturally-specific organizations, to reach underserved
populations with education and counseling programs to create mortgage-ready households, support for
first-time homebuyers, and foreclosure prevention assistance.
PHB also administers the Mortgage Credit Certificate (MCC) program, a federal income tax credit that
increases the buying power of first-time homebuyers by reducing their federal income tax obligation.
Programming to improve the health and livability of owned homes, such as grants up to $10,000 for
structural repairs, weatherization assistance, and accessibility upgrades, as well as assistance to mitigate
lead-based paint hazards, are shown to increase retention rates among homeowners. The Housing Bureau
similarly works to increase the supply of affordable homes available to low-income buyers. Developers
are eligible to receive System Development Charge exemptions and property tax exemptions through the
City when they agree to sell homes below a restricted price cap to an income-qualified buyer. Many of
these programs can be combined to maximize the ability of low-income, first-time homebuyers to realize
the many benefits of homeownership.
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Homelessness: PHB funds programs designed to prevent and end homelessness for individuals and
families. Since 2010, the bureau has facilitated the transition of 8,000 households from homelessness
into permanent housing. PHB programs are provided through contracts with various nongovernmental
and other public entities, who perform a range of services that address the diverse needs of people
experiencing homelessness. These services include short-term rent assistance, eviction prevention and
housing placement, emergency shelter, and transitional housing.
The local effort to end homelessness is carried out under the umbrella of A Home for Everyone, a
collaborative effort by Multnomah County, the City of Portland, the City of Gresham, Home Forward,
and other community partners. The Housing Bureau is fully aligned with the priorities and goals of A
Home for Everyone. The bureau measures the performance of its contracts by requiring that providers
report performance data disaggregated by demographic. Contract monitoring through an equity lens
aims to improve services to populations overrepresented in homeless statistics. Housing Bureau
performance measures and other metrics, as recorded through the Homeless Management Information
System (HMIS) and the 2013 and 2015 Point-in-Time Counts, indicate a high demand for homeless
services.

5

Effective July 1, 2016 the PHB will transfer the majority of the respnsibility for homless services together
with approximately $25 million and four FTE staff to Multnomah County. The Joint Office of Homeless
Services will be monitored and evaluated by PHB pursuant to an Intergovernmental Agreement approved
by the Portland City Council June 22, 2016.

Budget Decisions
Portland Housing Bureau Funding – Ten Year Forecast
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H ousing I nvest m ent F und
G eneral F und O ne- Tim e
G eneral F und O ngoing

F Y 2 0 1 4 -1
A ct ual*
2 2 ,3 6 7 ,3 7
1 4 ,3 9 0 ,4 8
3 ,2 6 9 ,7 4
4 ,4 2 2 ,6 6
1 ,3 4 4 ,0 4
1 ,1 9 2 ,5 0
1 1 ,6 3 0 ,9 6

5
7
2
9
3
4
0

1

F Y 2 0 1 5 -1
R evised
2 1 ,0 1 6 ,4 0
1 0 ,9 8 0 ,4 0
6 ,4 5 6 ,2 0
3 ,8 7 4 ,1 9
2 ,5 6 3 ,1 6
3 ,4 7 2 ,2 8
1 2 ,1 0 7 ,9 6

6
0
9
6
5
3
8

5

F Y
A
8 5
1 1
4
4
1 9
1 1
1 4

2 0 1
d op
,2 1 9
,6 4 0
,3 6 2
,1 9 9
,5 7 8
,7 0 8
,7 3 7

6 -1
t ed
,3 2
,7 7
,9 8
,9 3
,9 8
,9 0
,6 0

7
1
9
2
6
3
7

0

F Y
F
8 5
1 1
6
3
3
1 1
1 7

2 0 1 7 -1 8
orecast
,0 3 0 ,0 7 0
,4 7 1 ,1 1 5
,3 9 4 ,8 2 4
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 0 0 ,1 7 0
,3 2 2 ,9 3 1
,0 6 6 ,8 5 9

F Y
F
2 7
8
3
3
2
7
1 7

2 0 1 8 -1 9
orecast
,1 1 5 ,2 6 3
,4 7 8 ,3 0 6
,3 1 6 ,6 1 0
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 1 3 ,4 7 5
,5 5 1 ,3 0 8
,5 1 0 ,8 9 3

F Y
F
1 0
8
3
3
2
3
1 8

2 0 1 9 -2 0
orecast
,9 4 8 ,3 8 4
,4 8 1 ,1 7 7
,0 5 7 ,6 1 8
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 6 6 ,4 3 2
,8 0 7 ,9 1 8
,0 8 8 ,7 2 2

F Y
F
2 4
8
3
2
2
3
1 8

2 0 2 0 -2 1
orecast
,7 8 2 ,0 6 8
,1 7 8 ,3 8 4
,0 1 4 ,1 1 2
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,8 7 6 ,7 2 7
,9 2 9 ,7 7 1
,6 7 3 ,5 2 5

F Y
F
2 1
8
2
2
2
4
1 9

2 0 2 1 -2 2
orecast
,0 0 6 ,8 9 5
,0 3 0 ,3 9 6
,8 9 2 ,0 6 2
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 0 7 ,2 7 6
,0 4 7 ,6 6 4
,1 1 0 ,1 3 1

F Y
F
2 0
7
2
2
2
4
1 9

2 0 2 2 -2 3
orecast
,8 7 0 ,7 1 5
,9 0 8 ,6 2 2
,8 3 2 ,1 0 7
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 2 4 ,9 9 6
,1 6 9 ,0 9 4
,6 8 3 ,4 3 5

F Y
F
1 7
8
2
2
4
4
2 0

2 0 2 3 -2 4
orecast
,1 3 4 ,0 7 2
,2 9 4 ,1 5 9
,8 4 3 ,6 9 3
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 1 6 ,4 3 8
,2 9 4 ,1 6 7
,2 7 3 ,9 3 8

F Y 2 0 2 4 -2 5
F orecast
7 ,9 9 7 ,2 1 2
9 ,3 0 4 ,4 7 5
2 ,8 5 4 ,8 0 3
2 ,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
3 ,9 1 8 ,9 9 7
4 ,4 2 2 ,9 9 2
2 0 ,8 8 2 ,1 5 6

The Portland Housing Bureau has a variety of funding sources for the provision of affordable housing in
the City of Portland and throughout the region. PHB funding can be characterized as stable over the
course of the forecast, with a slight dip in forecast FY 2019-20 resources primarily due to reduced TIF.
Housing Set Aside tax increment financing (TIF) availability has improved significantly due to a boost in
funding from the “TIF Lift,” which increased the housing set-aside from 30% to 45% during the last
scheduled review of the policy in fall 2015. HUD entitlement grant amounts reflect the 2016 federal
omnibus budget agreement, which maintained or slightly increased the HUD entitlement grants for the
next two years. In the next three years of the forecast, a reduction of 9% for CDBG and 15% for HOME
is anticipated, based upon historical trends. It is unknown if Congress will continue to address
sequestration on a year by year basis, or allow some or all of the automatic cuts to take effect.
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F Y 2 0 2 5 -2 6
F orecast
7 ,1 0 9 ,6 8 0
7 ,8 4 7 ,9 1 2
2 ,7 6 7 ,3 2 1
2 ,3 4 6 ,2 1 0
3 ,2 2 0 ,0 6 3
4 ,5 5 5 ,6 8 2
2 1 ,5 0 8 ,6 2 1

Portland H ousing Bureau
G eneral F und F orecast B reakout
3 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
-

G eneral Fund Ongoing - Joint Office Baseline
H OME One-Time FY 2016-17 Only
G eneral Fund One-Time - Joint Office Baseline
G eneral Fund One-Time - Joint Office
G eneral Fund Ongoing - PH B
G eneral Fund One-Time - PH B

F Y 2 0 1
A d op
1 0 ,5 4 6
9 4 7
3 ,5 0 5
7 ,7 3 0
4 ,0 8 9
4 7 3

6 -1
t ed
,9 7
,8 0
,2 2
,0 7
,6 6
,6 0

7
4

F Y 2 0 1 7 -1 8
F orecast
1 1 ,7 5 8 ,4 4 8

F Y 2 0 1 8 -1 9
F orecast
1 2 ,0 6 4 ,1 6 8

F Y 2 0 1 9 -2 0
F orecast
1 2 ,4 6 2 ,2 8 6

F Y 2 0 2 0 -2 1
F orecast
1 2 ,8 6 1 ,0 7 9

F Y 2 0 2 1 -2 2
F orecast
1 3 ,2 4 6 ,9 1 1

F Y 2 0 2 2 -2 3
F orecast
1 3 ,6 4 4 ,3 1 8

F Y 2 0 2 3 -2 4
F orecast
1 4 ,0 5 3 ,6 4 8

F Y 2 0 2 4 -2 5
F orecast
1 4 ,4 7 5 ,2 5 7

F Y 2 0 2 5 -2 6
F orecast
1 4 ,9 0 9 ,5 1 5

3 ,5 9 2 ,8 5 7
7 ,7 3 0 ,0 7 4
5 ,2 0 4 ,4 1 1
-

3 ,6 8 6 ,2 7 1
3 ,8 6 5 ,0 3 7
5 ,3 3 9 ,7 2 5
-

3 ,8 0 7 ,9 1 8
5 ,5 1 5 ,9 3 6
-

3 ,9 2 9 ,7 7 1
5 ,6 9 2 ,4 4 6
-

4 ,0 4 7 ,6 6 4
5 ,8 6 3 ,2 2 0
-

4 ,1 6 9 ,0 9 4
6 ,0 3 9 ,1 1 6
-

4 ,2 9 4 ,1 6 7
6 ,2 2 0 ,2 9 0
-

4 ,4 2 2 ,9 9 2
6 ,4 0 6 ,8 9 8
-

4 ,5 5 5 ,6 8 2
6 ,5 9 9 ,1 0 5
-

0
6
4
9
0

The chart above breaks out General Fund resources, identifying those resources that go to the Joint Office
for Homeless Services.
Portland H ousing Bureau
B udget F orecast B y F unding Source - M aj or R ecession 2 0 1 8
1 6 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0

1 4 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0

1 2 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0

1 0 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0

8 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

6 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

4 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

2 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

-

Tax I ncrem ent F inancing
C D BG
H O M E
O t her F ed eral Sources
H ousing I nvest m ent F und
G eneral F und O ne- Tim e
G eneral F und O ngoing

F Y 2 0 1 4 -1
A ct ual*
2 2 ,3 6 7 ,3 7
1 4 ,3 9 0 ,4 8
3 ,2 6 9 ,7 4
4 ,4 2 2 ,6 6
1 ,3 4 4 ,0 4
1 ,1 9 2 ,5 0
1 1 ,6 3 0 ,9 6

5
7
2
9
3
4
1
0

F Y 2 0 1 5 -1
R evised
2 1 ,0 1 6 ,4 0
1 0 ,9 8 0 ,4 0
6 ,4 5 6 ,2 0
3 ,8 7 4 ,1 9
2 ,5 6 3 ,1 6
3 ,4 7 2 ,2 8
1 2 ,1 0 7 ,9 6

6
0
9
6
5
3
5
8

F Y
A
8 5
1 1
4
4
1 9
1 1
1 4

2 0 1
d op
,2 1 9
,6 4 0
,3 6 2
,1 9 9
,5 7 8
,7 0 8
,7 3 7

6 -1
t ed
,3 2
,7 7
,9 8
,9 3
,9 8
,9 0
,6 0

7
1
9
2
6
3
0
7

F Y
F
8 5
1 1
6
2
3
1 1
1 7

2 0 1 7 -1 8
orecast
,0 3 0 ,0 7 0
,4 7 1 ,1 1 5
,3 9 4 ,8 2 4
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 0 0 ,1 7 0
,3 2 2 ,9 3 1
,0 6 6 ,8 5 9

F Y
F
2 5
8
3
2
2
3
1 6

2 0 1 8 -1 9
orecast
,2 1 7 ,1 9 5
,4 7 8 ,3 0 6
,2 2 3 ,6 1 0
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 1 3 ,4 7 5
,4 2 8 ,2 3 2
,2 9 2 ,6 2 1

F Y
F
1 0
8
2
2
2
3
1 5

2 0 1 9 -2 0
orecast
,1 8 1 ,9 9 7
,1 4 8 ,5 2 5
,9 0 2 ,3 4 6
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 6 6 ,4 3 2
,2 9 3 ,4 6 8
,6 5 9 ,8 6 4

F Y
F
2 3
7
2
2
2
3
1 5

2 0 2 0 -2 1
orecast
,0 4 7 ,3 2 3
,6 7 1 ,3 4 4
,6 0 5 ,5 7 4
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,8 7 6 ,7 2 7
,1 6 0 ,9 3 9
,0 4 3 ,6 5 8

F Y
F
2 1
6
2
2
2
3
1 5

2 0 2 1 -2 2
orecast
,0 0 6 ,8 9 5
,9 5 0 ,5 3 0
,4 2 5 ,4 6 7
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 0 7 ,2 7 6
,2 5 5 ,7 6 7
,3 7 1 ,3 6 7

F Y
F
2 0
6
2
2
2
3
1 5

2 0 2 2 -2 3
orecast
,8 7 0 ,7 1 5
,9 6 7 ,4 7 3
,3 1 2 ,3 3 1
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 2 4 ,9 9 6
,3 5 3 ,4 4 0
,8 3 2 ,5 0 8

F Y
F
1 7
7
2
2
4
3
1 6

2 0 2 3 -2 4
orecast
,1 3 4 ,0 7 2
,1 9 0 ,0 1 2
,3 2 0 ,6 0 7
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 1 6 ,4 3 8
,4 5 4 ,0 4 3
,3 0 7 ,4 8 4

F Y 2 0 2 4 -2 5
F orecast
7 ,9 9 7 ,2 1 2
8 ,2 3 5 ,5 6 7
2 ,2 7 9 ,2 2 2
2 ,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
3 ,9 1 8 ,9 9 7
3 ,5 5 7 ,6 6 5
1 6 ,7 9 6 ,7 0 8

F Y 2 0 2 5 -2 6
F orecast
7 ,1 0 9 ,6 8 0
6 ,9 1 9 ,0 3 4
2 ,2 3 8 ,1 9 0
2 ,3 4 6 ,2 1 0
3 ,2 2 0 ,0 6 3
3 ,6 6 4 ,3 9 5
1 7 ,3 0 0 ,6 0 9

The Major Recession assumptions built into the tables on this page factor in a recession happening in mid-2018,
with financial impacts affecting the FY 18-19 through FY 20-21 budgets. Assumptions over that three-year period
include 7% annual General Fund cuts, 7% additional annual CDBG cuts, 10% additional annual HOME cuts, and a
slowdown in property tax growth leading to a 21% reduction in forecast TIF revenue over three years. This
recessionary slowdown in funding would lead to a loss of approximately $13 million in housing development
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funding over the ten year period.
Portland H ousing Bureau
G eneral F und F orecast B reakout - M aj or R ecession 2 0 1 8
3 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
-

G eneral Fund Ongoing - Joint Office Baseline
H OME One-Time FY 2016-17 Only
G eneral Fund One-Time - Joint Office Baseline
G eneral Fund One-Time - Joint Office
G eneral Fund Ongoing - PH B
G eneral Fund One-Time - PH B

F Y 2 0 1
A d op
1 0 ,5 4 6
9 4 7
3 ,5 0 5
7 ,7 3 0
4 ,0 8 9
4 7 3

6 -1
t ed
,9 7
,8 0
,2 2
,0 7
,6 6
,6 0

7
4

F Y 2 0 1 7 -1 8
F orecast
1 1 ,7 5 8 ,4 4 8

F Y 2 0 1 8 -1 9
F orecast
1 1 ,2 1 9 ,6 7 6

F Y 2 0 1 9 -2 0
F orecast
1 0 ,7 7 8 ,6 3 1

F Y 2 0 2 0 -2 1
F orecast
1 0 ,3 4 4 ,8 9 9

F Y 2 0 2 1 -2 2
F orecast
1 0 ,6 5 5 ,2 4 6

F Y 2 0 2 2 -2 3
F orecast
1 0 ,9 7 4 ,9 0 3

F Y 2 0 2 3 -2 4
F orecast
1 1 ,3 0 4 ,1 5 0

F Y 2 0 2 4 -2 5
F orecast
1 1 ,6 4 3 ,2 7 5

F Y 2 0 2 5 -2 6
F orecast
1 1 ,9 9 2 ,5 7 3

3 ,5 9 2 ,8 5 7
7 ,7 3 0 ,0 7 4
5 ,2 0 4 ,4 1 1
-

3 ,4 2 8 ,2 3 2
4 ,9 6 5 ,9 4 5
-

3 ,2 9 3 ,4 6 8
4 ,7 7 0 ,7 3 3
-

3 ,1 6 0 ,9 3 9
4 ,5 7 8 ,7 5 9
-

3 ,2 5 5 ,7 6 7
4 ,7 1 6 ,1 2 2
-

3 ,3 5 3 ,4 4 0
4 ,8 5 7 ,6 0 5
-

3 ,4 5 4 ,0 4 3
5 ,0 0 3 ,3 3 4
-

3 ,5 5 7 ,6 6 5
5 ,1 5 3 ,4 3 4
-

3 ,6 6 4 ,3 9 5
5 ,3 0 8 ,0 3 7
-

0
6
4
9
0

The General Fund breakout shows the impact of three years of 7% cuts, which includes the elimination of
the last year of Joint Office one-time funding over baseline. The reductions to baseline Joint Office
funding would pull the amount below the $15 million threshold in the first year of the modelled recession.
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Portland H ousing Bureau
B udget F orecast B y F unding Source - w / G O B ond & C onstruction E x cise T ax
1 7 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 5 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 3 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 1 0 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0
9 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
7 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
5 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
3 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
( 1 0 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0 )

Tax I ncrem ent F inancing
C D BG
H O M E
O t her F ed eral Sources
H ousing I nvest m ent F und
G eneral F und O ne- Tim e
G eneral F und O ngoing
C onst ruct ion E x cise Tax - R esid ent ial
C onst ruct ion E x cise Tax - C om m ercial
H ousing G O Bond

F Y 2 0 1 4 -1
A ct ual*
2 2 ,3 6 7 ,3 7
1 4 ,3 9 0 ,4 8
3 ,2 6 9 ,7 4
4 ,4 2 2 ,6 6
1 ,3 4 4 ,0 4
1 ,1 9 2 ,5 0
1 1 ,6 3 0 ,9 6

5
7
2
9
3
4
1
0

F Y 2 0 1 5 -1
R evised
2 1 ,0 1 6 ,4 0
1 0 ,9 8 0 ,4 0
6 ,4 5 6 ,2 0
3 ,8 7 4 ,1 9
2 ,5 6 3 ,1 6
3 ,4 7 2 ,2 8
1 2 ,1 0 7 ,9 6

6
0
9
6
5
3
5
8

F Y
A
8 5
1 1
4
4
1 9
1 1
1 4
7
2

2 0 1
d op
,2 1 9
,6 4 0
,3 6 2
,1 9 9
,5 7 8
,7 0 8
,7 3 7
,0 0 0
,5 0 0

6 -1
t ed
,3 2
,7 7
,9 8
,9 3
,9 8
,9 0
,6 0
,0 0
,0 0

7
1
9
2
6
3
0
7
0
0

F Y
F
8 5
1 1
6
3
3
1 1
1 7
7
3
1 2

2 0 1 7 -1 8
orecast
,0 3 0 ,0 7 0
,4 7 1 ,1 1 5
,3 9 4 ,8 2 4
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 0 0 ,1 7 0
,3 2 2 ,9 3 1
,0 6 6 ,8 5 9
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,8 4 3 ,6 2 5

F Y
F
2 7
8
3
3
2
7
1 7
6
2
3 2

2 0 1 8 -1 9
orecast
,1 1 5 ,2 6 3
,4 7 8 ,3 0 6
,3 1 6 ,6 1 0
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 1 3 ,4 7 5
,5 5 1 ,3 0 8
,5 1 0 ,8 9 3
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
,8 9 2 ,0 2 5

F Y
F
1 0
8
3
3
2
3
1 8
6
2
4 5

2 0 1 9 -2 0
orecast
,9 4 8 ,3 8 4
,4 8 1 ,1 7 7
,0 5 7 ,6 1 8
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,7 6 6 ,4 3 2
,8 0 7 ,9 1 8
,0 8 8 ,7 2 2
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
,2 0 3 ,0 2 5

F Y
F
2 4
8
3
2
2
3
1 8
6
2
6 0

2 0 2 0 -2 1
orecast
,7 8 2 ,0 6 8
,1 7 8 ,3 8 4
,0 1 4 ,1 1 2
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,8 7 6 ,7 2 7
,9 2 9 ,7 7 1
,6 7 3 ,5 2 5
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
,8 0 5 ,8 2 5

F Y
F
2 1
8
2
2
2
4
1 9
6
2
4 1

2 0 2 1 -2 2
orecast
,0 0 6 ,8 9 5
,0 3 0 ,3 9 6
,8 9 2 ,0 6 2
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 0 7 ,2 7 6
,0 4 7 ,6 6 4
,1 1 0 ,1 3 1
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
,7 4 3 ,6 2 5

F Y
F
2 0
7
2
2
2
4
1 9
6
2
2 6

2 0 2 2 -2 3
orecast
,8 7 0 ,7 1 5
,9 0 8 ,6 2 2
,8 3 2 ,1 0 7
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 2 4 ,9 9 6
,1 6 9 ,0 9 4
,6 8 3 ,4 3 5
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
,4 2 4 ,6 2 5

F Y
F
1 7
8
2
2
4
4
2 0
6
2
3 1

2 0 2 3 -2 4
orecast
,1 3 4 ,0 7 2
,2 9 4 ,1 5 9
,8 4 3 ,6 9 3
,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
,9 1 6 ,4 3 8
,2 9 4 ,1 6 7
,2 7 3 ,9 3 8
,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
,7 4 3 ,6 2 5

F Y 2 0 2 4 -2 5
F orecast
7 ,9 9 7 ,2 1 2
9 ,3 0 4 ,4 7 5
2 ,8 5 4 ,8 0 3
2 ,3 4 6 ,2 1 1
3 ,9 1 8 ,9 9 7
4 ,4 2 2 ,9 9 2
2 0 ,8 8 2 ,1 5 6
6 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
6 ,7 4 3 ,6 2 5

F Y 2 0 2 5 -2 6
F orecast
7 ,1 0 9 ,6 8 0
7 ,8 4 7 ,9 1 2
2 ,7 6 7 ,3 2 1
2 ,3 4 6 ,2 1 0
3 ,2 2 0 ,0 6 3
4 ,5 5 5 ,6 8 2
2 1 ,5 0 8 ,6 2 1
6 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
2 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0

The table above takes the current PHB budget forecast and adds estimates for a Construction Excise Tax
(CET) and a Housing General Obligation Bond (Bond). CET revenue estimates factor in trend lines from
historical data – it should be noted that in extreme down years combine CET revenue could be as low as
$3 million. Residential CET revenue has proscribed uses in state law, while the Commercial portion is
more discretionary in nature.
Assumptions for Bond resource usage over an eight year reflect extremely early, marginally informed
assumptions which will likely change as projects are identified and debt is actually is issued. The biggest
assumption of course is passage by the voters in November.
The table shows that the addition of both a CET and a Bond to the bureau’s financial toolkit would have a
significant stabilizing influence on bureau funding.
Notable Portland Housing Bureau Funding Milestones:
•
•
•

•

1995-1999 ― Original Housing Investment Fund seeded with $30 million in General Fund
resources sent to PDC.
2006 ― 30% tax increment funding affordable housing set-aside established.
2006 ― Homeless services programs the Bureau of Housing and Community Development
(BHCD) seeded with $6 million in General Fund resources (one-time funding would continue on
a serial basis).
2010 ― Merger of Bureau of Housing and Community Development (BHCD) with the housing
department of the Portland Development Commission (PDC) to create the Portland Housing
Bureau (PHB).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2012 ― Beginning with reductions just prior to the merger, the new PHB reduced from 75
positions to 57 positions, due to concerns about the “TIF Cliff” and federal grant reductions.
2013 ― Serial one-time General Fund resources for Homeless Services in the amount of $4.7
million converted to ongoing General Fund resources.
2013 ― CDBG and HOME entitlement grant allocations from the Federal government level off
after a combined $6.4 million or 37% reduction since 2001.
2015 ― Tax increment affordable housing set-aside increased to 45%.
2015 ― Short term rental revenue ($1.2 million) assigned to PHB. Funding stream to be
securitized in 2016.
2016 ― State legislature removes prohibition on Inclusionary Zoning and Construction Excise
Tax.
2016 ― Joint Office of Homeless Services created at Multnomah County. The City provides
$25.3 million of funding to the Joint Office; including $10.5 million General Fund Ongoing,
$11.2 million General Fund One-Time, and $3.6 million of federal grant funding.

Outstanding Labor Issues
PHB has a separate Union shop of AFSCME local 189. The contract for represented staff was
recently renewed for a four-year term. The primary issues at the bargaining table were changes to
the healthcare benefit package, the desire of represented staff to receive management leave,
increased vacation accruals, the inclusion of equity language regarding all contracted providers
and premium pay for culturally specific language services performed by PHB staff. The new
contract went into effect July 2015, with healthcare benefit changes go into effect July 1, 2017.
1 0

The final contract was not changed significantly over the previous contract – no management
leave, increased vacation accrual, or equity language was included. The City has put together a
workgroup to study the efficacy of premium pay for language services by represented staff
citywide.
The Labor Management Committee (LMC) for the bureau meets every other month. It is staffed
by the Business Operations Manager, and members include two management representatives and
three union representatives, although the meetings are open to everyone. Currently the LMC is
working on issues relating to evaluation of staff performance, hiring and retention, workplace
morale, and internal promotional opportunities.
Local and Regional Partners
PHB participates in extensive local and regional partnerships to further its work and mission. These
include:
Portland Consortium (City of Portland, the City of Gresham and Multnomah County), Consolidated
Plan: PHB is a lead partner in the Portland Consortium for our regional Consolidated Plan (ConPlan). The
ConPlan establishes local priorities consistent with national objectives and priorities established by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), as it relates to the utilization of federal
funds. Over the five-year period covered by the 2016-2020 ConPlan over $75 million is expected to be
available through these programs, including allocations and program income.
A Home for Everyone: Launched in 2012, A Home for Everyone (AHFE), is Multnomah community’s
united plan to ensure everyone has access to a safe and stable place to call home. AHFE is led by the
AHFE Coordinating Board, a 30-member board, and has an Executive Committee comprised of the
Multnomah County Chair, City of Portland Mayor, Portland Housing Commissioner, and leadership from
the City of Gresham, Home Forward, Meyer Memorial Trust, S. Brooks and Associates, Inc. and the
Portland Leadership Foundation. AHFE oversees multiple subcommittees in several areas, including:
Data and Evaluation, Racial Equity, Community Advisory Forum, and topic-specific workgroups on:
Housing, Health, Safety off the Streets, Workforce & Economic Opportunity, and Veterans.
Multnomah County: The Joint Office will be hosted by Multnomah County, to strengthen alignment to
other key services for households experiencing homelessness, and will retain close coordination with
PHB and other City Bureaus. The Joint Office will oversee responsibilities for the goals and priorities of
the AHFE plan and its values and organizing principles, including: prioritizing vulnerable populations,
advancing racial equity, community engagement, strengthening system capacity, and accountability to
outcomes. The City, through an IGA approved in June 2016, commits $15 Million in City GF and federal
resources (CoC, ESG, HOME, HOPWA) to the Joint Office. This amount funds myriad services and
housing for households experiencing homelessness.
Portland Development Commission: The Portland Development Commission (PDC) is a key PHB
partner. As the development agency of the City, PDC is charged with managing Tax Increment Funds
(TIF) from Urban Renewal Areas, with a percentage passed through to PHB for affordable housing
development. In recent years, PDC and PHB have become more actively engaged in joint mixed-used
developments. Also, PHB funds PDC’s Economic Opportunity Initiative (EOI). EOI was created in 2004
11

as a strategy for reducing poverty through economic opportunity. The initiative assists very low-income
individuals and families by providing services in the areas of: Microenterprise, Adult workforce and
Youth workforce development.

Key Personnel and Management Philosophy
The Portland Housing Bureau is a highly efficient workforce with less than 5% of the total
budget is allocated to administrative costs. In FY 2017, the bureau’s administrative costs are
roughly 4.3% of the total budget, all other funds are used directly for programs and services.
Our management philosophy is to serve the housing needs of Portlanders in the most cost
efficient, equitable and inclusive manner. The following diagram displays the internal
organization and alignment of activities.

Given the rapid state of change during the Housing and Homelessness Crisis, many staff within
PHB are multi-tasking key program and policy responsibilities. This level of sustained intensity
can be supported when elected leaders support the work of dedicated and passionate staff.
Management within PHB are fortunate to have supportive elected leadership and the resources to
significantly improve the quality of life for low and moderate income Portlanders. This missioncentered workforce needs the continued support of a supportive Commissioner in Charge of
Housing and an engaged Office of the Mayor in order to be continually successful.
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3. Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
Vision for the Bureau – Build upon a Strong, Sustainable Foundation: The Portland Housing Bureau,
under the leadership of Commissioner Dan Saltzman, has been transformed by actions of the City Council
from a housing agency focused narrowly on the eight (8) open urban renewal areas, into a citywide
provider of housing programs and services. Financial resilience and sustainability of the Portland Housing
Bureau is quite strong due to the following actions:
a) City Council recalibrated Tax Incumbent Financing (TIF) for housing from 30% to 45%,
effectively increasing the capital available for affordable housing by $270 million from 20152026.
b) City Council redirected Transient Lodging Tax (TLT) revenue totaling $1.25 million from the
General Fund to the Housing Investment Fund.
c) State Legislative approval of SB1533 authorized Inclusionary Housing (AKA Inclusionary
Zoning) and lifted a state pre-emption on a Construction Exercise Tax (CET) for the City of
Portland.
d) City Council enacted the 2016-2017 Budget for Portland Housing Bureau, an increase of 50% over
2015-2016.
e) With the City Council approval of the 2017 budget is authorization to securitize the $1.25 million
annual appropriation of Transient Lodging Taxes into a General Fund―backed bond of
approximately $14.4 million. This revenue would be used principally to acquire land for housing
development outside of Urban Renewal Areas (URAs).
f) Pending final action June 29, 2016 the Portland City Council will, in all probability, approve a 1%
CET on residential, commercial and industrial development. It is forecast that $8-$10 million per
annum will be generated for affordable housing. A portion of this revenue is designated to provide
offsets to developers to comply with their inclusionary housing regulatory requirements, including
system development charge waivers; property tax abatement and direct financing.

Vision for the Future
As the bureau is now financially better equipped with the housing challenges of the entire city, PHB
envisions further policy and program innovations to respond to the housing emergency and provide
decent, safe and affordable housing including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Implementation of the Joint Office of Homeless Services with the Multnomah County Chair and
Chief Operating Officer as a member of the Policy and Budget Alignment Committee
Implementation of a proposed $258.4 million General Obligation Bond program for housing
Expanded Homeownership Opportunities for Communities of Color; low- and moderate- income
households including implementation of the N/NE Preference Policy for the Albina/Interstate area
Expanded Tenant Protections including an alternative dispute resolution process and just cause
or/and rent stabilization
Increase Private Market rental inspections, coordinated with and between BDS and Office of
Management & Finance
Anti- Displacement and gentrification mitigation in high capacity transit corridors such as SW
(with Planning and Sustainability) and Division (with Portland Development Commission) in
concert with Metro and Tri-Met
Increase Housing Preservation and production by 50% over the current pipeline production base
line of 1,500
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•

•
•
•

•

Transform the Portland Housing Bureau into a Local Housing Finance Agency thereby, offering a
full suite of financial tools to local developers, prospective homebuyers and homeowners
including:
o
Rental Rehabilitation (new in 2016-2017)
o
Down Payment Assistance (expanded)
o
Lease- Purchase (new in 2016-2017)
o
Homeowner Repair (expanded)
Active Asset Management and including refinance/repositioning of the Headwaters Apartments
and Fairfield Apartments
Implementation of Inclusionary Housing Policy and Program citywide including monitoring of
regulatory agreements
Implementation of community plans with PHB resources:
o
N/NE Portland (Interstate URA)
o
Gateway
o
Lents
o
South Waterfront
o
Convention Center
o
South Park Blocks
Implementation of an equitable, inclusive housing strategy within the USPS site located within the
River District URA.

4. Industry Trends
Federal Funding Environment: The long term forecast (2015-2027) anticipates stable, but not major
expansion as growth in federal financial resources (CDBG, Home, HOPWA, ESG) or programs.
Private Market Financial Tools: new mortgage and capital market tools will provide expanded
opportunities for first time home buyers if sufficient supplies of homes for sale are produced or release
form the “shadow” rental market and/or short term rental market.
Legal Protections for Renters: State authorizing legislation to address just cause eviction standards; rent
stabilization; residential relocation and due process concerns will be strengthened. Fair Housing
protections will be expanded through disparate impact case law and enforcement. HUD may withdraw
Fair Housing enforcement from the purview of the Oregon State Bureau of Development and Industries
(BOLI) due to systemic state underfunding and weak fair housing enforcement.
Cyclical Market Downturn Forecast: Opportunities to acquire entitled development and may increase
in the median term (2018-2020). A gradual market slowdown will help contain high land and construction
process and may dampen irrational market forces somewhat. Projects such as the Zidell Yards and USPS
Redevelopment may benefit from more favorable uncertain process and financing. Suburban markets will
soften somewhat but areas well served by transit will show continued resilience.

5. Succession Planning and Leadership Development
Since PHB has a sustainable financial plan and clear leadership, succession planning is more certain and
effective. Like the workforce in general, management positions are occupied by many experts who are
senior in their fields. Several key Positions: Bureau Director, Business Operations Manager, and the
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Finance and Accounting Manager are able to retire in the near (5-8 years) future. The Business
Operations and Finance positions are difficult to recruit from outside of City Government due to the
unique qualities of government (Commissioner form) in Portland; SAP and internal policies and
procedures. Many people, however, work at PHB because of the mission and satisfaction of their work
and the impact of their work in the community and society.
Key Positions; Assistant Housing Director and Policy and Equity Manager are able to and willing to
accept new duties. New talent within Bureau is able to be recruited regionally and nationally, so
retirements are able to be filled readily and often with more depth and technical capacity that their
predecessors.
A second in command within Finance and Accounting has been identified and needs to be prepared to
succeed the manager in due time (eight years hence). Training, mentoring and career growth needs to be
intentionally structured for the unit to remain fully proficient and staffed.

6. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
Lents Stabilization Initiative: PHB is currently working in partnership with the Bureau of
Environmental Services (BES) and the Portland Development Commission (PDC) on the Lents
Stabilization Project, which aims to improve community stability and equity, restore natural resources,
and stimulate job growth in the Lents and Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhoods by addressing the threats of
flooding on the community. This partnership recently submitted an application to the Oregon Solutions
Grant program and anticipates a positive Governor response in July 2016. The Oregon Solutions process
provides a foundation for developing the policy and implementation tools and long-term governance
structure for stabilizing residential households in the floodplain (PHB), executing floodplain mitigation
work (BES), and increasing industrial site readiness of floodplain lands (PDS).
Rental Housing Inspections: PHB has worked in partnership with the Bureau of Development Services
(BDS) for many years to increase the ability of vulnerable rental households to access rental housing
inspection enforcement of the City’s Housing Maintenance Code. This has included collaborative
conversations around resource development strategies to support registration of rental units, mandatory
rental inspections, and increased education and outreach around landlord/tenant rights and
responsibilities.
Governmental Accountability and Transparency Review (GATR): PHB has collaborated with the
Bureau of Environmental Services (BES); Planning and Sustainability (BP&S) and Transportation
(PBOT) to effect the rate of throughput in the permit processing system with the goal of implementing
quality and affordable housing projects funded by PHB more quickly. The GATR process was convened
by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Saltzman and facilitated by the Council Budget Office and Office of
Management and Finance. Process improvements implemented to date have compressed the time needed
to approve affordable housing projects by approximately six (6) months.
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Mission of Bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
PARKS MISSION – as outlined in the 2012-2015 Strategic Plan

The mission of Portland Parks & Recreation is to help Portlanders play - providing the safe places, facilities and
programs which promote physical, mental, and social activity. We get people, especially kids, outside, active,
and connected to the community. As we do this, there will be an increase in the wellness of our residents and
the livability of our city. We accomplish this through:
• Establishing, safeguarding, and restoring the parks, natural areas, public places, and urban forest of the
city, ensuring that these are accessible to all;
• Developing and maintaining excellent facilities and places for public recreation and community building;
• Providing dynamic recreation programs and services that promote health and well-being for all;
• Partnering with the community we serve.

PARK 2020 VISION – Adopted 2001
Portland’s parks, public places, natural areas and recreational opportunities give life and beauty to our city.
These essential assets connect people to place, self and others. Portland’s residents will treasure and care for
this legacy, building on the past to provide for future generations.
PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS AND FACILITIES – Section 12-101

Effective: May 19, 1950, new sec. 9-605; rev. Nov. 8, 1966
The Council may establish parks, playgrounds, recreation areas and facilities of all kinds. For that purpose the
Council may acquire by purchase, condemnation, gift, grant, donation, exchange or otherwise, real and personal
property and any interest therein; may rent or lease property of any kind for public use; and may construct,
reconstruct, remodel, alter, repair, maintain, improve and equip areas and facilities which the Council finds
necessary, appropriate or desirable, either inside or outside the City. The Council may exchange any property
for other property which it deems more suitable or convenient for park and recreation use, and may dispose of
the property not needed for those purposes. The Council may establish exhibits and conduct programs for the
education or the furtherance of public enjoyment and recreation, and may change, alter or discontinue them.
The Council may construct, reconstruct, alter, remodel, furnish and equip improvements found necessary or
appropriate for the convenience of the public using park and recreation facilities, or of persons or employees
conducting or assisting park or recreational programs or maintaining parks, areas, facilities, or improvements.
The Council may contract with any public or private person in any matter relating to services or programs.
The Council may do all things it finds necessary or convenient to promote recreational facilities and aesthetic
enjoyment of the people, and the beautification of City property.

ESTABLISHMENT OF PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION BOARD – Chapter 3.27

Effective: October 10, 2001
The Portland Parks & Recreation Board is hereby established, for the following purposes: to ensure that the
vision and recommendations of the Parks 2020 Vision are at the forefront of discussions about park and
recreation issues and trends over time, in all areas of the city; to advocate for parks on a city and regional basis
to ensure that parks, natural areas, open spaces and recreation facilities are advanced in city and regional
planning and design; to provide continuity when transitions occur in the leadership of Portland Parks and
Recreation and on the City Council; and to provide a forum for public discussion and decision-making about
park issues, bringing a city-wide and long-term perspective to neighborhood-based issues.

Summary Overview of Bureau’s Work 2006-2016
EXECUTION OF STRATEGIC PLANS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The two most important documents guiding PP&R are: the long term Parks 2020 Vision, and the shorter
term 2012-15 Strategic Plan.
Parks 2020 Vision
Parks 2020 Vision provides the overall direction for the parks and recreation system. You can find more
detail on the Vision’s goals and plans here. The 2020 Vision Progress Report was published in 2009 and
is available here.
2012-15 Strategic Plan
The three year Strategic Plan provides specific actions in the near term, allowing the organization to
respond to a changing external environment and its current internal situation. Plan themes include: Access
& Equity, Asset Management, Sustainability, Trails, Recreation Services and Health. An evaluation of this
plan will be completed in the summer of 2016.
Notable accomplishments include:
• Parks continue to be one of the highest rated services in the City with 85% of residents rating the overall
quality of parks as good or very good in the City Auditor’s annual resident survey.
• 2014 passage of a $68 million bond to support critical major maintenance needs within the Parks system
• Increased diversity within the PP&R workforce, which results in a workforce that better reflects the
community and is more responsive to the community’s needs
• Completion of the Ecologically Sustainable Landscapes initiative, which - when combined with the
Bureau’s recent reorganization - will guide the future management of park lands
• A realignment of the service delivery model for Recreation programs to increase coordination and
efficiency, and funding to compensate more workers with union wages and benefits
• Progress towards building stronger partnerships with the medical community and increased awareness
of the relationship between healthy lifestyles and increased access to park and recreation programs
In the fall of 2016, PP&R will be beginning work on the bureau’s next long term vision—beyond 2020. The new
Vision document will include several years of extensive public outreach and research on expected service area
changes, population and demographic forecasts, as well as a community survey.
Performance Measures
Performance measures are designed to be results oriented. They focus on the question: Are we achieving the
desired results? See the PP&R Annual Performance Report here. PP&R’s large and diverse bureau demands
the best management practices. PP&R is on the forefront of integrating outcome-oriented performance
management with strategic planning in order to achieve the goals of Vision 2020.

BUDGET DECISIONS
PP&R contains 13% of the City General Fund’s ongoing budget ($62M of $476M). This $62 million in General
Fund (GF) makes up 74% of the day-to-day operating funding for PP&R. The remaining 26% of Parks funding
comes primarily from fees (22%), interagency revenues (3%), tree permitting fees (1%), and sales of concessions
and merchandise (1%).
From FY 2009-10 to FY 2016-17, Mayor/Council Budget Direction has asked the GF bureaus to take cuts to
their GF ongoing discretionary funding for six of the eight years, with the other two years being “stabilization
budgets” and additional funding had to either require an offsetting cut package to fund it, or had to align with
the Mayor’s priorities. PP&R has had its ongoing GF discretionary funding cut 5.2%, 2.9%, 1.3%, 6.7% and 2.5%
over the first five fiscal years respectively through that eight year cycle. Additionally, PP&R historically has taken
the largest percentage share of reduction of all GF bureaus in cut years due to the Council prioritization to public
safety. Fiscal Year 2012-13 being a good illustration as the public safety bureaus, took 1.4% and 2.7% ongoing
cuts respectively, while PP&R took an ongoing cut of 6.7%.
Over the course of the recession (FY 2009-10 to FY 2013-14), PP&R took the large majority of its reductions
within Support Services and the supervisor and managerial positions throughout the bureau. This has led to
very large span of control within the bureau compared to the rest of the City. Nearly all bureaus/offices in the
City of Portland have a span of control between 1:4 to 1:6 (one manager/supervisor for every four to six front
line staff employees). PP&R currently has a span of control of 1:12, this is even with seasonal staff converted
to 2,080 hour, full-time employee equivalents. Additionally, the Support Services reductions, coupled with the
historical fact that nearly all add packages have been adding new services but don’t include resources to support
those services, has led to the current support and supervisory staff being stretched very thin, and to the point of
breaking.
Another impact of budget decisions from the recent five year recession are the impacts arising from the
Bureau’s decision to offset many of the GF reductions with increased fee revenues for public recreation. This has
led to reprogramming some park spaces with revenue generating opportunities (such as private sports leagues),
and has led to increasing fees across much of our system as the bureau has tried to maintain its service levels
with decreased general funding. While this has led to greater cost recovery, it has also created barriers to public
recreation – specifically to Portlanders who need those services the most.
One more background piece as it relates to the recent history of budget decisions is fact that while it looks like
PP&R has added GF resources and FTE positions over the last three budget cycles, those additions have restored
very little of what was cut in the five years previous to that. The FY 2016-17 Adopted Budget will show over 150
more FTE and as much as $10 million in additional GF resources, much of those FTE and additional funds were
for budget items such as:
• Shifting services from other bureaus to PP&R (such as the BES grey to green programs,
decorative fountain and loo maintenance).
• Adding new services PP&R hadn’t been previously providing (such as Title 11 Tree Code
implementation and the Mayor’s Teen Programming Initiative).
• Funding a gap for an existing service (such as paying seasonal staff a living wage as part of a
settlement agreement, and restoring two-year Parks Levy funded programs from being cut).
• Funding added from building new parks due to population growth (known as Operations &
Maintenance), which is simply providing the same level of service within a larger population base.

OUTSTANDING LABOR ISSUES
Span of Control and Staffing
Span of control ratios are noted in the budget decisions narrative but are also important context for this section.
PP&R currently has over 3,400 active employees on payroll. Many of these employees are casual/at will
employees and may be in school or between sessions at different times throughout the year, but PP&R
consistently maintains a high level of staffing with an average payroll of 1,500 checks in the winter, and as high
as 2,500 checks in the summer.
PP&R staffing includes:
Represented Employees
45
COPPEA Represented Employees
185 DCTU Represented Employees
87
LL483 Represented Recreation Employees
106 LL483 Represented Seasonal Maintenance Workers
12
LL483 Represented Ranger Employees
Non Represented Employees
113 Permanent Full-time Employees
2847 Recreation Seasonal / Casual Employees
48
Other Seasonal / Casual Employees
Recreation Services Division
In May of 2015, a state arbitrator ruled on a long-standing dispute between labor and management regarding
the role of part-time seasonal employees in providing recreation services. The ruling stated that work contained
in class specifications for those recreation classifications covered by the collective bargaining agreement could
only be done by bargaining unit employees. The arbitrator directed PP&R to cease assigning such work to parttime seasonal employees.
The ruling was very broad and non-specific. A literal application of it would have resulted in massive reductions
in recreation services, from aquatics to preschool to sports, to senior recreation and services for people
with disabilities. The union and PP&R management immediately began negotiating to reach an acceptable
interpretation—reaching an agreement in January 2016. Full implementation must occur no later than
October 1, 2016.
The settlement agreement provides a framework for clarifying roles and responsibilities. This framework
requires that much work previously done by part-time seasonal employees (referred to in the CBA as recreation
support personnel) will henceforth be done by bargaining unit employees. In order to maintain current service
levels under this higher-cost scenario, Council approved new ongoing General Fund resources of $4.4M. The
bureau must run civil service recruitments for approximately 130 bargaining unit positions to be filled this
summer and fall. The recreation bargaining unit will grow from 87 to well over 200 employees. The settlement
agreement also sets the stage for the union to organize groups of recreation support personnel.
Management is moving quickly to ensure that recreation services will be provided as of October 1 in a
dramatically restructured model that will comply with the settlement agreement.

LOCAL AND REGIONAL PARTNERS
At the time of this writing, PP&R has over 200 Friends & Partner Groups. Some of our relationships reach back
many decades, while others are episodic. Given the wide spectrum of partnerships that the bureau has, we have
determined that these relationships fall into two distinct roles: a friends group (with direct mission alignment—
like Friends of Mt. Tabor or Neighborhood Tree Teams), or a partner group (mission alignment for a particular
purpose or project—like IRCO, APANO or SOLVE).
See this link for the latest version of our Friends & Partners list. Groups are assigned a “liaison” relationship
within the bureau—a staff person who serves as their primary PP&R contact, resource, and helps to assure the
relationship continues to align with PP&R strategic goals.
Relationships of strategic importance:
The Portland Parks Board, appointed by Council, consists of a broadly diverse group of 14 members and 3
ex-officio members. The Parks Board is charged with: ensuring that the Parks 2020 Vision is achieved, to
advocate for parks, to bring a citywide and long-term perspective to issues PP&R faces, and to advise the
Director and Commissioner on issues related to parks, natural areas, and recreation. The Parks Board has also
developed its own Equity Affirmation Statement and uses an equity lens when advising the Bureau and while
participating in the budget processes. The list of current members is here.
Portland Parks Foundation (PPF) is PP&R’s strategic fundraising partner. It serves as PP&R’s primary
philanthropic arm for individual donors, planned giving, as well as private foundation investment. PP&R and PPF
coordinate on corporate investor relationships. PPF championed the 2014 Parks Replacement Bond to its donors
and is currently engaged in two capital fundraising projects.
Metro and PP&R have partnered on creating the Intertwine – an advocacy and fundraising not-for-profit system
seeking to advance trails and access to parks and nature. Metro provides property acquisition services for PP&R
and together works closely on regional trail development. While Metro’s funding for natural area acquisition
over the past 15 years has made it possible for PP&R to exceed natural area targets, Metro recently increased
emphasis to keep and steward acquired lands, and is focused on its own funding. The most recent levy provided
few dedicated resources to sites in Portland proper. PP&R would like to see increased funding for regional trails,
which appears to be left out of the upcoming November 2016 Metro levy renewal effort. In early 2016, Metro
adopted a Parks & Nature System Plan, which PP&R supported and provided input.
SUN Community Schools lead to educational success and family self-sufficiency through wrap-around services.
The City of Portland and PP&R have been major partners from its inception, transitioning our Community
Schools program (est. in 1978) to become part of a much larger system of school-based services. PP&R operates
11 SUN Community School programs in four school districts, contributing in excess of $620,000 directly each
year to the convening partner, Multnomah County.
Portland Public Schools and PP&R have a long history of using each other’s facilities to meet the community’s
demands for sports and other programming. In 2010, PP&R and PPS consolidated dozens of joint use
agreements into one Collaborative Agreement with the vision of partnering “to offer children and adults a more
comprehensive range of services and added value through mutual cooperation, collaboration and use of public
resources.” The Collaborative Agreement authorizes specific joint uses of fields, gyms, pools, golf courses, and
other facilities, while also providing a flexible framework for future collaboration. In addition, the agreement
allows for community gardens on PPS property and joint use of playgrounds on PP&R property. Commissioner
Fritz is initiating conversations with PPS to begin updating the Agreement and improving collaboration.

Other notable partnerships include organizations that are actively raising large dollars ($100k+) for capital
improvements in our public parks system: Halprin Conservancy, Harper’s Playground, Verde, Leach Garden
Friends, and Friends of Gateway Green. Additionally, PP&R engages in large and small corporate sponsorships
and partnerships, either on capital investments (like Walker Stadium or Lents and Duniway Fields) or
programming like Summer Free for All.
Portland Parks & Recreation Organizational Structure
2016

KEY PERSONNEL AND MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY

Advisor to the
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PP&R began a significant reorganization in spring 2016. While much work on the reorganization is complete,
PP&R
is still18,finalizing some key hires, creating and integrating work plans and alignment systems. The
March
2016
organizational
structure will accomplish several objectives:
• Integrate all land management activities under one division with the intention of improving
ecological sustainability throughout all 11,000+ acres of lands PP&R manages
• Allow greater focus and emphasis in improving the planning, coordination and delivery of recreation
programs to all Portlanders, through an effort called “Recreation Revolution”
• Increase PP&R’s effectiveness in equitably meeting the needs of underserved communities through
outreach, policy creation, community facilitation and workforce development functions
• Increase the visibility and effectiveness of the Urban Forestry program and the City Forester’s
role as advocate for expanding the City’s urban forest canopy, and as the regulator of the new
tree code (Title 11).
Senior Management: PP&R has a strong management team. Mike Abbaté has been Director since
October 2011, appointed by Commissioner Fish. The recently appointed new Deputy Director, Trang Lam,
has been with the Bureau for a year in a leadership capacity (and PDC before that), and has developed very
strong working relationships with other managers and staff. With the reorganization, PP&R created the Land
Stewardship Division and just hired a new manager. The team is high-functioning, highly collaborative, works
well together, and is committed to innovation and breaking through barriers to achieve PP&R’s Mission,
Vision and Strategic Plan.

Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
VISION FOR THE BUREAU & PRIORITIES

The following are overall priorities for the next five years, in no particular order:
• PP&R Equity Road Map: In close collaboration with the Office of Equity and Human Rights, PP&R, along
with other city bureaus, is creating and implementing an Equity Road Map. The goal of this work is to
move the organization through its equity growth, from symbolic status to full inclusion. This work is a
bureau-wide commitment spearheaded by the Equity & Inclusion Manager, Art Hendricks.
• A New Vision Plan (to succeed the 2020 Vision): Lay the groundwork for a new long-range Plan for
PP&R starting in 2018, with an assessment of the existing 2020 Vision Plan, a level of service study, and
community survey. During the interim, PP&R will complete ongoing internal initiatives that align with
the 2020 Vision and 2012-2015 Strategic Plan goals and themes (Access & Equity, Asset Management,
Sustainability, Trails, Recreation Services and Health).
• Renew Forest Park: Continue to realize the objectives of Renew Forest Park, a holistic, comprehensive
and long-term effort to restore, rebuild, and reconnect Forest Park. This includes removing invasive
species throughout the 5,200-acre park, restoring native vegetation, rebuilding the crumbling
infrastructure of bridges, culverts and trails in the park, and reconnecting Forest Park to all Portlanders
with a dedicated and visible entry and nature center.
• Close the Play Gap: Build parks in areas that don’t have them. Improve the playability of existing
parks to address increased density. Increase the availability of access to trails and natural areas for all
Portlanders. Improve and enhance recreation programs so that they are meeting the needs of a changing
community, using Parks for New Portlanders and other outreach efforts. Continue to grow in the usage
of facilities and programs by teens.
• Workforce Development: Transition to more permanent, benefitted employees where there is yearround work. Continue recent success to ensure our workforce reflects the community we serve.
Utilize and expand innovative programs such as G.R.U.N.T. (Greenspace Restoration & Urban Naturalist
Team – a volunteer environmental science and job skills program that connects youth to nature and
environmental careers) and Y.C.C. (The Youth Conservation Crew provides summer employment
opportunities for a diverse population of Portland-area youth, ages 14-18) to create a pipeline to PP&R
employment for youth of color. Ensure that there is mentoring, training and job skill development
available to assist those employees who want to advance within the organization.
• Parks Bond: In 2014, Portlanders passed the $68 million Fix Our Parks bond measure. This continued
an expiring bond, so it did not raise tax rates, and was focused on repairing and replacing existing
assets, not building new ones. A public process is planned for 2017 to choose projects for the remaining
$20 million in repairs from a list of over $200 million in needed major maintenance projects. Also, as
described above, the needs have rapidly outpaced resources. In particular, there is a need for several
new community centers, particularly in east Portland—estimated at $50-75 million each. Without a new
growth bond measure, PP&R will likely not be able to add more community centers or other new park
facilities to our system. 2018 or 2020 are possible years to consider for the next bond.

• Community Engagement and Friends & Partners: A growing aspect of PP&R’s work is engaging our
community in myriad ways. This ranges from public involvement around a particular capital project, to
the Parks for New Portlanders Program, which seeks to build new users of our programs and facilities
among immigrant communities. PP&R has over 200 active relationships with individual Friends and
Partner groups as described on pages 7-8. Managing these partnerships has become a rapidly
increasing source of our workload, and we will need to allocate more staff and financial resources
to the effort going forward.

BUDGET NEEDS VS. PROJECTED FUNDING SOURCES

Major Maintenance Needs: $250 million over the next 10 years
Growth Needs: Approximately $472 million over the next 10 years
As PP&R commits to new parks in communities where none currently exist – and to expanding other parks –
many existing parks are at a crossroads. For decades, PP&R’s operating funding has been cut or remained flat,
forcing the Bureau to postpone rehabilitation and maintenance in every neighborhood throughout the City.
Despite the Parks Replacement Bond, passed by voters with the highest support ever for a parks measure,
the list of needs across the PP&R system is huge, and grows every year that we don’t address it. PP&R has
anticipated unfunded maintenance needs totaling nearly $250 million over the next 10 years.
System Development Charges (SDCs) are restricted to expanding capacity only. SDCs cannot be used to maintain
or repair existing facilities. Current SDC funding is also insufficient to address the hundreds of park projects
needed by our rapidly growing neighborhoods—an additional need of approximately $472 million over the next
ten years. One out of every five Portland households does not have access to a park or natural area (within ½
mile walk) and in east Portland, it is two out of every five households.
Operations and Maintenance Funding:
System Development Charges have brought in over $60 million in resources over the past three years, and are
projected to bring in as much as $76 million over the next five years to purchase land and build new parks to
accommodate Portland’s growth. Based on the current and projected SDC resources, it is estimated that PP&R
will need approximately $500,000 to $1.5 million annually in additional General Fund resources for operations
and maintenance in order to place these assets into service, which could impact the General Fund five-year
forecast by millions of dollars as these funds get allocated in future years. City policy requires allocation of
operations and maintenance money for all new facilities.
Minimum Wage Funding
Minimum wage increases will provide large impacts between years 2020 and 2022. By 2020, PP&R’s projected
seasonal employee wages would historically have been set at $10.75, yet minimum wage will shift this up to
$13.25. The shift continues to grow a funding gap between PP&R’s historical inflation and the new minimum
wage increases, and by 2020 it begins to create compression for the more experienced seasonal employees, who
in previous years were still making more than minimum wage, but by 2020 will be the same level as entry level
seasonal employees. This impact is projected to be as much as $800,000 to $1.2 million in ongoing funds by
FY 2020-21. Most of this will have to be borne by the General Fund in order to prevent fee increases that will
price many Portlanders out of recreation services.

As seen in the graph below, the gap by summer of 2022 and the average base wage for seasonal employees
would be around $11-$11.50/hour, with the most experience and highest skilled seasonal employees making
around $14-$15/hour. The minimum wage will be $14.75, which means there will be a significant gap and large
compression in the scale between entry level pay and the more experienced and skilled seasonal pay scales.

IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES
Please note, many of these items overlap or integrate with identified external forces on pages 13-14.
Building Boom
With the recent surge in construction, it is becoming quite difficult to get responsive bidders to propose to build
our Bond and SDC-funded projects. Our projects tend to be relatively small, with little repetition or opportunity
for efficiencies, and yet require a level of documentation and paperwork that many companies would choose to
avoid if they have other profitable clients. These factors are driving up our construction costs.
Reaching All Portlanders
With recent waves of immigration and displacement, Portlanders are moving and their demographics are
changing. A large portion of the Portland population (and its youth) lives east of I-205, where there are few
developed parks and community centers. Though PP&R and its partners have made commitments of $36M in
park improvements in east Portland since 2014, most of these are in process and have not yet been completed.
In addition, language barriers, distrust of government, and other factors require deeper investment to reach
all Portlanders with the many benefits of parks and recreation. Several strategies are in place, such as Parks for
New Portlanders, but these efforts will need to continue to be funded in order to evolve and grow.
Cost Recovery Targets and Financial Accessibility to programs
During the economic downturn, when general fund revenues were being reduced, the City Council assigned
Cost Recovery Goals for programs that we offer. Although we have been successful in achieving these targets,
we know that cost has been a significant limiting factor for many community members. Additionally, our
current approach to providing scholarships to patrons does not give the Council adequate opportunity to make
intentional funding decisions in the budget process. With some one-time funding we received in 2016-17,
we will be looking at this issue and sharing our recommendations for changes to both the Cost-Recovery and
Scholarship models.

Staff Recruitment and Development
These significant issues affect our workforce: 1) loss of institutional knowledge through a major wave of current
and impending retirements, 2) our need to increase the diversity of our staff to reflect the community we
serve, 3) the challenges in attracting diverse candidate pools, and 4) the need to coordinate mentoring,
career development coaching and skills development to help current staff become ready for promotional
opportunities as they arise.

PP&R Job Fair held at Rice School – spring 2016

Homelessness in Parks & Natural Areas
No other single problem currently generates more customer complaints, staff concerns, or actual safety
considerations for the Bureau. Though parks have always hosted a variety of houseless individuals, in recent
years the number has grown, civility has declined, significant natural resource degradation has occurred, and
in some cases, verbal and even physical aggression has been present. Staff and contractors have been verbally
assaulted, and we hear often that Portlanders do not feel safe in certain parts of town. Though we know that
this is a complex problem that needs a holistic solution, our parks and natural areas are a key platform where
this behavior plays out. We are further restricted by limited numbers of Park Rangers, particularly on the east
side of the river, as most Park Rangers are concentrated in the City Business District, Washington Park and Forest
Park due to funding allocations. The 2016-17 Budget adds two Park Rangers for east Portland.
Safety, Security and Emergency Preparedness
In addition to the issues described above, PP&R plays many pivotal roles in emergency response and
emergency management. Many of Portland’s parks serve as Basic Earthquake Emergency Communication
Nodes (BEECN), where neighbors can gather in the event of an emergency. PP&R’s Urban Forestry Team has
primary responsibility for removing downed trees from rights of way and other important facilities. Our heavy
equipment section, based at Mt. Tabor Yard, will provide many resources to Incident Command Teams. The
Director serves on the Disaster Policy Council. PP&R, in conjunction with PBEM, needs to continue to drill,
scenario plan, and grow in our ability to assist the city in recovering from a major event.
Currently, PP&R is reviewing its records, and health and safety protocols, in light of recent public conversation
regarding lead in water and lead in paint. Investment is likely needed in this area as well.

Industry Trends & Exogenous Forces
SPORTS AND RECREATION TRENDS
Sports and recreation trends are often changing. We are seeing growth in lacrosse, futsal, and soccer to name a few.
Likewise, art & culture, afterschool programming, and working with youth all have evolving best practices and trends.
PP&R is constantly adjusting our programming to better serve the community and adapt to new developments.

PORTLAND GROWTH, CHANGING POPULATIONS AND DENSITY
The city is experiencing fairly rapid growth, and its population is diversifying with the arrival of many new
cultural and ethnic groups. Increased density is straining broad and equitable access to parks and recreation
opportunities. With the shifting demographics, most of the change has concentrated in southeast and east
Portland, with a significant increase in diversity east of I-205.
The city is experiencing greater movement of low-income families and people of color outward from the central
city toward more affordable neighborhoods. Moreover, data indicate that incomes in parts of east Portland haven’t
increased, while poverty rates have. This shift has resulted in increased need for services in east Portland and
greater strains on East Portland Community Center to serve a more racially and linguistically diverse community.
Since the recession, with gentrification and the rapid increase in median incomes in neighborhoods such as
Boise, King, Vernon, Woodlawn and Sabin, and with the growth in rental units in inner northeast Portland, these
demographic shifts have resulted in new dynamics and challenges for Matt Dishman Community Center. Staff at
the center are challenged with trying to preserve the historic nature and connection to the center for the African
American community, while at the same time balancing the needs with a shifting more affluent, whiter population.
The growing diversity of the Portland population changes the way we do our work—our communications, marketing,
and programming need to be increasingly culturally responsive to a variety of cultures. PP&R is currently underway
with a level of service project that will need to look at how we can expand upon our goal of a 15-minute, ½-mile walk
to a park for all Portlanders. Part of the project will analyze what the full range of recreational experiences is within
the geographically-based target, and also set goals for nature experiences, particularly in our existing highly urbanized
centers, and in all areas of the city that currently have limited access and proximity to nature.

HOMELESSNESS
A decrease in mental health and housing services has resulted in an increase in camping on public lands—which
results in environmental and livability impacts. PP&R Park Rangers are sometimes the first point of contact with
individuals camping in parks. Annually, Rangers make over 1000 contacts with campers and have an average rate
of 80-90% voluntary compliance. However, enforcement alone will not solve the issue. Significant investment in
housing first is key—to that end, the city is making strides.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Recent revelations about the catastrophic results that are inevitable should the Cascadia subduction zone reawaken have given new urgency to the fact that, along with the rest of the city, PP&R needs to do a better job of
preparing for a major earthquake. Similar events in New Zealand and Japan have shown that residents depend
upon their parks and community centers after an emergency like this for shelter, communication, and shared
resources. Most buildings in our system pre-date any code-required seismic improvements, and even the citydesignated gathering spots would offer no real protection or shelter in an emergency.

As funds are available to do other capital improvements at our facilities, seismic retrofits are being incorporated.
But much more needs to be done, both in terms of planning and strategizing, as well as actual implementation
of needed retrofits (PP&R owns 20 un-retrofitted un-reinforced masonry buildings and has not yet scoped nor
assessed the vast majority of our highest risk buildings for seismic resilience). In the meantime, PP&R has trained all
FTE staff in FEMA incident management basics, has a robust Continuity of Operations Plan, appointed an incident
management team, identified essential staff, and has focused resources and time on building our internal capacity
to prevent, respond to, and recover from emergencies through drills, training, and resiliency planning.

CLIMATE CHANGE
PP&R staff were part of the team that developed the Climate Action Plan. PP&R is designated to lead efforts
in increasing access to local food through providing more community gardens; maintaining and enhancing
natural areas for disease and pest resiliency, cooling and stormwater management; energy efficiency in our
fleet and buildings; increased ecological health throughout the city through design with nature; and protecting
and managing the urban forest for cooling and carbon sequestration. PP&R is undertaking two major actions
to implement the Climate Action Plan. The bureau is implementing the Ecological Sustainable Landscapes
initiative that will increase the biodiversity (design with nature) in developed parks through the conversion of
underutilized passive open space (turf) to habitat patches. PP&R is also focusing on protection and enhancement
of the urban forest through implementation of the Tree Code, and will be updating the Urban Forest
Management Plan in the next couple of years.

ONGOING CAPITAL FUNDING
The traditional method used for funding the capital needs of the park system, going back to the very earliest
days of Portland’s parks, has been to seek approval from voters for bonds and levies. Over the decades, the
overall span between voter-supported measures averaged 9 years. In the beginning, these funds built and
expanded the system. Starting in the late 1980s, these funds were also necessary to begin renovations to an
aging system, as well as for growth and expansion needs. Also in the late 1980s, the systems development
charge (SDCs) was introduced. That methodology has resulted for the first time in having a more dependable
and adequate means of addressing growth.
Additionally, there is more competition on the ballot than ever before. The Portland Public School bonds alone
are expected to be large and regular. The 2014 Parks Bond measure was a renewal of a 20-year-old bond and
promised no increase in the tax rate. In addition to bonds, a growing variety of issue groups are going to the
ballot asking for voter attention and support effecting limited household budgets.

COST RECOVERY AND FEE REVENUE
PP&R and the city in general continue to experience various ups and downs in the business cycle. The overall
trend for PP&R in recent history has been an increased reliance on fee-generated revenue to offset reductions
associated with downturns in the economy. Total cost recovery through fees was 29% in FY 2004 and had
increased to 41% as of FY 2014. This has resulted in negative side effects, particularly for the city’s most
vulnerable populations. The increased reliance on fee revenue has forced PP&R to increase prices for most
services to a point where many of the city’s most vulnerable populations are being excluded from participating
in city subsidized recreation activities. An effort has been made to mitigate the impacts from price increases by
offering some free programming and scholarships to families with low incomes. However, a recent survey with
scholarship participants indicates that, even with scholarships, the prices charged for some programs remain
unaffordable for many families.

Succession Plan and Leadership Development
PP&R recognizes that investing in professional development will help our talented workforce advance
throughout their careers, benefiting not only employee skill sets, but the organization and the community as a
whole by employing staff who have current and innovative talents and abilities.
A key challenge to implementing an enriching professional leadership development program has been the
resources to dedicate to both succession planning and leadership development. In the 2016/17 fiscal year we
have identified funding to invest in a Training and Development Coordinator in the Workforce Development
Team. This individual will focus on developing and implementing a professional development program that will
close the skill gap, providing a stronger bench strength in our existing staff.
Closing the skill gap will help employees prepare for the significant opportunities that are arising due to our
aging workforce and changing job market. The PP&R workforce is deep and rich in bureau knowledge due to the
length of service. The depth represents long term employees, many who are reaching retirement eligibility with
21% of our workforce over the age of 50. Preparing for our changing workforce and having a well-developed
succession plan and leadership development program is a priority for this upcoming year.

Jonathan Perez-Carrasco, GRUNT Graduate

Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
The below section is divided by PP&R division. All divisions collaborate with, and seek regular guidance from, the
Office of Management and Finance (OMF), and with Human Resources (HR). Additionally, all divisions regularly
work with the City Attorney’s Office on a variety of issues.

SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION
• Community Relations Team—works collaboratively with Office of Neighborhood Involvement and its
coalitions, and Diversity and Civic Leaders; works closely on public involvement with other bureaus on
specific capital projects. PP&R promotes significant public involvement in the budget process, and yearround public involvement via the ONI coalition parks committees and community-based organizations.
• Security and Emergency Management—works with Housing Bureau, PPB and Gang Task Force,
Downtown Security Network, Office of Youth Violence Prevention, PBEM, and the Fire Bureau
• Property & Business Development—works closely with all other land management bureaus on
acquisitions and partnerships
• Finance Department—works closely with the City Budget Office throughout the year, and with the City
Debt Manager on strategic initiatives like bond financing.
• Workforce Development team—works closely with OMF’s Bureau of Human Resources and internal
stakeholders providing professional support for all employees in Risk/Safety Management, Personnel
Management, Training, Recruitment, Selection, and Retention.

EQUITY & INCLUSION TEAM
• Works closely and strategically with the Office of Equity and Human Rights; tailors PP&R’s equity work
to meet bureau’s specific needs. Reaches out to community organizations of color to develop culturally
responsive service, in addition to support for hiring and employee retention/promotion.
• The Equity and Inclusion team collaborates with the ONI New Portlander program to engage refuge and
immigrant communities, and develop opportunities of integration into PP&R programs. Efforts include
World Cup Soccer and cultural celebrations at parks and facilities throughout Portland.

ASSETS & DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

Collaboration with other city bureaus is critical for PP&R to implement high quality projects that meet the needs
of our growing and diverse community, and plan for a strong park and recreation system for future generations.
• In collaboration with PBOT, PP&R is constructing the Hillsdale segment of the Red Electric Trail in
southwest Portland, and refining alignments and seeking resources for the North Portland Greenway
Trail and Gateway Green project.
• Collaborating closely with the Bureau of Planning & Sustainability (BPS) on citywide planning—Off-Road
Cycling Master Plan, Portland Plan, River Plan—and Willamette River Swimming Beach Access.
• With BES, PP&R is working to restore Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge for terrestrial and aquatic species.
• PWB has directed testing of key PP&R facilities for lead contamination and is advising on best practices;
also helping PP&R mitigate impacts from the Washington Park Reservoirs Renovation project.
• PP&R is coordinating closely with the Portland Bureau of Emergency Management (PBEM) to satisfy
FEMA funding requirements to repair the damage from the December 2015 storms.

• PP&R is continuing a multi-year partnership with the Portland Development Commission (PDC) on the
redevelopment of the North Macadam Urban Renewal Area, now focusing on the ZRZ-owned properties.
PP&R is currently constructing the Gateway Discovery Park in part with PDC funding.
• PP&R staff interact daily with the Procurement Office to ensure we follow requirements, to help us
exceed goals for utilizing minority and women-owned firms, and innovate new approaches to achieve
social equity (such as with our Community Benefit Plans for Luuwit View and Gateway Discovery Parks.)

RECREATION DIVISION

The Recreation Division has partnered with:
• The Mayor’s Office on the Mayor’s Community Center Initiative and Teen Force
• The Portland Children’s Levy through SUN Service System Partners
• The Portland Police Bureau – in conjunction with teen programming, gang violence prevention,
PIR coordination, and check-ins with precinct commanders
• Office of Youth Violence Prevention – contracting for Street Level Gang Outreach, regular attendance
at the Community Peace Collaborative, coordination of community events to highlight impacts of and
alternatives to gang violence
• Portland Bureau of Transportation – PP&R is a major partner of Sunday Parkways, an event anchored by
parks along bike routes, during which PP&R provides programming as well as major event support
• Office of Neighborhood Involvement – Parks for New Portlanders program, e.g. World Cup Soccer

LAND STEWARDSHIP DIVISION

The Land Stewardship team manages all PP&R landscapes for a variety of uses – managing more than 200 parks
and natural areas and providing existing partnership collaborations with the following bureaus:
• Ecological Restoration: PP&R ecologists and stewardship coordinators co-manage land with the Bureau
of Environmental Services (BES) to create healthy natural areas for recreation and environmental health
• Ornamental Landscape Services: Provides planting, irrigation and landscape management services for
BES, Portland Water Bureau (PWB), Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) and others
• (IPM) Integrated Pest Management (all bureaus): PP&R is the only “Salmon Safe” park system in the
United States. PP&R dedicates a full-time staff member with specific IPM expertise to create a culture
of sustainable landscape management practices. We lend our IPM expertise to other bureaus to ensure
sustainable practices, including the judicious use of pesticides, across all city landscapes.
• Wildfire Risk Reduction: Collaborates with Portland Fire & Rescue (PF&R) to reduce the risk of wildfire
on city lands and adjacent properties.

URBAN FORESTRY (UF) DIVISION
• UF works closely with the Bureau of Development Services (BDS) in implementing tree regulations for
development projects
• UF works with PBOT, PF&R, and BES through interagency agreements for tree planting, tree
maintenance, and tree removal on city properties managed by these bureaus
• As a regulatory entity, UF reviews and issues permits for tree planting and removal for all capital
improvement projects by all city bureaus
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1. Mission of bureau per City Charter/Ordinances
From the City Charter:
3.24.010 Organization.
The Portland Water Bureau will be under the direction and control of the Administrator of the
Portland Water Bureau. The Bureau will be charged with the responsibility for the finance,
operation, maintenance and improvement of the City's water distribution system and will be
made up of the work groups set forth in this Chapter. The Administrator shall coordinate and
manage the Bureau's work groups in a manner that achieves the Bureau's mission and meets
the goals established by the City Council.
From the 2016 Draft Update to the Portland Water Bureau Strategic Plan:
•

To provide reliable water service to customers in the quantities they desire and at a quality
level that meets or exceeds both customer and regulatory standards.

•

To provide the highest value to customers through excellent business, management, and
operational practices, and appropriate application of innovation and technology.

•

To be responsible stewards of the public’s water infrastructure, fiscal and natural resources.

•

To provide the citizens and the City Council with a water system that supports their
community objectives and overall vision for the City of Portland.

2. Summary Overview of Bureau's Work 2006-2016
a) Execution of Strategic Plans and Performance Measures
The bureau’s strategic plan, developed in 2008 and currently being updated, was developed to
implement the vision, mission and values of the organization while meeting key issues and challenges.
Priorities within the plan include responding to customer needs, focusing on equity, responding to
regulatory mandates, enhancing maintenance through asset management, investing in long-term
safety and resilience, and involving new leadership and oversight stakeholders in bureau activities.
1
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The bureau has operated with multiple sets of performance measures beginning in 2005 to manage
and track outcomes at a citywide, bureau-wide and programmatic scale. The six citywide Key
Performance Indicators of the bureau are shown on a dashboard maintained by the City Budget Office
(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/523259). The dashboard shows performance on the
bureau’s six most important measures.
The bureau level performance measures are called Key Service Levels and earlier this year, the bureau
launched a project to improve and refine them. The first step was a survey of customers on topics
related to the Water Bureau’s services which is currently underway. The customer feedback and an
evaluation by a cross-functional bureau committee is anticipated to result in updates and refinements
to both the service level goals and reporting processes for all Water Bureau programs. The project is
slated to be completed in 2017.

P ORT L AN D W AT E R B UR E A U K EY S ER V IC E L EV E L S Bu r eau S er v ic e Le v e l
Maintaining Water Quality
• 100% compliance with state and federal drinking water quality regulations
• Maintain minimum service pressure of 20 pounds per square inch (psi) 99% of the time
• Fewer than 7 water quality complaints per 1000 customers per year
• Chlorine residual between 0.5 and 4.0 mg/L total chlorine at 95% of key sample sites
Serving Customers
• 75% of residential customers give High or Very High rating on Auditor’s citywide survey
• Respond to 95% of customer inquiries or requests within 5 business days
• Answer 80% of calls within 60 seconds
• Provide a range of payment options that gives greater convenience for customers and encourages lower costs to the
bureau
Ensuring System Reliability
• No more than 5% of customers out of water for more than 8 hours a year
• No customer out of water more than 3 times per year
• Complete 90% of service installs within 15 days (measured on date of actual install)
• At least one working hydrant within 500 feet of service connection
• More than 90% of flow control valves will operate when needed
2
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P ORT L AN D W AT E R B UR E A U K EY S ER V IC E L EV E L S Bu r eau S er v ic e Le v e l
Managing Financial Resources
• Maintain Aaa bond rating for revenue bonds
• Meet or exceed planned debt service coverage
Optimizing System Repair and Replacement
• Complete Capital Improvement Plan projects on schedule
• Achieve continuous improvement in maintenance best practice
• Meet at least 80% of standards established for inspection, testing, repair and replacement of assets that are
identified as high or extreme risk
• New Capital Improvement Plan projects require one of the following analyses in the basis of design report: total life
cycle cost, cost benefit ratio, or cost-risk reduction ratio
Ensuring Employee Productivity and Safety
• 50% of employees report they are fully engaged in and enthusiastic about their work
• Maintain Occupational Safety and Health Administration SHARP certification
• At least 60% and no more than 80% of promotional vacancies are filled with internal candidates
• Workforce diversity mirrors diversity in the Portland community
Operating Sustainably
• Per capita residential water use in retail service area remains steady or declines
• Technical assistance results in an average 25% water savings by participating industrial and commercial customers
• Bureau’s carbon emissions are reduced from 2007 levels
• Percent of energy use from renewable sources increases from 2007 levels

b) Budget Decisions
Key budget decisions and events from FY 2005-06 to FY 2015-16
FY 2005-06
•

Implemented the Cayenta Utility billing system, moved from a tiered to a uniform rate structure.

•

Provided assistance to City of New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina.

•

Annexed Powell Valley Road Water District.

•

Water demand began decade-long decline (which is ongoing) despite continued population growth.
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•

Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (LT2) finalized in early 2006 with federal
regulatory mandates for the City’s water disinfection processes and uncovered finished drinking
water reservoirs.

FY 2006-07
•

Signed new water sales agreements with wholesale customers. Long-term (10- and 20-year)
agreements with 13 metro-area cities and public water districts and short-term (5-year)
agreements with 6 small water companies.

•

Added total of 56.5 positions to increase capital maintenance activities; reduced contracted
engineering services as a partial offset to staff increases. The rate impact was spread over eight
fiscal years.

•

Moved Customer Services Group back to the Water Bureau from the Revenue Bureau.

•

City Council adopted the Utility Safety Net program to provide emergency utility payments to
customers with employment, medical and other personal emergencies.

•

Established the Rate Stabilization Account. Account is used to smooth year-to-year rate volatility
and as a rainy-day fund.

FY 2007-08
•

PWB became solely responsible for the base charge component of rates. Previously, base charge
revenues and the costs of utilities’ customer services that the base charge funds were shared with
the Bureau of Environmental Services (BES).

•

City Council adopted the Green Street Policy, requiring contributions of approximately 1% of
construction costs on qualifying projects for the Green Street initiatives of BES and the Portland
Bureau of Transportation.

FY 2008-09
•

Began three-year revenue collection plan (2% rate impact per year) to prepare for LT2 compliance.
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•

Bull Run Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) was approved and an Incidental Take Permit was issued
to the City conveying 50-year compliance with the federal Endangered Species and Clean Water
Acts for the Bull Run drinking water system.

FY 2009-10
•

Planning for capital projects related to LT2 compliance began, other capital projects deferred.

•

City of Sandy signed agreement to become the 20th wholesale customer – water delivery was set to
commence in 2013.

•

Reduced operating budget by $1.5 million and eliminated 24.5 positions.

FY 2010-11
•

Decision made to pursue parallel LT2 treatment compliance approach – design an ultraviolet (UV)
treatment facility as well as attempt to achieve a variance to avoid the requirement to provide
additional treatment for Cryptosporidium, an infectious microorganism.

•

In December 2011, Attorney John DiLorenzo filed a lawsuit alleging the City spent utility ratepayer
monies on projects unrelated to utilities’ core functions.

FY 2011-12
•

Achieved the Bull Run Treatment Variance to the treatment requirement of LT2. The UV treatment
facility design was completed, plans to construct it were shelved, and the bureau began a program
of intensive Cryptosporidium monitoring, sanitary enhancements, and security and wildlife
monitoring to meet the state-issued conditions of the variance.

•

Reduced operating budget by $1.2 million, reduced capital budget by $1.3 million, and eliminated 7
positions.

FY 2012-13
•

Constructed 4 projects over 2 fiscal years (Powell Butte 2 Reservoir ($130 million) to comply with
LT2 Rule – placed in service spring 2015; Kelly Butte Reservoir ($78 million) – placed in service
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March 2015; Dam 2 Tower ($40 million) fulfilled commitment made in the HCP – placed in service
July 2014; Interstate Facility ($50 million) – placed in service spring 2015.
•

Added 5 positions and funding to perform required Cryptosporidium monitoring and other activities
to comply with terms of the Bull Run Treatment Variance.

•

Reduced operating budget by $0.6 million and eliminated 10 positions.

•

Transferred operations and maintenance responsibilities of Portland Loos to BES.

•

City Council approved providing monthly billing statements to customers who sign up for e-bills.

FY 2013-14
•

Reduced operating budget by $9.1 million and eliminated 39.5 positions.

•

Transferred fountains operations and maintenance responsibilities to Portland Parks & Recreation.

FY 2014-15
•

Reduced operating budget by $1.4 million and eliminated 11 positions. The capital budget was
reduced by $14 million.

•

Removed the e-bill requirement for
participation in monthly billing

•

Adopted Budget
Fiscal Year

Operating

Capital

Total

FTE

statements in November 2014.

2005-06

$57.0

$52.3

$109.3

451.9

2006-07

$63.3

$42.4

$105.7

542.4

City Council approved a unique

2007-08

$71.1

$56.8

$127.8

662.7

partnership agreement between the

2008-09

$74.4

$58.9

$133.3

666.4

2009-10

$72.9

$78.9

$151.8

627.4

2010-11

$80.1

$72.7

$152.8

642.6

2011-12

$81.7

$122.3

$204.0

625.6

2012-13

$86.3

$135.9

$222.2

616.8

2013-14

$79.2

$123.9

$203.1

575.1

2014-15

$80.0

$96.8

$176.8

564.1

2015-16

$83.7

$68.8

$152.5

564.8

2016-17

$89.9

$82.9

$172.8

575.3

utilities and the Citizens’ Utility Board of
Oregon.
FY 2015-16
•

$ in million

City Council adopted an agreement with Mt. Tabor Neighborhood Association for Mount Tabor
Reservoirs, committing the City to at least $4 million over four years for work identified in the 2009
Mount Tabor Reservoirs Historic Structures Report.

•

City Council created the Portland Utilities Board, charged with oversight of the budgets, capital
plans, and rates of PWB and BES.
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•

City of Tigard’s 10-year water agreement with the City terminated on June 30, 2016.

•

City Council authorized the solicitation of bids for the construction of the Willamette River Crossing
(a seismically-hardened distribution pipe supplying water to the west-side) at $40 million.

•

City Council approved a Guaranteed Maximum Price of $152 million for the construction of the
Washington Park Reservoir Improvements Project.

FY 2016-17
•

Due to challenges with contract labs, Cryptosporidium testing to be performed by bureau’s lab

•

Added 9.5 positions and $1.3 million to the operating budget.

•

Received General Fund monies for the FY 2016-17 component of the Mount Tabor Preservation
Project.

c) Outstanding Labor Issues
The bureau maintains a cooperative relationship with its union partners. The bureau has no
outstanding labor issues.
d) Key Local and Regional Partners
Portland’s Wholesale Customers – Portland has agreements with 20 wholesale customers. A Water
Managers Advisory Board (WMAB), made up of representatives of entities that have signed a contract
to purchase water from the City, meets monthly to communicate and make recommendations to the
Water Bureau Administrator regarding the City’s sale of water to purchasers. Total wholesale revenues
for FY 2016-17 are $17.3 million which represents about 11% of total water sales revenue. About 40%
of total water sales are to wholesale customers.
Regional Water Providers’ Consortium (www.regionalh2o.org) –Formed in 1997, the Consortium is
made up of 20 water providers and the regional government Metro. The Consortium’s work is divided
into three categories: conservation, emergency preparedness, and regional coordination. Portland
provides staffing to the Consortium (3.5 FTE) through a cost-share agreement with the other providers.
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Multnomah County Health Department (multco.us/health) – the bureau has established long term
relationships with its partners at MCHD. Significant components of the bureau’s Lead Hazard
Reduction Program are managed by MCHD. During significant water quality events, MCHD responds to
assist the bureau in providing the public health perspective on the event.
Oregon Water/Wastewater Response Network ORWARN (orwarn.org) –ORWARN at this time
represents 118 mutual aid signatory utilities across the State which covers approximately 75% of the
population served water and/or wastewater services.
Oregon Health Authority Drinking Water Services
(public.health.oregon.gov/HealthyEnvironments/DrinkingWater/Pages/index.aspx) – the bureau has
maintained a long term working relationship with the Drinking Water Services (DWS) program within
OHA. OHA/DWS administers and enforces national primary drinking water regulations under the
federal Safe Drinking Water Act for public water systems in the state of Oregon.
e) Key Personnel
Michael Stuhr, Director, joined the bureau in 2003 and was the Director of Maintenance and
Construction during his first two years and Director of Engineering for 10 years. He was named Bureau
Director in 2015.
Cecelia Huynh, Director of Finance and Support Services, has been working in the bureau since 1990.
She joined the Finance and Support Services Group in 2002 as the Budget Manager and served as the
Finance Manager beginning in 2008. Cecelia was appointed as Director of Finance and Support Services
in 2012.
Kathryn Koch, Director of Customer Service, joined the bureau in 1990. She serves as a member of the
National American Water Works Association Customer Service Committee, the Pacific Northwest
Customer Services Committee, and is a founding member and board member of the nationwide Water
Customer Care Forum.
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Ty Kovatch, Director of Maintenance and Construction, joined the City in 2002 where he served as Chief
of Staff to Commissioner Randy Leonard, who was Commissioner-in-Charge of the Water Bureau from
July 2005 through December 2012. Mr. Kovatch also served as Interim Director of the City’s construction
and land use permitting for the Bureau of Development Services. He joined the Water Bureau as
Maintenance and Construction Director in 2012.
Teresa Elliott, Chief Engineer, has worked for the Water Bureau since 1996 in Engineering Services. She
has overseen the bureau’s terminal reservoir projects since 2008. Teresa became the bureau’s first
female Chief Engineer in 2015.
Edward Campbell, Director of Resource Protection and Planning, joined the bureau in 2004 as an
Assistant to the Administrator and was selected to lead the Resource Protection and Planning Group
in August 2005.
Chris Wanner, Director of Operations, was appointed Director of Operations in 2005. He has State of
Oregon certifications at the highest levels for both Water Distribution (WD4) and Water Treatment (WT4)
and is a veteran of the United States Army. He also maintains a State of Oregon electrical license.
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3. Five-Year Priorities 2016-21
a) Water Bureau Vision Statement
The Portland Water Bureau provides the highest quality water, customer service, and stewardship of
the critical infrastructure, fiscal, and natural resources entrusted to our care. We enhance public health
and safety and contribute to the economic viability and livability of the Portland metropolitan region.
We are a recognized leader among water service agencies across the country.
b) Budget Needs vs. Projected Funding Sources

Fiscal Year
2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

7.0%

8.4%

8.3%

10.7%

8.1%

Water Sales Revenue

$156 M

$168 M

$181 M

$199 M

$215 M

5-Year Capital Program

$82.9 M

$111.0 M

$116.5 M

$87.8 M

$75.5 M

$92 M

$110 M

$90 M

$83 M

Aug-2016

Jan-2018

Feb-2019

Mar-2020

5%

6%

6%

6%

Forecast Rates

Planned Bond Sales
Bond Sale Timing
Bond Rate Assumption

Two major projects in the Capital Program over the 5 year period include the Washington Park
Reservoirs and Willamette River Crossing. The forecast water rates and bond rates include economic
assumptions provided by the City Budget Office and City Debt Management. Bond rate assumptions
are very conservative and have tended over the last decade to be lower than projected. The true
interest cost on the last bond issue in December 2014 was 3.2%.
The FY 2019-20 water rate forecast includes funding for the Portland Building Renovation project;
however, the costs of that project have not yet been included in projected bond sales.
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c) Identified Challenges
Annual Funding Gap: A funding gap exists in the need to replace assets in poor condition and to
maintain the overall condition of other groups of assets. Baseline unmet needs amount to $210 million
over 10 years. The following list reflects the Water Bureau’s anticipated system needs beyond the
current level of funding.
Distribution System:
•

Replacement of high consequence pipe segments in poor condition: Replacement of all poor
condition pipe segment crossings of bridges, major arterials, freeways and railroad lines; and
funding a pipe condition assessment program.

•

Replacement of pump mains: Replacing the sections of two major pump mains that are currently in
poor condition but not funded for replacement.

•

Pipe relocations and replacements in response to green street improvements, or inadequate cover
on road reconstruction.

•

Replacement of all large valves in poor condition and install seismic valves at key locations.

•

Expanded predictive/preventive maintenance program for site valves and pipes, and tanks.

•

Establishment of a west-side hub for emergency operations and maintenance/construction crews,
equipment, and vehicles.

•

Tank, conduit and transmission main cathodic protection and seismic upgrading.

•

Replacement of manual meter reading with an Advance Metering Infrastructure (AMI) system.

•

Replacement of all screw-type (obsolete) hydrants.

•

Replacement of all plastic and galvanized services, and aging copper services.

Transmission — Conduits:
•

Further condition assessment and replacement and upgrade of sections of the oldest conduits.

•

Relocating and strengthening Conduit 3 where it crosses the Sandy River.

•

Large transmission mains to strengthen the supply to terminal storage west of the Willamette.
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Supply:
•

Access roads and culverts in the Bull Run Watershed must be brought up to current safety,
condition, and environmental standards.

•

Piping that connects the groundwater wells to the Groundwater Pump Station are seismically
vulnerable and should be improved to withstand an earthquake.

4. Industry Trends
a) Primary exogenous forces shaping work
Rate Pressure and Downward Demand Trends
Water use in the Portland service area declined by over 10% over the last 10 years even with
population growth. While the trend of increased water use efficiency provides long term benefits to
the City in the form of reduced or avoided costs to expand supply and greater resilience in the face of
any potential climate effects on existing supply resources, it does pose financial challenges in the short
term for Portland and for all water utilities across the country. The decline in Portland’s water use has
had a significant impact over the last 10 years on water rates. As customers purchase less water, there
is a corresponding rate increase due to proportionally fewer units of water sold to fund the fixed costs
of the utility (similar to most water utilities, more than 95 percent of Portland Water Bureau system
costs are considered fixed in the short term). Current projections indicate that the trend of increasing
efficiency will continue for the foreseeable future although it is not certain whether it will continue to
outpace population growth and overall demand expansion within the drinking water service area.
Aging Infrastructure
Portland’s infrastructure, like many major US cities, has been built over several generations and is not
expected to fail all at once. Portland installed underground water infrastructure in three main time
periods because of population growth from 1900-1930, 1930-1955, and post-1955. More than 2,100
miles of pipe deliver water throughout the Portland area, approximately 2/3 of that comprised of cast
iron pipe greater than 80 years old and highly vulnerable to seismic activity.
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The bureau’s distribution-system projects have been aimed at strengthening critical infrastructure,
including improving the reliability of mains that distribute water to pump stations, tanks, meters,
valves, hydrants, and services. This represents a little more than half of the FY 2014–15 expenses,
approximately 54 percent. The focus of the Distribution Program is to replace the assets that have
outlived their useful lives and ensure the reliability of the pipes and other components that carry water
every day, all year.
Unfunded Federal Mandates
Portland is currently in compliance with the federal Lead and Copper Rule (LCR). The City is also in
conversations with state and federal regulators about further enhancements to its corrosion control
processes to “optimize” its treatment approach in anticipation of a revised LCR expected in late 2016
or early 2017.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is required to review contaminants that may have negative
health effects. Future contaminants that may become regulated are tested for periodically by the
bureau and while there is no current cause for concern, that may change depending on the list. The
bureau has a robust testing and monitoring system in place along with input at various levels of
associations and governmental bodies so that it can ensure that there are no surprises in store.
However, there is always the potential for the EPA to determine that water utilities must modify
operations to manage for additional health risks. New environmental mandates may also emerge from
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality regarding downstream temperature management which
could create additional challenges for the bureau in meeting its Clean Water Act and Endangered
Species Act obligations.
Seismic Resilience and Planning
The Oregon Resilience Plan adopted by Oregon Legislatures in 2013 laid out a 50 year plan for the state
to prepare and be more ready to recover from a Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquake. The plan
includes goals for the water industry such that we will want to do seismic improvements to the
infrastructure as part of our preparedness. This will provide the added benefit of addressing some of
the bureau’s aging infrastructure issues as well.
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Aging Workforce and Retirement
Approximately 40% of the bureau’s workforce is eligible to retire within the next 5 years. However,
many employees are delaying retirement due to economic uncertainty and the cost of health care for
those under 65 who are not yet eligible for Medicare coverage.
Equity
The City’s focus on equity has allowed the bureau to broaden the lens through which it views its work
and decision making. Working with the Office of Equity and Human Rights, this effort has helped
highlight existing challenges, new opportunities, and the tools to achieve equity goals within the
bureau. Specifically, this work has shown areas where PWB can improve engaging with the bureau’s
customers and enhancing the ability of staff to advance within the organization.
b) How is bureau responding to these forces? What does the City need to do better to prepare for
inevitable changes?
Rate Pressure and Downward Demand Trends
In the last two years, total retail demand stabilized somewhat with the warmer springs in 2015 and
2016. The bureau has actively reduced its anticipated demand forecast used in budgeting and rate
making over the last decade to ensure that actual revenues meet or exceed forecasted estimates and
that shortfalls are avoided. But as water appliances become even more efficient and customers
continue to conserve, water use per capita is expected to continue to go down. Water demand can
also vary depending on weather. The bureau monitors water demand very closely and will continue to
adjust its budget and rate forecasts accordingly while striving to maintain rate stability and
affordability.
Aging Infrastructure
Asset management helps in planning and prioritizing replacement actions for pipe assets. Key
components to PWB’s Asset Management Program include risk management, Asset Management Plans
(AMP), and business cases.
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An element of risk management is understanding the purpose, and subsequently criticality, of the
asset. Certain assets have a very high consequence if they fail. If that same asset has a high likelihood
that it will fail, that asset is a high risk, and the bureau prioritizes actions tow mitigate the risk. Since
2005, PWB has identified over 900 risks and over 100 as high risk. Those high risk assets have either
been addressed or are prioritized to be addressed in the coming years.
An AMP is a report about a group or class of assets, like the pipes in the distribution system. An AMP
describes the service level goals that the assets support, what we know about the assets (inventory,
replacement value, and condition), how and when they might fail, what risks they have, what
strategies the bureau could or should do, and when to invest money to maintain, repair, or replace
them. PWB has completed AMPs for 20 of the 22 asset classes identified as key groups.
The bureau develops business cases to support and optimize investment decisions. A business case is a
justification for a proposed project or undertaking on the basis of its expected commercial benefit.
Business cases at PWB include what is called a triple bottom line analysis of financial, social, and
environmental costs and benefits. In many cases, the benefit is a reduction in risk exposure. Business
cases at PWB have resulted in millions of dollars in risk cost reduction.
Through risk based, data driven decision-making process the bureau is able to address aging
infrastructure by prioritizing replacement decisions, deferring capital investments by avoiding replacing
infrastructure that does not need to be replaced, reducing the number of catastrophic failures, and
assisting with capital improvement planning by understanding how to manage not only pipes, but all
assets in their most cost-efficient manner.
Unfunded Federal Mandates
The bureau takes a proactive approach to tracking and anticipating unfunded mandates by
participating in professional organizations, partnering with regulatory agencies and assigning staff to
focus on legislative and regulatory developments. The bureau’s goals are always to maintain as much
flexibility as possible in responding to new requirements. The bureau has prioritized in its strategic
planning its efforts to develop and seek regulatory compliance options that are consistent with local
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community values and which often are less expensive than traditional approaches. The bureau’s
habitat conservation plan, Bull Run Treatment Variance and Lead Hazard Reduction Program are all
examples of the bureau’s efforts to work with regulators and stakeholders to craft tailored compliance
approaches that achieve better results for the utility and its customers.
Seismic Resilience and Planning
The bureau is completing a seismic study of the water system this summer (2016) and will have a list of
system improvements that are needed to meet the Oregon Resilience Plan. Those projects will
incorporated into the bureau’s capital improvement plans once the bureau sets project priorities.
Aging Workforce and Retirements.
PWB has a number of programs that alleviate the pressure of both an aging and retiring workforce.
There are several apprentice and training programs that it utilizes to keep staff moving through the
pipeline and ensure adequate resources. Many retirees are interested in working post retirement; this
allows for training and knowledge transfer to replacement staff. Many also return for special projects
requiring unique expertise. In addition, changes in how work is done and the increasing use of
technology to do work that was once much more physically demanding has allowed employees,
particularly field staff, to continue working longer with fewer injuries.
Equity
PWB continues to expand its equity efforts internally and with customers and community partners. In
2015, Commissioner Fish convened a group of stakeholders to explore the possibility of expanding the
bureau’s existing low-income discount program. Their recommendations are currently being
considered by the Portland Utility Board. The bureau has translated critical documents into multiple
languages, ensuring access to important information for all customers. In the most recent budget
passed by City Council, the bureau secured two new full-time outreach positions, one of which will
focus on strengthening relationships with Portland’s underserved communities.
Internally, PWB has made equity a core principle, which will be reflected in bureau’s update to its
strategic plan. While the bureau works in collaboration with the Office of Equity and Human Rights on
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best practices and strategies, PWB has also established an internal Equity Committee with a
representative from each department. The focus of the committee is to create a more equitable and
inclusive environment for all employees. In addition, by October 2016, PWB expects to complete its
Racial Equity Plan. The plan will provide a roadmap to address racial equity in the delivery of programs
and services to our customers as well as internally, particularly with regard to hiring and promotional
opportunities.
5. Succession Plan and Leadership Development
Workforce and Leadership Development
PWB has several extensive training programs that ensure a highly trained workforce as well as
providing a number of internal opportunities for promotion and growth. Since 1999, with the bureau’s
implementation of a state approved Utility Worker Apprentice Program, the bureau has been hiring
entry level staff and training them to do the complex work of maintenance and construction of the
distribution system. This program then provides journey level employees ready to move into a variety
of higher level positions for which the bureau also provides training such as: Water Operations
Mechanic Apprentice, Operating Engineer Training Program, and Construction Equipment Operator. In
addition, the Utility Worker Apprentice Program has provided the bureau with an opportunity to
diversify the field forces. For example since 2012, the bureau has added 52 Utility Worker Apprentices,
30 of whom are women, minorities, or veterans. The bureau has also promoted 12 employees to the
Water Operations Mechanic Apprenticeship during that time, 8 of whom were women, minorities, or
veterans.
As many employees are certified by the State of Oregon Drinking Water Services, the bureau provides
on-going training to ensure that they are able maintain these critical certifications. In the Engineering
group, employees hired at the entry level as Engineering Associates are afforded opportunities for
development and mentoring, enabling many to become licensed engineers.
From FY 2005-06 through FY 2014-15, PWB along with BES and PBOT, co-sponsored the Cooperative
Leadership Institute (CLI). This year-long program provided emerging leaders from the three
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sponsoring bureaus as well as from other bureaus throughout the city, the opportunity to become
more effective leaders. PWB sent approximately 50 employees to this program, many of whom were
promoted after completing it. The sponsoring bureaus are currently evaluating the need for the
program in light the city’s implementation of the “Path to Leadership” program.
6. Current and Potential Collaboration with Other Bureaus
Engineering
Our Engineering Group coordinates and cooperates with other bureaus in a number of places – on
capital improvement projects (ours and theirs); CGIS mapping of all construction project locations; in
development services with co-located permit and land use review staff; coordination with Parks and
Recreation for park work on Water managed property and for water projects on Parks managed
property; coordination between the three Chief Engineers for issues common to all three
infrastructure bureaus; inclusion and coordination with BES for discharges, lab testing, and
contaminated media testing, specifications and handling; coordination with Procurement on
solicitations, council actions, and multi-bureau procurements
Public Works Permitting Program (PWP)
A partnership for PBOT, BES and PWB teamwork with developer applicants to plan, design, permit,
inspect and accept public works improvements. Co-located with the Bureau of Development Services
(BDS) to provide applicants with one-stop permitting, applicants can appeal PWP decisions through a
two-step appeal process to a PWP Appeal Panel that includes external/PBOT/BES and PWB
representatives, and a PWP Appeal Board with the Chief Engineers of PBOT, BES and PWB.
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Vision for the Police Bureau
Chief Mike Marshman's vision for the Portland
Police Bureau encompasses the following
goals:

The Portland Police Bureau is committed to being a world-class law enforcement agency and
a leader among urban police departments by
hiring and promoting talented officers and professional staff, employing the highest standards
of performance, best practices in policing, and
accountability, and reflecting the values of the
city it serves.
The Portland Police Bureau strives to adhere
to the highest standards and reflect the diversity of its community members. The people of
our communities and members of the Police
Bureau must be united in their commitment to
addressing crime, violence, and quality-of-life
issues through inclusive engagement with one
another and all city agencies in problem-solving partnerships.
Police strategies and tactics must be driven by
accurate, timely and reliable information supplied by current and emerging technologies.
The Police Bureau strives to maintain the trust
of Portland community members by creating inclusive engagement systems with each
community it serves. The Police Bureau seeks
to make its policies and operations as open
and equitable as possible. When there are
complaints involving the Police Bureau, both
the public and the police are best served by a
system of accountability that is expeditious and
fair to all involved.
To make this vision a reality, the Police Bureau
must reward the hard work, ingenuity, and
resourcefulness demonstrated by its employees, and must offer state-of-the-art training,
development and career opportunities for advancement and retention. This will ensure that
employees experience the Police Bureau as an
inclusive and fair organization with high-quality career opportunities as they strive to become the Bureau’s next generation of leaders.

1)
2)
3)
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Summary Overview of Bureau's Work, 2006-2016
2006 Annual Report
• Formed a partnership with members of the emergency medical system and established new procedures for police response.
• Created plan to provide Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) training to all street officers and sergeants.
• Created a partnership with the Independent Police Review and the Citizen’s Review Committee to study our use of force data and to identify ways
to improve our service to the community.

2007 Annual Report
• Developed a business plan for a Regional Training Center.
• Established a Racial Profiling committee to evaluate stops data and provide recommendations on potential changes.
• Created a Service Coordination Team with social service providers to offer housing and drug treatment as alternatives to incarceration to the most
chronic drug and drug-related property crime offenders.

2008 Annual Report
• The new Property Evidence facility in the Northwest Industrial area became operational.
• Partnered with the U.S. Military to conduct specialized recruitments for military reservists. Also partnered with Bustos Media to recruit members
of the Hispanic community.

2009 Annual Report
• PPB returned to a three precinct configuration, due to budgetary and economic conditions.
• Formed the Z-man Scholarship Foundation, which supports students with the focus to be successful in high school and the potential to achieve
their goals of attending college.

2010 Annual Report
• Michael Reese was appointed Chief of Police on May 12, 2010, by Mayor Sam Adams.
• A Citizen Online Reporting System went live and offered another option for community members to report crimes.
• Worked with the Bureau of Technology Services to provide “real time” crime data online.
• Conducted an extensive study of budgets, staffing, and crime for 19 other LE agencies. PPB was found to be in the mid to lower range on budget
and staffing when compared to the other cities.
• Began efforts to improve the police response to persons with mental illness, by working with the Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law and the
Mult. Co. Local Public Safety Coordinating Council.
• Initiated a Mobile Crisis Unit to respond to police calls for service involving people in crisis or with mental illness. The Unit consisted of one police
officer and a clinician from Project Respond.

2011 Annual Report
• Began the Bangladesh Community Policing Program in partnership with the Oregon National and the U.S. Department of Justice, sending
3-member teams of PPB personnel to train Bangladeshi law enforcement personnel in community policing practices.
• Worked with the Mayor’s office and the District Attorney’s office to establish conviction-based drug exclusion areas.
• Occupy Portland – From October 6-November 13, 2011: PPB responded to a significant Occupy protest that took residence in Chapman and
Lownsdale Parks. As part of their response, the Portland Police Bureau established around the clock patrols to ensure that services and security
were maintained at the parks. Central Precinct was responsible for the safety, crowd control and traffic control of multiple protests and marches.
During the eventual de-occupation of the parks, Portland Police cleared and closed the occupied parks with a minimum of force and arrests.
• Situation Report – precinct sergeants began entering significant cases during their shifts into a web-based reporting template. These events are
summarized and then placed on a map daily. This report allows command, officers in the field, and others to have this information in a relatively
short period of time.

2012 Annual Report
• In September, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) issued a report addressing their concerns about Portland Police Bureau officers' interactions
with individuals who suffer from mental illness. The Portland City Council approved a settlement agreement in November, and Chief Reese
appointed a compliance coordinator that same month to manage the implementation of the DOJ agreement. Work began in a number of areas
including: reviewing and revising Use of Force and Taser policies; the creation of a Behavioral Health Unit; in-service training using scenario-based
situations that take into account the new force and Taser policies; and new time limits related to internal affairs investigations. This and other
work continued as the Police Bureau awaited approval of the settlement agreement by a Federal Court.
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• On June 28, 2012 the City of Portland had an open house for the reopening of the Penumbra-Kelly Building. The City purchased the building in
2011. This building was formerly Southeast Precinct, and now houses the Burglary Detail, the Traffic Division, personnel from the Office of Neighborhood Involvement Crime Prevention & Graffiti Abatement Programs, and the Water Bureau Rangers.
• Responses to a request for proposals (RFP) for a new records management computer system, the Regional Justice Information Network (RegJIN)
were scored, and three vendors were invited to demonstrate their systems. In November Versaterm was selected as the vendor for the system.
Contract negotiations began and will be concluded in 2013.

2013 Annual Report
• In November 2012 the Portland City Council approved a settlement agreement with the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) to improve the policies
and practices of the Police Bureau related to individuals with mental health issues. While the agreement has yet to be approved by the federal
court, the Police Bureau continued to move forward with reforms. In 2013 the Behavioral Health Unit was established, enhanced Crisis Intervention Training was conducted, the Mobile Crisis Units were expanded to each precinct, and new Use of Force, Taser, and performance policies
were adopted. Scenario-based training for officers included deadly force decision-making, use of Electronic Control Weapons such as Tasers,
and managing contacts with people in mental health crises. An Inspector in the Professional Standards Division reviews all use of force reports.
In addition to a compliance coordinator working with key Police Bureau divisions, the City Attorney’s Office, DOJ officials, and other interested
parties, an analyst was hired to monitor and ensure the Police Bureau was progressing on the nearly 200 action items contained in the settlement
agreement.
• In late 2012 the Police Bureau started the work to create a Behavioral Health Unit (BHU) and in the first half of 2013 a functioning BHU was
realized. The mission of the unit is to coordinate the response of law enforcement and the Behavioral Health System to aid people in behavioral
crisis resulting from known or suspected mental illness or drug and alcohol addiction. Team members include sworn personnel, clinicians, a crime
analyst, and a program manager. The BHU oversees the Service Coordination Team, the Enhanced Crisis Intervention Team, the Mobile Crisis Unit,
the Neighborhood Livability Crime Enforcement Program (NLCEP) and the Drug Impact Area program.
• In 2013 the Behavioral Health Unit and the Training Division created a 40 hour Enhanced Crisis Intervention Team (ECIT) training curriculum. After
a multi-part vetting process 53 sworn personnel were selected to receive the 40 hour training.
• In 2013, Training Division staff instructed In-Service training to 940 Members. In the classroom portion with the City Attorney, members of the
Operations and Investigation Branches of the Police Bureau received updated information on the new Use of Force and Electronic Control Weapon
System (Taser) policies. The City Attorney gave a historical overview of the change in Use of Force documentation both locally and nationally. The
City Attorney also provided a review of the DOJ Settlement Agreement and informed members on their roles under the agreement.

2014 Annual Report
• The Training Division marked the grand reopening of the Portland Police Bureau Training Complex with a ribbon cutting ceremony on September
18, 2014 followed by a Community Open House on September 20, 2014. This is the Police Bureau’s first training facility. In March 2012, the City
Council voted to fund a police and public safety training facility. The Bureau purchased the 9.6 acre property and 61,276 square foot building, and
dedicated it on October 29, 2012. The remodel began in December 2013 and was completed on time and within budget. The new Training Complex was the first of its kind for the Police Bureau and City of Portland and now houses all the training disciplines in one central venue, generating
significant cost savings and efficiencies. It also improved the Bureau's ability to provide scenario-based training using all the various disciplines in
one location.
• The early announcement of the transition from the leadership of Chief Mike Reese to that of Chief Larry O’Dea resulted in a smooth leadership
transition. The Chief’s Office applied for and received a $49,000 grant to develop an equity and diversity plan for the Police Bureau. The Chief’s
Office also requested the addition of a full-time Equity and Diversity manager reporting directly to the Chief of Police.
• On Friday, August 29, 2014, Federal District Court Judge Michael Simon issued his order accepting the proposed Settlement Agreement between
the U.S. Department of Justice and the City of Portland. As a result, the Bureau continued to move forward with the reforms initiated after City
Council’s approval of the terms in 2012. These primarily revolve around the use of force, training community mental health services, employee
information system, officer accountability and community engagement as they relate to persons with actual or perceived mental illness.

2015 Annual Report
• The RegJIN (Regional Justice Information Network) Records Management System (RMS) full system went live on April 14 – on time and under
budget. Approximately 7,600 personnel have accessed the system from 49 agencies. The Equity and Diversity Manager working with PSU began
the development of a draft Strategic Equity Plan and evaluation process for its implementation. Conducted multiple internal and external focus
groups for a needs assessment.
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• Behavioral Health Unit – http://okb.oregon.gov/portfolio-item/
ppb-behavioral-health-unit/
• Neighborhood Involvement Locations – http://okb.oregon.gov/
portfolio-item/neighborhood-involvement-locations/
• And – http://www.smartpolicinginitiative.com/SPIsites/portland-oregon
• Property Information Database (RAPID) – http://okb.oregon.gov/
portfolio-item/rapid/
• Central Precinct Foot Patrol – http://okb.oregon.gov/portfolio-item/central-foot-patrol/and http://okb.oregon.gov/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/New-Foot-Patrol-Presentation.pptx

1. Reports
Annual Reports (2015 not completed yet) – https://www.
portlandoregon.gov/police/29863
• 2016 crime Jan 1 to April 30 – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/article/576931
• 2016 Call Comparison Jan 1 to April 30 – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/576930
Stops Data (2015 completed but not approved or posted) –
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/65520
• CJPRI TAS – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/305171
• TAS Response – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/481668
• 2013 – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/514465
• 2014 – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/552180
Various Documents – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/29793
• MH Report – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/440249
• CIT Report – http://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/497158?
PSU Crime Data Partnership (This has a bunch of crime data
and may be of interest) – http://www.pdx.edu/crime-data/
PSU Community Surveys – http://www.pdx.edu/cjpri/cjpri-home
Use of Force
• Use of Force by PPB Survey – http://www.pdx.edu/cjpri/sites/
www.pdx.edu.cjpri/files/Use_of_Force_Final.pdf
• Use of Force Data Summaries – https://www.portlandoregon.
gov/police/62708

2. Trends
21st Century Policing – http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/taskforce/
taskforce_finalreport.pdf
• SSD plays a particularly important role in:
Recommendation 1.5 – outreach with communities that have
high investigative and enforcement rates
Recommendation 1.6 – Consider potential damage to trust
from crime fighting strategies
Recommendation 2.1 – Collaborate with community to
develop policy and strategies that address crime in high crime
neighborhoods by improving police community relationship.
Pillar 4 – Community Policing & Crime Reduction
Action Item 5.1.2 – Partnerships with academics
Open Data
• Work with ESRI and City GIS
Challenges/Preparing for future
• SSD
1. Resolve data issues with RegJIN/NIBRS conversion
2. Develop method for tracking community engagement
3. MCJRP
4. SJC
5. Increased request for complex analysis/reporting
6. Recreating lost production reports from PPDS
7. Reduction of harm/evidence-based strategies require more
analysis
8. Measure and evaluate outcomes of implementing the
Strategic Equity Plan

Reports – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/29870
• Bangladesh – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/402885
• Public Safety in King Neighborhood – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/569693
Strategic Plans
• 2007 to 2012 – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/196743
• 2004 to 2006 – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/article/63686
• Presently using DOJ Settlement Agreement – https://www.
portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=417899
• DOJ Related Reports – https://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/62613
Oregon Knowledge Bank (lists promising policing programs
and includes several by the PPB)
• Central Precinct Entertainment Zone – https://www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=417899
• Albina and Killingsworth Collaboration – http://okb.oregon.gov/
wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Goldstein_Award_Albina_Killingsworth_Submission.pdf
• Distressed Properties – http://okb.oregon.gov/portfolio-item/
distressed-property/

• Organizational Challenge
1. Increased demand for services – calls increasing
2. Increased complexity of work – New DOJ reporting requirements/New crime coding requirements as part of NIBRS – both
are more time consuming and complex
3. Decreased resources – Officers retiring faster than we are
able to hire/More officers resigning relative to laterals than in
the past
4. Decreased talent pool – Lower interest in being a police
officer/Individuals with the skills our analysts require are in
high demand in other sectors
5. Implement Strategic Equity Plan to improve work environment and services provided to the community
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Police Bureau Performance Measures
This table reflects the Bureau’s performance measure data for the period of FY 2005-06 through FY 2014-15. The data for FY 2015-16 is
not yet available, as the fiscal year has not yet closed.
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15
42,154 37,081 34,458 30,773 31,576 31,565 34,625 32,700 33,349 35,218
Part 1 (Major) Crimes
244,335 225,396 213,589 204,425 189,390 197,178 201,951 206,005 212,443 236,940
Incidents Dispatched
189,861 191,124 186,203 205,047 208,001 214,982 164,376 162,423 149,741 138,767
Officer-Initiated Calls for Service
Traffic Collision Calls for Service per
28
28
26
24
23
25
24
23
23
27
1,000 Residents
43,341 42,850 39,138 36,105 33,343 32,431 34,377 29,946 33,822 32,000
Part 2 Crimes
30,219 31,102 32,160 27,382 45,402 31,862 20,896 18,906 19,166 10,033
Telephone Reports
Citizens Rating Service as Good or
63%
68%
64%
66%
71%
60%
59%
61%
61%
62%
Better
Part 1 Person Crimes per 1,000
7.0
6.7
6.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.1
5.0
4.9
5.0
Residents
Part 1 Property Crimes per 1,000
69
59
54
48
49
49
54
51
51
54
Residents
Total Part 1 Crimes per 1,000
76
66
60
53
54
54
59
56
56
59
Residents
Percent of Residents who Feel
49%
55%
51%
59%
60%
60%
59%
60%
62%
61%
Safe Walking Alone in Their
Neighborhood at Night
7%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
5%
5%
5%
5%
Burglary Victimization Rate
Average Travel Time to High
5.13
5.19
5.15
5.14
4.88
4.93
4.99
5.13
5.38
5.50
Priority Calls, Minutes
438
386
366
356
343
358
395
360
377
434
Dispatched Calls per Officer
38%
36%
44%
45%
43%
41%
41%
42%
40%
41%
Percent of Person Crimes Cleared
14%
15%
17%
18%
17%
14%
12%
14%
14%
13%
Percent of Property Crimes Cleared
Addresses Generating Drug House
1,464
1,171
841
577
547
552
614
648
650
699
Complaints
Number of Traffic Collision
31
35
26
34
Fatalities Annually
Number of Community Complaints
102
75
82
90
against Police, as reported by IPR
Percent of Gang Violence Cases
42%
33%
21%
23%
Cleared
8,326
8,439
10,793 13,069
Citizen Online Reports
Percentage of Total PPB officer
3.6%
2.9%
2.6%
2.5%
Arrests in which there was Use of
Force
Percentage of New Sworn Hires
25.0%
17.7%
17.7%
15.8%
who are Female
Percentage of New Sworn Hires
30.0%
23.5%
47.1%
26.7%
Comprised of People from
Communities of Color
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Summary of 10 fiscal years’ budget decisions
FY 2016-17
Sworn position change: add 2 sworn
Nonsworn position change: add 26 nonsworn
Ongoing budget change: General Fund $5,586,449 increase
One-time budget change: General Fund $802,494 increase plus
$2,519,141 carryover

FY 2010-11
Sworn position change: none
Nonsworn position change: eliminate 10.0 FTE
Ongoing budget change: General Fund reduction of $1,450,006
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $750,483
FY 2009-10
Sworn position change: eliminate 21.0 FTE
Nonsworn position change: eliminate 12.0 FTE
Ongoing budget change: General Fund reduction of $3,913,894
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $195,000

FY 2015-16
Sworn position change: addition of 5 ongoing
Nonsworn position change: addition of 11 ongoing and 1 onetime
Ongoing budget change: General Fund increase of $2,115,413
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $168,229 plus
$2,846,604 carryover

FY 2008-09
Sworn position change: no eliminations or adds
Nonsworn position change: add 9.0 Regular FTE
Ongoing budget change: General Fund increase of $238,465
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $3,102,348

FY 2014-15
Sworn position change: none
Nonsworn position change: addition of one
Ongoing budget change: General Fund increase of $519,651
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $1,600,288
including $382,000 in carryover from prior year

FY 2007-08
Sworn position change: increase of 4.0 FTE
Nonsworn position change: increase of 14.0 FTE
Ongoing budget change: General Fund reduction of $529,722
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $329,422

FY 2013-14
Sworn position change: reduction of 50 FTE
Nonsworn position change: reduction of 5 FTE
Ongoing budget change: reduction of $7,219,034
One-time budget change: addition of $428,309

FY 2006-07
Sworn position change: increase of 23.0 FTE
Nonsworn position change: increase of 9.0 FTE
Ongoing budget change: General Fund increase of $1,111,580
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $2,000,013

FY 2012-13
Sworn position change: none
Nonsworn position change: eliminate 11 FTE, add 1 FTE
Ongoing budget change: eliminate $3,739,907
One-time budget change: increase $2,234,106
FY 2011-12
Sworn position change: add 0.75 limited-term FTE
Nonsworn position change: add 1.0 limited-term FTE
Layoffs for one-year savings: 15 non-sworn FTE laid-off and/or
held vacant
Ongoing budget change: General Fund increase of $1,572,677
One-time budget change: General Fund increase of $5,600,794
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Key Personnel and
Management Philosophy
There are 20 distinct reporting units led by
civilian managers, captains or commanders
(see org chart). A key position is the program
manager of our Equity and Diversity program.
In addition to the managers who lead our
divisions, we have 135 authorized sergeants’
positions.
Front-line supervisors are critical for the stability and future of our organization. Sergeants are
an important part of the management team
and, as such, are responsible for maintaining
policy and procedure compliance, instilling
core values, and communicating upper management's strategic goals and objectives to
patrol officers, who are arguably the most
visible and accessible representatives of government.
Our management philosophy: Have a customer-oriented and focus toward employees
and community members. We strive for a work
environment that encourages open communication, prizes fairness, recognizes good work
performance and respects the differences and
rights of individuals. We hold ourselves and
each other accountable. We understand the
value of diversity and look through an equity
lens with every decision.

Outstanding Labor
Issues
We are currently negotiating a new
contract with the Portland Police
Association (PPA). We opened
negotiations early (contract expires
June of 2017) to reach agreement
on some major grievances and
encourage people to join and stay
at the Portland Police Bureau. The
major grievances include “Rotational
Support” – non-patrol officers filling
in for patrol officers and the “Five
Shift Configuration” – increased from
three shifts to five shifts to meet call
demands.
We currently have a tentative
agreement with the PPA which
includes, but is not limited to,
additional pay steps, retire rehire
program, removal of the “48 hour
rule,” which is perceived negatively
by many in the community and the
Department of Justice, Body Worn
Camera policy and several grievances
including the two major ones
mentioned above.
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Five‐Year Financial Plan and Fee Study
The City prepares Five-Year Financial Plans to guide City Council in adopting the City budget
and to assist Council in ensuring the delivery of needed services through all types of economic
cycles. The financial plans will be based on the following principles:
 Financial plans are based on current
service levels and funding sources, as well
as anticipated changes to service levels and
funding.

Fee Study
Comprehensive Financial Management Policy 2.06
states that all bureaus charging fees are required to
complete fee studies base on cost-of-service principles every two years.
The Police Bureau conducted a full study of all
fees as part of the FY 2016-17 budget preparation
process, compliant with the policy. Changes were
made as required for FY 2016-17.

The Police Bureau’s five-year plan uses the base
budget at current service level CAL for all subsequent fiscal years of the five year projection. (Tables
B and C)
The Bureau believes this is inadequate to meet the
challenges it faces. The Bureau anticipates adding
20 positions each year, starting in FY 2017-18, for an
increase of 80 positions by FY 2020-21. The financial impact is shown on the General Fund Future
Requests tables. (Tables D and E)
The impact on the level of GF discretionary resources required to fund these future requests exceeds
target growth levels of CBO, making additional
resources necessary. (Table F). Absent increases
in CAL, the Bureau would have to realign existing
resources, defunding lower priority programs in
order to maintain minimum staffing levels and the
current service level of higher priority programs.

 The Bureau uses the same basic economic
assumptions as the General Fund forecasts
which will be distributed by the Budget Office. The plan should identify other assumptions used in the forecast and the associated
risks.
A principal set of risks relate to the Bureau’s current
staffing levels and the need to add positions to the
Bureau in order to meet minimums and maintain
service levels. The Bureau requested an additional
15 positions dedicated to performing background
checks on new sworn and nonsworn employee
candidates, which is a gating factor on the hiring
process.
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Bureau Director's Work Session
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Identified Challenges
The Bureau is currently experiencing multiple challenges, of which the most urgent is: the
staffing crisis; Department of Justice Agreement compliance; and equity development and
implementation. These three issues are described below:

Staffing crisis

slows efforts to implement the equity plan,
as well as the Bureau’s sworn staffing shortages has meant that officers are only able to
perform basic law enforcement functions and
maintain the most basic required trainings/
certifications.

The Bureau is in a period of real challenges to
hire new police officers. The Bureau has experienced 48 sworn separations in FY 2015-16 and
has hired eight officers. An unfortunate combination of factors will result in the Bureau having 120 fewer sworn bureau members working
shifts at the end of FY 2015-16 as compared to
FY 2013-14.
The declining number of sworn Bureau members contributes to the retention challenges we
face as the organization suffers managing an
increasingly complex workload distributed to
fewer members.
The primary hiring challenges relate to understaffing in background and recruiting.
Recruitment efforts have been hampered by
fewer candidates seeking to enter the law enforcement field. West Coast cities share a pool
of available candidates and other cities offer
incentives that are more successful in attracting the candidates. Additionally, the Portland
Police Bureau background process is more rigorous than other agencies and takes a longer
period of time to complete, and therefore, we
lose high caliber candidates to other agencies
with a shorter background process.
If the Bureau is to accomplish the expanded
recruitment and hiring efforts needed to fill the
existing and projected vacancies, the Bureau
needs to ramp up staffing of both recruiters
and background investigators.

Department of Justice Agreement
The City of Portland entered into a Settlement
Agreement in 2014 with the United States Department of Justice Civil Rights Division (DOJ)
and the United States Attorney for the District
of Oregon regarding changes to policies and
procedures in, and oversight of, the Portland
Police Bureau.
The Agreement has resulted in significant
analytical and data workload increases across
multiple divisions in the bureau and it does not
appear that the workload has plateaued yet.
The City’s Independent Police Review (IPR)
Division and Citizen Review Committee are
tasked to accept and investigate citizen allegations of misconduct by sworn members of the
Police Bureau. The resulting workload for Internal Affairs Division has increased substantially
and is still being assessed.
The Compliance Officer/Community Liaison
(COCL) and the Community Oversight Advisory Board (COAB) continue to submit new data
requests. Both the DOJ requirements related
to citizen complaints and the COCL/COAB data
requests will generate an increasingly greater
workload for the bureau and will require more
analytical staff to accommodate.

Equity Development
The Bureau has developed a robust strategic
equity plan that impacts all areas of the bureau's ongoing organizational, training, hiring,
and policy development. Some of the major
challenges related to equity work in the Bureau
include limited program capacity/staffing that
13
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Industry Trends
What Can We Do Better?
• We need to track, evaluate and publish our
efforts to create more inclusive systems of
community engagement
• Complete our agreement with the DOJ –
specifically the Community Engagement and
Outreach plan
• Pay close attention to community survey results
• Increase transparency and admit fault when
we make mistakes
• Long-term community reconciliation project
• Continue to build on the introductory to equity training to further shape and inform Bureau responses and interactions with diverse
communities.

1. What are the primary exogenous forces
shaping your work?
2. How are you responding to these forces?
3. What does the City need to do better to prepare for the inevitable?

A. Exogenous Force
Real time news and social media has lumped
police departments all into one. A negative
incident across the country tarnishes the entire
police profession and further reduces the communities trust in the Portland Police Bureau.
Ten years ago this type of incident had some
impact on us, but today it is immediate and
pointed directly at us.
What Are We Doing?
• We are strengthening our relationship with
the community so when these things happen we are less likely to be connected to the
negative event.
• During 2015 and 2016 we entered into a
partnership with Race Talks to have several
Community and Police Forums to discuss the
relationship between the Police Bureau and
the community. The forums were used to listen to one another, explain police procedure
and develop relationships.
• During 2015, sworn member in-service training at least one Assistant Chief (mostly two)
gave a 45-minute block on community trust
and how we may damage it during on street
encounters with the community.
• *We support and sponsor many events
throughout the year to develop trusting relationships with youth: Summer sports camp;
Camp Rosenbaum; Z-man scholarship, wrestling tournament, youth talent show; Gang
Resistance education and Training “GREAT”;
Shop With A Cop; and School Resource Officers (SRO) etc.
• The Public Information Officer tries to disseminate information quickly to ensure the community is well-informed.
*We are engaged in numerous community activities not mentioned in this document. The ones
mentioned above are only highlights.

B. Exogenous Force
The President has made police reform one of
his top priorities. In May 2015, he published
the final report for “The President’s Task Force
on 21st Century Policing.” The Task Force made
recommendations in six areas: Building Trust
and Legitimacy, Policy Oversight, Technology
and Social Media, Community Policing and
Crime Reduction, Training and Education and
Officer Wellness.
What Are We Doing?
The Police Bureau has implemented or is in the
process of implementing almost every recommendation in the report.
What Can We Do Better?
The City should fully fund body worn cameras
(BWC) for officers and supervisors working in
a uniform capacity. BWC’s have been shown
to reduce the amount of force used by officers
and complaints against officers (“The effect of
Police Body-Worn Cameras on Use of Force and
Citizen Complaints against the Police: Randomized Control Trial” Journal of Quantitative Criminology 2014). Two years ago BWC’s were only
used by a few departments. Today, it is almost
expected by the community to ensure transparency, accountability and equity in policing.
• Implement the Strategic Equity Plan into all
Bureau processes from policy and procedure
14
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Industry Trends (con't.)
development through implementation and
evaluation.
• Incorporate measurable training for all Bureau
members in authentic community engagement and
relationship building across differences.

which was launched in April 2015.
• The City must examine the structure and direction of the COAB. Many people, external and
internal, perceive it as dysfunctional and ineffective

D. Exogenous Force
C. Exogenous Force
The Department of Justice (DOJ) is focusing
on law enforcement agencies nationwide in
regard to force and racial profiling. Fifty-plus
cities/counties are currently in some type of
settlement agreement or consent decree with
the DOJ. The Police Bureau is currently in an
agreement with the DOJ for a pattern or practice of using excessive force against persons
suffering from mental illness or perceived to be
suffering from mental illness. The agreement
was originally estimated to end in the 2017,
but progress has been slow. At this point there
is no end date, but it is safe to say that it will
take four or more years to complete.
What Are We Doing?
The DOJ Settlement is the number one priority
of the Chief of Police. We have hired numerous
personnel and created processes and positions
to achieve a positive outcome. They include,
but are not limited to, created the Behavioral
Health Unit (BHU) where mental health professionals and police officers patrol as a team,
created a process where use of force is investigated and critiqued, created a mental health
mask to track mental health contacts, reduced
the amount of time it takes to complete Internal Affairs investigations, participate in the
Community Oversight Advisory Board (COAB),
emphasize de-escalation in policy, training and
practice, etc.
What Can We Do Better?
• Add more personnel)to develop and implement policy
• Push the DOJ to move faster in approving
proposed policies
• Increase our capacity (add more personnel) to
develop and implement new systems
• Our Records Division staff and police officers
need to become more proficient in the use of
our new records management system–RegJIN

High-profile officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths; recent violence toward officers; the
agreement with the DOJ ;and a good economy
has impacted the Bureau's ability to hire and
retain police officers. It is a national problem that
many police agencies are facing. Police work is
not as “glamorous” as it used to be and there are a
finite number of qualified candidates. The Police
Bureau must make itself as desirable as possible.
What Are We Doing?
• Last year we went to a National testing model
that allows us to test and recruit from around the
country
• We received authorization from City Council to
hire 16 full-time employees – one recruiter, one
supervisor and 14 background investigators to
speed up the hiring process
• We received $250,000.00 for recruiting trips, media exposure, recruiting video, etc.
• Negotiating a new contract with the Portland
Police Association to incentivize people to join
and stay at the Police Bureau. The negotiations
include a “retire rehire program”, pay increases
and a shortened probationary period for experienced police officers joining the Police Bureau.
• Prioritize the recruitment of people of color and
women
What can we do better?
• We must finalize our contract with the Portland
Police Association
• Create evaluation systems which measure outcomes and provide analysis to develop the most
effective hiring and recruiting practices.
• Policing in Portland is more complex and mentally draining than many of the smaller cities
surrounding it. Officers sometimes feel overwhelmed and helpless. The City needs to give
officers as many tools as possible to deal with
homelessness and people suffering from mental
illness.
15
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Portland Police Bureau Succession Planning
The Portland Police Bureau has a long history of building leadership opportunities through community
partnerships and establishing government agreements with city, county and metro agencies. The items
listed are part of an ongoing effort dedicated toward succession planning and leadership development. It is
a record of our activity and participation to address public safety needs in the organization.

Change Management and Succession
Planning Highlights

Oregon Association of Chiefs of Police
Description: Yearly training and networking seminar
for upcoming and interested Officers, Supervisors
and Command leadership. Attendance requires
sponsorship by an executive and permission to
attend.

This section highlights the Bureau’s intentions
toward succession planning all focusing on
promoting community policing efforts, and
engaging in a process for identifying and developing
internal candidates with the ability to fill key
leadership positions in the Portland Police Bureau
organization.

Northwest Leadership Seminar
Description: Yearly seminar that is available to all
bureau members for skill building and training on
executive leadership
Partners: NW Leadership Board

Community-Based Leadership & Government
Opportunities
Portland State University Public Administration
Certificate programs; Portland State University
Hatfield School of Government; Department of
Police Standards and Training (DPSST) management
certificate programs and certification requirements.
Board member opportunities, as they are presented
and there is needed bureau participation.

Supervisors Inservice (Sergeants Academy)
Description: Interaction with community members/
neighborhood residents in collaborative effort
to improve livability and reduce crime within the
respective areas.
Partners: 95 neighborhood associations, ONI, other
city bureaus.

Department of Justice Settlement Agreement

CIC Programming & CCIC Programming

Description: Headed up by the US Department of
Justice; a Court settlement, with the City of Portland.
In part, the agreement names deficiencies with the
practice of force applications by the Portland Police
Bureau, specifically with those experiencing mental
crisis. Additional requirements include establishment
of community oversight and accomplishment
of tasks that correct pattern and practice issues,
training, community engagement equity, and
supervisory recommendations. Much of the work
has been distributed as complex staff assignments to
supervisory staff and command team leadership.

Description: Training and mentoring of identified
command staff to manage high impact tactical and
crowd control events.

Police Advisory Committees/Councils
Description: Assigned command staff or designee's
for regular meetings with identified minority
populations to discuss issues relevant in their
community and provide feedback to the Bureau on
communication, training and policy. This has been
utilized as a skill building opportunity to designated
supervisors and command staff.
Partners: African American Advisory, Arab Muslim
Police Advisory, Slavic Advisory Council, Chief’s
Advisory Panel, Budget Advisory, Alliance for
Safer Communities, Community Police Relations
Committee, Developmental Disability Advisory

Community Engagement Expectations and
Opportunities
Description: As a part of the DOJ Settlement
Agreement, Community engagement is a high
priority. Supervisors and Command staff have
been assigned project work as a skill builder and
a show of confidence in their ability to deliver a
high- quality response with outcomes to fulfill the
demands of this guiding document. The work is
considered preparatory for continued opportunities
in promotion and appointments.

FBINA
Description: Command leadership training that is
considered best practice for the development of
future agency leadership. Occurs twice a year; used
as a primer for upper command leadership training.
Partners: FBI, Portland Police Bureau
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Current Bureau Collaborations
A

F

O

Archives and Records Center
1800 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 550, 97201
Phone: 503-865-4100
Email: parc@portlandoregon.gov

Fire & Police Disability & Retirement
Fund
1800 SW 1st Avenue, Suite 450, 97201
Phone: 503-823-6823

Ombudsman
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 320, 97204
Phone: 503-823-0144

C

Facilities Services
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 1204, 97204
Phone: 503-823-5252

Parks and Recreation, Bureau of
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 1302, 97204
Phone: 503-823-PLAY

Fire & Rescue, Portland
55 SW Ash, 97204
Phone: 503-823-3700

Planning & Sustainability, Bureau of
1900 SW 4th Avenue, Suite 7100, 97201
Phone: 503-823-7700

G

Portland Development Commission
222 NW 5th Avenue, 97209
Phone: 503-823-3200

City Attorney, Office of
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 430, 97204
Phone: 503-823-4047
City Budget Office
1120 SW 5th Ave, Room 1300, 97204
Phone: 503-823-6925
CityFleet
2835 N Kerby, 97227
Phone: 503-823-2277

Government Relations
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 410, 97204
Phone: 503-823-4130

D

H

Development Services, Bureau of
1900 SW 4th Avenue, Suite 5000, 97201
Phone: 503-823-7300
Email: bds@portlandoregon.gov

Hearings Office
1900 SW 4th Avenue, Room 3100, 97201
Phone: 503-823-7307

E
Emergency Communications, Bureau
of
PO Box 1927, 97207
Phone: 503-823-0911
Emergency Management, Portland
Bureau of
9911 SE Bush Street, Portland OR 97266
Phone: 503-823-4375
Environmental Services, Bureau of
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 1000, 97204
Phone:503-823-7740
Equity and Human Rights, Office of
421 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 500, Portland,
OR 97204
Phone: 503-823-4433

Housing, Bureau of
421 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 1100, 97204
Phone: 503-823-2375
Human Resources, Bureau of
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 404, 97204
Phone: 503-823-3572
Job Hotline: 503-823-4573
I
Independent Police Review
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 140, 97204
Phone: 503-823-0146
M
Management and Finance, Office of
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 1250, 97204
Phone: 503-823-5288
N
Neighborhood Involvement, Office of
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 110, 97204
Phone: 503-823-4519
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P

Portland Water Bureau
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 600, 97204
Phone: 503-823-7404
Procurement Services
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 750, 97204
Phone: 503-823-5047
R
Revenue and Financial Services,
Bureau of
1120 SW 5th Ave, Room 1250, 97204
Phone: 503-823-5288
Revenue Division
111 SW Columbia Street, Suite 600, 97201
Phone: 503-823-5157
Email: biztaxhelp@portlandoregon.gov
Risk Management
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 709, 97204
Phone: 503-823-5101
T
Technology Services, Bureau of
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 450, 97204
Phone: 503-823-5198
Transportation, Portland Bureau of
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Room 800, 97204
Phone: 503-823-5185

PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU

Supplemental Information: Staffing and Response Time

Note: Authorized counts are based on the adopted budget.
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Supplemental Information: Staffing and Response Time
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Supplemental Information: Staffing and Response Time
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Supplemental Information: Staffing and Response Time

These datasets are for the first 4 months of the noted years, excluding TRU Calls.
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